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INTERIM SPACES: RE-SHAPING LONDON 

- THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SHORT LIFE 

PROPERTY 1970 - 2000 

ABSTRACT 

The thesis examines the significance of short life property, a resource which 
facilitated the growth of new organisations in the 1970s and 1980s and explores their 
impact on public policy. The thesis is both a history of a vibrant period and an 
analysis of organisations' influence on aspects of public policy. Far from being 
purely an institutionalisation of squatting, as generally believed, short life housing 
provided a terrain for experimentation and enabled pressing new and emerging 
needs to be met cheaply and quickly. All the six case study organisations relied on 
short life property as a basic resource, but their vision and development was 
strikingly different and short life housing was not a coherent sector. 

The organisations viewed short life housing as a useful resource, recognising its 
longer term disadvantages, connected to its insecurity. It became a terrain from 
which to build organisations and acquire permanent property in order to provide 
more settled accommodation for residents. In struggling to achieve this, the 
organisations influenced public policy locally in relation to co-ops, homeless 
families' accommodation and nationally in relation to artists' studios and the 
Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic housing strategy. The 
organisations were less successful when attempting to influence wider policy issues, 

such as government policy on refugee support or the administration of Housing 
Benefit. 

The study is set within a wider framework of the state's growing dependence on 
temporary arrangements, especially for homeless families and asylum seekers. It is 
therefore in part a meditation on the reason for the increased interest in forms of 
temporary support for homeless and vulnerable people. This occurred as 
government restructured the Welfare State. Temporary measures and interim 
solutions reflected the change and became part of the means of making that 
transition. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Arts Council 
National body concerned with promoting and funding the arts 

Assured Shorthold Tenancy (AST) 
A new tenancy introduced by the Housing Act 1988. AST tenancies became the norm for 
the private sector and facilitated the growth of Temporary Accommodation schemes for 
homeless families. They provided short life housing residents with clear legal 
arrangements, replacing licences, which had proved legally unsatisfactory. 

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) Housing Strategy 
Housing Corporation Strategy, first launched in 1986 to promote and support minority- 
led and controlled associations. There were three strategies, designed to enable BME 
associations to become viable. 

Co-operative Housing Agency (CHA) 
Established by the Department of the Environment in 1977, this short-lived agency was 
part of the Housing Corporation and promoted and supported housing co-operatives as an 
alternative tenure. The agency's work was absorbed into the Housing Corporation's 
mainstream business, as part of the Thatcher government reforms. 

Department of the Environment (DoE) 
A government department responsible for housing, planning and environmental matters, 
it was enlarged in 1997 to become Department of Environment, Transport and the 
Regions (DETR) and later the Department of Transport, Local Government and the 
Regions (DTLR) 

Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR) 
See above (DoE). This department was responsible for housing policy. 

Department of Transport, Local government and the Regions (DTLR) 
See above (DoE) 

Empty Homes Agency (EHA) 
An independent lobby and campaign organisation, established in 1992 to reduce the 
amount of wasted, empty property, the EHA promotes local and national empty property 
strategies. It works with local authority Empty Property officers and property owners, 
including government departments. 

Empty Property Strategies 
The DTLR encouraged local authorities to develop empty property strategies to ensure 
empty homes are brought back into use. 
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Empty Property Unit (EPU) 
A precursor of the Empty Homes Agency, the EPU was supported by Shelter and worked 
closely with short life housing organisations and local authorities 

Exit strategies 
The term used to describe local authorities planned withdrawal from short life housing 
arrangements and the sale of properties, often to housing associations for refurbishment 

Federation of Black Housing Organisations (FBHO) 
National organisation, representing and promoting the interests of black-led housing 
organisations 

Flats over Shops (FOS) 
A government initiative, introduced in the early 1990s, FOS provided incentive funding 
through small capital grants, to encourage private sector owners to convert empty storage 
space into residential. The scheme encouraged partnerships with housing associations 

Greater London Authority (GLA) 
Established in 2000, the GLA is responsible for spatial development strategy, the Police 
and transport in London. It was established by the Labour government in 1997, as part of 
their regional strategy. The GLA has limited powers and a small staff team and budget. 
The Mayor can determine planning applications and therefore has considerable influence 
on spatial development. 

Housing Associations 
The usual term used to describe independent, non profit housing organisations. From the 
mid 1990s associations began to be known as Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) 

Housing Associations as Managing Agents (HAMA) 
HAMA was a revenue grant initiative, administered by the Housing Corporation, to 
encourage large associations to procure and manage Private Sector Leasing (PSL) for 
homeless families 

HAMA Plus 
As part of the effort to tackle homelessness in the early 1990s, HAMA Plus was an 
incentive grant, introduced to encourage housing associations and landlords to lease 

properties, which required some capital investment. The scheme was merged into the new 
Temporary Social Housing grant arrangements later in the 1990s 

Housing Co-operatives 
Most co-operatives are 'fully mutual', with all members tenants or prospective tenants. 
Each member has a £1 share and is jointly and collectively responsible for the 
management of the organisation 
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Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) 
ILEA had a large school extension and construction programme between 1950 and 1980. 
The GLC acquired properties on its behalf and managed them, often as short life housing, 
until the sites were required for redevelopment. 

Leases 
Short leases replaced licences, as the legal contract between owners and short life groups 
from the late 1980s 

Licences 
The initial arrangements for short life housing were contained in licences, which 
provided owners with flexibility, as they were able to obtain possession with 28 days' 
notice. However they became increasingly open to challenge by residents, after the Street 
v. Mountford case, in which a private landlord was found to have used a 'sham licence'. 
Leases (between the owner and short life group) and ASTs for tenants provided a sound 
basis for short life arrangements after 1989. The legal challenges in the 1990s related to 
pre-1989 licences. 

Local authority 
Local authorities are the primary form of local government, comprising 32 authorities 
plus the City of London. They are responsible for local administration and most managed 
a substantial number of social homes in the late twentieth century. This stock reduced 
after the introduction of the Right-to-Buy for tenants. 

London Housing Federation (LHF) 
The LHF is the representative body for London's 450 housing associations and co- 
operatives, forming a region of the National Housing Federation (NHF) 

London Research Centre (LRC) 
Formerly part of the GLC, the LRC was an independent research body, working for local 
authorities. It became part of the GLA in 2000. The LRC published regular bulletins on 
homelessness for local authorities 

London Residuary Body (LRB) 
The LRB was an interim agency, responsible for transferring and disposing of the GLC's 
miscellaneous estate, after abolition 

Mini HAG 
Mini HAG was a form of grant, administered by the Housing Corporation and designed 
to ensure short life properties were made wind, weatherproof and safe. Properties needed 
a minimum 'life' of two years and housing association-owned properties were not 
eligible. The grants were replaced by Short Life Housing Grant in the 1990s 
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National Housing Federation 
The NHF is the national trade body, representing the interests of over 2,000 housing 
associations and co-operatives in England 

Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) 
RSL is the formal collective name for housing associations, co-operatives and other 
social landlords, such as Housing Action Trusts 

Shelter 
Shelter is the national campaign body, concerned with housing and homelessness 

Short life housing 
Property licensed or leased for short term use, the term came into use in the 1970s. It 
generally applies to property owned by local authorities and managed by associations and 
co-operatives on a short term basis. The majority of residents are single people, usually 
referred by referral agencies. It is distinguished from Temporary Accommodation for 
homeless families (see below) 

Short Life Grant 
Short life grant replaced both temporary Housing Grant and Temporary Market Rent 
Housing Grant (see below) in the 1990s, combining features of both the grants 

Squatting 
The occupation of empty property without the owner's permission, squatting became a 
significant urban social movement in the 1970s and 1980s. This was as the result of the 
combination of rising homelessness and an increase in local authority-owned empty 
property awaiting redevelopment, primarily in London and other major conurbations 

Temporary Accommodation 
Temporary accommodation is the term used for housing leased from the private sector by 
associations on behalf of local authority nominees. Local authorities are responsible for 
nominating families and arranging eventual permanent rehousing. Associations procure 
and manage the properties 

Temporary Market Rent Housing Grant (TMRH) 
TMRH replaced HAMA Plus for private sector properties, bringing grant arrangements 
into line with the Housing Corporation's mainstream procedures in 1997 

Temporary Social Housing Grant (TSH) 
TSH and TMRH (see above) were the streamlined short life funding, introduced to 
replace mini HAG in 1997 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study traces the history and significance of short life housing in London. Short life 

housing emerged as a way of using empty local authority homes in the early 1970s, then 

grew during a period of welfare state restructuring between 1979 and 1989. There were 

some other sources of property, including the Department of Transport, housing 

associations, British Rail and occasionally private sector owners, especially from the late 

1980s, when local authority resources reduced decline. ' Short life housing declined in the 

1990s as local authorities made more efficient use of their stock, disposed of 

miscellaneous properties and prioritised empty homes for homeless families. Private 

sector leasing provided an alternative supply of temporary accommodation for homeless 

families during the early 1990s recession, largely managed by large associations and 

subsequently remained the primary source of that accommodation. 

' House, by Rachel Whiteread (1993/4) 
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My definition of short life housing is the permitted use of empty property owned by local 

authorities and other public bodies. Purchased for redevelopment or rehabilitation 

schemes, these buildings were in poor condition and unsuitable for letting. They were 

licensed to non profit organisations, to avoid creating tenancies. Characteristically short 

life housing was relatively informal and initially not subject to any regulation. It is 

usually theorised as the formalisation of squatting, which was an active urban social 

movement between the late 1960s and early 1980s, particularly targeted at publicly 

owned buildings in London, although there were also some high profile private sector 

squats. 4 After squatting peaked in the mid 1970s when the Criminal Trespass Act 1977 

made it more difficult, 5 short life housing expanded and incorporated many squatting 

groups. 

The connections between squatting, short life, or self-help housing, as it was sometimes 

called and temporary accommodation for homeless families, were strong and are 

explored in chapter 5. The wave of squatting which surfaced in the late 1960s was led by 

Family Squatting groups, campaigning to improve the lot of homeless families, then 

housed in hostels. Their negotiations for licences created the model legal arrangements 

which led to the growth of short life housing. However even before homelessness 

legislation was introduced in 1977 to protect the position of vulnerable households, short 
life housing primarily accommodated single people whose housing needs were not 

priorities for local authorities. 6 Some large associations, inspired by the Family Squatting 

campaigns, provided homeless families' temporary accommodation from the 1970s, as a 

service for local authorities. 7 This division of roles between self help groups and 

established housing associations was not absolute and became increasingly blurred as I 

demonstrate in Part 3. 

Taking a social history perspective, I explore short life organisations' values, especially 

the importance of self help as well as their role in the implementation of public policies 

and their material achievements. As demands increased, so did tensions between the use 

of empty homes for priority and non priority uses. Smaller groups whose community 

action focus had also created some non-residential uses were marginalised and studio and 
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workshop space began to be concentrated in former industrial and commercial property. 

However short life housing continued to expand throughout the 1980s as local authority 

redevelopments were delayed, then was phased out in the 1990s, when the councils 

rationalised their assets. Residents' legal challenges to establish whether pre-1989 licence 

arrangements were in fact tenancies lengthened the process of withdrawal. 

The research focuses largely on the use of local authority property and as this source of 

supply began to decline, describes the growing use of private sector properties during the 

1990s recession, which provided new opportunities for growth. In Part 2 my study covers 

the incorporation, policy impact and transformation of self help short life housing groups. 

This is set within the framework of the growing state dependence on temporary 

accommodation for homeless people from the early 1990s. One of the consequences of 

those schemes was the marginalisation of those groups which primarily housed single 

people. 

Property owned by LB Camden and due for demolition in Eresby Road, Kilburn in 1974. 
Owner-occupiers who had renovated their homes campaigned unsuccessfully against the plans. 

The research highlights some of the problems of short life housing. It was insecure and 

people living in it long-term experienced a sense of limbo. Rising costs, increased 

insecurity and the decline in the number of local authority empty homes exacerbated the 
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situation from the late 1980s. However the value of interim resources was that they 

provided low-cost, accessible space necessary to. build organisations and meet new needs. 

For new organisations interim resources served as means of transition, without which it is 

difficult to see how they would have become mainstream players. Those that did so 

include Acme, the largest arts studio organisation, Ujima, the largest Black and Minority 

Ethnic (BME) association and African Refugee Housing Action Group (ARHAG), the 

largest refugee community housing association. Most moved away from using empty 

property, with the exception of West Hampstead Housing Association (WHHA), which 

specialised in its use and managed more temporary accommodation than any other 

association in London by the end of the 1990s. 

Not all organisations focused on housing. At one end of the spectrum was Acme Housing 

Association which chose to concentrate on the provision of non residential studios from 

the mid 1980s. In other organisations non- housing uses, though common remained 

subsidiary and informal, including workshops, small offices, rehearsal space and storage. 

I discovered during my research that a WHHA flat, licensed to a BME group had been 

used for some years as Ken Saro-Wiwa's office for his international campaign against oil 

giant, Royal Dutch Shell's developments and environmental damage in the Niger Delta, 

for instance. 8 

The study is presented in four parts. Part One contains a methodology, a literature review 

and an overview of major changes in London during the study period. Chapter 1 explains 

my research question, approach, my choice of research techniques, use of the term public 

policy and a justification for my use of pictures, as an integral part of the study. Chapter 2 

reviews the theoretical context, looking particularly at writing on gentrification, 

migration and urban social movements, of which squatting formed part. This emphasises 

that a study of short life housing needs to take a wide perspective, in order to locate it in 

its broader social context. 

Chapter 3 summarises key changes in London's economy, population and investment in 

affordable housing between 1970 and 2000. It highlights the change from a city with a 
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declining population in the early 1970s, to one which had become a magnet for 

international migration by the early 1990s. One of the consequences of increased 

population in the late 1980s together with rising house prices and low rate of new 

construction was a shortage of affordable homes. A number of complex factors were 
involved in the transformation of London into a global city and the process was disrupted 

by the early 1990s recession, which led to an unexpected surge in homelessness. This 

coincided with the Conservatives' restructuring of local government, which limited its 

role in developing new social rented homes. As a result local authorities relied 

increasingly on housing associations both as developers and as temporary 

accommodation providers, to meet their statutory obligations to homeless families. 

Part 2 provides a history of the case study organisations, which grounds the research. 

Chapter 4 introduces the six case study organisations, which identified new needs in 

relation to workspace, housing for black and ethnic minority groups, refugees and 

vulnerable people requiring support in order to live independently. Chapter 5 explores the 

origins of short life housing and its sources of inspiration from community arts to 

5 

Graham Sambrook and Gill Prendeville beginning to clear rubbish from short life houses 
in Kelson Street, Kilburn in 1975, which had been empty for some years. 



neighbourhood community action and squatting. This is a wider range of influences than 

most accounts consider and is one of the reasons for the diverse values of the groups which 

a study of their material achievements would not include. It also resulted in pressures which 

are explored in Part 3. Chapter 5 is based on my own experience, supplemented by 

conversations with others working with short life housing. Chapter 6 gives an overview of 

the rise and fall of short life housing and traces the organisations' development and efforts 

to move away from the confines of short term space. 

Part 3 explores the ways in which short life housing associations and co-ops were able to 

benefit from and influence the implementation of public policy at a local and sometimes at 

national level. There were four major policies with which the organisations in this study are 

associated. These are the co-ops strategy from 1976 to the early 1980s; the Black and 

Minority Ethnic housing strategies from 1986 onwards; arts led regeneration, especially in 

East London in the 1990s; and the use of private sector empty homes as temporary 

accommodation for homeless families which became a priority for local authorities from the 

early 1990s. 

Chapter 7 reviews the way in which for a short period of time in the 1970s the vibrant 

squatting/short life housing organisations were able to take advantage of the emerging co- 

ops policy. This was despite the fact that the intended policy direction focused around the 

establishment of new co-ops in purpose built accommodation. It also explores the reasons 

why short life housing co-ops' influence remained local. 

The successful inter-relationship between black led housing organisations which began in 

short life housing and the Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic housing 

strategy is explored in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 looks at the role Acme and other organisations 

played in ensuring that there was greater political interest in the role of visual artists' 

contribution to the cultural economy. As an artists' studio organisation based in the East End 

of London, Acme played a dual role: supporting neighbourhood regeneration through 

pioneering new uses of redundant property and providing work space for artists. The chapter 

explores some of the reasons for the growth of arts-led social and economic regeneration of 
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deprived neighbourhoods and the creation of an infrastructure to support this. It also 

considers the importance of property market changes and new forms of public/private 

partnership models. 

Chapter 10 considers the reasons for and consequences of the failure of organisations 

managing temporary accommodation for homeless families to persuade government to 

make special arrangements in relation to Housing Benefit, after the benefit regime was 

changed. The consequences of that failure were to reduce the number of associations 

managing temporary accommodation. 

In Part 4, I review the significance of short life housing and return to the questions, which 

are posed in Chapter 1. In chapter 11, I attempt to make an assessment of the number of 

people who may have benefited from short life housing over the thirty-year case study 

period. In assessing the material value of this form of interim space, I reflect on the 

ambivalent views of residents and former residents. I consider the position of short life 

housing as a site for self help activity for a wide range of groups and discuss its role in co- 

producing communities and community space. I also review the importance of self help as a 

resource before the majority of groups developed a service delivery approach, in line with 

mainstream organisations. Then, by comparing the organisations in the study with the 

alternative settlement movement of the nineteenth century, I suggest that there were some 

similarities. They were part of the reformist culture of their time, despite sometimes taking 

an oppositional, campaigning stance against the status quo. They were dependent on 

particular circumstances, prevailing in London in the 1970s and 1980s, with a large supply 

of empty local authority-owned property. Similar developments in other European cities, 

where local authorities were not major landlords were more ephemeral. As part of the 

discussion, I reflect on the organisations' incorporation into mainstream social housing and 

regeneration and role of temporary measures in facilitating social housing market transition- 

I consider whether, and to what extent, the use of short life property enabled some Labour- 

controlled local authorities to develop informal contra-gentrification strategies in the 1980s, 

to avoid disposing of properties prematurely. 
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I 

Short life property, first licensed to WHHA in 1975 was finally sold to WHHA in 1993 and renovated. 
Council flats built in the 1970s to replace demolished houses are in the background 

Chapter 12 explores the growing prevelance. of temporary arrangements and the links to a 

more speeded up society. It concludes that short life housing and temporary accommodation 

were part of a wider social trend towards more flexible arrangements. It suggests that 

economically and socially-driven shifts often have the greatest impact on the weakest 

members of society and frequently lead to displacement. The self help approach of the 

organisations in the study focused on building and supporting communities, to try to resist 

these trends, in a small and localised way. Their work developed organically and in 

opposition to emerging neo-liberal notions of a mobile society. There were contradictions as 

they made use of transitory resources and housed a relatively fluid population. I suggest 

their approach reflected older values, notably visions of utopian societies and notions of 

self-sufficiency, often re-translated through international experience and traditions. They 

aspired to a vision of self-determination which some of the groups were partially able to 

realise, however momentarily. 

In the conclusion I find that the use of short life housing was a difficult and only partially 

successful project because of the insecurity of the buildings and groups' transitional role as 

organisations, which ultimately wanted to provide more settled accommodation. The 
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combination of short life housing as a resource and the opportunities available during the 

first phase of the wider restructuring of the social housing market from 1989 provided 

support for innovative organisations to grow. The stronger and larger groups' reformist 

focus facilitated their incorporation into the wider social housing and regeneration sectors 

and supported their growth in the 1990s. They had some policy influence, on the 

implementation of specific policies and funding streams and in most cases they fulfilled 

their missions, by expanding provision. They met emerging needs, reflecting London's 

changing, diverse, increasingly young and international population. 

However as the social housing sector changed and became dominated by large associations 

and Local authority Stock Transfer associations (LSVTs) in the 1990s very few 

organisations, which had emerged from short life housing, were sufficiently robust to thrive. 

Most of the case study organisations expanded, because they had identified niche markets 

and Ujima, whose mission fitted the government's mainstream agenda, was the most 

successful. Small co-ops, on the other hand, needed to use other strategies, notably 

successful legal challenges to the status of pre 1989 licenses, to try and acquire their homes 

as permanent rented housing. 

Finally, the organisations' major legacy may be their role in demonstrating the practicality 

of using empty homes to house homeless people. The twin examples of short life housing 

and large associations' temporary accommodation schemes demonstrated that the systematic 

use of empty property was possible, although problematic if no 'move on housing'9 was 

available. A shortage of affordable homes and increased homelessness in London led to 

greater local authority dependence on temporary arrangements for homeless people from the 

early 1990s. This used the service delivery model developed by large associations, rather 

than the self help approach of small groups. 
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' The primary source of properties was local authorities until the late 1980s when due to the reduction in 
voids and councils' need to use property for homeless families, groups sought out other sources of 
property. 

2 Housing association pre-development properties were also used. The Housing Corporation's interest in 
short life housing developed from 1976 when mini HAG funding was introduced for properties with a2- 
5 year life, which had not received grant and were not eligible for other Housing Corporation funding. 
Housing association properties were excluded from mini HAG funding, although they were an important 
source of short life property. Repairs were funded through groups' own resources. See Glossary of Terms 
for definition 

3 Usually registered as charitable or co-operative housing associations, although others (e. g. SCH) had a 
non profit company structure 

Leases and assured shorthold tenancies replaced licences from 1989, as a result of tenancy changes in the 
1988 Housing Act. 

Wates and Wolmar ( 1980) 

The Criminal Trespass Act 1977 made forcible entry of premises a criminal offence 

6 Some local authorities e. g. LB Camden preferred groups to house single people as there would be no 
rehousing obligation. 

7 Bailey (1973) - for instance London and Quadrant Housing Trust and Family Housing Association 

8 WHHA discovered that the flat had been used as an office after Ken Saro-Wiwa's death. ARHAG told me 
more about his campaign to protect the Ogoni people in the Niger Delta, whose traditional way of life was 
threatened by oil exploration 

9 The term used to describe permanent housing made available to people who had lived in temporary 
accommodation - usually people who were priority homeless 
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CHAPTER ONE 

METHODOLOGY 

The research seeks to explore the significance of short life housing, as a resource in 

London during the period 1970 to 2000, with a particular focus on the development of 

several innovative organisations and their influence on aspects of public policy. The 

research does not claim to be a representative study, but an overview from which areas 

for further detailed research may emerge. 

I consider the significance of short life housing through a number of inter-connected 

questions: How far could it be said that the use of short life housing was solely the 

institutionalisation of squatting, which also became, over time, a terrain for 

experimentation in self help housing? To what extent did it facilitate the growth of new 

' WHHA house c. 1996 designed by HAG 
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community organisations, formed to respond to unmet and often unrecognised needs, 

enabling them to grow their organisations and to deliver wider social objectives? To what 

extent, if any, did the informal arrangements and ad hoc activities of the organisations, 

whose history is explored in Part 2, inform the direction of public policy locally or 

nationally, in relation to housing co-ops, black and minority ethnic housing associations, 

homelessness and regeneration initiatives? In seeking to throw light on these questions, it 

is also necessary to ask whether this was essentially a London phenomenon, in terms of 

the scale of activity and its policy outcomes. Finally, is it possible, in tracing the thirty 

year history of short life housing to gain new insights into the nature of 'the temporary' 

and to establish links between the often fierce local struggles for more security and some 

of the government initiatives such as temporary accommodation for homeless families 

and arrangements for asylum seekers? 

In exploring these questions it was necessary to consider the body of theoretical 

explanations which informs the discussion. The literature review set out in Chapter 2 

includes key studies of urban social movements and new forms of civil society, as these 

texts, rather than housing studies form the context for my analysis. They also indicate the 

complex and sometimes contradictory links between globalisation, gentrification, 

migration and the reshaping of the Welfare State, of which the restructuring of social 

housing formed part. Some studies, such as those by Sassen (1999) and Harding (2000) 

make specific links between globalisation, migration and increased applications for 

asylum in Europe. Within Britain itself, the literature includes important studies, which 

trace the housing impact of population movements, both on the expanding London and 

South East regions and on other regions, which lost population. l Finally, work by 

Deutsche (1996) Said (1994) and Watson (1999) highlights the importance of including a 

range of narrative voices in order to provide a critique of the 'official' position and to 

create a more nuanced and rounded view. 

This chapter describes how I established the research question and then outlines the 

methodology used to conduct the research. It summarises the process of mapping the 

field, selecting the case studies and identifies issues which arose in relation to my own 
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participant-observation and other research methods. It also includes a discussion on the 

way residents' views were sought and a section on the picture research, as illustrations 

are an integral part of the study. 

Before formulating my questions, I conducted a screening and scoping exercise in order 

to understand the context within which interim space initiatives emerged and to refine the 

remit of my study. The issues I wanted to explore covered a potentially broad area. After 

reviewing the literature, I considered undertaking an international comparative study 

because the majority of theoretical literature on squatting and resident-controlled housing 

relates to third world squatter settlements on the fringe of expanding cities. 

Unfortunately, I did not have the resources to travel and it would have been difficult to 

have drawn on my own experiences in a desk-based theoretical study. 

I would have liked to compare the way empty property and sites were used in the 1980s 

in London and New York. The Tenant Interim Lease Scheme, which used repossessed (in 

rem) property in the 1980s for co-operative housing was well-documented (Saegert and 

Winkel 1996; 1998; Saegert 1989a; 1989b). Balmori and Morton's (1993) photographic 

and descriptive study of temporary gardens created by homeless people was inspirational. 

Zukin (1988) and Deutshe (1999) provided a theoretical perspective, which examined the 

role of artists in gentrification. The importance of immigration was highlighted by 

Fainstein, Gordon and Harloe's (1992) comparative study of London and New York and 

Daly (1996) provided a comparison of approaches to tackling homelessness. My 

interview with David Riker, (Bowman 1999) director of the film La Ciudad (the City) 

offered a starting point. Again the problem was lack of resources to conduct the necessary 

comparative field work in New York. 

A UK-based regional study could have compared short life housing initiatives in London 

with those developed later in Bristol and Bath. However, the Bristol and Bath groups 

were much smaller than the associations in London and with the exception Ospina (1987) 

there was limited source material. The last possibility I considered and began to research 

was to contrast nineteenth and early twentieth century utopian communities (Moss Kanter 
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1972; Hardy 1979; Hardy and Ward 1984 with experiments in short life housing in the 

late twentieth century. This was a useful review, highlighting the importance of ideas 

about alternative communities, which surfaced during a similar period of major social and 

economic upheaval. 

After completing the screening exercise, I decided that London's unique circumstances, 

with a post-war population decline until the late 1980s followed by unplanned increases; 

its rapid gentrification in the 1970s and 1980s and high property prices (GLA 2002) 

justified a separate study. The Greater London Council's Development Plan (1969) 

assumptions could be contrasted with the projections guiding the Mayor in the 

preparation of a plan for growth (2002). An advantage of the decision to focus on short 

life housing in the capital was that it enabled me to set the study within a wider socio- 

economic context. Central to this was the blurring of meaning between the terms 

temporary and permanent, in public policy in the late twentieth century. Including a 

reflection on the reasons for this required me to explore the links, if any, between the 

local phenomenon of short life housing in inner London and wider economic, social and 

demographic trends. 

In scoping the study I conducted a number of preliminary interviews, which are 

considered later and also reviewed the literature discussed in chapter 2. I debated what 

interim space initiatives to incorporate in the study - including urban parks and gardens, 

created on derelict local authority sites and community uses of former commercial 

buildings. On reflection, I decided to narrow the study down and concentrate on the 

emergence and transformation of short life property organisations in London between 

1970 and 2000, primarily those using houses, rather than disused shops or sites. Short 

life housing was concentrated in the capital as were residents' high-profile struggles to 

retain property. Local authorities' support for the growth of short life housing in the 

1970s and 1980s, followed by the phasing out of the arrangements in the 1990s provided 

another strand to the inquiry. 
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My starting point was to conduct interviews with a range of organisations which began 

by using short life property. When I had completed the fieldwork, I selected six case 

study organisations, while drawing on the other interviews for background information. 

Subsequently, information on scale-free networks (Barabasi 2002) a term which describes 

the importance of a few highly-connected nodes in any sector reinforced my decision to 

focus my policy discussion on those organisations. I knew from my own work 

experience that they were organisations which had influenced policy on a local level 

because they were highly-connected. At the same time, the wider fieldwork ensured that 

my study did not present a misleading picture of all short life housing organisations being 

well networked or becoming successful mainstream organisations, as many did not either 

aspire to or achieve that transformation. 

Planning the research 

The scoping exercise and decision to focus on six organisations' experiences and 
involvement in public policies provided the research framework. My intention was to 

undertake a multi-layered study, acknowledging local, regional and national influences, 

in order to make an assessment of the significance of short life housing. This would 
locate the struggles of the case study organisations' move into more secure 

accommodation, within the context of a turbulent, changing policy environment, in which 

the use of temporary accommodation for homeless families in London increased 

exponentially. Research included interviews with the organisations' founders and 

triangulation through reference to council reports and organisations' internal and public 

documents. 

The literature review showed that most studies of short life housing concentrated on its 

role in formalising squatting whereas mainstream studies of housing policy rarely 

mention it 3 Similarly studies of squatting (Water and Wolmar 1980; Franklin 1984) are 

concerned with the reasons why squatting emerged as a social force between 1969 and 

1979. They identify short life housing as a concession of the local state and show that 

squatting was more significant than short life housing, until 1978 when the Criminal 
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Trespass Act 1977 was implemented. Short life housing's subsequent growth paralleled a 
decline in squatting. 4 Comparative studies, such as Ospina (1987) and Mathey (1992), 

on the other hand, explored short life housing's relationship to international self help 

initiatives. This was an important perspective for me when considering refugee 

organisations' international links in Part 4.5 

National studies of homelessness usually ignored short life housing, perhaps because it 

was a largely London and metropolitan phenomenon and outside the mainstream 
direction of social housing. The main mentions were in reports from the Empty Homes 

Agency and local authority empty property strategies, as short term leasing arrangement 
(including short life housing) were one of a variety of mechanisms for bringing empty 

property back into use. Studies of squatting and short life housing revealed a range of 

uses, extended beyond housing (Wates and Wolmar 1980; Bowman 1984; Fraser 1987 

and Williams 1990), an area I wanted to explore further. Wider reading on community 

action campaigns in the 1960s and 1970s confirmed my findings as a participant observer 

that community action was the trigger for those short life housing groups which did not 
directly emerge from squatting. This is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Short life housing straddles several policy areas (not only housing), which was one of the 

reasons why it was interesting to review. The organisations worked in a space between 

the housing association and local authority sectors, which was ambiguous and subject to 

considerable change as the social housing sector was restructured after 1988. Malpass 

(2000) has emphasised the binary development of social housing, with municipal and 
housing association developments providing the two primary models in the second half of 

the twentieth century. My study suggests that short life groups occupied an almost hidden 

space between and overlapping the two sectors. 

The review of studies of short life housing (Bowman 1987; Fraser 1987; Williams 1990) 

also confirmed the significance of external events, including legislation, competing local 

authority needs and commercial property market cycles in the organisations' histories. It 

revealed that a small number of large, expanding short life organisations dominated the 
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field, surrounded by a large number of small housing co-ops, a similar pattern to the 
broader social housing sector. 6 The literature suggested that the larger short life housing 

associations saw themselves as actors in the policy arena, either on a local or national 
level, an area I wanted to explore further. 7 The key areas of policy influence are 
discussed in Part 3. Wider issues of public policy, such as Homelessness, Housing 

Benefit, Asylum and Immigration also directly affected the organisations and some 
discussion of the impact needed to be incorporated into the study. 

Within London local differences were also significant, because local authorities were for 

so long the primary source of property. I decided to include a chapter on co-ops, which 

would compare their development in two demographically similar inner London 

boroughs Camden and Lambeth (Chapter 7) in order to explore the importance of local 

political circumstances. Lambeth had more small housing co-ops, as a result of the 

pattern of squatting settlement and the council's hostility towards short life housing in the 

mid 1970s, which contrasted with more consistent official support in Camden. However, 

from the mid 1980s Camden's priority was to tackle family homelessness, which affected 
its relationship with short life organisations, leading to periods of confrontation. 

Planning the research raised a number of issues, especially in relation to the benefits and 

limitations of participant-observation. Popay (2001) notes, in relation to studies of 

regeneration schemes that the process is reflexive, flexible and iterative and can lead to 

useful considerations of values, power relationships and conflicts. 8 Acknowledging this, 

I perceived there were also risks, in my case, that participant-observation of an 

organisation within which I was a leading actor provided no professional 'distance'. On 

the other hand I had the advantage of extensive personal knowledge, gained during two 

decades working at West Hampstead Housing Association (WHHA) and a wide 

knowledge of the field. My decision to compare six organisations formed in the 1970s, 

one of which was WHHA, was designed to minimise subjectivity. I selected the other 

case study organisations after completing the field mapping exercise and interviews My 

aim was to consider their impact on public policy during their trajectory out of the 

unsatisfactory confines of short term space. 
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I conducted twenty five interviews with a wide range of organisations and individuals 

between 1993 and 2000, eleven preliminary, others in depth. Interviewees included arts, 

open space and housing organisations, which used local authority owned buildings and 

land. They provided information on ways they coped with insecurity and the extent to 

which they depended on self help. Some provided theoretical justifications used for their 

work. ED Berman, founder of Inter-Action demonstrated the range of uses 

of short life property in the early 1970s, from an urban farm to radical theatre, 9 whereas 

Eric Reynolds, founder of Interim Space Management provided a private sector 

perspective. The late Cedric Price, an architect and advocate of interim uses, who 

promoted them through his work and lectures at the Architectural Association, provided 

another perspective. 10 I also drew on two earlier interviews with former Chairs of local 

authority Housing committees. 

Interim Space Management founded Camden Lock Market in the early 1970s on land, leased on a 
short term basis from British Waterways. Thirty years later it was a top tourist attraction 

I conducted thirteen interviews with former and current leaders of ten organisations from 

which I then selected the six case studies. All began using short life property in the 1970s 

and, with one exception, still used it, though its use was being phased out. One factor in 

selecting the case studies was their self-defined involvement with and impact on public 
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policy, ranging from housing co-ops policy to the Housing Corporation Black and 
Minority Ethnic (BME) Housing strategy. Another was that unlike many other 

organisations founded in the 1970s, they had survived for over twenty-five years. Details 

of the organisations and in-depth interviews, including follow-up discussions, are set out 

in Appendix 1. 

I used semi-structured questionnaires to frame the discussions (Appendix 2) and found 

that the most informative interviews became wide-ranging conversations, involving 

active learning and exchange. When I sent interviewees summaries of our discussions, 

they often suggested other areas to explore and sent reports and pictures. Ongoing contact 

with Acme and Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops (LFHC) over five years produced 

additional information which I used to extend the research. I also contacted current Chief 

Executives in 2000 when I was writing up the study, to see to what extent the 

organisations were still dependent on short life property. l l 

Table 1.1 THE CASE STUDY ORGANISATIONS 

LISTED IN ORDER OF DATE FOUNDED 

Organisation Legal Structure Date founded Initial focus 

Lambeth Self Help Housing co-op 1971 - as a squatting Housing for homeless 
Housing Association 

group people in Lambeth SHHA 
Acme Housing Housing association 1972 Artists' studio 
Association 

space/housing 

Patchwork Community Housing association 1972 Housing and support 
Housing Association for vulnerable people 
West Hampstead Housing association 1973 Housing for homeless 
Housing Association 

people (single people (ýýý 

and families}- initially 

in Camden 

Ujima Housing Housing association 1977 Housing for young, 
Association black people 

African Refugees Housing association 1979 Housing for refugees 
Housing Action Group 
Housing Association 
ARHAG 

All initial property was short life 
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In selecting the organisations for the case studies, I drew on my knowledge of their 

history, as in some cases (Ujima; Acme) the short life roots were no longer visible. 

Patchwork Community Housing Association's use of shared accommodation for 

vulnerable single people represented a model of development which met hostel funding 

requirements in the mid 1980s and enabled it to increase its permanent housing stock. To 

contrast it with organisations marooned in short life housing in 2000, I selected Lambeth 

Self Help Housing Association (LSHHA), one of the oldest short life housing 

organisations, founded in 1973. Inspired by the Family Squatting campaigns, it was a co- 

op and not registered with the Housing Corporation. Although it had advanced plans to 

acquire its homes from the borough, all of its property was still licensed in 2001. 

I decided not to include the development of supported housing policy, although 
Patchwork was a case study but because of the complexity of those policies and the 

relationship to the closure of large institutional hostels in the 1980s. 12 Instead, I focused 

on the way its innovative work with people recovering from mental illness developed. 

Finally, it was important that the case studies included those that would be regarded as 

'successful' and 'unsuccessful' as a result of choices they had made, a perspective which 

also highlighted the structural vulnerability of organisations whose property resources 

were 'on loan'. 

Information from Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops (LFHC), an umbrella 

organisation representing the borough's 29 remaining short life co-ops was used to 

contrast the borough's policies with Camden, where I had detailed knowledge. LFHC had 

privileged access to information as a co-opted member of the Lambeth Council Housing 

Committee from 1978 to 2000. Its co-ordinator also lived in a short life housing co-op 

(Villa Road), the site of pitched battles with bailiffs in 1976, a period which had been 

recorded in the co-op newsletter, The Villain and researched by a member for a Masters' 

thesis in 1989.13 This additional material provided triangulation, thereby assisting with 

issues of representativeness, meaning and credibility (Denzin 1970). 
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Ujima's founder, Tony Soares claims credit for persuading the Housing Corporation to 

make specific investment in black and minority ethnic housing associations14 although 

there were other factors, notably the publication of the Scarman report (1982) into the 

Brixton riots. Its recommendations encouraged local authorities and other agencies to 

respond with strategies to engage young black people. When the Housing Corporation 

launched its Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) Housing Strategy in 1986, it encouraged 

new black and minority ethnic organisations to gain management experience, using local 

authority short life housing, as this was readily available. Ujima's successful 

transformation into a mainstream housing association supported by the Housing 

Corporation's BME strategy is contrasted with Odu Dua, a small local BME association, 

founded in 1979 and still dependent on some short life housing in 2000. ARHAG 

provides another contrast, with self help support for refugees, which extends to wider 

involvement in employment support through the Migrant and Refugee Forum. The 

vulnerable position of refugee community organisations highlighted by Means and 

Sangster (1999), suggests one of the possible reasons for the slower growth of ARHAG, 

compared to Ujima. 

I recognise that Acme, a registered housing association and now largely a non-residential 

studio organisation, might appear an anomalous choice, especially as by 2000 it managed 

only a handful of short life homes. However the links between artists, squatting and short 
life housing have been acknowledged in previous studies (Wates and Wolmar 1980; 

Bowman 1986) and were important. My participant observation suggested links between 

community arts and community action campaigns and this is explored further in chapter 

5. My experience at WHHA also suggested that most short life housing organisations 

housed a small number of artists, who worked from home and were likely to be active 

campaigners to retain their space. '5 

Acme's development emphasised the range of uses of short life property as spaces for 

new uses (not necessarily housing) and I felt it important to include an artist-focused 

organisation. This enabled me to explore the move away from residential provision, in 

response to market pressures, as one end of the continuum of choices open to an 
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organisation. It also highlighted ways in which artists-residents in Acme and other 

organisations visually represented the issues of their presence, precarious survival and 

need for more secure space. These representations were, as we shall see, an important 

part of short life residents' and organisations' identity and campaigns to 'stay put' or find 

alternative accommodation. 

Participant-observation 

My participant-observation of short life housing occurred sporadically over twenty years. 

I began making notes, collecting written material and photographs in 1973, when I co- 

founded West Hampstead Housing Association (WHHA), with other community 

activists. In 1996, when I formally began the research, local authorities were phasing 

short life housing out and WHHA had a residual stock of 300 short life homes. The 

growth and decline of short life housing provided a time-frame for the study. My 

employment provided information, access to other organisations, contacts and a good 

general overview of the housing policy environment. However by the time I came to 

write up my research in 2001, when WHHA was under new management, most of its 

historic material was destroyed and I needed to rely on my own archives. 

I benefited from WHHA's development role supporting small groups, including small co- 

ops (early 1980s), black and minority ethnic and refugee groups (1980s and 1990s) and 

involvement with Camden Federation Short Life Groups (1980s). This assisted my 

comparison of short life housing activity in Camden and Lambeth, supplemented by my 

earlier study which compared short life housing policies in Camden and Islington 

(Bowman 1984). I also drew on contacts made during WHHA's brief involvement as a 

potential development partner with Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops in 2000. 

At a local level, my time as a local authority councillor (1978 - 86) provided background 

information on competing local government priorities, when several co-ops attempted to 

stay put (Williams 1990) through obtaining licences or acquiring their homes. I was 

present when Salman Rushdie and colleagues from Camden Council of Community 
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Relations occupied the council chamber in 1984, in response to the death of a young 

family accommodated in bed and breakfast, when council policies around homelessness 

were publicly challenged. Subsequently increased family homelessness and political and 

media interest in the issue, made it the council's over-riding priority. 

Triangulation 

The purpose of combining research methods was to provide triangulation (Gilbert 1993) 

to produce a rounded study of an under-researched policy area which where few early 

records were systematically kept. The combination of measures was intended to provide 

credibility and to test my interpretation of the meaning of events. It was equally 
important in relation to the case studies and my own participant-observation. For the 

former, I sent summaries of the interviews and early drafts of the policy chapters to 

interviewees, to check for accuracy and to highlight gaps. This process not only corrected 

errors, but provided additional information, visual documentation and in some cases more 

people to contact. Some interviewees questioned my interpretation of events, suggesting I 

read other material. The snowball effect of the process also strengthened and extended 

the field mapping exercise, which by then was almost complete. In this way the study 

moved from areas I was familiar with, to those I had previously known little or nothing 

about. A diagrammatic example of this process is shown below. 

Figure 1.1 Diagram showing triangulation through the use of different research 

methods 

Case Studies 

WHHA 
Participant- Observation 

Visits 

7 Picture Research Desk based research 
\ 
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Qualitative research, beginning with interviews provided me with access to 'grey' 

information such as internal documents and visits to schemes and provided new contacts. 

The qualitative research provided rich 'thick descriptions' of conflict and organisational 

development (Popay 2001), which are important in understanding organisational cultures. 

The in-depth interviews concentrated on the early development of the organisations, the 

significance of short life housing and the strategies to move away from it. My focus on 

the role of short life housing meant I decided not to interview Ujima's current Chief 

Executive in my follow-up interviews in 2000, as it had moved away from short life 

housing some years ago. 

Stanley Buildings, Kings Cross demolished in 2002 for the Channel tunnel rail link 

Participant-observation and focused interviews, as outlined earlier, were combined with 

documentary research. I recognised that interviews with founder-Directors were likely to 

be partial and may suggest a historic purposefulness that was not evident at the time. By 

blending information from interviews and conversations with the study of documentary 

material including annual reports, policy documents, newsletters, promotional material 

and ephemera, I hoped to reduce any bias. Legislation, council reports and other public 

records were also used to test the findings and to provide more depth to the discussion of 

the wider policy environment. Government statistics provided further evidence to 

consider, in reaching my findings. 
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I drew on research from the National Housing Federation's Short Term Occupation 

Group, which I chaired in the early 1980s. This group commissioned professional 

research, as did WHHA (Brown and Randall 1993; Bowers and Taylor 2000; Smith 

Bowers 2001). The problem of poor response rates to postal surveys, especially from 

small organisations, was highlighted by Brown and Randall and reinforced my decision 

to concentrate on a focused group of organisations. 

Information from residents was another element of the research, although this was 

approached less systematically, being informal, based on conversations, rather than 

interviews. However I drew on Smith Bowers and Taylor study (2000), which used 

interviews and focus groups. The WHHA 'Messina 7' group of tenants' publicity 

campaign to stay put (1999 - 2000) and WHHA Tenants (in exile) website provided 

another perspective, as did the Rushcroft Tenants and Residents' campaign in Lambeth. 

Attendance at Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-op meetings, to discuss rehousing, 

maintaining co-ops' identity and the risks of working with a large housing association, 

demonstrated the vulnerability residents and small organisations experienced as short life 

housing was phased out. 

Public policies 

There were four major policies with which the organisations in this study are associated. 

These are the co-ops strategy (1976 onwards); the Black and Minority Ethnic housing 

strategies (1986 onwards); arts led regeneration, especially in East London (1990s); the use 

of private sector empty homes as temporary accommodation for homeless families (1990s). 

In discussing the organisations' policy role, I take a broad view of policy-making, reflecting 

the way this relies as much on process, including good practice, new models, adjustments to 

funding arrangements and the development of new partnerships, as on formal government or 

local authority policy statements and strategies. Ham (1999) and Malpass and Murie (1999) 

recognise that with a number of different approaches to the study of public policy, it is 
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difficult to reach an agreed definition. There are useful insights to be gained from studies of 

power, systems theories; street-level bureaucrats; and the consideration of top down and 
bottom up approaches. My focus is primarily on the local implementation of policies, which 

some of the organisations also sought to influence at national and regional government level. 

Table 1.2 Short life housing and public policies 

Policy Dates Key agencies 
Co-ops strategy 1976 - 1980 Co-operative Co-operative Housing 

Housing Agency Agency (1976-80) 
Post 1980 as part of Housing Housing Corporation 
Corporation's mainstream GLC, local authorities 
funding Secondary housing co- 

ops and primary co- 
ops, local federations 

Black and Minority Ethnic Three strategies: Housing Corporation 
(BME) strategies 1986 - 91 Federation Black Housing 

1991-6 Associations 
1998 Commission Racial Equality, 

Black and Minority Ethnic and 
mainstream housing associations 
and co-ops 

Arts led regeneration 1990s Local authorities; artist-led 
organisations; private developers; 
European and government 
finding 

Homelessness/empty property 1990s Local authorities; Empty Homes 
strategies Agency; associations providing 

temporary accommodation 

The systems theory developed by Easton (1965) is concerned with how systems operate in 

practice. The framework involves inputs of demands and support, which feed into a black 

box of decision making and result in actions or decisions. The model helps explain how 

systems maintain themselves and rebalance in response to demand and support stress. A 

disadvantage of Easton's approach, identified by Ham, is that although the conversion 

process within the black box is crucial, more attention is spent studying the more accessible 
inputs than examining that largely hidden conversion process. Part of the reason for this is 

that many government decision-making bodies meet in private and many decisions are made 
informally, before being ratified in formal meetings. In addition the avoidance of decisions 
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and the removal of issues from the public agenda is another area of study. Political diaries 

and memoirs such as those by Crossman (1975), Castle (1980) and Benn (1987) provide 

some insights into processes, but these have a historical rather than contemporary relevance. 

Studies of public policy need to acknowledge the relationship between central and local 

government. The potential for conflict is greatest when local politicians are opposed to the 

prevailing central government agendas and relationships go through processes of 

adjustment, after local and national elections. Despite a degree of independence, local 

government's powers and funding depend on central government. Its role was significantly 

reduced under the Conservative administrations between 1979 and 1997, a period during 

which government had an anti-municipal focus (Malpass and Murie 1999). Nevertheless the 

extent of local government's duties in relation to homelessness and its property assets, 

combined with its political legitimacy meant it continued to shape the environment for local 

organisations and especially those dependent on local authority property. The influence of 

government agencies on independent non profit bodies, receiving government funding, is 

also relevant. This was especially the case as the number of delivery agencies increased and 

became more diverse during the 1990s. Regulation and auditing increased and from 1997 

the New Labour emphasis on achieving outcomes increased monitoring requirements. 

Government uses legislation, funding streams; regulation; policy advice and guidance to 

deliver its policies. Soft processes, such as policy launches, conferences, seminars, visits and 

regular meetings with key provider and consumer groups are also part of its implementation 

strategy. There is a degree of mutual interdependence between many members of policy 

communities, which extends beyond formal relationships involved in consultation or the 

dissemination of good practice. Barrett and Fudge (1981) emphasise the importance of 

bottom up as well as top down sources of policy making. Richardson and Jordan (1979) 

highlight the need to map membership of policy communities and identify sources of ideas 

and influence. In this case, these include the skein of formal and informal bodies, 

representing community, housing or arts organisations at a regional or national level. 
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Lipsky (1980) identified the role of street-level bureaucrats in the day to day implementation 

of public policy. He showed that it is not possible for the centre to regulate the detail of 
implementation and delivery and street-level bureaucrats who negotiate between providers 

and clients have the ability to modify policy as well as service delivery. The organisations I 

interviewed recognised this and stressed the importance of maintaining relationships with a 

wide range of contacts, in order to obtain information and influence the detail of policy 
implementation. This may result in what Lindblom (1965) called partisan mutual 

adjustment, providing in an incremental approach to policy-making. However, the 

apparently minor changes may be significant. For instance a particular local authority's 
decision-making on homeless applications may influence the nature of demand and the 

capacity of the council and local organisations to respond to it. Mechanisms established to 

consult with local provider and consumer groups can be used either as a forum for influence, 

or alternatively for co-option. Indeed Malpass and Murie (1999) state that the nature of local 

implementation may even distort central objectives. 

In exploring the way in which short life housing organisations sought to promote, influence 

and implement policies in Part 3, I acknowledge the importance of ideology and values. In 

his study of squatting Franklin (1984) highlights the ideological struggle, in which some 

squatters were engaged. I found that whereas some short life groups retained elements of 

this dynamic, others adopted a more managerial approach. Groups' values shaped their 

identity and the nature of engagement (if any) in trying to influence public policies. In 

exploring this, I found the classical management cycle of policy implementation, with a 

virtuous circle of strategy, implementation, monitoring and evaluation too simplistic. The 

policy environment was complex and difficult to map. Chaos theory and other studies of 

natural phenomenon (Gleick 1988) suggest complex patterns of minute adjustments take 

place, often with significant impacts, as organisations develop within any given 

environment 
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Picture research 

The inclusion of photographs may require some explanation. They are intended to be 

illustrative and also to make some images available to a wider audience. Several show the 

type of property used by short life groups. Others illustrate ways in which artists 

decorated houses or organised events as part of protest campaigns. Photographs and 
illustrations from publications produced by the organisations present the changing 

organisational representation of short life housing: with professionally commissioned art 

work, photographs and reports in the 1980s and 1990s replacing well-designed but clearly 

home-made newsletters of the 1970s. The drawing of a squatter carrying a swag, used as 

the end piece (Villa Road 1976), can be contrasted with professional artwork in 

contemporary annual reports, showing permanent homes. 

I also wanted to use photographs to demonstrate ways in which residents enhanced a 

long-term claim to their homes by improving the external environment. Murals and 

gardening projects, including the improvement of communal courtyards and nearby 

pocket parks were ways of establishing a broader sense of community and benefiting the 

neighbourhood. The resident-led improvements at Hillview, in Kings Cross, where 

courtyards and derelict public open space were greened, are examples of that approach. 

Tom Hunter's prize-winning photograph, Woman Reading a Possession Order (1997), 

placed on the cover of the thesis was selected because it is part of a series which 

celebrates the rich creativity of short life housing. 16 This image underscores its 

precariousness, represented by the possession order. Hunter consciously distanced 

himself from typical black and white, depressing depictions of homelessness, typified by 

the work of Duncan Wylie (Wilson and Wylie 1992) in order to present homeless people 

more sympathetically. His use of rich colour, references to Vermeer's domestic interiors 

and attractive models creates a more vibrant and nuanced view of homelessness. 

I felt that this portrait epitomised some of the issues about short life housing as well as 

challenging old stereotypes: the provisional use of space; residents' efforts to transform it 
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and desire to settle, which are acutely difficult to resolve in London, a city with high land 

values. There is something beautiful yet disturbing about the portrait of the woman and 
her baby. The mother's face is bathed in light, reminiscent of a Madonna. The room is 

clean, light, yet sparsely furnished and the window has no curtains, creating the sense of a 

provisional domestic interior. The baby is brightly dressed, lying on a rich quilt, rather 
than in a cot or basket. He is looking at the mother, who has no eye contact with him, 

adding to our sense of disquiet. 

My use of and references to other images is based on my desire to extend my critique into 

areas of feeling and ambiguity through illustrative means. Steve Bell's cartoon Welcome 

to Eldorado (2000) is based on the Ford Maddox Brown painting Goodbye to Old 

England (1864/6). Both works are contemporary commentaries on migration. Bell's 

cartoon contrasts the British government's attitudes to immigration in 2000 with those 

about emigration to Australia in the nineteenth century. 

One of Yinka Shonibare's pieces, Mr and Mrs Andrews without their heads (1998) is 

used to illustrate the conclusion. Shonibare, well-known for his playful, yet incisive 

critiques of neo-colonialism created a piece reprising Gainsborough's eighteenth century 

work, Mr and Mrs Andrews. (c. 1748-50). His work makes historic connections and subtly 

suggests the links between the land clearances of the eighteenth century and colonial 

expansion and contemporary structural readjustments, which occurs through 

globalisation. Shonibare's piece reflects, in a light, yet disturbing way, some of the 

seismic social and economic changes, which indirectly affected the organisations in this 

study. As the swag carrying squatter used in the end piece illustrates, connections 
between enclosure and eviction were frequently made by residents. 
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Tom Hunter's (1997-9) study of squatters in London Fields, reprising Vermeer's seventeenth 
century Dutch domestic interiors helped the group to gain council support to stay 

I see the illustrations as integral to the work. Where they are purely illustrative, I have 

placed them in the text near issues I have described, with simple captions. Where I am 

using them to highlight more subtle, non-verbal issues about loss or desire, in relation to 

urban space, as I do with Tom Hunter's work or references to David Riker's film La 

Ciudad (the City 1998) 1 incorporate analysis into the text. The inspiration for this 

approach is John Berger (1975; 2001), in which analysis of pictures, supported by 

documentary and other research is used to explore issues from another direction. The aim 

is to create a multi-layered approach, which deepens the study. 
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' Holman and Simpson (1999); PAT 17 (2000) Joining up Locally, DETR 

2 New Scientist 13 April 2002 p24; New Scientist 16 August 2003 P 32, the latter re the importance of scale 
free networks during the Inquisition 

3 For instance there is no reference in Malpass and Murie (1999) 

4 Franklin (1984) P 14 

s Also Harms in Mathey ((1992) 

6 Brown and Randall (1993) 

Also Bailey (1977); Bowman (1987); Fraser (1987) 

8 Popay (2001) refers to Khana (1996) 'Participatory Action in Women's Health' in De Koning, K, Martin, 
M. Participatory Research in Health, Issues and Experiences, New Delhi, Sage Publications and Freire, P 
(1993) Pedagogy of the Oppressed Harmondsworth, Penguin, as studies in participation 

9 Actor Simon Callow described Inter-Action as providing a playground and laboratory for various fringe 
theatre groups (The Guardian, January 8 2003) 

10 Price was the architect for the Inter-Action modular building, which attracted publicity in the 
architectural press in 1998 as a building (though intended to be temporary) which might be listed. 

" Except the current Chief Executive of Ujima, for reasons given later 

The GLC played a lead role in developing a hostel replacement strategy in the early 1980s. To facilitate 
the closure of large institutional hostels, it provided revenue funding t support shared housing schemes 

13 Doolittle (1989) 

" Interview with Tony Soares, 1998 

's See also Smith Bowers and Taylor (2000) 

16 Hunter's series of squatters/short life residents at London Fields (1997/8) 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE THEORETICAL CONTEXT 

Short life housing is a nexus, through which to reflect on some of the reasons for the struggle of 

long term short life tenants to stay where they were, against the backdrop of rising property 

values and local authority constraints. The wider picture includes the growth of London's 

population, increased migration and the impact of economic globalisation. During the 1980s 

there were demands on some public services, which were problematic within the context of the 

Conservatives' commitment to smaller government, which included reduced levels of capital 

investment. Various initiatives were used to promote a new paradigm, with a stronger role for the 

non profit sector and support for certain needs groups. ' In many ways New Labour continued the 

' Coin Street Community Builders developed interim uses at Gabriel's Wharf, on London's South Bank to animate 
the space and help fund other activities. The facades are painted onto the flat wall of an old warehouse 
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same 6pproach. 2 2000, in-response to a growth in numbers of asylum seekers and London local 

authorities' pressure for reform, the New Labour government introduced dispersal arrangements 

to move those claiming subsistence to lower cost areas of the country. Some local authorities 

also encouraged homeless families to move out of the capital. 3 A consequence of these measures 

was a growing dependence on temporary solutions for homeless families and enforced mobility for 

the very poor. 

In order to attempt to summarise some of these aspects, in varying levels of depth, I drew on 

contemporary writings by urban geographers and political and cultural theorists. It is a necessarily 

interdisciplinary and eclectic range of readings, which seek to ground the case studies within the 

rapidly changing urban environment in London 1970 - 2000. I have also drawn on American 

writing about gentrification, non profit organisations and private sector partnerships, as initiatives 

within the USA so often prefigure and influence UK policy. However, while this literature offers 

useful ideas and insights, the history and values of the two countries, though interconnected, are not 

the same. They are shaped by size, history, culture, the role of the state, local government structures, 

traditions of volunteering and business influence in civic affairs. Nevertheless there was evidence of 

a growing level of transatlantic public policy interchange from the 1990s. 4 

As short life housing was closely connected to squatting, the study needs to reflect on urban social 

movements and as the organisations matured, literature on new forms of civic society is relevant. 

. At the same time, the struggles, policy changes, setbacks and partial successes of the case study 

organisations need to be understood within the context of far wider-reaching change: the social and 

economic impact of globalisation, which resulted in increased international migration to London 

and the growth of gentrification and loss of affordable housing. In exploring the development of self 

help and minority led associations and especially those working with refugees, the importance of 

culture is evident, in their efforts to preserve a sense of home and community. Inevitably the 

multifaceted nature of the subject establishes links to a wide range of literature and scholarship and 

in order to illuminate the processes at work, I have drawn on selected key texts for review in this 

chapter. Later chapters draw on a wider range of other material including theoretical literature about 
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self help (Turner 1976; Hardy 1979; Ward 1976; 1980; Harms 1992) and process-focused, 

participative and organic approaches to construction and development (Alexander et at 1975; 1977; 

Gibson 1979; Brand 1994; Gratz 1998) 

Urban social movements 

There has been a shift from viewing urban social movements as a form of class protest, capable of 

achieving not only policy concessions but also 'conjectures' for social transformation (Castells 

1977; 1983) to seeing social movements as beyond conventional politics. Ingelhart (1977) described 

single issue campaigns formed outside political parties as 'postmaterialist'. Post materialists tend to 

be younger and better educated with a wider interest in social issues than their elders. This 'values 

based' culture with its concern about the quality of life was directly linked to increased prosperity 

and education (Ingelehart 1990). Postmaterialists had 'cognitive mobilization skills' which enabled 

them to mobilise and participate in new alliances, whereas materialists tend to be older and more 

comfortable with class-based politics. Touraine (1981) and Castells regards social conflict as an 

essential part of social transformation, in a more complex, networked world, which Borja and 

Castells (1996) call the 'programmed society'. Protest is often related to supply and demand issues, 

but the wider range of suppliers and therefore of issues, means that it transcends traditional 

boundaries. In the late 1990s the most active politics were issue based, the most effective protests 
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complex coalitions, often with an environmental and global focus, which cut across class, race, 

national and other apparent divisions (Ross 1997; Klein 2001). 

Squatting in London in the 1970s related to consumption issues as well as a desire for self-help. 
Lowe (1996) argues convincingly that the role of the local state in the UK determined the nature of 

urban social movements concerned with consumption. 5 Rejecting the type of cross cultural theory 

promoted by Castells (1983), Lowe defines urban social movements more narrowly, focusing on 

organisations, such as tenants campaigns, involved in pressure campaigns against the local state. His 

definition of urban social movements is 'organisations standing outside the formal party system 

which bring people together to defend or challenge the provision of urban public services and to 

protect the environment'. Castells' much wider definition (1983), on the other hand, identified three 

elements in urban social movements: collective consciousness, cultural identity and local control. 

Extending Castells' work on the 1913 Glasgow tenants movement to tenants' campaigns in Sheffield 

in the 1970s, Lowe argued that UK tenants movements were defensive, transient, concerned with 

pressure on the local state and did not represent a major 'conjecture' for social transformation. His 

analysis of squatting suggests that it too was a short-term movement, focused on public sector 

owned properties, with limited outcomes. My longer term study suggests that if short life housing is 

regarded as an institutionalisation of squatting, squatting was important as one of the major roots 
both of short life housing and the increased use of temporary accommodation for homeless families. 

Urban social movements are efforts to transform society and Frannklin (1984) identifies the struggle 

over ideology as one of the reasons why squatting was such an interesting phenomenon to study. He 

regards it as 'part of the disillusionment with ideology of a welfare capitalist state, in which 

profitability take priority over needs. v6 He argues that the struggle over ideology helps explain how 

much attention was given to publicising squatting and the competing narratives of need, used by 

squatters and folk devils, by the media. 

For urban social movements to be viewed as successful, either at the time, or later, they need to lead 

to visible change in existing institutions, both business and government. Alternatively new 
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organisations may emerge from the movements, institutionalising their work. New partnerships and 

relationships between communities and the local state might also be expected to emerge. The role of 

non profit organisations in transforming civic society has been a consistent thread throughout US 

social science literature, to a far greater extent than in Britain. This reflects the traditions of the two 

countries, with an active local state in the UK, which has sought to develop local democracy in 

tandem with and at times in response to increased central government control. In the USA, on the 

other hand, there is no experience of a Welfare State, but of a federal government that is 

interventionist only at times of crisis and a predominant culture, which favours small government. 
There is a strong emphasis on mutual help and active citizenship. Business also expects to play a 

part in civic life, whether through volunteer programmes, small scale funding and sponsorship for 

local organisations or more extensive partnership arrangements (Hambleton and Taylor 1993; 

Bowman 1996). In Britain the Conservative government and Blair in his first term reduced and 

controlled central government infrastructure investment. This involved greater dependence on US 

ideas of partnership and business involvement and a public services modernisation agenda, similar 

to Clinton's Modernising Government programme 7 

Osborne and Gaebler's Reinventing Government (1992) was influential both within the USA and 

UK with its emphasis on entrepreneurial government. Their argument was that local government is 

more effective if it commissions, contracts, sources and encourages other partners to provide 

services, rather than directly providing them itself. The role of non profits in this new environment 

has been mapped by Salamon (1992; 1994) who identified changes one might expect to see in the 

sector, including increased competition, diversification, regulation and the development of niche 

markets. His international comparative work identified characteristics of mature relationships 

between non profits and the state. The state commissions and provides a regulatory framework for 

non profits which deliver services. State support for non profits and commercial companies 

providing services, involves contracts and often indirect tax benefits. As non profits become more 

business like, the boundary between them and profit based organisations blurs and tensions may 

emerge if businesses need to meet the same regulatory standards without the benefit of government 
funding 

.8 
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Non profits' role in facilitating new forms of civic society has also attracted interest. Salamon (1992) 

and Giddens (1998) believe that creating new networks and opportunities for engagement is one of 

their most important social roles, with which Wilson (1998) writing on self help concurs. Gibson 

(1979) examined experience of non profits as engines of social change in the UK and Evans and 

Boyte (1989) in the USA, reaching similar conclusions. Both stress the importance of vernacular 

traditions, in sustaining new groups. Gibson, a British activist and creator of the Planning for Real 

concept charts how case study action groups, including the London Family Squatting Groups in the 

late 1960s/early 1970s survived setbacks and achieved staying power. Evans and Boyte, on the 

other hand, explored the way Alinsky groups in the USA drew on traditions of self help and mutual 

support, frequently using church congregations from which to build wider community activism. 

This type of organising was an important counter to Reagans 'enclosure movement' in which many 

social services were threatened by privatisation. Boyte regards community organisations as 'free 

spaces', performing a role similar to groups involved in liberation theology. They become places 

where people learn about democracy through interaction and the practice of community support. In 

Parts 2 and 3I highlight the case study organisations' role in providing both virtual and material 

spaces for community engagement. 

Globalisation 

Urban social movement literature helps to theorise the development of squatting while literature on 

the growth of non profit organisations increases understanding of their role as service providers. 

However, the drivers for this change are economic, demographic and social. Most contemporary 

writers concerned with late twentieth century change in Western cities locate its roots in the impact 

of economic globalisation. The shorthand phrase 'globalisation' is used to describe the global 

networks of finance, production and trade, which make up an increasingly global economy. It is an 

economy increasingly unhampered by national boundaries, time zones, political regimes and 

traditional regional limitations. Cities act as links or nodes, in a system, which depends on the 

instantaneous transmission of information through electronic information systems (Moss Kanter 
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1992; 1995; Castells 1998; Sassen 2000). These accounts describe cities competing for roles in the 

global marketplace, as administrative and financial centres, sites of production, exchange and 

tourism. Globalisation is undoubtedly significant yet Giddens (1998) reminds us it is an incomplete 

project with only around 17% of the OECD nations' gross domestic products relating to exports, 

compared to 12% in 1911. Nevertheless, he also regards contemporary globalisation as a significant 

shift from post war Keynesian Welfare States, which protected local markets, restricting average 

export levels to 7% in 1950, and only reaching 12% again in 1970, as those policies were relaxedlo 
However, in explaining the status of global cities Hutton (1995) points out that the most significant 

global economic activity is not trade of goods, but the movement of financial capital. This is often 

referred to as a 'symbolic economy (Dutsche 1996; Zukin 1995), which ensured that the financial 

capitals, London, New York and Tokyo retained a central role in the world's economy at the top of 

the hierarchy of wealth creating cities, with Frankfurt, San Francisco, Sydney, Shanghai as 

emerging or back-up financial centres (Llwellyn Davies 1996). 

Globalisation is also about increased information, through the media, the internet and travel. Harvey 

(1990) defined space-time compression, whereby the distance between places in the world has been 

compressed as a result of faster travel and almost instantaneous communication systems. Virtual 

systems of electronic interchange are combined with faster real access and mobility, made possible 
by high-speed trains and air traffic. Cities throughout the world need to respond to global market 

requirements so as to become, or remain information and transport centres. I l 

Castells sees the flip side of globalisation as increased localism and stresses the growing importance 

of regional networks and regional cities in the global economy. 12 Other critics agree. Cities need to 

'network locally, grow globally'to avoid the risk of nativism and isolation. 13 Concepts of periphery 

and centre are also changing with elements of the periphery found in global cities as well as in 

nations or areas that are under-developed. 14 This is explained as a consequence of uneven 

geographical development and can also be theorised in terms of the social cycle, which finds the 

newest immigrants to global cities tending to live in poverty. Many subsist on the margins, because 

their status is insecure or illegal (Berger 1975), yet as Reiff (1992) and others have shown, those 
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working in the informal economy are essential to the wealth of Los Angeles and other major US 

cities. ' 5 

At the turn of the century the everyday experience of illegal immigrants was the subject of films, 

which sought to generate more empathy and understanding. Heddy Honigmann's The Underground 

Orchestra (1998), a documentary set in Paris is a powerful critique of an immigration policy, which 

forces professional musicians without papers to make a living playing music on the metro or on the 

street. Michael Winterbottom's In This World (2002) about an asylum seeker trying to cross Europe 

to reach Kilburn High Road and Stephen Frears' Dirty Pretty Things (2002) are vivid fictional 

accounts of the effect of British asylum policy. David Riker's film, La Ciudad (The City), made 

between 1992 and 1998 and based on true stories, reveals the complex and fraught lives of illegal 

workers from South American countries, working in the informal economy in New York. 16 

'l he increasingly common experience of living trans-nationally, with homes in two places removes 

old distinctions between the centre and the periphery. Writing on culture Said (1994) stresses the 

importance of 'overlapping territories, intertwined histories', which dissolve views of the centre and 

periphery as binary opposites. This is an important perspective, which will inform the discussion of 

the development of those case study organisations formed to house refugees and second-generation 

immigrants in Chapter 8. 
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Economic restructuring as a result of global cities' increased focus on supporting financial and 
business services leads to social change. The skilled employees required require housing, transport 

and entertainment. Some commentators regard gentrification as the direct result of economic 

restructuring. Fainstein (1992)17compared London and New York, revealing the continuing loss of 

manufacturing jobs between 1950 and 1970, and their replacement by FIRE (Finance, Insurance and 

Real Estate) industries and the service economy. The new office workforce required accessible 
housing, often close to their workplace and in obtaining it, they displaced older users. Despite the 

instability of new finance based industries, highlighted by the -stock market crash in 1989, which led 

to the loss of 91,000 jobs in New York and a similar loss in London from 1990/92, in both cases the 

markets recovered and the cities' populations grew. 

Redevelopment to provide offices and hotels was important in increasing land values, especially on 

the edge of central business districts. Fitch (1993) analysed the impact of a single property owner 

and developer, the Rockefellers, in speculative real estate office development in New York, which 

typified the shift from industry to the service economy. This 'single highly cyclical product' resulted 

in the destruction of a network of micro-businesses and the sudden impoverishment of blue-collar 

workers as New York was transformed into an 'info city' and those not essential were priced out. 

Studies of the struggles for the redevelopment of Covent Garden (Anson 1981), Tolmers Square 

(Wates 1976) and Spitalfields (Forman 1989) provide vivid accounts of community resistance 

against large scale commercial redevelopment in London in the 1970s and 1980s, from the 

perspective of those involved. These studies demonstrate the significance of local authorities' land 

ownership and their planning role. Local authorities were in a position to mediate between residents, 

activists and developers, by requiring office developments in central London to include some social 

housing. Property cycles often tipped the balance, enabling local authorities to acquire land and 

scaling back over-ambitious private-sector redevelopments during recessions? The resulting 

developments can also be seen as a partial victory for community campaigners 

The Llwellyn Davies study (1996) of Four World Cities highlighted the importance of tourism, 
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culture, the arts and the media as new sources of employment and wealth, supplementing cities' 

administrative and government roles. From the perspective of this study what is important is the 

increased dependence on what Zukin (1995) described as the 'symbolic economy. 19 Economic 

restructuring in London created new demands for space and resulted in a speeded up boom/bust real 

estate cycle, with an underlying and long-term trend towards higher values of land and property 

(Hutton 1995). This has created a shortage of affordable housing, intense competition for resources 

and debates about who should have a priority to live in the Capital: skilled workers, informally 

employed service sector staff or people who are unemployed. 

Harvey's (1990) economic analysis stressed the geographically uneven nature of urban development 

and is persuasive in explaining how economic cycles impact on the built environment. He argues 

that capitalism uses both crises and speeded up cycles of development to cope with problems of 

over accumulation. Developing these ideas in relation to gentrification, Smith (1996) described the 

situation in cities where gentrification is transforming inner suburbs in the USA. He argues that a 

'cycle of devalorization' is necessary so that speculators can buy up property cheaply and 

'revalorize' them. He traces the importance of a 'rent gap', which emerged in areas in the 'land value 

valley between the expanding suburbs and the expensive central business districts. These are the 

areas where initially 'spot gentrification' took place in the 1970s, followed by a more active 

government sponsored gentrification in the 1980s and 1990s using tax breaks to promote 

redevelopment. It has also been supported in New York City through the disposal of abandoned 

properties, repossessed by the city in lieu of taxes (in rem properties) 2° Most were re-privatised, 

sold on to developers at a subsidised price, to remove development risk although Leavitt and 

Saegert (1989) described how some became tenant cooperatives. 

Smith explored the ways in which the real estate industry used marketing techniques to create 

fashionable areas. He suggests that some owners artificially lowered rents in the Lower East Side, 

in New York, in the 1980s in order to attract artists to give the area a cachet, increasing them after a 
few years, pricing many of them out. He identified a harsher climate in the 1990s with long term, 

poor residents being treated like 'natives' who need to be cleared out, to make space for the 
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gentrifying pioneers. The emergence of 'the revanchist city' led local government in the USA to 

move beyond supporting private-sector gentrification to active hostility towards poorer residents 

and removal of the very poorest. 21 His neo Marxist analysis examines ways in which the better off 

have reclaimed areas of the city previously unfashionable and occupied by the poor. He describes 

the cyclical nature of gentrification and the use of 'heritage' as a way of marketing gentrifying areas. 

He reveals that neighbourhoods such as Society Hill, Philadelphia or Harlem in New York have 

already been through one gentrification cycle 22 

Harlem is an interesting case. White middle class gentrification was inhibited by residential 

segregation and the politics of race, although in the 1990s, this position began to change, supported 

by City sales of in rem property to middle class incomers from other neighbourhoods. Responding 

to criticism that his analysis does not apply in Europe, Smith included chapters on gentrification in 

Amsterdam, Paris and Prague, but not London. His omission of London is significant because of 

London's high levels of municipally owned housing suggests the need for a locally-specific 

analysis. In Chapter 11, I argue that some local authorities' ongoing short life housing 

arrangements formed informal, ad hoc counters to gentrification. I suggest that when Labour local 

authorities' improvement schemes were frustrated by central government, short life housing 

provided a small scale, informal resistance to re-privatisation. 23 One of the questions this raises 

which my study does not seek to answer, is the extent to which local authorities consciously used 

short life housing to frustrate central government controls. 

Migration and Demography 

Most commentators agree that globalisation is about mobility of capital and the dispersal of 

elements of production as well as about the global reach of media such as film and television. 

However, it is not yet about the free movement of peoples throughout the world, although mobility 

for work is usually encouraged within countries and regions. 4 Nevertheless most global cities, and 

London is a consummate example, have exceptionally diverse communities as a result of migration, 

since pre- Roman times . 
25 Many of London's post war immigrants came from former colonies to 

help rebuild British industries and fill service jobs after World War II. Since Britain joined Europe 
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regional opportunities for migration have increased, while immigration from other countries has 

become more difficult. Refugees, seeking asylum, continue to come to Europe to escape persecution 

and war. The increase in migration and growth of diasporas in the late twentieth century has been 

described by Stewart Hall as the 'world-historical event of late modernity A26 

Lamming (1954), Selvon (1954), Gilroy (1976) and the Australian Maclnnes (1957) describe the 

harsh experience of post war Caribbean students and migrants to London and their efforts to 

establish a sense of home. 7 Caryl Phillips (1985), Wambu (1998), Kerridge (1995) and Trevor and 
Mike Phillips (1998) provide further documentary and fictional accounts of the lives that those post 

war migrants managed to build. The rich traditions of self help they brought from the islands 

brought new vitality and energy to London. They were, of course, just some of the many different 

people settling in London in the post-colonial era and part of a continuous pattern (Sivanandan 

1990) 

Berger (1975; 1992) has written passionately about the eleven million migrant workers in Europe, 

excluding the UK. They are usually people who do not speak the language of the host country, 

working on the hardest jobs, with minimal security or compensation, a situation, which is 

advantageous for businesses. Work building new sewers and drainage system in Geneva was almost 

entirely carried out by temporary migrant workers, housed in barrack accommodation, driven to and 

from work each day, unable to settle or bring their families with them. This is a typical experience, 

although Berger and Mohr's (1975) account now seems dated by its exclusive concentration on 

migrant men. As Berger concludes individual experiences are 'subsumed under several generalizing 

categories in order to render it normal: the Road to Development; The Unification of Europe; the 

History of Capitalism; even The Oncoming Revolutionary Struggle. But the categories do not make 

him less homeless. In Space and Time. ' 28 

Later writing about New York and Los Angeles has begun to describe the impact of Hispanic 

migration on those cities and to record migrants' own experience. Davis (2000) stressed the 

importance of migration in Los Angeles' economy, whereas Rieff (1992) regarded Los Angeles as a 
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Latino/Asian archipelago. He revealed the role of illegal migrants is in providing the middle classes 

with servants and an exceptionally high standard of living. The uncertainty about how cities will 

cope with their increasingly diverse populations is frequently expressed in terms of utopian or 
dystopian images (Sandercock 1999; Soja 1989; Rieff 1992) and while new forms of architecture 

may be celebrated (Jencks 1984; 1993) the aestheticisation of fear (Zukin 1995) and increased use 

of surveillance to construct order came to the foreground in the late 1990s (Davis 1999). 

The post WW2 settlement of migrants in parts of London created vibrant new spaces, from annual 
festivals, which transformed neighbourhoods, to shops, faith and community centres. Phillips 

(1998) described how West Indian migrants transformed Notting Hill from a slum to an area with 

potential, but the revaluation of a neighbourhood was contested. Jane M Jacobs (1996) looked at 

competition for new uses in Banglatown, 29 in Tower Hamlets, which was also reviewed earlier by 

Forman (1989). Conflicting memories and desires and differential power creates conflict. However 

sometimes new possibilities emerge. If planning authorities were to support greater inclusion and 

recognise multiple publics, including 'communities of resistance', as Sandercock (1999) suggests, it 

is possible that some of this conflict could be mediated. 

Technical planning reports, designed to assist future development strategies in England began to 

take international migration into account at the end of the 1990s. Holmans and Simpson (1999) 

demonstrated that much of London's increased population was due to international immigration, 

rather than migration from the North of England, as had previously been assumed. 30 Increased 

mobility in the 1990s was to be expected, as Europe provided free movement within member 

countries for its citizens. Comparative studies of housing and economic policies in Europe (Balchin 

1996; McCrone and Stephens 1995; Power 1997) show how the structure of the housing market 

affects mobility. McCrone and Stephens argue that England (but not Scotland) is out of line with the 

rest of Europe with an unstable housing market with boom and bust cycles, which adversely affects 

labour mobility. Holman and Simpson's research was confirmed by the Mayor's study of future 

growth (2001) and suggests that migration to London and the job rich South East of Britain occurs, 

despite housing pressures. 31 
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Alongside the growth in asylum seekers and immigration from other parts of Europe in the 1990s, 

there were a number of important historical studies. 32 Kushner and Knox's Refugees in an Age of 
Genocide (1999) provided a twentieth-century history of government and voluntary organisations' 

arrangements for refugees. Apart from exceptions like the response to Belgian refugees before 

World War 1, refugees from Spain in the 1930s or Hungary in the 1950s, where there was strong 
ideological support for their cause, Britain has been reluctant to accept refugees. Despite liberal 

rhetoric, the UK sees itself as 'not an immigrant country', and taken fewer refugees than Fran ce. 

Fearing a popular backlash and the growth of ghettos, government has generally maintained 

dispersal policies, even though many minorities, arriving in London and dispersed elsewhere, later 

moved back to the Capital. The UK's response to the scale of displacement following wars, 

environmental catastrophes and economic change has been criticised. As Rabbi Hugo Gryn, a 

Holocaust survivor stated, future historians 'will call the twentieth century not only the century of 

great wars, but also the century of the refugee. Almost nobody at the end of the century is where 

they were at the beginning of it. It has been an extraordinary period of movement and upheavals' 33 

UK policy towards refugees and asylum seekers underwent changes at the end of the 1990s in 

response to increased asylum applications, which reached 80,000 a year in 2000/01, from a low of 

4,000 a year in the mid 1980s. 34 The Asylum and Immigration Act 1999 introduced compulsory 

dispersal of asylum seekers to 'low demand' areas, making use of empty council and private sector 

homes as temporary accommodation. This was often unpopular in receiving regions and many of 

the reports produced at the end of the 1990s were designed to publicise policy failures and influence 

policies. Zetter and Pearl (1999), for instance, identified a growing problem of Home Office delays 

in assessing claims and the increased number of people waiting for decisions on whether or not they 

could stay in the UK. They also reviewed the patchy and fragmented response of housing 

associations and community organisations to the increased numbers of refugees. 

Theoretical literature on homelessness in the 1990s emphasised the importance of moving beyond 

simple explanations, seeing it as the result of 'a convergence offactors, operating at the local, 
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national and global scales' (Kennett and Marsh 1999). A new 'landscape ofprecariousness' 
(Forrest 1999) has emerged, in which a core level of homelessness seems to be independent of 
fluctuations in the business cycle (Marcuse 1993). Daly's comparative study of London and New 

York (1996) highlighted the role of structural economic change through de-industrialisation and 
immigration as primary causes of homelessness. He described the retreat of the New York 

administration from support for city residents as a form of social privatisation. Power's (1997) study 

of twenty problematic large social housing estates, many edge of town, in five North European 

countries revealed a similar position. They became repositories for the very poor and jobless, 

including many recent arrivals and people who have been de-institutionalised. There were no 

services to support a more mobile, highly diverse population of residents in social housing, with 
high concentrations of children. Poor design, lack of maintenance and isolation of estates, intended 

to house people working in industries that have now vanished, compounded the problems. 

Power (ibid) and Body-Gendrot (2000) acknowledge residents' initiatives, in partnership with local 

government and other agencies and their studies also reveal government failure to anticipate change. 

An alternative explanation is that government was aware of demographic changes and increased 

migration and deliberately reduced welfare services to avoid additional social costs in relation to 

migrant workers. Daly argues that immigration and race are both explicitly and implicitly connected 

to government decisions to spend less on city residents, in the UK as well as the USA 35 

Nevertheless, these policies do not deter poorer immigrants, who migrate, usually on their own, to 

provide money for a better life for their families, who remain at home 36 

Culture 

A concern with culture is central to contemporary writing about cities, with writers as varied as 

Harvey (1990), Paul Gilroy (1987; 1993) and Jencks (1984; 1993) using cultural analysis to bridge 

formerly separate academic disciplines. Many writers have sought to understand contemporary 

social trends through interdisciplinary work, looking backwards at literature, art and popular culture 

for clues as to how to interpret the present. Walter Benjamin's Arcades Project, not available in 
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English until the early 70s, influenced urban geographers in the 1980s. 7 He examined the way Paris 

was changing by looking at arcades, dioramas and World Fairs, to explore what he called 'ur 

history'. He used half-buried traces of the past, as tools to deconstruct the present and myths of 

'progress. ' They were insights into the dreams and utopias of the past, which were of no interest to 

contemporary dominant elites, in their exploration and promotion of new identities. 

Benjamin saw the city as an artificial construct, full of illusions, or phantasmagoria. His Marxist 

analysis portrays Hausmann as an 'artist of demolition' in Paris, whose improvements let in light 

and air, creating an illusion of progress, while shifting poverty elsewhere. His work paved the way 

for later studies of gentrification and analyses of the multiple meanings of development. His 

interest in the surface, ornamental nature of redevelopment have been taken up and explored by 

contemporary academics (Watson 1999; Deutsche 1996). Benjamin's essays on Baudelaire and the 

role of the Jlaneur has also been used as a starting point, particularly for male writing on the city, 

representing a shift from a single perspective view to a changing series of encounters as the writer 

moves around the city (Sennett 1990; 1998; Soja 1989; Davis 1999). Elizabeth Wilson (1991) was 

one of the feminist writers who subsequently challenged this male, still dominant view of the city as 

kaleidoscope of different perspectives, experienced from several vantage points. 

Foucault also shaped contemporary discourse, by reflections on the historical and contemporary 

nature of power. 38 He revealed that taken-for granted institutions like prisons and mental hospitals 

are social constructions. The nature of their origins is embedded and reflected in their multiple roles, 

including that of containers for the poor and a cheap source of labour. He showed how apparently 

liberal regimes found new forms of power and control. The nature of punishment, the internalisation 

of control and the normalisation of surveillance revealed how power was exercised. Watson (1999) 

drew on some of Foucault's ideas to emphasise the importance of new ways of thinking, more 

textured and experientially based, to develop alternative narratives, which empower homeless 

people. I have included some of the voices of homeless people in this study, in response to these 

writings. 
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Deconstruction cannot begin without understanding the narrative voice and its apparent purpose, on 

its own terms. The story, or narrative, is always the starting point, as Said (1994) emphasised, in his 

study of colonial literature. Quoting William Blake he reminds us that 'Empire follows Art and not 

vice versa as Englishmen suppose. ' Narratives describe what is, or could be and in doing so play a 

role in blocking other narratives from forming. 'Contrapuntal reading' in which several layers are 

examined together, is necessary to enable the reader to appreciate both the interaction between 

characters and the oblique references to plantations in the West Indies, in Jane Austin's Mansfield 

Park, for instance. Similar techniques are needed to deconstruct levels of meaning in contemporary 

Western culture and the stories told in order to justify change or redevelopment. Who is telling the 

story and what purpose does it serve and what other stories does it prevent being told are essential 

questions to ask, Said reminds us. 

Some of the most important and challenging work in this area has been produced by writers with a 

feminist perspective and those concerned about cultures of difference. Zukin, 39 for instance takes us 

below the surface of gentrification in New York's So Ho, to show how artists' casual, makeshift use 

of old lofts was consciously adapted and appropriated by developers to create fashionable 'artistic 

districts'. In The Culture of Cities (1995) she explored the importance of culture in producing the 

'symbolic economy in New York. Restaurants become part of the theatre of living in the city, with 

waiters, often aspiring actors, at the front of the restaurant, while behind the scenes migrant workers 

produced the food. In tracing the role of large corporations in regeneration and the privatisation and 

semi privatisation of former public spaces, she revealed how the power of the 'framer', who creates 

new concepts and stories for the city, is always greater than that of the producer. 

Deutsche (1996) explores the ways developers use culture and especially public art to remove or 

neutralise the memory of evictions that have taken place. She describes this as 'the aestheticisation 

of development ', which begins long before redevelopment takes place. She described how 

Goldberger's The City Observed., a guide to the architecture of Manhattan (1979) created interest in 

'heritage' in the area around Union Square and dissatisfaction with 'derelicts' use of the park. She 

believed that the City renovated the park, at a time of financial stringency, in order to facilitate the 
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redevelopment of luxury housing. The new building, Zeckendorf Towers, involved the loss of 

single room occupancy houses, which provided homes for low income, single people, many of 

whom became homeless, a familiar story in New York. Occasionally artists find ways of 
highlighting what has happened. Kryztof Wodiczcko's Homelessness Projection showed images of 
the former homeless residents on statues in the park, reminding viewers of the human consequences 

of evictions through the ghostly images. 0 

Those artists who sought to mount exhibitions, which name or reproach individual developers have 

difficulty finding galleries willing to show their work in New York. Deutsche highlights the close 
links between gallery donors and trustees and the real estate industry, a link, which silences many 

artists. In contrast others work with developers, on public art commissions, which create a new 

sense of place, obliterating or concealing its history. Not that this is new. Art and artifice have 

always been used to promote and anchor development, whether it was Humphrey Repton's designs 

showing instant beautification of eighteenth century landscapes, Gurney's dramatic paintings of 
John Soane's buildings in England 41or the idealisation of new suburban areas in England and the 

USA (Stilgoe 1988). However, Deutsche regards the contemporary notion of 'public art', implying 

public good, as purposively tied to redevelopment areas and benefiting a minority of the city's many 

publics. 42 

In London artists are used to working outside the gallery system and creating new audiences and 

artists' organisations like SPACE and Acme encourage a self help approach. Tom Hunter and 
Graeme Miller have drawn on their experience of living in short life housing. Hunter's photographs 

of squatters and residents of London Fields were mentioned in chapter 1. Graeme Miller, who lived 

in an Acme house in Leytonstone created Linked (2003), a theatrical sound piece which recorded 

voices of people who had lived in houses demolished in 1994 for the M 11 link road in East London. 

The artist group City Racing wrote about their influential temporary gallery space in a squat in Oval 

Mansions (City Racing 2002) and the importance of their short life homes. This encouraged me to 

include some of the narratives, many of which were visual, which the organisations, managing short 
life property, used to create alternative ideas and possibilities. This was an important aspect of the 
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way in which they nurtured themselves and began to reveal previously 'invisible' issues to 

politicians and local government officers. 

Summary 

In order to understand the context in which the environment in which greater dependence on short 

term measures developed between 1970 and 2000, this chapter has reviewed some of the literature 

on globalisation, migration, culture and the role of non profit organisations in creating new forms of 

community It is necessarily eclectic, because of the range of issues covered and does not seek to be 

comprehensive, because of the multidisciplinary nature of the literature. It draws on both UK and 
US commentaries, because the US, with its market approach 'often presages the direction in which 

the UK is heading' (Hawes 1999). This literature provides a framework, within which to ask some 

questions about why short life housing emerged in the early 1970s and about its significance, 

materially and in terms of values. The literature enables me to consider these questions in a more 

rounded, more textured way later in the thesis. It helps to locate the case studies and history of short 

life housing organisations within a wider discussion of some of the changes in London as it 

restructured to focus on its intended role as a late twentieth/early twenty-first century 'global city'. 

1 E. g. The Rough Sleepers Initiative in the 1980s was designed to encourage non profit agencies to work with rough 
sleepers in London and other major conurbations, to move them into hostels. 

2 Although not in relation to expenditure on Education and Health 

3 For instance LB Camden, Lambeth, Haringey and Westminster 

4' Hambleton, R. and Taylor, M. (1993) People in Cities, a transatlantic policy 
exchange, Bristol, SAUS gives a theoretical context. Bowman, A. (1996) Models 
of Collaboration, the experience of neighbourhood transformation in the USA, London, 
WHHA looks at the picture on the local level. Lewis (1996)'s study of US local politics stresses 
the importance of the local situation, even within the USA. This emphasises the risks of 
'reading across' policy experience, without understanding the specific local context. 

s Lowe (1986) Page 3 Lowe's definition of an urban social movement builds on work of British critics (Dearlove 1973; 
Saunders 1979 and Dunleavy 1980) rather than American-based writers. 
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6 Franklin (1984) P 40 

7. It the beginning of the twenty first century, there is a renewed emphasis on partnership, on 
modernising government and redrawing the role of the state's level of support for its citizens. Osborne, 
D. and Gaebler, T. (1992), Reinventing Government, How the entrepreneurial spirit is transforming 
the public sector, Reading, MA, USA, Addison Wesley was influential both for the Clinton 
administration in the USA and the Blair government. 

8- Lester Salamon, Director of the Institute of Public Policy Studies, Johns Hopkins University has 
been particularly influential, in mapping the role of non profits, both in the USA and internationally. 
Bowman, A. (1996) Models of Collaboration London, WHHA, benefited from being written as a 
result of a four month International Fellows programme at Salamon's Institute in Baltimore. In it I 

explored the differences between the US and UK approaches to area regeneration, highlighting the 
different roles of non profit organizations in local partnerships. 

9- Alinsky is regarded as the 'father' of social organizing. His book, Reveille for Radicals (1969) 
popularised his ideas. 

10 Giddens (1998) page 30 

11' Investment in new transport infrastructure has been an important aspect of the European Union 
modernisation programme, for instance. Public investment in new infrastructure was limited during 
the Thatcher years. Future plans are designed to improve access to and within London. Funded 
through public/private partnerships, these include new channel tunnel interchanges, more fast rail links 
to Heathrow and a new terminal and investment in the tube. These trends physically change the nature 
of the city and do so in order to continue to reshape London as a premiere 'global' financial node, with 
a pivotal role in the world's economy. It is a city in which new employment growth is based around 
knowledge based and service workers, while old style manual and industrial jobs continue to decline. 
The Mayor of London Planning for London's Growth projects a further 400,000 finance and service 
jobs in the Capital by 2016 (GLA 2002 3). 

12 Casteis (1998). 

13 Moss Kanter (1995) 

1' Castells (1998); Giddens (1998); Jencks (1984); Soja (1989) 

is Davis (2000); Salgado (2000); Castells (1998); Reiff(1992); Soja (1989). 

16 It can take 90 days to travel from Peru or Ecuador to New York. Once there, they frequently find that they cannot 
return home, as their families, left behind in villages populated by women and children, depend on their remittances. 

17 Fainstein, Gordon and Harloe (1992) and Fainstein (1994) 

18 Plans for hotels and offices were affected by the mid 1970s property collapse, allowing 
mixed-use commercial redevelopment schemes to proceed, with some social housing. They can be seen 
as a middle way between the 1960s local authority-led and government funded redevelopments 
in the UK and the largely private sector funded, but government subsidised commercial 
developer approach seen in the USA. 
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19 A term also used by Reich (1991) 

20"Saegert, S (1989; 1986; 1998) has written extensively about the Tenant Interim Lease 
scheme in New York, which enabled some tenants in abandoned blocks to establish 
tenant management co-operatives in the 1980s. Leavitt, J. and Saegert, S. (1990) 
From Abandonment to Hope, Community-Households in Harlem, New York, 
Columbia University Press gives a full account of the early development of the scheme 

21 Smith (1996) 

22 Originally built as white, middle class areas, their early residents moved out of the city to 
suburbs, leaving the big houses for the poor. 

23 'Smith, N (1996) The New Urban Frontier, gentrification and the revanchist City, London and New 
York, Routledge concludes that the adverse impact of gentrification is not a purely American 
phenomenon, but accepts that it is harsher, more comprehensive and faster in the USA and tends to 
come after complete neighbourhood disinvestment. 

24 *The different treatment of migrants from with the European Union, who have the right to work 
anywhere within the Union and those immediately outside it, in African countries bordering the 
Mediterranean who have great difficulty getting in, is striking. 

u Vansittart (1998); Linebaugh and Rediker (2000); Ramussen (1982) 

26 Hall, S in Wambu, 0 (ed) (1998) P88 

27. George Lamming (1954) The Emigrants; Beryl Gilroy (1976 and new edition 1994), Black 
Teacher, and Caryl Phillips (1985) The Final Passage, give fictional and personal accounts of the 
experience of living and working in London. Although not from the Caribbean, Colin MacInnes (1957 
and 1995 edition), City of Spades, gives a sympathetic account of the life of young black students in 
London. 

28. Berger, J. and Mohr, J (1975) A Seventh Man, the story of a migrant worker in Europe, Middlesex, 
Pelican P 221 

29 The Brick Lane area, which is on the fringe of the City 

30' London's population decreased, as a result of the planned dispersal to New Towns in the post 
World War II period. The authors revealed how important international migration has been in 
retaining the size of the cities, despite continuing suburbanisation. London's population increased 
slightly in the 1980s (Fainstein, Gordon and Harloe (eds. ) (1992) Divided Cities: New York and 
London in the Contemporary World P 25, with increased numbers of international service workers, 
following the financial 'Big Bang' P. 109 and was projected to expand in the 1990s P 171 

31. Mayor of London (2001); Holmans and Simpson(1999). With house price inflation in London far 
outstripping salaries, many people's journey to work time is extended as they commute from other 
parts of the South East and Midlands. 

32 See also Sassen (1999); Harding (2000) and Salgado (2000) 
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33 Kushner and Knox (1999) Page 1 

". The number of people applying for asylum in England increased sharply from around 4,000 
applications a year in the mid 1980s to over 44,000 in 1991, with the majority seeking assistance in 
London. The Asylum and Immigration Act 1996 and the Housing Act 1996 restricted benefit 

entitlements to those who applied for asylum at the port of entry or pre-1996. Asylum-seeking 
households became ineligible for permanent housing until their applications were determined, a 
process, which could take years. Compulsory dispersal was introduced by the Asylum and 
Immigration Act 1999 and responsibility for asylum seekers transferred from local authorities to the 
Home Office. There were over 80,000 asylum seeker applications in 2000/1, reducing to 72,430 in 
2001/2 (The Guardian 31 May 2002) 

"Daly (1996) Homelesss: London and New York, Routledge quotes John Major speaking at the 
European Community Summit in 1991 about the 'rising tide' of immigrants. 'We must not be wide 
open to all-comers just because Rome, Paris and London are more attractive than Bombay and 
Algiers. ' 

36 Single migrants are often married with families left in their home countries, whom they support with their 
remittances. 

37' Buck-Morss, S. (1991) Dialectics of Seeing. Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project, Cambridge 
MA and London, MIT. The first full edition of his work was not published until 1982. 

3" Rabinov (1984) 

39 Zukin (1982; 1995) 

40 Deutsche (1996) 

4' Architect Sir John Soane used fine watercolour and oil paintings to promote his plans for new 
buildings. Some of these were shown at the Royal Academy exhibition of his work, in 1999. 

42. In the USA 'Percent for Art' schemes were promoted as a way of persuading developers 
to commission public art. The popularity of these schemes in the 1980s meant that public art was popularly linked 

with new developments. Percent for Art schemes were also promoted in the UK from the late 1980s, in a bid to 

encourage private-sector commissions of new art, Lewis (1990) 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CHANGE 
IN LONDON BETWEEN 1970 - 2000 

In 1970 London was a city politicians believed faced potential long-term decline. ' Thirty 

years later it had been transformed, with a rising population and strengthened position as 

a global financial centre. The transition was not smooth, its impact on neighbourhoods 

was patchy and there was no certainty that prosperity was sustainable. The city's 
increased concentration on business and financial services, tourism and cultural industries 

meant it was vulnerable to adverse global trends in those markets. 2 However, planners 

believed London's population expansion would continue, regardless of business cycles, 

although economic cycles and other factors might affect the rate of increase. 3 The 

population was increasingly diverse, including more international immigrants and with 

the highest rate of natural growth in England and Wales. 4 Investment in new housing 

A bombed out family in wartime London (c1942) 
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development was low and affordability was a major issue, both in the rented and owner 
s occupation sectors. These factors and the growth of casual and short term contract 

employment resulted in greater social polarisation. 

Why did London change so dramatically from the 1970s with population decline and 

empty property replaced by an overcrowded metropolis in 2000? Why did its population 

increase and attract so many international immigrants between 1989 and 2000, with these 

trends expected to continue? To what extent was this because of new employment 

opportunities both for highly skilled business and financial services and unskilled service 

sectors? Why were insufficient new homes built? Did the Conservative governments' 

restructuring of the Welfare State create or reinforce these trends and did local authorities 

have any powers to ameliorate them? 

Answering these complex questions is beyond the scope of this study. However in 

describing the changes in London, I outline some of the local consequences of the 

Conservative governments' restructuring of the Welfare State between 1979 and 1997. 

This restricted local government's funds and powers and privatised many public services 

at a time when new demands were emerging. The combination of house price inflation 

and more flexible employment meant many people were vulnerable to sudden downturns 

in the economy, such as the 1990 to 1992 recession. This resulted in a temporary increase 

in homelessness and unemployment while low levels of new building created longer-term 

structural problems of scarcity. At the same time new demands, such as those from 

asylum seekers in the 1990s strained local government services, to a greater degree in 

London than in any other UK region, because of the numbers involved. 

In this chapter I summarise key elements of two regional plans (1969 and 2002) to 

demonstrate the scale of change and politicians' aspirations and fears for the capital. The 

overview suggests that London's transformation into a contemporary global city had a 

number of wider consequences, including increased gentrification and social polarisation. 
One aspect of this, which is referred to here and in Part 4, was growing dependence of 
local authorities on temporary accommodation for homeless people and asylum seekers 
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in the late 1990s. Finally, I suggest that short life housing emerged in the early 1970s, 

expanded in the 1980s and was phased out in the late 1990s was also a response to new 

needs, which I explore in Parts 2 and 3. 

Visions for London 1969 - 2002 

The Greater London Development Plan (GLDP 1969) and Planning for London's growth 

(2002) demonstrate the importance of predicted population trends in planning and the 

anticipated role of local government in implementation. The GLDP was produced within 

the context of interventionist, investment-oriented local government, while the Mayor of 

London's report, Planning for London's Growth accepted a more limited role, largely 

relying on negotiation, promotion and planning powers to increase building density and 

new development. The GLDP highlighted the need for investment in family housing and 

transport in order to stabilise a declining population, avert economic decline and tackle 

traffic gridlock. Planning for London's Growth, on the other hand, presents a business- 

friendly environment, relying on partnerships to provide and renew infrastructure. By 

2002 growth was expected to continue, regardless of the economic situation. 

Many commentators feared London's future as a prosperous city was in doubt in 1969 

following the success of dispersal schemes to the ring of surrounding New Towns. Some 

felt that the capital risked sinking into the socially polarised state of rustbelt US cities, 

with poor and unemployed people stranded in the inner suburbs. The alternative vision, 

set out in the GLDP involved improving transport and housing to encourage middle 

income families to stay. 6 However, with many industries already suburbanised, it was 

unclear whether new hotel and office developments would create sufficient alternative 

employment and if they did, whether there would be enough suitable workers. 7 

The GLDP provided a framework for development, in order to halt population decline, 

suburbanisation and further loss of industry by improving transport, employment and 
housing. The new strategies needed to be negotiated within a fragmented and multi- 
layered local government structure, which Hillman (1971) concluded would be difficult. 
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There was also a gap between politicians' intentions and emerging trends, which were not 

yet fully acknowledged. She questioned the effectiveness of planning, as many 
improvements to London neighbourhoods appeared to have occurred without state 
intervention, especially when change was stimulated by fashion, as in the case of the 

Kings Road or Camaby Street. 8 

The underlying problems were serious. London's population had declined from 

8,600,000 in 1939 to 7,700,000 in 1969 and was expected to reduce to less than 

7,000,000 by 1981 as a result of a net fall of 40,000 people per year. 9 Immigration had, 

to some extent, masked the underlying population loss, especially in areas like Brixton 

and Kilburn where new residents initially settled. There was also an increase in young 

people, living in smaller households and a shortage of smaller homes. 1° The GLDP 

revealed serious problems of obsolete housing, poor transport systems and an ageing 
infrastructure. Disrepair was an issue as London's housing stock was older than that of 

many regional cities, creating a long-term need for renovation and new building. In the 

inner 'ring of problem areas', 69% of the homes were built before 1914.11 

London's Housing Needs in 1974 projected a shortage of over half a million 

'satisfactory' homes in 1969, only reducing if private builders continued to develop 

10,000 new homes a year and local authority output were increased by 50% to 32,000 per 

annum. 12 Council housing, represented 20% of the housing stock, a smaller proportion 

than in most other major UK cities where it accounted for a third of the homes. The 

Report of Studies (1969) revealed that one in ten Londoners was badly housed. Many 

people were overcrowded, especially in inner London and overall 11% of homes lacked 

basic facilities. There was little evidence that small landlords, who dominated the private 

rented sector, were aware of improvement grant opportunities. 13 

Housing was a major issue for local authorities, but controversial plans for four new 

motorways dominated the public debate14. The inner motorway (known as the Motorway 

Box) was to be routed through densely populated inner city areas, including Streatham, 

Kilburn and Belsize Park. Despite intense public opposition15 the GLC believed that not 
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only were transport improvements essential but demolition of the areas affected by the 

plans was justified as they were 'obsolete'. 16 Critics questioned the focus on roads rather 

than public transport. 17 Motorway opponents revealed that thousands of homes were at 

risk, affecting over 100,000 people during the estimated 20 - 30 year construction 

period. 18 The fierce community campaign against the elevated Westway which dissected 

Notting Hill later inspired the ultimately successful protests against further work on the 

Motorway Box. 19 

Hillman's critique highlighted the difficulty of agreeing on London's future. Should there 

be an effort to increase the population, or as the GLC suggested, to stabilise it at a level 

which could be comfortably accommodated? Concerns about affordability of home 

ownership and poor quality private rented housing required interventions although 
increasing local authority housing might not be a solution unless poor design and 

management issues were addressed. ° 

Many of the options outlined by the planner, Peter Hall (1971) were subsequently 

constrained by reductions in government expenditure. The 1974 -7 Labour government 

reduced capital investment in response to the 1970s Oil crises. The incoming Labour 

GLC, elected on its opposition to the Motorway Box cancelled it in 1974. Other capital 

projects continued to be planned, though implementation was often deferred. Most 

London Labour local authorities continued with housing municipalisation programmes in 

previously blighted areas where properties were cheap until the mid 1970s. However 

after rehousing the remaining tenants, councils often left properties empty, pending the 

start of delayed capital programmes. This provided opportunities for squatters and short 

life housing groups to make use of some of them. Everyone expected this to be a short 

term situation. However, the 1976 International Monetary Fund requirements reinforced 

government expenditure reductions, throwing the future of some redevelopments into 

doubt. 
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In the late 1970s eradicating poor housing seemed within local authorities' grasp, as did 

the elimination of homelessness, provided redevelopment programmes continued. In 

1977 the Labour government passed the Housing (Homeless Persons) Act, which 

transferred responsibility for homeless people from Social Service departments to 

Housing Departments. In 1978 London had less than 2,000 homeless households living in 

bed and breakfast and hostels21 and many campaigners were confident improved systems 

and better use of empty property would reduce future homelessness 
. 
22 There was also 

growing public concern about the quality of local authority management and the 

unintended effects of muncipalisation on the size of the private rented market. Single 

people, who traditionally lived in private rented accommodation, had no priority for local 

authority housing. Ken Livingstone was one of the few politicians who publicly 

recognised that the nature of the population and therefore the needs had changed. 23 

Smaller households, an increasing percentage of the population needed affordable 

housing. He anticipated a short window of opportunity for local authorities, like Camden 

to house single people in permanent homes in the early 1980s before large redevelopment 

programmes came to an end. 

The post-war consensus and interventionist local state ended when the Thatcher 

government was elected in 1979. It restructured and partially dismantled the Welfare 

State and reduced the powers of local government. Its neo-liberal ideology, based on 

deregulation, privatisation and monetarism reshaped the economic and social 

environment. Monetarism privileged the market, which government believed required 
24 low domestic inflation to operate efficiently. In 1979/80 it deregulated the banking 

industry, promoting competition between banks and building societies, creating new 

markets for lending. Wider access to credit fuelled a consumer boom, ending the 1979/ 

1981 recession. 25 It also drove up house prices, which doubled between 1980 and 1990, 

with the largest rises in London. 26 

The GLDP's underlying assumption that local authorities could reshape the city was so 

powerful many Labour politicians continued to hope funding would return to earlier 

levels, to support interventionist housing strategies. 7 Some encouraged the expansion of 
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short life housing in the 1980s, in order to preserve a land bank for future development as 
family housing. 28 Their aim, envisaged in the GLDP a decade earlier, was to achieve 

population stability by providing more rented family housing. 29 Conservative councils, on 

the other hand, and notably Wandsworth and Westminster, preferred to gentrify their 

boroughs and dispose of council-owned empty homes to increase owner occupation, in 

line with their political ideology. 30 

Owner occupation became the dominant tenure in the 1980s nationally, through council 
tenants' take up of the Right to Buy and through easier access to credit. However 

affordability issues meant home ownership in London did not reach rates in other regions. 
31 House prices rose rapidly between 1987 and 1991 as first time buyers sought to enter 

the market and there was evidence of gentrification in previously low-cost areas. 
Marginal new owners were more at risk from rises in interest rates or sudden reverses in 

the market, which Hutton (1995) believes are a feature of the UK market. 

Hutton (1995) has described how the nature of employment changed in the 1980s, with 
increased casual and part time working, making many people more vulnerable to the 

effects of economic downturns. The Conservative government introduced legislation to 

support the transition to a flexible, low wage economy and restrict trade unions' power. 
While the incomes of the richest rose, inequality increased and nationally, unemployment 

rose from 4% of the labour force in 1979 to 11% in 1986, despite the consumer boom. 32 

The consumer boom peaked in 1988, cooled by increased unemployment and raised 
interest rates 33 From 1990 to 1992 Britain experienced severe recession following its 

entry into the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) with an over-valued pound. There was a 

slump in the housing market, with less demand and a fall in house prices, accompanied 
by the growth of 'negative equity', mortgage repossessions and increased homelessness. 4 

The severity of the recession and the growth in homelessness, prompted some lobbyists 

to speculate that London was becoming permanently polarised and dysfunctional. The 

spectre of US rustbelt cities was once again held up as a likely future, or that London 

might become a 'European backwater. '35 Government reduced investment in capital 
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projects as Social Security expenditure rose in response to increased unemployment. By 

1993 there were eleven million income support claimants nationally. This unplanned 

expenditure increased overall public sector borrowing to £45.9 billion in 1993-4.36 

Restructuring and privatisation of local government services 

The Conservatives abolished the GLC in 1986, removing London's regional government 

structure. Their policy of privatising public services included introducing Compulsory 

Competitive Tendering and the developing new partnerships. The popular Right-to-Buy 

programme for council tenants reduced the stock of local authority homes in England by 

22% and resulted in the residualisation of the social housing sector. 37 The 1988 Housing 

Act expanded the role of housing associations, making them the primary developers of 

affordable new homes, in place of local authorities. However their output was modest in 

comparison with council programmes of the mid 1970s, as is demonstrated in the chart 

below. New construction was funded by a combination of government grants, private 

sector borrowing and associations' reserves. Rents on new property increased and the 

Minister of Housing reassured associations that Housing Benefit would take the strain, 

thereby minimising affordability problems. 38 
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Chart 3.1 Local authority investment, which was dominant in the 1970s declined in the 1980s. 

Source: GLA (2002) 
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The restructuring of local government, privatisation and transfer of responsibilities, such 

as the production of new housing to non profit agencies had a number of consequences, 

not least because this coincided with the emergence of new demands on public services. 

Many of these had not been anticipated and were the consequences of wider social and 

demographic trends. Homelessness in London, for instance, appeared to be under control 

after the introduction of the Housing (Homeless Persons) Act in 1977, which transferred 

responsibility for accommodating homeless households to local authority Housing 

departments. However as chart 5 shows demand increased and by 1990 there were 7,603 

households placed in bed and breakfast and a total of 33,432 in various forms of 

temporary accommodation. Numbers peaked at 43,166 households in 1992, at the height 

of the recession, which government believed had created additional short term demands. 

Reducing homelessness and especially emergency bed and breakfast use became a local 

authority and government priority in the early 1990s, especially in London and the South 

East, where the impact of the property slump was most severe. Government encouraged 

associations to take homelessness nominations and also to expand private sector leasing 

(PSL) schemes. It also supported the residential property market, by bringing forward 

housing association investment, through the Housing Market Package initiative. This had 

the advantages of stimulating new public/private sector partnerships and underlined the 

government's view that the recession was a short term 'correction' problem. These 

measures ensured there was a temporary fall in homelessness before it rose again. 39 

The policy of managing local authorities' responsibilities for homeless families through 

increased use of temporary private sector accommodation in London was popular and 

helped to marginalize family homelessness as an issue. However as the property market 

recovered from recession, there were fears that owners would prefer to sell rather than 

lease accommodation to housing associations for homeless families 40 Despite increased 

competition from other tenants, a small sub market of private sector property continued to 

be available for homeless families' use, through various leasing schemes. The problems 
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involved in depending on this as the primary resource for housing homeless families is 

explored in Chapter 10. 

However government preferred to provide interim support for families, rather than a 

major building programme. In 1993 the Minister of Housing suggested that the boundary 

between temporary and permanent housing was blurred and that in any case temporary 

housing might be more satisfactory than a flat in a tower block. 41 Consultation on the 

1995 Housing White Paper presented homelessness as a short term, personal problem, 

which could be effectively managed by using temporary accommodation. Housing lobby 

groups strongly opposed the suggestion that homeless families were 'jumping the queue' 

by becoming homeless. Nonetheless, the proposals to limit local authorities' 

responsibilities were largely enacted in the Housing Act (1996), with the option to 

allocate permanent housing to those meeting need and register criteria. Following the 

recession, the number of households accepted as homeless in London declined from 

38,325 in 1991/2 to 30,959 in 1993/4 and 26,626 two years later with a continuing 

downward trend until 1998/9. These reductions and the effective Private Sector Leasing 

partnerships led by housing associations largely removed the issue from the public 

agenda. The campaigns to reduce rough sleeping, on the other hand, maintained a high 

political and public profile, 

The political agenda shifted to developing regeneration partnerships to stimulate wider 

investment in London's ageing infrastructure and privatise public resources. The 

selective transfer of local authority estates to non profit housing action trusts and housing 

associations extended the public/private funding arrangements used to finance affordable 

new housing. These schemes were priorities for both housing associations and local 

authorities. 

Other demands on local authority housing departments continued to increase. A number 

of factors were involved, including the general increase in London's population and the 

number of asylum seekers, applying for support, as well as reductions in new building 

starts and local authority lettings, in the late 1990s. The trend towards smaller households 
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was also significant and a UN study (2003) found this accounted for more than half the 
increase in new households between 1985 and 2000 internationally42 Housing 

campaigners correlated the increases in homelessness with reduced investment in social 
housing from 1989, recognizing longer term structural trends. 3 Other studies, on the 

other hand, reveal the complex individual reasons for homelessness, ranging from family 

breakdown, to insecure letting arrangements in the private sector and increases in 

mortgage repossessions 44 It was not until the late 1990s that wider demographic patterns 

were identified, the 'unforeseen migration pattern' 45 which had increased competition for 

housing, especially for more vulnerable groups. Contrary to planners' and politicians' 

expectations and in contrast to most other regions, London's population had steadily 

expanded since 1989, with the city experiencing substantial natural growth as well as 
being magnet for international workers 46. 

New Labour was elected in 1997, with a commitment to fiscal prudence and social 
justice. Its first-term programme was largely contained within the previous government's 

expenditure projections. It established the Social Exclusion Unit to map the extent of 

exclusion and investigate solutions. Subsequently, plans for neighbourhood renewal, 

announced in 2001 maintained the targeted focus on improving the worst local authority 

estates, many of which were in London. 47 Government policies continued to rely on 

temporary accommodation to house homeless families in high cost areas, such as London 

and the South East, although from 2002 reducing dependence on emergency bed and 
breakfast use was a priority. The government introduced new Asylum and Immigration 

legislation in 1996 and 1999 and in 2000 transferred responsibility for accommodating 

asylum seekers to the Home Office and its agency, National Asylum Support Service, 

which was charged with administering a dispersal scheme. 

Population trends, property cycles and new demands 

In 2002 the London Mayor's report, Planning for London's Growth presented a strategy 

to support continued population expansion, as the capital was predicted to have 8.15 

million residents by 2016 48 The report presented London as the powerhouse of the 
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national economy, contributing £20 billion net to the rest of the UK. Business and 
financial services, tourism, leisure and creative industries dominated, with an increase of 
400,000 new jobs in the financial services sector projected between 2002 and 2018. This 

more than compensated for the loss of manufacturing jobs, which were continuing to 

decline. 49 Although total employment was still marginally less than in 1971, it had 

recovered from the early 1990s recession, as the chart below demonstrates. The report 
foresaw London maintaining its position as one of three international, global cities, 

provided it invested in infrastructure to support a larger population. It was not seen as an 

option to control or restrict growth. 
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Chart 3.3: Source GLA, Planning for London's Growth (2002) 

Population movements, both into the city and out to surrounding regions is a 

characteristic of London. 50 New Labour's commitment to regionalism highlighted an 

uneven pattern of population growth, concentrated on London and the South East. This 

was contrasted with migration out and 'lack of demand' for housing in some Northern 

regions. 

Property cycles like population flows, are not always predictable and London's high 

property prices distort national trends. As noted earlier in the chapter, affordability issues 

meant home ownership in London did not reach rates in other regions. The increase in 

demand and house price between 1987 and 1991 was followed by a property slump. 
Average house prices in Greater London, which had increased from £59,200 in 1986 to 

£98,700 in 1989 dropped to £82,200 in 1993 before recovering. 51 Hutton (1995) has 

shown that boom and bust cycles are a particular feature of the UK property market. The 

Council of Mortgage Lenders' research shows a more volatile position in London than in 

the rest of the country, which is highly sensitive to fluctuations in interest rates and the 

performance of the economy. 52 It is also fuelled by scarcity and competition for existing 

resources. Statistics show that the impact of house price falls lasts slightly longer than in 

the rest of the country and price inflation is steeper. 53 
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Chart 3.4: Source Council of Mortgage Lenders 

From 1996/7 the property market in the Capital recovered and house prices increased at 

around 15% per annum, 54 in response to shortages, as the population increased. 55 By 

the late 1990s key worker housing was the dominant political issue, replacing family 

housing and homelessness. Tackling it was necessary if London was to 'continue to 

compete as a world class city'. 56 A CML/DETR survey of lenders showed London's 

housing costs were 45% higher than the rest of the UK in 2000, compared to 30% in 1990 

and 23% in 1980, highlighting increased affordability issues. 57 It was believed that the 

shortage of affordable homes was resulting in unsustainable vacancy levels in key sectors 

of employment. The London Mayor's Housing Commission recommended the expansion 

of social and interim i. e. sub market housing, using planning powers to require 

developers to build more affordable homes. 58 

One of the problems for policy makers is planning for new and emerging demands, 

especially in the early stages. In focusing on a vision for the future, plans concentrate on 
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issues, for which there are solutions. Intractable problems, such as the growth of social 

exclusion may only be made manageable, by defining it narrowly, in terms of geographic 
locations. On the other hand, levels of homelessness and refugee arrivals, which result in 

more dispersed patterns of social exclusion, are difficult to predict, as they are 

consequences of wider regional and international social and economic pressures. 59 The 

'small government' framework, shaped by national, European and international political 

agendas, constrains welfare spending. As a result of these contradictions, I argue that 

government interventions in relation to homelessness and asylum seekers have relied 
increasingly from the 1990s, on arrangements which define these needs as temporary. 

The incidence of homelessness is higher in London than the rest of England, accounting 
for 25% of homeless acceptances in 2001 60 72% of these households had dependent 

children or were pregnant women' and the majority, a disproportionate number are from 

minority communities. 2 There are a large number of factors which affect family 

homelessness, which it is beyond the scope of this study to explore. However, several 

trends are evident and these are discussed below. These include imbalances between the 

number of homeless acceptances, and supply of temporary and permanent 

accommodation; the impact of a tighter and more expensive property market with, since 

1988, deregulated private sector lettings and a consequent 'churning' of the market; 
63increased competition for accommodation, in both the private and public sectors, as a 

result of gentrification and increased population was another factor, as was lower levels 

of turnover in social housing. The rise in the number of asylum seekers needing " 

accommodation in London in the 1990s was also relevant. In the interests of space where 

possible I use of charts to highlight the position. Detailed figures and sources are 

provided in Appendix 5. 

As chart 5 shows annual homeless acceptances rose in the 1990 - 92 recession to 38,325 

in 1991/2, reducing gradually to 24,475 in 1997/8 before rising to 31,130 in 2001. A 

reduction of numbers would have been expected in 1997, due to changes in Asylum and 
Immigration legislation, which reduced local authority responsibility to asylum seekers to 
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those who had applied for asylum at the port of entry. However, following the temporary 

fall in 1997, in homelessness acceptances continued to rise. 

HOMELESS ACCEPTANCES AND NUMBERS IN 
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION 1990 - 2001 
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Public concern about homelessness has focused on its most extreme manifestations, 

rough sleeping and homeless families living in bed and breakfast accommodation. In 

relation to family homelessness, the numbers in bed and breakfast have been politically 

sensitive since they reached a peak of 8,000 households in 1991. The expansion of 

private sector leased temporary accommodation schemes and the Housing Market 

Package programme, introduced during the recession, reduced those numbers by almost 

half, to 4,406 in 1992 and 2,711 the following year, removing the issue from the public 

agenda. 

The route to permanent housing was theoretically simple (see chart Appendix 4) but from 

the mid 1990s was in fact a complex maze, which was likely to involve a stay in bed and 

breakfast, several moves and possibly accommodation outside the home borough. The 

variety of different schemes used to house homeless people, the challenges in 

implementing them and the superior quality of leased accommodation used for families, 
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ensured that once bed and breakfast numbers decreased, family homelessness attracted 
less public attention. Homelessness levels also varied significantly between local 

authorities in London, initially masking the regional impact. 64 

Campaigners have highlighted the loss of council accommodation through the Right to 
Buy scheme and reduced annual social housing lettings as reasons for the increased use 

of temporary accommodation. 65 Since the Right to Buy was introduced in 1980 241,780 

homes have been sold in London, 27% of the original local authority stock, with over 
11,000 sold annually. 66 The number of social housing lettings decreased steadily, 
following an increase in lettings in the early 1990s. 67 In addition lower turnover within 

social housing has been identified as an additional reason for the increased use of 
temporary accommodation for homeless households. 68 Temporary housing schemes, 

managed by RSLs in partnership with local authorities ameliorated homelessness in the 
1990s. However, changes to Housing Benefit regulations and subsidy arrangements 
increased the financial risk of the schemes in the late 1990s, leading larger associations to 

reduce their involvement, resulting in greater use of emergency bed and breakfast. This is 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 10. 

Comparing overall lettings with numbers of families in temporary accommodation in 

London does not present the full picture. Not only were there fewer total lettings, due to 

lower turnover and reduced new supply, only a third of all lettings by RSLs and local 

authorities (over half of new lettings), were to homeless families while 40% went to 

existing tenants. Despite increased housing association activity, local authorities 

continued to be responsible for rehousing the majority of homeless families. The annual 

number of local authority lettings to homeless families declined sharply from 22,900 in 

1996/7 to 16,700 five years later and RSL lettings also decreased. Total RSL and local 

authority new lettings to homeless families declined steeply between 1996/7 and 2000/01 

from 26,805 lettings to homeless families in 1996/7 to 19,576 in 2000/01 

There is evidence, then for concluding that the reduction in local authority lettings due to 

RTB and reduced turnover had an impact on local authorities' ability to rehouse homeless 
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families permanently in London in the late 1990s. RSLs were unable to take up the slack, 
despite increased funding, with the result that the number of households in temporary 

accommodation increased during this period. Unlike the increase at the time of the 

1990/2 recession, this was a structural rather than short term problem. 
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Chart 3.6 Source London Research Centre, GLA and DETR 

The position in London is different from that of most of the rest of England, the other 

exceptions being the South East and East. Total local authority lettings in England 

remained around 400,000 lettings per annum from 1988/9 until 1998/9 when they began 

to decline. Over 60% the lettings were to new tenants, substantially more than in London 

and in 00/01 this had increased to 68%, suggesting continued flexibility within the system 

and the impact of 'low demand' for local authority housing in some areas. Although the 

overall number of local authority lettings to homeless families in England decreased from 

76,600 in 1996/7 to 50,800 in 2000/01, there was a 13% increase in RSL lettings to 

homeless households. 

London's particular housing market is also evident in fluctuating numbers of empty 
homes, again, in sharp contrast to the rest of England. The vacancy rate rose from 4.6% 

in 1991 to 5.4% in 1993, as the result of the severe property market collapse, before 
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reducing to 3.3% by 2001, marginally over recommended transaction vacancy levels 69 

This compares to a peak of 4.3% in England, falling to 3.7% in 2000.7° In 2000 London 

contained 13.8% of England's empty properties, compared to 25% of annual homeless 

acceptances7' 82% of the empty property in London was privately owned. The Mayor's 

strategy involved bringing long term empties back into use, encouraging efficient use of 

the stock, to replicate the efficiency gains in local authority housing in the 1980s, which 

reduced voids. However, there were relatively few local authority interventions among 

the 49% of private sector empties vacant for more than six months. 72 
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Chart 3.7: Source GLA (2001) 

Affordable housing scarcity problems in London often focus on the additional demands 

made by asylum seekers eligible for state support. The number of asylum seekers 

increased from around 4,000 people a year in the 1980s to over 45,000 individuals a year 

in the late 1990s, the majority arriving in London and in 2002 numbers had risen to over 

60,000 per annum. 73 The trend mirrors increased international immigration of skilled 

workers to jobs in London, primarily from Europe but also from Commonwealth 
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countries, including Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, most of whom have no 

plans to settle. 

From 1997 only those asylum seekers who had applied for asylum at the port of entry, 

were eligible for local authority housing support. 74 The government introduced dispersal 

arrangements in 2000 when responsibility for all asylum seekers was transferred from 

local authorities to the National Asylum Support Service (NASS). This was expected to 

reduce the pressure on temporary accommodation in London, freeing up accommodation 
for homeless families. However the introduction of dispersal did not immediately reduce 

the overall numbers in temporary accommodation placed there by local authorities, as the 

chart below shows. 75 In 2001 41,669 asylum seeker households were the responsibility 

of London local authorities, compared to 27,288 in 1998.76 Reasons for the increase 

include a rise in the number of applicants, the lengthy decision-making process to 

determine status and delays in rehousing for those who obtained leave to remain. " NASS 

also continued to lease accommodation in London, to use as emergency accommodation 
78 for short stays, before dispersal. 
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Summary 

We can see, therefore, that there were major economic, demographic and employment 

market changes in the UK between 1969 and 2000, many of which had a particular effect 

on London and the South East. This included increases in the population, which reversed 
the losses in the 1970s and 1980s. Employment also increased, with growth in business, 

finance and other service sectors, while manufacturing continued to decline. The 

Conservatives reduced the role of the state and local authorities' capacity to ameliorate 

some of the problems. At the same time the increasingly diverse population had multiple 

needs, which could not be met by a monolithic Welfare State. 79 New arrangements 
included more targeted and often short term support. 

The new paradigm, of smaller government, reduced local and regional government 

powers and restructured funding arrangements for the social housing sector was to have 

major implications, as we shall see from the reviewing the development of the case study 

organisations in Parts 2 and 3. This was particularly evident in housing, where the policy 

emphasis was on personal subsidies to support rent payments, rather than on new 

construction. The reduction in the construction of new homes created pressures for local 

authorities, required to assist homeless households and asylum seekers. As a result, there 

was increased dependence on temporary housing solutions. This position did not change, 

when the New Labour government was elected in 1997. 

In terms of the organisations using short life property, the subject of this study, reductions 
in government funding for local authority capital programmes created the initial 

opportunity for organisations to access resources. However the increased local authority 

dependence on temporary housing for priority needs groups from the early 1990s and 

changes in the property market increased competition for short term property, as Part 2 

and 3 demonstrates, eventually leading to the decline of short life housing in the late 

1990s and the growth of new forms of temporary accommodation to meet statutory 

needs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE CASE STUDIES 

'It was a laissez faire time, almost lawless in contrast to the current regulatory environment. It was 

like filling up a covered wagon and going out and pitching up a tent. ' David Panton, co-Director of 

Acme recalled the period when Acme was formed. ' Short life housing provided flexible, low cost 

resources for community organisations. The writer, Mike Phillips was teaching in a black Saturday 

school and helping parents fight school exclusions. 'Before long I was living in a commune with a 

group of black teenagers, fundraising and teaching by day, touring the clubs and handing out legal 

advice by night. ' Short life resources used as hostels or youth clubs became necessary 'examples of 

solidarity', in response to councils' lack of direct support for young people. It was a way of carving 

out a public life from the fragments we could salvage' 2I found myself in a similar situation, 
leaving my press job at Shelter in order to clear out empty GLC houses in Kilburn. Housing was a 

by-product of community action for WHHA, as it was for most other short life housing groups. It 

emerged from West Hampstead Action Committee (WHAC)'s community arts and education work. 

1 The campaign against the M1I road link (1993) was reminiscent of the late 1960s struggle in Notting Hill 
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Music events in the park, a community cafe and a playgroup, based in short life buildings, brought 

people together in order to meet social needs the council seemed to be ignoring by its focus on 

comprehensive redevelopment. 3 

This chapter is concerned with the formation and early development of six organisations founded 

between 1970 - 1980. It lays the foundation for the discussion of the organisations' efforts to 

influence local policies and become more stable entities, which forms Part 3 of the study. It traces 

their vision, development and emerging ideas during the period up to 1986, when the Greater 

London Council (GLC) was abolished. All the organisations began with short life property and this 

resource enabled several pre-exiting community projects to extend into housing, 4 adopting a 

housing association or housing co-operative structure, in order to obtain local authority property. 

They were marginal, almost irrelevant players in relation to the expanding housing association 

sector because of their focus on short life property. Their broader community mission distinguished 

them from most other housing associations and few had reason to seek Housing Corporation 

registration at that stage. They were also disfferentiated by their lettings policies, primarily housing 

single people and focus on people and issues (such as refugees) which were not then political 

priorities s 

The organisations benefited from the licence framework negotiated by the Family Squatting 

Advisory Service (FSAS). They all experienced similar pressures during the phases of formation, 

formalisation and growth, as the operational environment for short life housing changed. They were 

aware of each other, but because their aims were diverse and they worked in different parts of 

London, only had sporadic contact Nevertheless, they co-operated locally when under threat and 

sometimes in relation to local authority negotiations, influencing each other through these ad hoc 

exchanges. Together they represent five important developments: housing co-ops; work with 

homeless families; black and minority ethnic single people; artists; supported housing for 

vulnerable people6 and their inter-action with those emerging policies is considered in Part 3. 

The organisations depended on a culture of self-help during their early development. 
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Although rarely coherently theorised and often makeshift in practice, this was an agenda of 

transformation: converting wasted buildings into homes and workspaces, with elements of 

environmentalism and recycling; dependent on self help and co-operation; internationally 

networked and at times utopian. Organisational leaders were activists, rather than professionals and 

were able to draw on direct experience of community action in countries as varied as Colombia, 

South Africa, Turkey, Australia and the USA. They also drew on vernacular traditions of self help 

and community, which were often disseminated and mediated through squatting and the 'alternative 

culture. ' 7 Like the radicals of the revolutionary Atlantic whom Linebaugh and Rediker (2000) 

explored, much of the early history is hidden. It depended on flows and exchanges of ideas, 

responses to local situations and international knowledge and experience. 

The opportunity, which squatting opened up for short life housing in London and other major 

English cities was unique and was not replicated in other European cities, where ad hoc squatting in 

redevelopment areas also occurred. 8 It emerged as a consequence of delays to large scale local 

authority municipalisation and renewal plans, which were disrupted by budget cuts in the 1970s. 

The growth of short life housing depended on pressure for property from new groups, including 

some formed by squatters and a pragmatic local authority response. The approach was also 

supported by government exhortations to maximise empty property use. The organisations were 

opportunistic and most developed without any long-term plans, but plenty of idealism and hoped to 

shape temporarily licensed resources into something more lasting. One of their early realisations 

was that they needed to co-create (with residents, councillors, officers and other supporters) a policy 

environment with a greater degree of predictability and support. For this reason, many larger 

groups, but not all, sought out and welcomed a degree of institutionalisation. This is something 

Hamel (2000), identifies as an attribute of urban social movements. However the organisations in 

this study also often challenged or resisted the local consequences of government policies, 

especially in relation to demolition of housing that could be renovated. 9 

Insecurity was a persistent practical problem for the organisations using short life property and for 

their tenants, which became more serious over time. Initially, low rents and the opportunity to gain 
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practical skills offset the drawback of insecurity for residents1° but this grew more difficult to 

sustain and became a focus for lobbying. Anxiety about how long they could stay in their homes or 

workplaces and where they would move to in the future meant some people lived in a state of 

suspended animation,. Insecurity also led to conflict within organisations, committed to expansion, 
because of fears that growth would result in higher rents, greater local authority 'interference' and 
less flexibility. ' 1 

The case study organisations 

The organisations were founded in two separate waves: some in the early 1970s with the rest, later 

in the decade, when the Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977, Race Relations Act 1976 and 

Criminal Trespass Act 1977 had altered the environment for short life housing organisations. The 

first wave organisations, founded in the early 1970s, were of two types: those locally focused and 

based in one borough and those with a wider spread of properties, usually obtained from the GLC 

and serving a distinct but geographically dispersed need. 12 Short life organisations managing GLC- 

owned property had the most flexibility in terms of lettings policies and replacement properties. 13 

No other local authority had such a large stock of homes, or let artists' groups use houses as 

studio/homes. A further benefit was that it enabled short life housing organisations to expand 

throughout London and then consolidate property management by negotiating for additional local 

authority-owned properties. 

Almost all second wave organisations formed after 1977 catered for single homeless people and 

in some cases, exclusively for ethnic minorities, reflecting the growing demand for provision for 

these groups. 14 As we saw earlier, the number of short life housing co-ops grew rapidly 

especially after the Criminal Trespass Act 1977 made the position more difficult for squatters. 

There was less need to use short life housing for families in the period immediately following the 

Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977. 

Lambeth Self Help Housing Association (LSHHA), Acme, Patchwork and West Hampstead 
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Housing (WHHA) associations were first wave organisations 

Table 4.1 First wave organisations 
Association Focus Primary source of 

property 

Structure 

LSHHA Homeless people Lambeth/GLC Co-op 

Acme Visual artists GLC Housing association 

Patchwork Vulnerable 

people/students 

GLC Housing association 

WHHA Homeless people/ families GLC/Camden Housing association 

LSHHA: the squatting connection 

Lambeth Self Help Housing Association (LSHHA) is the oldest of the case study organisations and 

began as a squatting group. It was founded in 1971, with the support of the Family Squatting 

Advisory Service and Councillor Ken Livingstone, then Vice Chair of Housing in Lambeth. 15 

LSHHA aimed to use empty LB Lambeth properties to house homeless families and obtained its 

fast properties at a time when 20% of the council's municipalised homes were boarded up. 16 Local 

authority support was abruptly withdrawn in 1973, following a change of council leadership, as the 

new Leader associated squatters with opposition to the council's redevelopment plans. LSHHA 

obtained some GLC licenses and reverted to squatting, along with other groups in the borough. 

Lambeth gained notoriety in the mid 1970s for its practice of 'prior demolition', demolishing 

properties years before they were needed for redevelopment and wrecking houses, in order to deter 

squatters. '7 A thriving, politically active squatting movement reclaimed many damaged homes 

and critiqued council destruction. 18 LSHHA and the other groups had a hostile, politicised 

relationship with the council from 1973 to 1978, despite the support of some councillors. Although 
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relations improved after the change of council leadership, the history of confrontation set the tone 

for a wary, distrustful relationship, in which groups largely avoided contact with the local authority, 

except at times of threats to their property. 

Tower blocks built near the Oval, Lambeth in place of streets of terraced houses in the 1970s 

Patchwork Community Housing Association: community care and alternative families 

Patchwork Housing Association is a small supported housing organisation, now based in Haringey 

and working across London founded in 1972 by Greg Moore, a young London School of 

Economics student and former monk. His charismatic leadership and spiritual approach were to 

shape Patchwork, even after his untimely death in 1977. Moore was committed to creating 

alternative families for people with mental health problems, which would encourage independent 

living and thereby avoid people facing lengthy stays in mental hospitals. Moore's novel solution 

was to use empty property as unofficial 'group homes', where students would live with people who 

had been institutionalised and provide them with informal support. It was, as a later Chief 

Executive of Patchwork describes it 'community care before community care was around. ' 19 
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Moore's ideas resonated with the growing interest in mental health issues in the early 1970s, as a 

result of the groundbreaking work of writers and psychiatrists such as RD. Laing (1967; 1975) and 
David Cooper (1975; 1980). Patients' rights and those of people with mental illness in particular, 
became part of the growing civil rights movement. Patchwork offered a self help, low cost solution 
for people who had been ill and were lonely and vulnerable. The relationship between students and 

more vulnerable members of society which Patchwork fostered also has a long tradition, with 

resonance with the settlement movement which began with the founding of Toynbee Hall in 

1884 20 

Most of Patchwork's first houses were licensed by the GLC, which provided it with a pan-London 

presence and the opportunity to develop relationships with other local authorities. Although 

Patchwork is the best known of the supported housing organisations, which began in short life 

housing, there was a small cluster of other organisations concerned with people with addiction and 

mental health problems emerged in the 1970s, two of which, Roma and the Simon Community 

were also founded by former priests. 21 

Acme: artists' space 

Jonathan Harvey and David Panton, two young artists founded Acme in 1973 and still run the 

organisation almost thirty years on, sitting at facing desks in their warehouse offices. Since it began 

it has provided cheap homes and studios for over 2,500 artists. Originally its aims were to use short 
life housing as live/work spaces for its seven founder members, but the untapped need for studio 

spaces encouraged it to expand. Approaching the GLC for property, Harvey and Panton were 

advised to register as a housing association. 'The fact that we were artists was irrelevant' as 

property was available, Jonathan Harvey recalled . 
22 Demand for space and a seemingly limitless 

supply of property, mainly in East London, where the industrial base had been hollowed out 23 

enabled the organisation to grow. By 1975 it was the largest user of GLC short life property. 

Self help was both a philosophy and a necessity for Acme in the early days. Temporary housing 
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could only be brought back into use with residents' self help, supplemented by very small capital 

grants. Recycling materials was also essential to keep costs down, a practice, which most other 

groups also adopted. 'As DIY experts, we used to say that the only thing you couldn't get second- 

hand was house paint' David Panton recalled 24Artists might have to 'exploit themselves', yet 'what 

was provided, and still is now, was an opportunityfor the artist to create, albeit with a good deal of 

time, the working and living situation he required at a rent well within his means. ' 25 Artists had the 

unprecedented scope to literally build the spaces they needed for their work, removing walls and 

ceilings because there were no restrictions on the extent of alterations in buildings due for 

demolition. 

Acme's Covent Garden warehouse provided gallery space in the mid 1970s. It was photographed 
From the temporary Japanese water garden 

Acme's first property was a shop . Kith residential accommodation. In 1975 it began to acquire non 

residential GLC property and the following year obtained a warehouse in Shelton Street. Covent 

Garden, which it converted into non residential studios and a gallery. 26 Over the next decade its 

non-residential space began to predominate, as short life houses were returned to their owners and 

not replaced. 
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WHHA: a neighbourhood focus 

West Hampstead Housing Association (WHHA) was formed in 1973, with a local focus. It was part 

of a network of projects established by the West Hampstead Action Committee (WHAC) and 

fuelled by the belief that there were alternatives to comprehensive redevelopment. The group 
believed that the area needed social resources, more than housing redevelopment. 27 It ran an under 
5's centre in an empty warehouse, an informal education support project, summer play schemes, an 

annual neighbourhood festival and summer concerts in the park. 

WHHA emerged from Nest Hampstead Action Group (WHAC), which developed children's projects 
and organised neighbourhood festivals in Kilburn 

Camden council was initially reluctant to have its empty properties used, especially for community 

projects, which might be difficult to move on, although it was already licensing some houses to 

SCH, Inter-Action and Action Space in Kentish Town. Most of the Kingsgate area was designated 

for comprehensive redevelopment and the council was averse to any initiative which might 

compromise published timescales, despite evidence of delays. It feared groups might join forces 

with owner occupiers opposing the redevelopment, which would demolish their homes. 28 On the 
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other hand, many private tenants, living in poor conditions, welcomed redevelopment, believing it 

was the only way they would be able to obtain decent homes. Initially unable to obtain short life 

houses from Camden, despite the large number empty, WHHA licensed its first homes from the 

GLC. These were in an adjacent area, also scheduled for redevelopment. 

Strongly motivated by concepts of self help, largely through necessity, its first tenants were an 
international mix of families and single people, including many who had lived in private rented 
housing in the area. 29 Most residents were self- employed, working informally or unemployed, 

which was typical of short life housing groups and enabled them to spend time on DIY repairs. 
Several were also volunteers, working on WHAC's community projects. WHHA did not initially 

expect to have a long-term future. 

Expansion 

At an early stage of their development all the organisations were confronted with the need to adapt 

or expand in order to survive. They faced two pressures: the apparently limitless demand for the 

housing/workspace, which they had uncovered, which increased as squatting became more difficult 

in the late 1970s; and the need to replace properties, when licences came to an end, typically after 

six to eighteen months, though in practice many licences were extended.. 

The pressure for affordable, low cost housing for single people was intense in inner London in the 

1970s. 0 Local authorities' municipalisation programmes had transferred the ownership of 

thousands of properties, without opening up access to those homes to single people, who depended 

on the private rented sector. Cockburn (1977) described how LB Lambeth bought 1,000 homes a 

year in the early 1970s. 20% were boarded up and only 65% were used for council lettings 31 

Squatting was a major social movement until the early 1980s, especially in boroughs, like Lambeth, 

which withdrew support from short life groups. Ward (1983) estimates there were 20,000 to 25,000 

squatters in London in the mid 1970s. Wates and Wolmar (1980) found that squatting continued to 

be more extensive than short life housing, despite organisations' expansion until the early 1980s. 
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Subsequently it was often formalised through recognition of established groups, or their absorption 

into the largest short life groups. The larger organisation benefited from these opportunities for 

expansion and extended licences provided a crucial breathing space, enabling them to consolidate. 

The Housing Act 1974 expanded the role of the Housing Corporation and associations, which were 

envisaged as the 'third arm' of housing, operating in the space between the public and private 

sectors. 32 This set the scene for the growth of many associations, especially those formed in the 

1960s, to pioneer neighbourhood improvement schemes. 33 It is a measure of the short life groups' 

self image that few attempted to register with the Housing Corporation when they were formed, 

recognising that they were too small to compete with established associations. 34 Short life housing 

organisations viewed themselves as broad-based community organisations, concerned to use wasted 

resources and with wider aspirations than housing: Patchwork, which was registered, identified the 

importance of Housing Corporation funding and lobbied for and then piloted the mini-HAG grant 

scheme in 1975, which funded improvements to properties with a2-5 year life. This was to 

provide a stable source of funding for fifteen years for repairs to enable empty properties to be 

brought back into use. 5 The success of the mini HAG pilot encouraged several short life groups to 

register with the Housing Corporation, including WHHA, in 1976. 

In 1976 the Housing Corporation made the mini-HAG grant programme available to all registered 

associations to cover the costs of making a house, licensed from another owner and no\ owned by 

an association 'wind, weatherproof and safe'. 36 The two year 'life' Mini-HAG funding requirement 
facilitated negotiations for longer, more realistic licenses and helped to structure and formalise short 

life housing, while at the same time highlighting choices for the groups about their future direction. 

In order to obtain funding, organisations needed to register with the Housing Corporation or, 

typically, to use larger associations to bid for grants and manage the repairs. LSHHA accessed 

mini-HAG through secondary housing co-ops. 7 Acme obtained some mini-HAG through larger 

associations, but its funding was increasingly from other sources, as it moved into the management 

of non-residential studio space. 8 
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Permanent housing plans 

All the organisations were concerned about insecurity and planning for the future, as they managed 

a high level of risk: insecure properties, a constant turnover of tenants and an unpredictable income 

stream. Depending on 'empirical solutions' was unsatisfactory for Acme and there was a need for 

planning and stability. 39 The organisations had a vision of what they wanted to achieve, but rarely a 

strategy, because of the uncertain environment within which they worked and most staff were not 

professional managers. In 1976 both WHHA and Acme took steps to spread risk by diversifying 

sources of property, introducing new structures and consolidating. WHHA registered with the 

Housing Corporation and established a separate organisation, West Hampstead Housing Co- 

operative (WHHC), to provide permanent move-on housing for short life tenants. The decision 

influenced by Islington Community Housing, 40 was in tune with growing political support for 

housing co-operatives by the Labour Government. It also reflected residents' preference for a 

tenant-controlled organisation to own and manage permanent rented homes 41 

Acme campaigned for a physical infrastructure to support artists in London and for greater support 
for this from the Arts Council. Most of all it wanted more stability. Early on co-Directors Jonathan 

Harvey and David Panton identified the need for more security 'to extend what is a viable form of 

art patronage, at a time when there is a shortage of public money and many demands on it. 

Permanent property must be found and acquired as short life property will not always be 

available: 42 Acme's future expansion was to lay primarily with former industrial buildings, 

converted into non-residential studios. Competition from other short life groups had reduced the 

availability of property for live/work space although in the mid 1980s Acme obtained some 

property from the Department of Transport. 43 The increase in non-residential studios shifted its 

culture from self help to streamlined, low-cost management. Self help was impractical for large 

buildings and Arts Council funding for conversion costs enabled rents to be kept low. Opportunities 

for self help were available through involvement in management rather than physical work on the 

properties and gallery space provided a focus for the growing artistic community, which it 

accommodated. 44 
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The growth of short life housing 1977 -1986 

Three new laws, passed in 197617, were to significantly alter the environment within which short 
life groups worked and to lead to a further expansion and formalisation of the sector. The Housing 

(Homeless Persons) Act 1977 transferred responsibility for homeless people from social services to 
housing departments. It was, as many commentators have concluded, a compromise between the 

demand to extend rights to public housing and the desire for a limited, targeted safety net for 

vulnerable people (Hudson 1997; Kennett and Marsh 1999). 45 

The Race Relations legislation focused on employment and access to services. The creation of the 

Commission of Racial Equality (CRE) highlighted the importance of race issues in public policy 

and the existence of indirect as well as direct discrimination in public organisations. For activists, it 

was a lever to use with local authorities, to ensure there was more access to housing for excluded 

groups. The establishment of Ujima in 1977 was to have a profound impact on short life housing, as 

we shall see in Part 3. Partly as a result of its lobbying, the Housing Corporation established a 
dedicated Black and Minority Ethnic housing strategy; the number of black-led organisations grew 

and many short life groups were transformed from largely white organisations, to ones which 

reflected London's diverse communities. 

Legislation was not the only factor propelling local authorities towards much more active support 

for black-led organisations. The Bristol and Brixton riots of 1981 undermined official complacency 

about the high level of disaffection and disillusionment experienced by young black people, which 

had been anticipated in earlier reports (Smith 1976), but not acted on. Following the Inquiry into the 

Brixton disturbances, Lord Scarman recommended local authorities actively support organisations 

working with young black people and increase employment opportunities 46 Local authorities 

turned to black-led housing organisations, with their broader community focus in order to respond 

to this new agenda. 
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The third significant piece of legislation was the Criminal Law Act 1977. Since the fourteenth 

century, squatting had been regarded as a civil, rather than potential criminal offence. In 1972 the 

Law Commission began to consider whether the laws relating to trespass should be strengthened 
following a media-led moral panic about squatters, culminating in stories about a woman who was 

unable to get back into her house after a holiday, as it was squatted. This urban myth, planted by a 

solicitor's letter to a newspaper, acted as a cover for wider concerns about urban unrest. The impact 

of the heightened, largely negative press increased many squatters' sense of insecurity. 47 The GLC 

demonised the Maida Hill squatters as' a new breed of 'smash and grab squatters : As we shall see 
in Chapter 7, their eventual success in obtaining 'rehousing for all' before the buildings were 
demolished at the end of 1975 provided a model for other groups' negotiations. 8 

Criminal Trespass legislation was intended to simplify and speed up the possession process, in 

response to the growth of squatting and other occupations, including factory and student sit-ins 

(Watkinsonl980). Despite a vigorous campaign led by the Campaign Against the Criminal 

Trespass Law, the Bill was passed in December 1977. However some of its more extreme 

proposals, which would have made all forms of trespass a criminal offence, were dropped and the 

Act made squatting more difficult, but not unlawful. 49 Some local authorities began to use the 

concept of 'protected intended occupier' as a short-cut to recover squatted properties, although the 

majority of squatting cases continued to be processed through the courts. 

From 1977 to 1988 many squatting groups negotiated with local authorities for licences, in order to 

avoid intense last-ditch campaigns. Formal short life arrangements, although insecure, provided 
information about the council's plans, a structure for negotiating the timing of property handbacks 

and the potential for acquiring replacement property. 50 As I show in chapter 7, there was no 

consistent pattern across London and by 1979 the number of people living in short life housing 

surpassed those squatting. 5' 
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Second wave organisations 

Former squatting groups became the most numerous short life groups and created a vibrant housing 

co-operative sector in London. However, as far this study is concerned, it was those black-led 

organisations challenging institutional racism, which formed the most influential and important 

groups in the second wave. 

Stuart Hall (1998) has suggested that the diasporic condition is the human condition at the end of 

the twentieth century. Experience of migration, of 'living trans nationally' (Davis 1999), of having 

two or more cultures and more than one country to consider home is increasingly the norm in big 

cities (Sassen 1999). This is especially so in the 'global cities' such as London and New York which 

attract high numbers of refugees and legal and illegal migrants searching for work. My interviews 

revealed that a high percentage of people housed by short life housing organisations were migrants 

to London, both from within the UK and Ireland and abroad, including students who remained in 

London after university. Though there have been no previous studies of this aspect, some of the 

early hostility against squatters and short life tenants was because more established residents saw 

them as 'outsiders' and 'foreigners, ' although the majority at that time were white and European. 52 

Many of the second wave of short life housing groups were established to house young black- 

people, including young single people and refugees. 

Public housing policy had not anticipated the importance of mass migration and responded 

belatedly to the consequences. Local authority housing policies in the 1970s were still focused 

around renewing the physical structure of neighbourhoods through urban renewal (Power 1997). 

Adding to the pressures, council redevelopment schemes blighted a significant amount of inner 

London property, reducing the supply of rented homes. 53 As a result two groups of people found 

it very difficult to find homes in inner London: low income, single people, including young 

people who wanted to live independently of their families; and refugees and migrants with no 

extended family support in London. 54 
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Table 4.2 Second wave organisations 
Association Focus Primary source of 

property 

Structure 

Ujima Young black people GLC/local authorities Housing association 

ARHAG Refugees GLCIlocal authorities Housing association 

Ujima 

Tony Soares, a young housing advice worker who lived in Notting Hill founded Ujima in 1977. 

Through his work as an advisor at Threshold Housing Advice Centre, in Hammersmith, he met 

other black housing aid workers concerned about the lack of housing options for the young black, 

single people. Inspired by the Civil Rights movement and black struggle in the USA, Tony and his 

colleagues were already involved in various radical community organisations when they established 

a volunteer-run Saturday advice centre in the Harrow Road, on the edge of Notting Hill. They found 

young people's need for independent homes was overwhelming as a result of inter-generational 

conflict Many spent months moving from place to place, staying with friends, yet as they were 

rarely homeless on the street, their plight was invisible to the wider community-55 

At first their work was dependent on volunteers. 'It was natural for us to do it in those days, 

running with no money and no expectation of funding, totally voluntary. The radicalism of those 

days (the Sixties and Seventies) made people do it. There wasn't much money around and when 

grants became available, people's perceptions changed', Tony recalled. He and his colleagues, 

supported by Gurbux Singh at the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) decided to establish a 

new housing association, specifically to house young black people. 56 

Fortunately George Tremlett, fanzine writer and Chair of Housing at the GLC recognised the 
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problems young black people faced and agreed to license short life housing to the new group. It was 

a supply of housing that was 'there in numbers' so it could provide immediate housing, which was 

what was required. Ujima registered with the National Federation of Housing Association in 1978 

and with the Housing Corporation in 1980. Soares regarded short life property as a stop-gap form 

of housing and wanted to build permanent homes. He believed that residents wanted good quality, 

secure homes, not an alternative, low rent lifestyle. 57 Ujima became an expanding, networked 

London wide organisation, which was sought out by local authorities as a community partner to 

help alleviate racial, social and economic discrimination. 58 In 1979 it became a Community 

Enterprise Programme (CEP) trainer. 59 

Ujima expanded its housing and community work until 1987, when the Housing Corporation 

required it to restructure. 60 Later Ujima became the most successful black-led housing association 
in England, and the largest to emerge from short life housing. Its high profile work led to the 

development of a new wave of groups, focused on housing young single minority people. Some of 

the best known of those groups are Odu Dua61 and Westway, both of which cater for second 

generation young Afro Caribbeans and Africans, Black Roof and Ekaya. and Innisfree, which was 

established to house young Irish people Ujima's high profile lobbying also ensured existing white- 
led organisations introduced equal opportunities policies 62 

ARHAG: Housing for refugees 

Refugee issues have been contentious in the UK for some time, but became politicised after the 

number of asylum seekers rose, following reductions in opportunities for immigration policy in the 

1960s and 1970s (Kushner and Knox 1999; Sassen 1999; Harding 2000; Salgado 2001). The post 

war colonial independence movement and growing racism within the UK led to the restructuring of 
immigration arrangements. 63 Refugees continued to be admitted as asylum seekers provided that 

they could prove that they had: 'A well founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, 

nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion and who is outside the 

country of his nationality or former habitual residence and is unable or, owing to such fear, is 
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unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country, or to return to it. ' 64 

4if R&Ip: 
A MISSION 

NOT IMPOSSIBLE 

Self help remained important to ARHAG as this cover of the 1995/6 annual report shows 

The African Refugees Housing Action Group (ARHAG) was one of several organisations, which 

used short life housing to provide self-managed housing for refugees. Ronnie Moodley, a South 

African activist founded it in 1979. He and his friends had nowhere settled to live and often met up 

on the Circle line because it was warm and safe. Ronnie found that there were many refugees from 

other parts of Africa, including Ethiopia and Eritrea, speaking little English and living in isolated 

conditions, in bed and breakfast hotels. Their first house, which lasted for just three months, 

provided homes for eighteen Eritrean refugees. 65 GLC homes in different parts of London enabled 

ARHAG to develop relationships with a number of local authorities. It registered with the Housing 

Corporation in 1985 and for a time continued to rely on more established housing associations, such 

as WHHA to repair homes with mini-HAG grants on its behalf. 

ARHAG is an example of a trans-local organisation, helping to sustain links for people living one 

life here and maintaining family links in their home countries and elsewhere in the world. It 
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established the Refugee and Migrant Forum in 1984 to encourage other groups to provide housing 

services. It supported around twenty other migrant and refugee housing organisations. These 

included Bahay Kubo, a Filipino migrants' housing organisation, White Nile for Sudanese refugee, 
Tamil Community Housing Association and the Pan African housing co-op. As Ronnie Moodley 

described it 'The skills were often there in the community. They just needed to make links and get 

some start-up funds to become established organisations. '66 

Summary 

Short life housing occupied an ambiguous space between squatting and the expanding housing 

association sector, which grew in response to new funding opportunities. It provided a cheap 

caretaking service and symbolic evidence of local authorities' efforts to replace squatting with more 

organised uses. Only in 1978/9, after the Criminal Trespass legislation made squatting more 
difficult, did the number of short life tenants surpass the number of squatters in London. 

Influenced by squatting community action and the expanding housing association movement, short 
life housing was regarded as a transitional arrangement. Most of the first groups emerged from 

other community interests: advice centres, education support, civil rights activism, arts practice, 

work with refugees and neighbourhood community networks. The scale of squatting forced local 

authorities to consider interim arrangements, as redevelopment schemes were indefinitely delayed. 

Local authorities generally welcomed short life groups, although there were notable examples of 

hostility in Lambeth and Westminster. Empty buildings were flexible resources, to be brought back 

into use, by making use of residents' self help, supplemented by small grants. This acted as an 
informal self-selection mechanism, privileging young men and those in flexible employment, until 

organisations had more funding for repairs and could cater for a wider client group, including those 

with no practical skills. 67 

The organisations initially had little relationship with the expanding social housing sector except in 

seeking new sources of property as they perceived themselves and were regarded as working 
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outside the mainstream. Their focus was on the temporary use of property, for people whose needs 

were thought (at the time) to be short term, or transitional, although they soon found most people 

aspired to more permanent housing. The organisations were experiential. In the process of catering 
for their own needs for space they unearthed wider community needs and expanded to meet them. 

Some did not necessarily see themselves as having a long-term future as organisations. On the other 
hand, their micro focus was generally accompanied by a passionate conviction about the need for 

more resources to fund their work adequately and enable similar organisations to be established. 

The common bond between the very disparate organisations which used short life housing was the 

experience of insecurity, which was a factor of short life use. It acted as a driver for organisations to 

establish more stable arrangements. Individually, sometimes collectively, the groups sought to co- 

create with local authorities and other agencies a more predictable future for themselves and their 

residents. They obtained licence extensions and grants to renovate the properties, with lives of two 

to five years, increasingly the norm. However, it was difficult for those organisations registered 

with the Housing Corporation to obtain grant funding to acquire and convert permanent homes. 

Local authorities and the Housing Corporation preferred to fund zoned associations and those 

meeting priority housing needs, which precluded most short life housing organisations. 

Nevertheless, as early as 1976 Acme, Patchwork and WHHA developed permanent housing plans 

and Patchwork and some co-ops formed by short life residents, including Islington Community 

Housing Co-op and West Hampstead Housing Co-op obtained funding for new homes, as a result 

of local authority support. Acme turned increasingly to the provision of non-residential studios and 

looked to arts organisations for funding from the early 1980s. In Lambeth where relationships with 

the local authority were poor, LSHHA was engaged in oppositional politics and looked to squatting 

groups for support. 

The second wave organisations, included short life co-ops, regularised from squatting and the new 

minority organisations, represented by Ujima and ARHAG. Many co-ops, regarded licences as 

sufficient and rarely looked for permanent housing solutions at this stage. The minority-led groups, 

on the other hand, were focused on permanent housing from the beginning. Short life housing was 
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an available gateway, but not a long-term terrain for their work. From the start Ujima and ARHAG 

planned to develop permanent housing and Ujima was engaged in lobbying and promoting the 

needs of young black people, in order to obtain dedicated funding. The importance of that policy 
development is explored in chapter 8. 

The early 1980s was a time of growth and relative stability for many short life housing 

organisations, as the pace of property hand back slowed down. This changed again in the mid 1980s 

as the number of homeless families began to increase and short life housing was recast either as 

potential temporary homes for families, or as a valuable land bank of properties. In order to move 

on, the groups in our case studies needed to become more professional. How the groups dealt with 

these issues, is covered in Part 3. 

NOTES 

1" David Panton, Acme, in an interview with the author in 1998. 

2 Phillips (2000) pages 57/59. 

3 American, Michael Napier, founder of WHAC was also inspired by Emmit Grogan's work with 'The Diggers' in 
San Francisco's panhandle area, near Golden Gate Park. The Diggers collected food and gave out free soup to 
homeless people. 

As well as the support of the Shelter-backed Family Squatting Advisory Service (FSAS) I was familiar with 
Inter-Action's use of empty property in Kentish Town for community and housing use and had worked on 
the Notting Hill Summer Play Scheme and the conversion of the Roberts Street Arts Lab. Other members' 
experience included work on Playspace's adventure playground and painted bridge in West Hampstead; 
student activism, the US Civil Rights movement, teaching and Peace Corps work in Turkey. 
Ron Bailey introduced me to decision-makers at the GLC, in order to obtain licenses on empty property. 

4. ARHAG, Ujima and WHHA were involved in other projects before they moved into housing 

s' Later most adapted their lettings policies to reflect local authority priorities. 

6 Bowman (1986) 

7' Liberation theology was vitalised and enhanced as it crossed and re-crossed the Atlantic in the eighteenth century, as 
were twentieth century notions of self help and alternative societies.. Linebaugh and Rediker (2000); Wates and Wolmar 
(1980); Coates (2001) 

Publications like the Whole Earth Catalog, Oz magazine and personal information about international 
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developments were important in spreading ideas. The Squatters' Handbook and Self Help Housing 
Repair manuals were widely available. 

a Occasionally squatting groups achieved long-term settlement, notably Christiana, in Copenhagen. 

9' Acme was involved in challenges of Arts Council arts policies and most organisations found 
themselves challenging council demolition plans, favouring a more gradual, rehabilitation approach 
to urban renewal. The organisations are varied, divided by geography and interest, but their shared, 
common origins were at various crucial times to unite them, at least on the local authority level and 
occasionally nationally in relation to Housing Corporation mini-HAG funding. 

10 The large pool of empty local authority properties in the 1970s and early 1980s meant that organisations could expect 
that there would be a constant stream of new properties, replacing those handed back. This ensured that residents did not 
become homeless, but the very poor condition of many properties involved substantial self help investment. There were 
issues about how often residents felt able to do this. 

1. WHHA, for instance, debated whether to expand to become the largest short life housing provider 
in Camden, or to support the development of new housing co-ops. A factor that staff and committee 
members had to consider was that eventually the supply of short life housing would decline, creating greater risks for 
the organisation. 

12 These are not precise categories and there were groups within our case studies, which started in one borough and then 
spread, as opportunities emerged. 

13 The GLC owned a large amount of empty, blighted property, acquired for transport, education and housing purposes. 
Reductions in government capital grants and the abandonment of the Motorway Box scheme in 1973 increased the 
amount of vacant property and risked the likelihood of uncontrolled squatting. Both Conservative and Labour GLC 

administrations supported programmes of short life letting, supplemented by selective sales of 'hard to let' property, in 

order to manage the situation. The Conservative GLC also introduced an 'amnesty' for squatters in 1977, as part of its 

strategy to 'facilitate a restoration of law and order' and to 'contain squatting' (Wates and Wolmar 1980: 89). With its 
large supply of empty property and almost 2,000 squatted properties in 1977, the GLC's use of short life property was 
marginal, but nevertheless significant (Wates and Wolmar). Although the GLC was the largest provider of short life 

property, it did not expand the scheme to its full potential, which resulted in continued squatting. It responded 
positively to requests for housing, rather than promoting short life housing development. It enabled a number of new 
organisations to become established and some locally based ones to expand, providing particular support for black and 
minority and refugee organisations. 

14 
. 
Many of these squatting groups registered as housing co-operatives in the 1980s in order to obtain licenses from the 

local authority, as Labour local authorities were interested in supporting the growth of co-operatives for wider political 
reasons. 

's The other early Family Squatting groups in Lewisham, Tower Hamlets, Greenwich and Redbridge have now 
disappeared. 

16 Cockburn (1977) 

17 LB Lambeth was notorious for its policies, although other local authorities and even the GLC 
tried 'scorched earth' policies, to deter squatters. This usually involved disconnecting services, destroying plumbing and 
informing the utility companies that the properties were empty, so residents could not get the services reconnected. 
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18 Wates and Wolmar (1980); Livingstone (1987) 

19 Interview with Peter O'Callaghan, October 1999 

20 Coates (2001) 

21 Three others that started with short life property were Roma Housing Association, which provided group homes for 
alcoholics; Peter Bedford Housing Association, which housed people with learning difficulties and the Simon 
Community, established by a former priest and probation officer to provide emergency housing for rough sleepers. Like 
Patchwork, both Roma and the Simon Community had a strong spiritual focus. 

22 Jonathan Harvey interview, with the author, 1993 

23 Harrison (1983) 

24 Acme (1990) report. 

25 Acme 1976 report 

26 It took a license on an old school and kitchen in Hammersmith, which was used as non residential studio space. It also 
used houses, old factories and other commercial buildings, gradually moving away from residential stock to 
accommodation that could be converted into non-residential studio space. 

27 There was a dearth of community facilities in the area, which was based in LB Camden, near the border of Brent. 
Members of the group believed that many of the empty, old warehouses and shops, which the council intended to 
demolish for housing and social services projects, could be cheaply converted for community use. They wanted to use 
them for play space, under S's centres, youth hostels, an arts lab and cinema, which would be managed by community 
organisations, rather than the council 

28 The Kingsgate area included some owner occupiers who had renovated their homes and risked losing money when 
their homes were compulsorily purchased. Several barricaded themselves into their homes in order to avoid eviction, 
although they were eventually forced to move. 

29 Most of the families were referred by the council's Social Services Department and included several Nigerian families 
who had fled after a coup and women escaping domestic violence. Some of these were referred by a local Women's 
Centre, also based in short life property. The single people included squatters, who had lived in other parts of the 
borough, where demolition appeared imminent and private rented tenants, who had heard about the houses through word 
of mouth and wanted more space and somewhere cheap to live. 

30 Ward (1983). 

31 Camden had one of the largest municipalisation programmes, which were typical of most Labour controlled inner 
London boroughs - ilnterview with Councillor John Mills, Chair of Housing in Camden in the early 1970's (1992). 

32 Ward (1976). Zoning arrangements were introduced in the mid 1970s, in order to regulate competition for property 
and limit house price inflation. Local authorities divided the borough between large associations, usually with one 
association allowed to operate in each zone. Although few short life housing organisations sought permanent housing at 
this stage, the introduction of zoning and the promotion of large associations emphasised their marginal, peripheral role. 
They individually developed strategies to deal with this situation, as we shall see later. 
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33 Established charitable housing associations, on the other hand, were able to grow as a supplementary supplier of social 
housing, generally specialising in area-based renewal. Some charitable organisations had a long and distinguished 
history, founded by reformers in the nineteenth century, in response to concerns about living conditions of the working 
poor. New organisations like Paddington Churches, Notting Hill Housing Trust, Circle 33, Community Housing 
Association and Newlon Housing Trust were established to improve property and protect private tenants, who lived in 
poor and overcrowded conditions in many parts of London. 

34 Patchwork is an exception, registering in 1975 

35 Mini HAG is discussed in chapter 10. It was fundamentally reviewed in the early 1990s in order to provide 
resources to renovate private sector empties. Between 1975 and 1993 public sector empty property dominated. 

36 The requirement for property to have a license of at least two years reflected experience, that regardless of local 
authorities' intentions, 'lives' of properties were generally two to three years. Mini HAG could only be used on local 
authority-owned property initially. 

37 Established throughout London and in Bristol by architects and other young professionals, secondary housing co-ops 
were intermediary organisations, which provided technical support to small groups hnd housing co-ops. 

38 The Arts Council, Greater London Arts Board and the Gulbenkian Foundation funded the conversion of a former 
warehouse in Shelton Street, Covent Garden, creating non-residential studios and a gallery space in 1976. 

39 ACME (1976) 

ICH formed a separate housing co-op to acquire and manage permanent homes in 1975 

There was also a precedent, which had impressed WHHA. Islington Community Housing (ICH), the Islington based 
short life group had formed a separate, sister organisation, Islington Community Housing Co-operative, which obtained 
funding to acquire permanent homes. As a result, rather than attempting to navigate the local authority's zoning 
arrangements, WHHA supported and serviced West Hampstead Housing Co-operative until it obtained GLC revenue 
funding for a worker in 1979. The co-op used Solon Co-operative Services (a secondary housing association) to 
purchase property on its behalf, until development work could be done in-house. 

42 Acme (1976) 

3 Rents for Department of Transport houses were higher than most local authority properties, reducing competition 
for them. 

44 The Arts Council acknowledged Acme's pioneering work by commissioning it to advise artists in other regions on 
how to acquire and convert studio space. It wanted to stem the flow of artists from the provinces to London. 'If studio 
space and accommodation at low rent were available in the area where they were already based, so creating a 
sympathetic community open to the exchange of ideas, which is very important for the artist, the need to move to 
London might not be so great. The source of property in the regions are as yet untapped and Acme is helping groups of 
artists to do this. ' Acme 1976 report 

4s Regarded by many campaigners as a great step forward, because it guaranteed permanent housing for homeless 
families, it contained elements of older legislation. It reflected aspect of the National Assistance Act 1948, providing 
protection for families with dependent children and for elderly people. The Act distinguished between people who were 
in 'priority' need and those, including most single people who were 'not. Local authorities duties towards non-priority 
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homeless people were limited to providing advice and assistance. Even before the introduction of the act, the more 
progressive London local authorities were speeding up the rehousing of homeless families, allowing short life housing to 
become a self help resource primarily for single people 

46 30% of the population of Lambeth was black, young black people made up more than 50% of those who were 
unemployed (Scarman 1982). 

" Some councils began to systematically evict 'anti social squatters' and the GLC described its crack down on squatting 
as 'humane but fair' (Wates and Wolmar 1980). It made some properties uninhabitable, passing others onto short life 

groups. 

48 Led by Piers Corbyn, they ran a high profile and politically astute media and public relations campaign, designed to 
embarrass the GLC into concessions. Eventually they succeeded in negotiating move-on housing, a mix of short life and 
permanent homes in South London, so that Elgin Avenue could be demolished. (Corbyn1980). Publicly this was a great 
success for the squatters. What was less well known was that that this arrangement perpetuated the distinction first 

accepted by FSAS in 1969, providing families with permanent housing when houses were required back and single 
people with more short life homes. This differential treatment was to become the norm and reflected homeless persons' 
legislation and meant that despite its many advantages, short life housing was a potential trap for those unable to move 
out of it. 

49 The Act repealed the 1381 Forcible Entry Act, which had provided squatters with protection against forcible eviction. 
It was a compromise, designed to satisfy a range of interest groups: property owners; lawyers; and critics concerned 
about a reduction of civil rights. Squatting was more difficult, but not impossible. It became an offence to use or threaten 
violence to secure entry, when there is someone present opposed to the entry (Section 6); being on the premises as a 
trespasser and failing to leave after having been required to do so by a displaced residential occupier or protected 
intending occupier (Section 7); trespassing with an offensive weapon (Section 8); trespassing on an embassy or consular 
property (Section 9) or resisting or obstructing a bailiff executing a possession order under Order 113 or 26 (Section 10) 
(from Watkinson 1980). In addition agreement to commit any of the five new offences created by the Act would be 
regarded as conspiracies. 

50 Camden, one of the most sympathetic local authorities enabled a number of well established squatting groups to 
become 'recognised users' of short life housing. Many had built up good relationships with neighbours, networked with 
local organisations and joined the Labour party to strengthen their position. Camden approved eleven new groups as 
'recognised short life users', and invited representatives to attend regular liaison meetings in 1979. In a further attempt to 
domesticate squatting, it agreed to give SCH and WHHA licenses for those isolated, squatted properties where 
occupants had approached the organisations for help obtaining licenses. The main requirement 
was that there was no record of neighbour nuisance. 

51 Wates and Wolmar (1980) 

52 An example of this is telling. An Irish councillor in Kilburn publicly highlighted the number of 'outsiders' 
involved in WHHA and WRAC projects, who included people from the USA, Germany, Australia and Ireland. This 
was given as a reason for his lack of support in the early 1970s. 

53 Until 1975,1 remember Camden Council regarded any furnished tenants, even those with long residence, as 
'transients' who were not entitled to rehousing if their homes were redeveloped. 'Transients' included many single 
Irish men who lived in furnished lodgings for up to twenty years and whose labour helped rebuild London in the post 
war period. Local authorities residence requirements, later ruled discriminatory and unlawful, precluded recent 
residents, most of them minority, from registering on the council waiting list or being rehoused until they had lived in 
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the area for either one or two years. 

54 Many ethnic minority families were eventually rehoused, through the homelessness legislation and the newer housing 
associations contributed additional homes. Through rolling programmes of acquisition and modernisation, associations 
made a significant contribution to neighbourhood renewal. They rehoused overcrowded families in decent homes, 
usually in the same neighbourhood. A high percentage of the families were ethnic minority, especially in inner London. 
However the housing prospects for their teenage and adult children, who wanted to move away from home, were poor. It 
was those young people that two of the case study organisations were established to house. 

ss Author's interview with Tony Soares, former Chief Executive of Ujima, 1999 

56 ibid 

S' Ujima managed to secure around 200 - 300 nominations per year to local authority and housing association tenancies 
before it began to develop permanent homes in the early 1980s. 

58 
. It developed many community projects serving London's dispersed, black communities, focusing on young people. 

These included support centres for single parents, a drop in centre, women's projects and a centre for unemployed 
people in Finsbury Park. ibid and Ujima annual reports 1970s and 1980s. 

39 This government funded initiative provided young unemployed people with short term, on-the-job training. Initially 
Ujima's CEP scheme employed thirty young people who learnt building trades while repairing short life housing. In 
1982/3 Ujima managed seven CEP schemes, altogether employing 200 trainees. Ujima was by far the largest short life 
user of this form of indirect funding, although other organisations, including SHAPE, in Birmingham also made use of 
CEP schemes. 

60 The new Chief Executive refocused the organisation on its core housing work, floating off the diverse community 
projects as independent organisations. 

61 Odu Dua housing association based in Kilburn is one of the organisations, which benefitted from Camden's policy 
and from its connection with Ujima. Like many short life housing organisations, it grew out of a community action 
group. John Oke its founder and first Chief Executive previously worked as a trainer on Uj ima's Community Enterprise 
Programme. Like many short life groups, Odu Dua emerged from wider community action. John was a member of the 
Camden Black Parents and Teachers group (CBPT), which ran a supplementary school for black students, founded in 
order to reduce the level of student exclusions from mainstream education. CBPT and an associated group, Camden 
Black Sisters identified a pressing need for independent housing for young people who needed to move out of home, 
sometimes on a short term basis. The group approached Camden Council and obtained their first short life property in 
1985. Later, they received funding for permanent housing, through the Housing Corporation's BME programme, but 
unlike some of the other BME associations, remained a small, local organisation. 

62 After consultation with the groups, Camden council agreed that 50% of new void short life properties should be 
licensed to black and minority ethnic organisations and introduced a monitoring system to ensure this was implemented. 

This did not produce dramatic results, as the majority of new short life properties licensed to groups by local 
authorities, were needed to replace those recalled for rehabilitation, by the mid 1980s. Nevertheless the focus on 
equal opportunities did result in most expanding groups targeting minority applicants for rehousing and encouraged 
the larger organizations, such as WHHA to provide organizational and development agency support for new black 
and minority ethnic associations. 

63 The Commonwealth Immigrants Act, the Immigration Appeals Act 1969 and the Immigration Act 1971 subjected 
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most applicants to immigration controls. The Immigration Act 1971 introduced the concept of 'patriality and defined 
those with 'right of abode'. In 1973 the Treaty of Rome allowed for free movement of member state workers and self- 
employed people within Europe, who were not subject to immigration control. 

6' UN Convention on the Status of Refugees, 1951 amended 1967. 

65 ARHAG obtained other houses quickly, including short life housing WHHA had repaired with Housing Corporation 
mini-HAG funding. Some properties came from the GLC, others from LB Hackney. 

66 Author's interview with Ronnie Moodley, Chief Executive, ARHAG, May 1999 

67 Some groups established shared tool stores and informal training, to support the participation of women and men, who 
had neither practical skills nor equipment. The organisations gradually reduced their dependence on self help, as they 
were able to obtain grant funding, make use of employment training programmes and pay for initial repairs work. 
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I 

CHAPTER 5 

PIONEERS: NEW NEEDS, NEW ORGANISATIONS 

Short life housing was squatting, made respectable but it also had other important influences, which 

I explore in this chapter. It would be difficult to appreciate the fragmentation of short life housing 

and the obstacles and opportunities which groups faced as they developed, without understanding 

this background. Although short life housing professionalised in the 1980s and 1990s, some 

elements of the initial framework continued to shape groups' identities, their relationships with 

residents and with local authorities, including negotiations for rehousing. The rise and fall of short 

life housing are discussed in chapter 6 and groups' attempts to influence public policy are 

considered in Part 3. 

Squatting campaigns negotiated the legal framework and arrangements for councils to rehouse 

' Dolly's house, Leytonstone 1993 
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families, ' but not single people which shaped short life groups between 1970 and 1988. The Family 

Squatting Advisory Service (FSAS) supported new groups obtain properties from the GLC and 
local authorities and emphasised the role of self help and later a new body, the Housing Emergency 

Office, continued some of its work. 2 The less organised squatting which developed into a mass 

movement influenced the operational framework for short life groups, both directly and indirectly. 

Squatters' successful negotiations for rehousing for single people into short life property from large, 

high profile squats provided an informal precedent and a framework for later negotiations. The 

occasional transformation of squats into permanent homes recounted by Wates and Wolmar (1980) 

provided inspiration to new groups. 3 On the other hand, the threats to continued squatting after the 

Criminal Trespass Act 1977 came into force encouraged many of the more established squatting 

groups to seek licenses, which led to a substantial growth in short life housing co-ops and this is 

explored in detail in Chapter 7. 
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Demolition of Victorian houses in Brixton c. 1974 

Neighbourhood action campaigns on the other hand provided a model of resistance to grandiose 
local authority and commercial redevelopments and an approach which focused on building vocal 

and networked community opposition. As we shall see in Chapter 7 many squatting/short life 

groups led campaigns to prevent usable homes being demolished, which created tensions between 
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their roles as property managers and campaigners against council plans. Community arts experience 

showed how symbolic events, theatre and visual presentation were essential ingredients in 

successful campaigns. These varied influences created the operating environment for short life 

groups formed in the 1970s. 

In the early development of short life housing, most groups regarded themselves as community 

action organisations, rather than housing providers and most saw themselves as separate from 

mainstream housing associations, despite common constitutions. In this chapter I briefly review the 

importance of sites of resistance, such as Notting Hill and Covent Garden which inspired other 

community groups' campaigns and their adaptive use of space. Then I highlight the influence of the 

studio organisation SPACE, as it was one of the first organisations to make use of licensed local 

authority-owned former commercial property. Inter-Action also showed how short life property 

could be used for a range of purposes. 5 Some of the material in this chapter is based on my own 

experience as co-founder of WHHA which was part of a wider network of community action 

campaigns in Kilburn/West Hampstead. However, my interviews with other founders revealed 

similar influences. Finally, the chapter suggests that experience of developing self help projects 

helped to develop more nuanced ideas about the meaning of 'community'. 

The Squatters' Legacy 

Friend (1980) has described the history of squatting and its periodic re-appearance as a mass social 

movement, during times of social and economic disruption. 6 In the late 1940s it emerged in 

-response to the post-war shortage of housing for returning servicemen, especially in London and the 

South East, which was largely due to bomb damage. Much of the empty property was privately- 

owned and had been abandoned by owners who had left London during the war. Eventually 

government responded to the pressure to make use of some of the empty property by giving local 

authorities emergency powers to requisition empty homes. 7 The upsurge of squatting in the late 

1960s, which emanated in response to the increased number of empty properties and growing 

homelessness, drew on the experience of Post-World War direct action and CND protests in the 
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1960s. 8 

Squatters' activist, Ron Bailey has described the origins of the 1968 squatters' campaign. 9 Family 

Squatters' aim was to draw attention to the plight of homeless families sometimes forced apart 

when council hostels only provided single sex occupation. Activists argued that local authority 

owned property, awaiting redevelopment, could provide short-term homes. They responded to 

council concerns about costs, by demonstrating that families could repair the homes themselves. 

Their publicity emphasised the social value of self help and self management. The first squats were 

symbolic: the occupation of the Hollies, a homeless families' hostel in Wanstead in 1968 and of an 

empty house owned by the Inner London Education Authority in Notting Hill in 1969. The aim of 

the direct action campaign was to persuade local authorities to license properties either to homeless 

people or to local Family Squatting groups to manage. Initially the families and activists received 

sympathetic media coverage for their common-sense approach. Demonstrating that ordinary people 

could provide their own solutions, with access to otherwise wasted resources, their action gained 

public support, at a time of growing dissatisfaction with remote bureaucracy. '° 

The Family Squatting groups were activists and reformers but as squatting became a mass 

movement it became more diverse and even anarchic. Young homeless people were less concerned 

about family homelessness, than with finding homes for themselves. Jostling agendas made it 

impossible for the Family Squatting Advisory Service to lead the movement or represent all the 

squatters in London effectively. There were major disagreements about the focus of squatting, 

whether it was to persuade local authorities to license property; for families, or for anyone who 

needed a home; whether the main target should be local authorities or private sector empty homes; 

and whether it was about meeting housing need or challenging the notion of property ownership. " 

Splits occurred in the squatting movement in 1969, following media attacks on the 'Hippiedilly' 

squat of a privately owned landmark building in central London. 12 This was divisive and served to 

focus the Family Squatting groups on formalising arrangements with local authorities. Two 

contrasting media images emerged: one of young single people characterised as sexually-active, 
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drug taking anarchists and the other of ordinary families, unable to find any other way of housing 

themselves. The media frenzy over 144 Piccadilly threatened to damage the public support the 

Family Squatters had carefully nurtured. Although the apparent concern of the press was the 

behaviour of the Hippiedilly squatters, the real issue was the threat to privately-owned property. 

Friend (ibid) observed that the post World War 11 squatters who occupied expensive, private 

sector homes lost public support and thirty years later, a similar moral panic and media 

condemnation followed the Piccadilly squat. The fraught issues about occupying private sector 

property resurfaced periodically, whenever- recession resulted in an increase in the number of 

privately owned empty homes. 13 Private-sector squats touched political and public anxieties about 

the security of home ownership, and led to pressure for squatting to be made a criminal offence. The 

Criminal Trespass Act 1977 made squatting more difficult, but not illegal. 

The Family Squatting campaign eventually succeeded in reaching agreement for 'recognised 

squatting' with the LB Lewisham in 1969. The agreement to license empty property provided 
families with some protection. Those who moved into short term homes would not lose their 

position on the council waiting list and could expect to be rehoused when their short term property 

was returned This formed the basis of negotiations with other boroughs and as there was no 

security of tenure also satisfied owners that their redevelopment plans would not be jeopardised. 

Within a few months, the new group, Lewisham Family Squatting Association (LFSA) with Ron 

Bailey as its co-ordinator was managing 80 houses, housing a hundred families. A year later the 

GLC gave LFSA licences on four properties, opening up a supply of GLC homes. 14 

In order to strengthen and co-ordinate the growing network of groups, Ron Bailey and Jim Radford, 

the leaders of the Family Squatting campaign, established the Family Squatting Advisory Service 

(FSAS) in 1970, with funding. from Shelter. FSAS supported new groups with training to ensure 

members understood the principles of self help and local authorities' roles. Jim Radford described 

its aims as to alleviate housing need by making use of disused council property .... and to show that 

ordinary people can organise collectively.... and that the weakest can become strong through the 

principle of mutual aidi15 These principles built bn much earlier co-operative and communitarian 
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ideas (Coates 2001). FSAS helped new groups negotiate with local authorities and growth was 

rapid, including Student Community Housing (SCH) in Camden in 1970, the first of a growing 

number of groups catering specifically for single people. 16 By 1971 twelve local authorities had 

short life housing agreements and by 1972 FSAS groups provided housing for over 1,000 people in 

London. This had increased to 2,500, with sixteen local authority agreements in 1972.17 Informal 

squatting also increased, especially after the 1973 Oil Crisis, which slowed down local authority 

rebuilding programmes and heralded a property collapse in the private sector market at the end of 
the year. 

The Family Squatting campaign, with its focus on families and reform of council systems seemed 
increasingly distant from the broader squatting movement it had inspired. In order to ensure 
homeless families were provided with better accommodation than hotels, FSAS encouraged large 

associations to set up Emergency Housing schemes to make use of short life property. This, rather 

than small self help groups, provided the service model which eventually, in the 1990s, became the 

dominant form of management for homeless families living in temporary accommodation. 
Table 5.1. Self help and service delivery models of short life housing 

in 1970s/early 1980s 

Self help model Service delivery model 
Independent short life co-ops/associations in the 1970s Specialist Homeless Families units in large associations 
housing: 1970s housing: 

Families (initially) Families 

Single people (increasingly) 

Source of property Source of property 
Local authority and HA properties Local authority properties 
Self help groups in the 1980s Specialist units in 1980s 

Single people predominantly Families 

Some families and very occasionally homeless families Some of the associations' own pre-development property 

nominated by local authorities sub-licensed to housing co-ops to manage for single people 
Source of property Source of property 

Local authority and housing associations, Department of Local authority and some other owners 
Transport 
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The growth of squatting as a large and uncoordinated movement combined with diverging interests 

of single and family squatters, led to the break up of the Family Squatting Advisory Service in 1975. 

It was no longer possible for any one organisation to promote organised squatting (as short life 

housing was then known) and at the same time to represent the varied interests of other informal (or 

unlawful) squatters effectively. The Advisory Service for Squatters (ASS) emerged from the split, 

with a remit to support individuals, providing them with lists of possible property to squat, contacts 

and advice on the law. The ASS was later to mount a spirited challenge to the Criminal Trespass 

Act 1977 and some time later Shelter sponsored the formation of the Housing Emergency Office, to 

support short life groups. '8 Squatting of local authority property, continued after the Criminal 

Trespass Act was implemented, until limited by local authorities' better management of their empty 
homes, at which point short life housing expanded again. 

Some high-profile squatting groups' successful campaigns in relation to negotiations for rehousing 

single people provided inspiration for short life groups. In this sense the loose connections between 

squatting and short life housing continued to be important, with squatters' experiences providing 

new examples of successful negotiation or resistance. According to theories on urban social 

movements (Castells 1977; 1998b; 1983, Lowe 1986, Inglehart 1977 and 1990; Tarrow 1998) we 

would expect to find that the combination of protest and media coverage creates a climate for 

change. At the same time Castells (1983) reminds us that many urban social movements prefigure 

urban possibilities, which are aborted or still born, as the ideas are not always taken up in a wider 
form, at the time. Indeed the experience of the fragmented place-based squatting campaigns 

throughout London resulted in some individual victories and in the case of the GLC, changes to 

public policy. Local authorities' concerns to reduce unlawful squatting also increased their public 

support for short life arrangements, typified by a Camden council press release dated March 19 

1975 which stated 'short-life houses are better in use than left empty '19 

Wates (1976) has described the community campaign in Tolmers Square, near Euston in the early 
1970s, to prevent developers destroying an area of cheap housing and workshops for new offices. 
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Campaigners, led by squatters regarded this as the epitome of property speculation, as long term 

residents would be forced out of the area because the escalating value of office developments 

between 1970 and 197320 Nick Wates, a young architecture student who eventually became full 

time co-ordinator of the Tolmers Square campaign wrote that 'It was only by taking direct action 

that anyone could intervene. By occupying empty buildings, squatters were able to halt the decline, 

revive the community and provide leadership in the struggle against developers. ' 21 The community 

campaign, supported by a coalition of local groups, challenged the developers' proposals with an 

alternative scheme and, lobbied Camden council to intervene. As a result of publicity, Tolmers 

Square became a symbol of the risks of unfettered speculative development. After a long campaign 

and assisted by the property market crash of 1974, which made the developers' scheme unviable, 
LB Camden was eventually able to acquire the buildings for a mixed use development, -which 
included new council housing. 22 Many of the Tolmers Square squatters obtained alternative short 

life and hard-to-let housing in East London, through the GLC. This provided a framework for 

subsequent rehousing from other high profile squats, such as Huntley Street in 1978. 

Successful campaigns for rehousing long term squatters were invariably described by local 

authorities as 'not creating a precedent'. Usually the GLC, with its larger housing stock of 'hard to 

let' property was involved in rehousing arrangements, regardless of who owned the property which 

was squatted. Piers Corbyn, the spokes person for the Maida Hill Squatters has described the 1973 - 
5 campaign to obtain rehousing from the GLC, with a daily barrage of press releases, enlivened with 

political and theatrical encounters about the proposed redevelopment. 23 Eventually, at the end of 

1975, realising that a mass eviction would be politically damaging when it had so many empty 

properties all over London, the GLC agreed to rehouse all single person squatters in short life 

property and families in permanent council homes in South London. 24 In 1977, the Conservative 

GLC went much further and announced an amnesty for all the 7,000 squatters, who occupied 1,850 

properties, providing them with permanent homes in hard to let property, which in many cases 

included their existing homes. The Chair of Housing also extended short life housing arrangements 

and 'in order to restore law and order' introduced automatic evictions of new squatters. 5 
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Neighbourhood campaigns 

Lowe (ibid) emphasises the central importance of the local political system, which makes global 

theorising of urban social movements difficult and often superficial. However, more recent writing 

on urban social movements by Hamel, Lustiger-Thaler and Mayer (2000) suggests that there are 

three types of struggle which urban social movements are engaged in: those relating to the 

economic costs for cities, striving to be at the top of the global urban hierarchy; those to do with 
increased decay and marginality, mediated through various revitalisation and/or economic 
development programmes and those reflecting the erosion of the local welfare state. Struggles 

within a global city are likely to be 'miniaturised versions of wider global struggles and reflect 

economic restructuring It is the first of these, in miniature form, which we can see in terms of the 

way efforts were made to restructure transport, build hotels and new offices in London, in areas 

where land was rapidly devalued in the late 1960s and 1970s. The emphasis was on supporting the 

economy by creating conditions, which were attractive to international corporate investors and 

businesses. From a domestic point of view, the new local authority building programmes were also 

designed to clear areas which were thought to have 'reached the end of their natural life' and to 

modernise London for the benefit of its inhabitants, 26 as we saw in Chapter 3. 

The two largest neighbourhood preservation campaigns in London in the late 1960s/early 1970s 

were in Notting Hill and Covent Garden27 and later there were similar campaigns in Brixton and 

Coin Street, on the South Bank of the Thames. The protests against the elevated motorway which 

was constructed through Notting Hill between 1964 and 1970 and the community campaign to 

create some benefit from the land beneath it became a beacon for smaller sites of resistance 

throughout London. Mike and Trevor Phillips (1998) persuasively argue Notting Hill had been 

revalued, like huge swathes of the inner city by Caribbean migrants. Despite this, it was officially 

regarded as a depressed area, which needed to be demolished and rebuilt. 'Working class with an 

edge of vicei28, Notting Hill gained broader notoriety as a result of the 1958 race riots. A little later 

the activities of Peter Rachman, the landlord, linked to the Profumo scandal focused attention on its 
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poor housing. Local churches, Citizens Advice Bureau and other voluntary organisations responded 
by establishing the Notting Hill Social Council and the Notting Hill Housing Trust. 21 

The cluster of community action projects included a Neighbourhood Council, Housing Rights 

campaigns and summer play schemes. There was some short life housing activity, after squatters 

symbolically occupied a property owned by the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) in 1968 
30 and Notting Hill Housing Trust preserved much of the rented housing. The Notting Hill carnival 

started as a children's event in the early 1960s, which then annually transformed the streets. 31 

Because of its diverse population, inspiration came from many quarters, including the New York 

play space and free school movements. Artists transformed derelict space into the delightful 

Meanwhile Gardens. 2 Duncan (1992) has told the history of North Kensington Amenity Trust's 

successful transformation of the space beneath the motorway into a sports centre, park, pitches and 

storage for market stalls, a nursery, and playspace, after experiments with interim uses 33 

Hall (1981) has described how the protest against the motorway inspired the later successful 

campaign against the motorway box, which was intended to circle inner London. What is most 

significant in relation to this study is that both the Notting Hill and Covent Garden campaigns 

attracted students and activists who were able to draw on international protest traditions and 

experience of community organising in other settings. Some went on to develop organisations in 

other parts of London. I was a student volunteer on the Summer Play scheme in the late 1960s, 

where the play rounds were private garden squares, which we had opened up for the holidays. Our 

accommodation was empty rooms in a vicarage and we met local leaders, anti apartheid and CND 

campaigners after a day spent organising events for children. Others who were involved in different 

ways in Notting Hill included Tony Soares, who went on to found Ujima, the academic and activist, 

Stuart Hall, Chris Holmes, later Director of Shelter and ED Berman of Inter-Action. 
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Immm- .: 
In 

The concept of 'community' and 'neighbourhood', which drove the neighbourhood campaigns were 

complex - creative in terms of campaigning; often defensive and sometimes romanticised in later 

accounts, for instance in terms of the 'real working class' of Covent Garden. 4 However, both areas 

were vibrant urban laboratories in which people honed their creative campaigning skills. Most 

importantly the campaigns showed the possibility of turning apparent failures, such as the 

construction of the motorway into longer-term advantage, by creating new spaces for community 

use. 35 Their work highlighted the importance of neighbourhood and London-wide alliances, the 
lengthy process of community building and the importance of achieving and celebrating visible 

wins. The interim use of space - as playgrounds, parks and sites for festivals brought people 

together and provided free entertainment. Both the Notting Hill and Covent Garden neighbourhood 

campaigns became in some senses touchstones in evaluating successes and failures in other, later 

protests. 
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Creating space for the arts 

The sixties are typified by media images of 'Swinging London', youth culture and psychedelia, 
which was a metropolitan and largely London phenomenon. As C. J. Stone (1999) wrote in The Last 

of the Hippies, 'But if you were poor, working class, and lived anywhere else, then forget it. The 

sixties never happened . 36 Swinging London image was a brilliant media creation and the very real 
outpouring of youthful creative energy. In music and fashion, British musicians and designers 
helped create a sense of style, fashion and cheap chic. 7 David Hockney and Bridget Riley 

epitomised a new visual vocabulary, which was rapidly translated into broader design concepts. 
This sense of London as a 'happening place' attracted more students and young people to the city 
and encouraged them to remain. 

Arts and community organisations helped pave the way for the case study organisations as my 

research suggests that licenses or short leases for non residential property were first arranged 
between councils and community arts organisations in 1968.38 Some of the many buildings 

acquired by local authorities as part of their comprehensive redevelopment plans became attractive 
interim spaces for community, while the remainder were boarded up. 39 The Greater London Council 

(GLC) was the primary owner, because of its role in planning new roads, the relocation of markets 

and the Docks. One of the most publicised and successful interim uses, was the temporary 

conversion of warehouses into artists' studios, which was initiated by the organisation SPACE, in 

1968. The concept has since been copied around the world. 40 

At the time SPACE was established the economic role of the arts was not an idea in common 
currency. The need for gallery space for non-traditional work was almost as pressing an issue for 

young artists as studio space. SPACE demonstrated that there were communal solutions to these 
individual needs. 41 In 1967 the artist Peter Sedgley was searching for a new studio. He has 

described how he and Bridget Riley discovered that an empty warehouse they had notice had 

recently been transferred from the Port Authority to the Greater London Council. 42 Sir Desmond 

Plummer, Leader of the GLC agreed to issue a three-year lease on two of the warehouse buildings if 
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they established a charitable company. They formed SPACE (Space Provision, Artistic, Cultural 

and Educational) and obtained funding for essential repairs from the Henry Moore Foundation and 
the Arts Council. Then, with a typical flair for publicity, the artists, dressed in bright orange space 

suits were photographed repairing their new studios. Within weeks over a hundred artists had 

approached SPACE, applying for studios. 

Several elements stand out in reviewing the importance of SPACE as the first artists' studio space 

organisation. The catalyst, according to Peter Sedgley was self-interest but once they had found a 

suitable building SPACE uncovered and publicised a previously invisible, but evident need. Within 

a short time they were providing workspace for over 500 artists and had become an inspiration for 

other groups. 43 The Greater London Council played a crucial role, as it was also to do in relation to 

short life housing. It responded to a well-presented proposal, supported by establishment figures in 

the arts world, as it had no immediate plans for the warehouses at St Katherine's Dock. The artists 

agreed to move on, when the buildings were sold for commercial redevelopment, but the GLC, with 
its large property holdings could offer replacement space, avoiding the risk of confrontation with the 

artists. The Arts Council's studio grant fund provided a grant for repairs. 44 

SPACE developed other forms of support for artists in the late 1960s, including Art Information 

Registry (AIR), one of the first registers of slides of artists' work. 45 An AIR gallery was established 
in Shaftesbury Avenue in the early 1970s, initially self funded and later obtaining Council and 
Greater London Arts Association grants, before it closed in 1986. Finally, SPACE was very much a 

creature of its time with its emphasis on immediate solutions, democratic decision-making, self help 

and publicity for its achievements. Its founders wanted to do more than find artists somewhere to 

work. They also wanted to change policies for the arts. As a result there was an, often, fraught 

relationship with the Arts Council. 46 According to Peter Townsend, editor of Studio International 

and one of SPACE's first Directors, the climate of the 1960's with its challenges to the status quo 

was an essential ingredient in their success. 'The idea that art both could and should have a vital 

relationship to social development was one of the concepts that fuelled what became one of the most 

vital and long-lasting of artists' organisations' 47 
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The significance of SPACE for the case study organisations was that it opened up the Greater 

London Council and other local authorities as a source of non-traditional buildings for community 

use. The use of licenses at peppercorn rents became established practice. Many of the buildings 

were in central London redevelopment areas and more significantly, in the long run, in East London 

where there were at the time, fewer major redevelopment schemes and consequently less 

neighbourhood preservation activity. As they became more settled in East London, artists were able 

to move out into the wider community, contributing to education and neighbourhood projects. They 

began to open up their studios to the public on a regular basis, a practice that has since become 

institutionalised. 48 

Kingsgate NsurL. hops. in hi Iburn was inspired by SPACE. In 1976, it obtained a short lease on a derelict 
building, owned by Camden Council, to provide workshops for over 50 craftspeople and artists 

Notions of community 

Arts organisations helped redefine ideas of community away from the simple synonymy with 

neighbourhoods, towards something more complex which reflected London's role as a place with a 

vast resource of people, cultures and experience. They saw the need for places and opportunities for 
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people to come together. One of the 'Supershowmen of Community Politics', ED Berman of Inter- 

Action49 showed how a small organisation could be locally based and also internationally and 

regionally focused. Its breadth of activity was to have an impact on WHHA, while its eclectic use of 

short life property as housing, workspace, a community centre, garden and urban farm demonstrated 

the importance of flexible resources. 

Originally based in Notting Hill, where he had worked at the Mercury Theatre and assisting the 

housing rights campaigns, Berman formally established Inter-Action in 1968 in Kentish Town. 

Using film, theatre, video and new media as an attraction Berman was able to 'bring people 

together as a temporary community... enabling people to find solutions, realising none of us can do 

this on our own: ' S0 Needing a base for the group and somewhere for its members to live, Berman 

approached the Council's Director of Housing. He was offered a 'legitimate squat', empty houses 

licensed at a nominal charge. Over five years the group used a total of fifty to fifty five properties 
for short periods. They also used a council-owned former warehouse, as the nucleus of their 

community arts centre until they raised funds for a purpose built, temporary building on an adjacent 

open space, which they also managed. They transformed a nearby former British Rail shunting yard 
into an indoor riding school and the first of eighteen City Farms in London. 5' 

Inter-Action's multiple roles reflect the complex, permeable forms of community, which were 

emerging at the time. It combined a neighbourhood focus on Kentish Town, where it was based 

with a community made up of young volunteers, who lived collectively. Berman described it as 'an 

urban kibbutz, not that there was anything religious about it, but it's a way of describing the way in 

. which people were living and working together. ' 52 Inter-Action was also an active member of 

London's arts community, introducing new international plays at its 'Almost Free' events in the 

West End. 53 

International experience was important, for Inter-Action and most of the groups in my study, 

because London is a global city. London has always been cosmopolitan54 but contemporary waves 

of migrants and refugees and greater opportunities to travel created new connections. " Publications, 
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such as the Whole Earth Catalog56 and International Times and Oz spread ideas and short life 

resources provided spaces within which to experiment. The vibrant exchange of ideas has some 

parallels with earlier periods of intense exploration in Europe, 57 although the late 1960s was 

characterised by a self-consciously populist emphasis. 

As we saw in chapter 4, short life organisations' notions of community were far smaller in terms of 

sites than the neighbourhood campaigns which had inspired them, yet they also often had expanded 

horizons as a result of international networks. 58 As the neighbourhood campaigns had found, the 

process of struggle was often the glue, which created and maintained the sense of community. 59 The 

organisations' purpose was to meet new and emerging needs and in some cases, such as refugees, or 

artists, communities were scattered across London. The common need for these networked 

communities needed was for space. 

Conclusion 

During the 1960s and early 1970s the detritus of the changing city was used in new ways, ranging 

from arts labs, craft workshops, community centres, urban farms and temporary gardens, as well as 

short life housing. These provided locations for a number of experiments and initiatives, involving 

new ideas about community and places for work and entertainment. I have reviewed some of the 

movements and experiences, which were precursors for the case studies and provided them with an 

organisational framework, sources of inspiration and precedents for rehousing negotiations. 

The values and philosophies of the campaigns and organisations were to influence many of the case 

study organisations. These included communal living and co-operative forms of decision making; 

the recognition that meeting self-interest could involve meeting wider, emerging needs for space. 

The emergence of successful projects from protests 60 was a pattern that the case study organisations 

followed. As Mayer (2000 ibid) theorises, organisations had a 'polyvalent function', interacting with 

the local state in order to find solutions. They were also engaged in activities such as developing 

new forms of communal living, which were of no interest to the local state at all. 
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The groups and movements discussed in this chapter had wide sources of inspiration, including 

the New York free schools and play spaces, mentioned earlier, which were a stimulus for 

initiatives in Notting Hill, 61 while also reaching back to much older vernacular traditions. The 

emphasis on self help and mutual aid, as a way to make things happen, drew on seventeenth 

century protest traditions and enabled things to happen and change, as Ward (1980) and Rykwert 

(2000) suggest. This helped foster new forms and understandings of community and was an ideal 

as well as an economic necessity. The growth of short life housing in the 1970s and 1980s is 

usually regarded as a housing movement, which represents the institutionalisation of squatting. It 

was, but housing was never its sole focus, because of the wider, more diverse aspirations and 

experiences it contained. 

NOTES 

1 Typically families retained their previous points level on the council waiting list, which in most cases enabled 
Housing Departments to rehouse them into permanent homes when their short life property was due to be returned 
(Bailey 1973). 

2 The Emergency Housing Office was supported by Shelter and established some time after FSAS ceased. It 
promoted short life schemes, both for families and single people 

3 Notably the Seymour Housing Co-op which obtained a 35 year lease from Westminster Council in 1977 and 
funding to renovate the block from the Housing Corporation (Wates and Wolmar 1980) 

4 Short life groups usually registered as housing associations or co-ops, although some were charitable limited 
companies 

sI have selected community arts, because of its link with neighbourhood protests and regeneration and the visual 
arts, because its production required studio spaces, many of them in interim buildings Similar arguments could be 
made about music, educational and environmental groups and theatre, because the 1960s and early 1970s was a very 
vibrant, fluid time. Community arts organisations did not have the opportunities to develop in the same large-scale 
way as housing associations. Most remained poorly resourced, dependent on local authority and charitable grants. 
Although they growth of community organisations in the late 1960s was an important precursor for the organisations 
in my study, I do not track their growth, as it is beyond the scope of this piece of work. 

6 In Wates and Wolmar (1980) P 110 

7 It also used Ministry of Defence RAF accommodation as temporary homes 

8 Bailey (1973) 
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9 Bailey (ibid) 

10 The Family Squatting Advisory Service received a small revenue grant from Shelter. Ron Bailey and Jim Radford 
were seasoned campaigners and also benefited from Shelter' Director, Des Wilson's media savvy, as I know from 
my time as Press Officer at Shelter between 1969 to 71. 

" Franklin (1984) P 38 

12 The address was 144 Piccadilly 

13 The occasional occupations of empty commercial property, such as Centre Point in 1979 were treated more 
sympathetically by the press 

14 Bailey (ibid) 

's Wates and Wolmar (1980) P29. 

'6 Some local authorities, including Camden and Islington preferred short life housing for single people, as it 
avoided council rehousing responsibilities 

'7 Wates and Wolmar (ibid) P. 29. 

'a The Housing Emergency Office, later known as the Empty Housing Unit was a new body which carried out 
similar work to FSAS and was also the organisational predecessor of the Empty Homes Agency. 

19 Wates and Wolmar (1980), Page 82. However some boroughs, such as Westminster were hostile 

20 Wates (1976) Page 23 believes the boom in office prices was stimulated by the reduction in the Bank Rate from 
8% to less than 5% in 1970, which encouraged investment in property. At the end of 1973 interest rates were raised 
to 13%, affecting the viability of many schemes. 

21 Wates (ibid) P 185 

u Wates (ibid) P 187 On 5 June 1975 Camden agreed to buy all the land owned by Stock Conversion 

2' Wates and Wolmar (1980) 

24 Single people were rehoused in short life property. 

u Wates and Wolmar (1980) P 89. The GLC's amnesty was combined with an increase in short life housing 
arrangements and a policy of evicting any new squatters to facilitate 'a restoration of law and order. '. 

26 Jackson (1975) 

27 Christensen (1979) and Anson (1981) have described the neighbourhood campaigns 

28 Phillips and Phillips( bid) 

29 The Notting Hill Social Council and other voluntary groups were active in developing community resources in the 
area in the 1960s. CND activists like George Clark, local churches and activists including Stuart Hall, Chris Holmes, 
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Tony Soares and ED Berman worked in the area in the 1960s following the Notting Hill Race Riots. Notting Hill was 
regarded as a 'twilight zone', needing regeneration before the proposals for the Motorway Box proposals began to be 
implemented in the late 1960s. Haddon, R. and Palmer, J. (1998) provided a tribute to George Clark's work in Notting 
Hill in Housing Review, Vol. 47, No. 1 January - February 1998. Duncan, A. (1992) Taking on the Motorway: North 
Kensington Amenity Trust 21 Years, London, Aldgate Press provides a detailed history of the development of the 
Amenity Trust. In campaigning for the Trust, members found that they were building on international experience. 
For instance one activist, photographer Adam Ritchie was able to draw on his five years' experience of living in 
New York's Lower East Side and the effective neighbourhood campaigns around Tompkins Square. He used similar 
techniques in working with children to create the Notting Hill Free School during the Summer Playscheme 1966 
(Duncan 1992: 22) 

30 Bailey (1973) 

31 Phillips and Phillips (1998) 

32 McCullough (1978) Meanwhile Gardens began as a temporary space, but has managed to obtain a longer lease and 
remain a popular, multi-use space. 

33 Fortunately the campaigners were able to persuade the GLC and the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea to 
transfer the 23 acres of land underneath it to North Kensington Amenity Trust on a 125-year lease to develop and 
manage for a wide range of projects. Duncan (1992) 

34 Anson (1981). 

35 Information on Notting Hill has been drawn from my own experience as a student activist in the late 1960s and 
interviews with ED Berman of Inter-Action and Tony Soares, former Chief Executive of Ujima. 
The demolition of rows of houses for the motorway was an apparent disaster for the anti-motorway campaign. However 
the community campaigns were able to transform this into an opportunity. The North Kensington Amenity Trust, a 
Development Trust, has provided extensive community, social, business and leisure space for the area in the space under 
the motorway. It provided a model for a number of groups, such as Coin Street Community Builders. However, the 
particular circumstances, which led the local authority to transfer the land at nil or peppercorn rent, have rarely been 
duplicated. Coin Street is one of the exceptions. 

36 Stone (1999) Page 21 

37 MacDonald (1995) 

38 SPACE being the fast example I have found 

" Schoon (2001); Worpole (2000) 

40 Its success directly led to the establishment of P. S. I. in New York, YAS in Sheffield and WASPS in Glasgow. 
From the early 1970s organisations such as Urban Space Management also developed a commercial version, by 
clustering bars, restaurants, shops and music venues round craft studios. Camden Lock, in London epitomises the 
success of this approach. lt started life as a temporary scheme, with a short lease on British Waterways land and is 
now one of London's biggest tourist attractions. Information on Urban Space Management from an interview carried 
out in 1993. The Custard Factory in Birmingham has also anchored a much larger redevelopment of the old Birds 
Eye Custard Factory with an arts centre (Landry et al 1996). In 1987 the Workspace Group acquired some former 
GLC properties, which were converted for craft use (Pick 2000) 
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41 MacRitchie(1992; 1993) The role of artists in creating a market for more expensive real estate in New York has been 
traced by Zukin (1982) and Deutsche (1996), and also in a comparative study by Smith (1996). 

42 MacRitchie( ibid) 

43 These included the Arts Lab in Robert Street, North London, established in the early 1970s and Kingsgate 
Workshops, established in 1976, with a craft and employment focus. Both were in buildings bought by Camden 
Council as part of larger redevelopments. SPACE's success also inspired similar private-sector initiatives, such as 
401 1/2 in LB Wandsworth. 

" SPACE obtained new sources of funding for studio conversion, the most important of which was the Arts 
Council's previously untouched studio fund, which later also supported Acme and stimulated other studio projects. 
Grant funding from the Henry Moore Foundation also supplemented the artists' self help work and to helped them 
develop their wider, education role. 

45 A1R's example led to many other registers - Women's Artists' Slide Library, regional artists' registers and Pavilions in 
the Park. 

's The greater engagement of artists with the Arts Council stimulated wider arguments and debates about its funding 
policies and support for previously unrecognised forms of art. 

47 MacRitchie (1992) 

'8 There are regular open studios events in East and South London, which began in the 1970s. They have helped to 
demystify the practice of art production and widen understanding about the need for low-cost artists' studios. 

49,4 nson (1981) 

so Author's interview with ED Berman, 1998. Street theatre, reconstructed children's games (the Inter-Action creative 
game method) and experimental theatre were all ways of bringing people together and stimulating change. 

s' Phillips and Slade (1989). 

52 In an interview, Berman said 'There are veryfew examples of this kind of thing lasting long in the city, because there 
are extreme pressures on a group like that, not based on a religion or a belief system. It wasn't based on a strong man 
principle because there were always committees of three. It was the needs offamilies and the ways in which we were 
brought up that led it to come apart. ' 

53 International writers and directors presented their work at 'Almost Free' events in the West End and introduced 
experimental productions and new audiences to London's theatrical scene. 

54 Ackroyd (2000); Linebaugh and Rediker (2000); Ramussen (1982) 

ss Kushner and Knox (1999); Sassen (1999); Schoon (2001). 

ý '.. (a) realm of personal power is developing.., the power of individuals to conduct their own education, find their 
own inspiration, shape their own environment and share the adventure with whoever is interested Tools that aid 
this process are sought and promoted by the 'Whole Earth Catalog' Stewart Brand, founder of the Whole Earth 
Catalog, quoted by Andrew Brown, The Guardian, 28 May 1997 

57 Smith (1985); Bignamini and Wilton (1996) 
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58 The sense of community might be based on experience, of life as a refugee, or shared culture. It might be because they 
were practising artists, or had a similar background of squatting or homelessness, or were also living with AIDS. 

59 Doolittle (1989); Phillips (2000) 

60 Rykwert (2000) 

61 Duncan (1992) 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE RISE AND FALL OF SHORT LIFE HOUSING: 1986 - 2000: 

Introduction 

The Big Bang of financial deregulation in the UK in the mid 1980s was followed by inflation, 

speculation and the Stock Market crash. The subsequent restructuring of social housing from 1988 

was equally far reaching. It involved the expansion of housing associations and a reduced role for 

local authorities. The operating environment for short life housing changed earlier, with the abolition 

of the GLC in 1986, which removed a source of revenue funding. 1 In the mid 1980s increased local 

authority dependence on bed and breakfast for homeless families in inner London boroughs, such as 

LB Camden temporarily threatened short life use, as gentrification and RTB sales had reduced the 

number of affordable homes. However Private Sector Leasing (PSL) subsequently provided a better 

source of temporary accommodation. A brief summary of the development of Private Sector Leasing 
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(PSL) is provided in Appendix 6. 

As we saw in Chapter 4, short life housing organisations were at the end of the housing and property 

chain, catering for people whose housing needs were not statutory, or, as in the case of refugees, had 

not yet emerged as major public priorities? Increased competition for resources and a recognition that 

short life property represented a transitional benefit encouraged organisations to try to become 

mainstream providers, with fewer risks. From the late 1980s most of the larger organisations began 

to expand into permanent housing as well as maintaining a short life housing base, whereas many of 
the smallest organisations' continued focus was on survival, rather than growth. 

This chapter examines the ways in which the case study organisations responded to the increasingly 

turbulent environment between 1986 and 2000. The Local Government and Housing Act 1989 

stimulated annual local authority property disposals programmes. Although slow to develop in 

Labour boroughs, these programmes enabled the largest groups to acquire some of the homes they 

managed. Most of the organisations in this study were constrained by their lack of an asset base and 

expertise as well as by local authority views, so progress was slow. Those not registered with the 

Housing Corporation, were almost completely excluded from local authority property acquisitions. 3 

As a result the three alternative pathways for the organisations in this study became incorporation 

into the mainstream; increased marginalisation or diversification into other areas of work. At one end 

of the spectrum was Ujima, which developed partnerships with larger associations, in order to expand 

more quickly and become a mainstream organisation. 4 Co-ops were generally increasingly 

marginalised and at the other end of the spectrum was Acme, which moved away from the provision 

of houses to the management of non-residential studios for artists. 

First I consider at the changing policy environment and then ways in which the case study 

organisations responded. The formalisation, incorporation and growth of the larger organisations 

took place against a background of legislative change and growing homelessness. The final part of 

the chapter looks at the managed decline of short life housing. 

Singing houses welcome Ken Livingstone, Leader of the GLC as he opens WHHA's new offices in 1985 
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The changing policy environment 

The 1988 Housing Act transformed the operating environment for housing associations and co-ops, 
laying the ground for the dramatic expansion of the housing association sector in the next decade. 

Mullins and Riseborough (1997) described this as the most successful form of privatisation, as it 

brought new forms of investment into the social housing sector. Under the new system, the costs of 

acquisition and building were part-funded by grant, with the balance obtained from associations' 

reserves and borrowing from banks and building societies. Although the largest housing associations 

were best placed to benefit because of their reserves and asset base, protective zoning arrangements 

were relaxed, enabling all registered associations to compete for grant. 5 Black and Minority ethnic 
(BME) short life associations, which already benefited from the Housing Corporation's Black and 

Minority Ethnic housing strategy's dedicated funding, were in a good position to expand However in 

order to do so, they needed to comply with regulatory requirements and for some short life 

organisations this involved considerable readjustment. 

New legislation, restricting local authorities' role introduced new possibilities and dilemmas for short 

life housing organisations. Part IV of the Local Government Act 1989 introduced further controls on 

capital spending and required local authorities to reduce debt. 6 In 1990 most local authorities raised 

charges for short life property as part of the sound management of their Housing Revenue Accounts. 

At the same time, they replaced licenses, which were legally unsatisfactory, with leases (Williams 

1990). The Act also facilitated the initial arrangements for Private Sector Leasing schemes, with local 

authorities initially holding the leases and associations managing the property. ' Councils also began 

to consider short life property as free assets for disposal, unless its use met priority needs. 8 However 

there were relatively few properties sold, except in Conservative-controlled Westminster and 

Wandsworth, where the priority was to increase owner occupation. However disposals increased after 

the government's 1993 capital receipts' initiative offered councils the one-off opportunity of 

reinvesting all their receipts9 and this benefited associations working in Labour boroughs. 
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As a result of the changes to local government, short life housing organisations faced increased 

costs, continued uncertainty about the length of time they would manage property and more 

competition for resources as family homelessness increased. The abolition of the GLC in 1986 

removed an alternative supplier of properties and a counterweight to local authorities' 

parochialism. 10 The growth in homelessness led local authorities to consider short life housing as a 

resource for temporary accommodation and LB Camden considered offering short life residents 
hard-to-let tenancies in order to reclaim their homes for families. " Planning and lobbying against 

these threats reinforced organisations' need to find routes beyond short life housing. 

Figure 6.1 Estimated local authority short life properties, by borough 1980s 
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The inner London boroughs, mostly Labour controlled, had the most short life property, due to earlier 
municipalisation programmes. In many boroughs housing association property was also available, but is not 
included in this estimate 12 

The 1988 Housing Act introduced a more robust legal framework, with assured tenancies for housing 
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association permanent homes and assured shorthold tenancies (ASTs) for short-term lettings. Initially 

little attention was directed to the high percentage of long term short life housing residents, 

continuing to occupy their homes on licenses13 Questions about the status of short life licenses 

became an important negotiating point in relation to local authority rehousing in the 1990s as we 

shall see in Chapter 7.14 Until then, once PSL began to provide the majority of temporary homes for 

homeless families, local authorities' interest in short life housing as a resource waned and short life 

housing organisations risked being marginalised and ignored. The larger organisations developed 

permanent housing strategies in order to try to overcome this. During the 1990s a managerial 

approach began to typify local authority/housing association relationships, with local authorities 

supporting those organisations with the most to offer in terms of nominations. 

Recession and increased homelessness in the early 1990s had positive impacts for at least two of 

the organisations. It provided opportunities to use privately-owned property which Acme and 

WHHA pursued in order to move into new areas of work. 15 It also facilitated integration of many 

organisations into the wider social housing system when local authorities extended property leases 

in order to increase nominations for priority groups. Although short life housing continued to be 

politically sensitive because of its role in housing single people, 16 other formal opportunities to 

strengthen partnerships with local authorities and other agencies emerged. Organisations housing 

young black people or supported housing for vulnerable groups found this could be a gateway to 

funding for property acquisition, for instance. 

Building communities 

From the late 1980s short life housing ceased to be a discrete sector, despite the common use of 

property, because of its varied use and funding. The diversity of groups and in several cases their 

focus on networking with non-housing agencies made it difficult to obtain information or engage in 

collective, London-wide lobbying on short life issues. Housing was only one of the issues of concern 

for most of the organisations. Nevertheless acquiring permanent rented housing was central to their 

vision, to enable their community-building to occur in a settled place and meet residents' aspirations. 
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Local decisions largely determined the outcomes for organisations, in terms of charges for short life 

property, extended leases, disposals to the organisations and support for Housing Corporation 

funding. In order to strengthen their negotiating position, a discontinuous network of local federations 

and regional and national lobby groups gradually developed. This provided the space for collective 

engagement with local authorities and the wider social housing sector. The majority of borough 

federations were informal, although there were those with full time stiff in Lambeth and Newham. 

Organisations with mini-HAG allocations established informal mini-HAG user groups in order to 

negotiate with the Housing Corporation's regional offices. They were also useful in encouraging 

networking and information sharing. 17 The Empty Property Unit, a national lobby body, advised 

organisations and local authorities to adopt the new legal framework of leases and Assured Shorthold 

Tenancies (ASTs) following the 1988 Housing Act. By 1990 this work was largely complete. 18 

Throughout this study, I stress the importance of relationships with local authorities, as they owned 

most of the short life property used by the groups. However, these relationships were often cultivated 

sporadically as managing organisations with flows of temporary property and residents was time- 

consuming. Rebuilding a sense of community when streets were demolished and new houses needed 

to be repaired was usually more important. The nature of 'community' was fluid, without a common 
definition. For the small groups and those with hostels and shared housing (LSHHA and small co- 

ops; Patchwork) it was centred on the communal household. 19 Acme, on the other hand, was 

primarily engaged with non-housing networks, in order to enhance opportunities for visual artists. 

ARHAG's staff and residents had a common bond, through their journeys of exile and provided 

support through employment, training and support services . 
20 Its links with other refugee community 

organisations connected it to its 'base communities' also reinforced its role as a refugee organisation. 
Ujima's Community Enterprise Programme (CEP) schemes and wider community work were 
important until the mid 1980s, when the organisation re-focused on housing. 

As the organisations grew their non-housing work, much of it based on social support for residents, 

enhanced a sense of identity and provided opportunities for involvement. Networking with other 
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organisations outside the housing field formed part of the same process. However growth also 

required more conventional organisational restructuring, to provide formal channels for resident 

involvement. In the 1980s both Ujima and WHHA established area committee structures, which 

mirrored those of large housing associations, in order to foster a sense of local connection for their 

scattered housing stock. Mike Phillips has observed that for black community groups in general, 

opportunities for involvement became increasingly more managerial and less practical with growth 

and the requirements of funding agencies. ' 

To a large degree short life organisations represented responses to a new London -a more diverse 

population of people, many of whom were migrants or refugees, who needed an environment, within 

which they felt safe. The ideal sometimes found expression, but frequently fell short, compromised 
by the insecurity and poor condition of the property as well as by internal conflict within shared 

homes 22 Freelance, part time and casual employment patterns identified by Smith Bowers and Taylor 

(2000) also emphasised the importance of communities of interest or networks of choice. This was 

different from traditional planners' views of communities, based on geography, which oversimplifies 

the way in which London, with its constant flows of population, works as a city. Successive arrivals, 

intricate networks, informal support systems and new organisations, visible through an examination 

of short life housing formed part of a larger, but little understood system of social support in the city. 

Organisations maintained a focus on tenants' involvement, based on mutual support and care, as they 

grew, even if their properties were scattered, reflecting early self help origins. This became difficult 

to maintain and sometimes dissonant with a professional culture. For many organisations 

staffhesident involvement, was replaced with wider networks and a commitment to ensuring people 

were permanently housed. Sometimes this involved acquiring the short life houses, so people could 

stay where they were; in other cases residents were dispersed and took their shared experience of 

struggle into other settings. 

Olson (1971) found that the smaller the group the greater the level of member involvement and the 

fewer free riders. My interviews suggest it was often the experience of struggle, around threatened 
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property handbacks, which revived a sense of common cause for short life housing organisations, 

regardless of size. Oliver (2001) in a US study of suburban and areas found that neighbourhood 
diversity promotes the potential for both involvement and conflict, which enhances community. Short 

life housing organisations in London were in such neighbourhoods. I found from my own experience 

and interviews that the sense of community in short life housing was often latent. It required threats 

as well as the memory of earlier collective action to transform it into a powerful force. Once 

activated, it could bring 400 people to lobby a Lambeth Town Hall meeting in 1997; 23 to put 

placards up around Islington 24 or to embarrass councillors and committee members in West 

Hampstead. 25 In their imaginative use of symbolic events, lobbies and effective use of the local and 

trade media, residents and organisations reflected the successful techniques of the squatting 

campaigns. 

Finding ways out of short life housing 

By 1990 short life housing was a terrain, from which a variety of different organisations struggled 

to emerge. The diverse position of the case study organisations is summarised in the chart below. 

The continued dependence on short life property as 'an engine for growth' 26 meant that few 

organisations were in a position to cease managing it and the transformation to permanent housing 

was frustratingly slow. 

What emerges from my interviews is a picture of formalisation and incorporation between 

1986 and 1993 as sources of short life housing began to decline. The organisations' choices were 
dependent on their focus and local opportunities. Special programmes for new permanent housing 

including supported housing, which Patchwork accessed or dedicated funding for BME associations 

assisted incorporation into the housing mainstream. However the need to streamline and restructure 

slowed this process down. Several organisations went through a difficult period during the latel980s 

and early 1990s, restructuring and losing founder members. Small co-ops experienced least change, 

with their 'lie low, stay put strategy, whereas Acme, on the other hand, developed an area 
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regeneration focus in which social housing played almost no role. 

Table 6.1 Short life housing in 1990 

Organisation Co-op Area Source of properties Funding 
/association Public/private and Housing 
Specialism and nature of Corporation/other/ 
structure accommodation LA 

Acme Medium sized East and South LA and private sector Arts/other 
Housing assoc London property 

Self contained units, 
Arts focus including non 
Hierarchy residential studios 

ARHAG Small Housing North and East Mainly LA short life Housing Corporation 
Association London properties 

Refugees Shared and some self 
Hierarchy contained housing 

LSHHA Small housing Lambeth Mainly LA Some Housing 
co-op Corporation funding, via 

secondary housing co-op 
Local focus 
Collective Shared short life 
structure. housing 

Patchwork Medium-sized North, South, Mainly LA Housing 
supportive East London shared short life Corporation/Local 
housing housing and some Authority 
association permanent 
collective 
structure 

Ujima Medium sized Pan London Mainly LA short life Housing Corporation and 
local authority 

BME 
association Shared housing and 
Hierarchical some permanent shared 
structure and self contained 

WHHA Medium sized North and West Local authority and Housing Corporation and 
association London private sector short life local authority funding 

and Temporary 
Homelessness Accommodation 
focus 
Hierarchical Self contained short 
structure life housing and 

temporary 
accommodation 

Table based on case study organisations' interviews and reports27 
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Organisations spent a great deal of energy dealing with external threats, such as the risk of premature 
handback of properties in the late 1980s, before developing serious plans to move away from short 
life housing in the 1990s. Periodic crises reinforced a sense of insecurity, reminding them that they 

had no long-term stake in the properties and that acquiring permanent homes would reduce their 

operational risks. Although much of the focus was on external threats, the combination of regulatory 

requirements and demands of growth were at least equal organisational challenges. Most leaders' lack 

of management experience, a preference for a collective management style, interventionist or weak 
Boards and the requirements of the Housing Corporation led to substantial growing pains. 

Another pressure on the organisations was the views of residents, who often had a jaundiced view of 

short-term arrangements, seeing the long-term damage caused by living in a series of temporary 

homes as self-evident. 28 Their critiques harked back to a time when (they believed) social housing 

was available for all. Residents' defensive campaigns were in part efforts to prevent the erosion of the 

local welfare state (Hamel et al 2000), although there was never a time when single people would 
have easily obtained social housing tenancies in London. While the drawbacks of temporary 

accommodation for homeless families were not a public issue, except in relation to bed and breakfast, 

the disadvantages of short life housing dominated both residents' and organisations' discourse 

(Brown and Randall 1993; Stirling 1992). At the same time they generally failed to make common 

cause with homeless families and given the lack of other resources, continued to rely on this form of 

housing. 29 

Common features of the organisations during this period were the development of a more business- 

like approach; consolidation and diversification of sources of property; a greater emphasis on equal 

opportunities and in some cases, the provision of housing for homeless families. This enabled them 

to gain credibility and local authority support as professional organisations, in order to move beyond 

short life housing. 0 All the case study organisations focused on developing permanent move-on 

arrangements, although the smallest co-ops were least able to achieve them. The next section 
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summarises their development. 

An independent approach 

After running in an informal manner, almost entirely dependent on self help, Lambeth Self Help HA 

(LSHHA) developed a more pragmatic, business-like approach in 1982, when a new co-ordinator 

started. By then, the relationship between former squatting groups and Lambeth was more co- 

operative and confrontational tactics were not necessary. 'There was no point in crusading for lost 

causes', its co-ordinator said. The culture of confrontation had been part of 'the militant spirit of the 

times'. 31 

As a small, fully mutual housing co-operative LSHHA found that Housing Corporation registration 

was unnecessary. 32 Relationships with Lambeth council improved and LSHHA had a stable number 

of properties, growing from 80 units in management in 1982 up to 132 in 1994 33 From the early 

1990s it enhanced property maintenance and built up reserves for an eventual acquisition bid. As part 

of this creative 'stay put' policy, it also began to take 100% nominations for vacancies from the local 

authority. Its approach was in contrast to the majority of small co-ops in the borough, which faced 

increased marginalisation and that is explored further in Chapter 7. 

In the 1980s Acme was primarily a manager of non-residential studio space. Although a housing 

association, it was not registered with the Housing Corporation and housing was a minor part of its 

mainstream studio business. Over the next ten years Acme expanded its management of large studio 

buildings in East London, while the housing role declined as properties were returned to owners 34 

When former ILEA houses were sold to a large housing association in 1990, Acme negotiated to 
35 ensure tenants were permanently housed, rather than attempting to purchase the property. Similarly 

with Department of Transport (DoT) property declared surplus to requirements in Archway Road in 

the early 1990s, it encouraged residents to acquire their own homes from the DoT. 

The challenge for Acme was to ensure policy makers understood that a vibrant arts community 
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depends on artists being able to live and work in the capital. As one of the co-Directors wrote 'most 

people are aware of the produce rather than the process - studio space is the, fundamental ingredient 

which allows the process to happen'. 36 In the 1990s Acme was able to influence and benefit from the 

growing public policy interest in the arts, as we will see in Chapter 9. By 2001 it owned some 

buildings, held others on long leases and was considering acquiring land in order to build new studio 

premises. 7 It was almost entirely a non-residential studio organisation. 

Incorporation into the Mainstream 

ARHAG, Patchwork, Ujima and WHHA operated in several London boroughs and were registered 

with the Housing Corporation, enabling them to bid for mini-HAG and permanent funding. Their 

scattered property stock facilitated good relationships with a number of local authorities. BME 

groups benefited from the launch of the Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) 

housing strategy in 1986 and increases in mini-HAG funding from 1998/9. In 1990, £1.75 million 

was reserved for BME groups. 8 The new wave of black and ethnic minority associations mostly 

registered after 1986 included ARGHAG, Odu Dua, Innisfree, Black Roof, Ekaya and the Tamil 

Refugees Housing Action Group, all initially based in used short life property. 39 The links between 

short life housing and the Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) Housing Strategy 

are discussed in more detail in chapter 8 40 Patchwork and Ujima, as organisations providing shared 

housing41 were able to bid for revenue deficit grant for hostels and these were an important source of 

funding for. They were also able to acquire some permanent homes from the early 1980s onwards, as 

a result of their partnerships with larger associations. 42 

Short life housing organisations needed to become more mainstream and focused, in order to secure 

and retain public funding. Increased regulation from the mid 1980s required them to concentrate on 

their housing work and to make changes to Boards and senior staff. Patchwork expanded in the 

1980s, until it was working in twelve London boroughs in 1992. Its collective ideals had become 

somewhat atrophied in the years after its founder's death with a 'laid back, collective management 

style. ' 43Funding difficulties emerged as a result of changes to Housing Corporation's revenue support 
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arrangements and led to intervention and restructuring with a traditional management structure 
introduced in 1992.44 Ujima also successfully restructured in the early 1990s, following management 

changes in 1987 in order to eventually obtain substantially increased funding. 45 By the late 1990s it 

was a successful, mainstream association, whose roots in short life housing were not visible. WHHA 

was unusual in choosing to focus on temporary accommodation for homeless families, an area of 

work it substantially expanded in the 1990s. It became one of the capital's largest providers by 2000, 

which placed it in a vulnerable position, despite its understanding of the risks involved. It 

experienced major financial problems and eventually merged with a large association in 2001 46 The 

reasons for this are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10. 

From the late 1980s it was clear that the 'golden days of short life housing were over'. 47 The 

potential conflict between local authorities and short life housing groups over housing for 

homeless families was averted in the late 1980s by Private Sector Leasing (PSL) 48 yet 

organisations and their tenants were dissatisfied with the poor condition of their property and 

continued uncertainty. Self help had been replaced with funded repairs, but residents still needed to 

carry out DIY improvements. The organisations reached the limits of their capacity to manage 

instability on so many fronts. High property and tenant turnover was managed within a volatile 

policy environment. As the residential property market peaked in 1991, it was clear that short life 

housing would disappear and local authorities were introducing managed 'exit strategies', whether 
formally or implicitly. 49 

Research commissioned by the organisations had underlined the need for move-on housing and local 

negotiations and legal test cases eventually created new pathways. No Secure Home (WFIHA 1986) 

found that 27% of licensees were in full time employment, many earning less than the average wage. 

43% were unemployed. Tenants relied on their landlords to provide permanent housing, fording the 

unpredictable cycle of moves disruptive. Few were able to ford their own solutions and Abraham 

50 Krespin of LSHHA used John Berger's phrase 'transit psychology' to describe the experience. 

Good housing satisfies three needs, which I describe as a triangle of needs: space, at a price that is 
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affordable with a sufficient degree of security. Short life housing had only been able to provide for 

two of them: it was cheap space, without security. 

Figure 6.2 Triangle of needs 

In order to assist with local negotiations and to move beyond local anecdote , 
51 the National Housing 

Federation's Short Term Occupation GroupS2 obtained funding for research into move on needs. 
Brown and Randall's research for (1993) gives an overview of non-priority short life housing 

residents housed by the organisations in 1990/91. The authors estimated that the sample, which 
included the eight largest organisations, all London based, covered 50% of the estimated 15,000 non 

priority residents. 53 

Their study revealed an increase in the amount of short life stock in the late 1980s, with gains 

concentrated among the larger organisations. Smaller co-ops were typically losing 13% of bed spaces 
in a year had difficulty planning ahead. While all but one of the larger short life housing associations 
had begun to develop and manage permanent homes, less than a third of co-ops had commenced 

negotiations. The study identified the increased cost of new short life property and the reduction in 

supply in some areas as additional drivers for permanent development strategies. 54 The authors 

concluded that there were risks that short life residents were becoming trapped. Less than half of the 

15% of residents who moved out each year moved into permanent homes. The survey also 

demonstrated the importance of short life housing for minority groups and that 20% of households 

had children. 55 

Labour local authorities were reluctant to lose housing stock although the Local Government and 
Housing Act 1989 encouraged local authorities to rationalise assets to reduce debt. For some 
boroughs, such as Camden and in a very small way the short life land bank represented an informal 
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counter-gentrification strategy, with the potential to retain some property in social ownership, if it 

was eventually transferred to housing associations. However, in order to obtain capital receipts for 

reinvestment, most local authorities relied on regular disposal programmes which included high value 

commercial and residential properties. 56 

LB Lewisham was one of the first local authorities to develop a coherent short life housing exit 

strategy. It had the advantages of low property values in the early 1990s and relatively low 

homelessness. Working with large associations, its stock transfer strategy enabled most residents to. 

remain in their homes 57 as the property was sold at nil value to a consortium led by a large 

association (Smith Bowers and Taylor 2000). The Lewisham 'managed exit' from short life was an 

exception, which was not followed by other London local authorities. The combination of an interest 

in encouraging management co-ops; lower property values and lower levels of homelessness than in 

other boroughs were factors behind the Lewisham decision. LB Camden, 58 in contrast, preferred to 

maximise capital receipts by selective disposals of very high value property, and gradual disposals to 

housing associations. 59 

By 1999 most boroughs had reduced their short life housing portfolios, although Islington and 
Lambeth's remained large (Smith Bowers and Taylor 2000). Rehousing of short life tenants re- 

emerged as a political issue in the 1998 local elections, providing an opportunity for residents to 

lobby for stay put schemes and that is discussed in chapter 7. 

Summary 

1986 - 1996 was a time of formalisation, incorporation and growth for the organisations. It was also a 

time of uncertainty during which they all began to plan alternatives to the merry-go-round of short 
life property. The rapid expansion of Temporary Accommodation schemes lifted the pressure from 

short life housing as a potential source of housing for homeless families. As a result there was space 
for the organisations to restructure, consolidate and diversify until the 1990s. The availability of mini- 
HAG funding encouraged local authorities to issue licenses for between two and five years, or longer 
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and there were some new sources of property. Much of the growth came from the incorporation of 

squatting groups and from new black and minority ethnic organisations. Longer licenses promised a 

more stable framework, but threats of hand back in the 1980s and 1990s forced the organisations to 

move beyond short life housing. The Local Government and Housing Act 1989 introduced new 
financial pressures on councils, which were to increase the cost of short life housing over the next 
decade and signalled its eventual disappearance. 

The changes in the environment presented challenges for the organisations in the study. They were 

small, mainly catered for non-mainstream needs and had nil, or small asset bases in 1990. 

Nevertheless the restructuring of the social housing sector provided opportunities for them to 

compete with larger housing associations and bid to acquire some of the homes they managed. Local 

authorities' short life exit strategies also provided some opportunities to acquire property, and rarely 

threatened the organisations' viability, unless the majority of their homes were in short life 

management. As we have seen, some of the organisations chose other more independent pathways, 

which did not involve social housing funding. Those organisations, which had not yet made a 

transition away from short life housing by 2000, like LSHHA and the small co-ops were at least clear 

about the direction of their journey. 

One of the threads running through my study is the way in which short life housing formed a resource 

and terrain for a wide range of groups. There were creative tensions between short life residents, 

housing organisations, local authorities and funders as a result of the insecure legal arrangements. 

Using empty property continued to be important for most of them, at least until the early 1990s. 

The desire to change attitudes and to influence strategies and policies of central and local 

government so as to move beyond the need for temporary housing and the impact on public policy 

is explored in Part 3. 

Short life housing was a transitional territory and in most cases its use was replaced with permanent 
housing, provided organisations were able to meet wider policy agenda requirements. However, this 

would not have occurred had short life housing not existed for so long and had there not been 
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uncertainty about residents' legal status. 

By 2000 short life housing was a subsidiary preoccupation and minor activity for all but one of the 

organisations (LSSHA) in this study. Patchwork and ARHAG continued to manage some short life 

property, but this was reduced as new permanent homes were acquired and short life housing was 

phased out. Short life housing was by then also a residual part of the social housing landscape. 

Nevertheless it had not disappeared and empty property was still a major issue, with almost a 

million empty homes, most in the North of the country. 60 In London the impact of regeneration in 

creating new empty homes was also beginning to be acknowledged. 61 

NOTES 

1 The London Boroughs' Grant Scheme continued some aspects of the GLC's voluntary sector grant funding 

2 While this provided flexibility for most organisations, they were vulnerable to legislative changes and the growth of new 
priorities, such as family homelessness. Their residents were also affected by increased gentrification and property market 
rises in the capital. This made dreams of moving out to owner occupation unrealistic and also began to increase the asset 
value of their homes, an issue, which was to add to their insecurity when local authorities began selective property 
disposals to raise capital receipts from the late 1980s. 

3 The exceptions were those groups, which worked with larger housing associations and were willing to continue to 
manage, rather than own homes. In those cases large associations acquired the homes on their behalf, passing on 
management responsibility, through management agency agreements, once the property was renovated. 

1 
` The property crash of the early 1990s offered a window of opportunity to acquire private-sector properties, but only a 
minority were able to benefit, due to limited government funding and their own internal pressures. Short life housing 

associations were not in a position to benefit from The Housing Corporation's Housing Market Package, for instance, 

which enabled large organisations to buy up hundreds of unsold properties. 

s The Housing Corporation introduced a more competitive culture, through its annual bidding rounds, which aimed to 

maintain high volumes of production, despite fluctuating levels of grant. The previously stable, but inflexible zoning 
arrangements within local authority areas were disbanded, providing opportunities for newer, non-zoned organisations to 

compete for funding. 

6 The Act replaced arrangements in the Local Government, Planning and Land Act 1980, which had not had the desired 

effect of limiting capital expenditure. The 1989 Act introduced stricter controls over borrowing and required 75% of 
capital receipts to be used for debt redemption. Many Labour authorities initially found these restrictions a disincentive to 
large programmes of voluntary sales. However, the temporary relaxation of the capital receipts arrangements in 1993 (the 
'Capital Receipts holiday) was a spur to increased voluntary disposals of empty, squatted and short life property, as all 
receipt income could be used for other capital projects. Although the 'receipts holiday ended in December 1993, it 

stimulated the programmed disposal of short life properties through the rest of the decade. The introduction of a short 
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programme of 'nil value' disposals, linked to 100% nominations to the new homes coincided with local authorities' 
increased homelessness demands. While this arrangement offered a powerful incentive, it generally precluded existing 
tenants from benefiting from the sale of their homes. Later, the increased financial pressures on local authorities to 
maximise capital receipts led to programmes of open market disposals. 

Although long leases were included within the capital constraints' arrangement, those of less than three years were 
treated as nil cost credit arrangements, which also facilitated the rise in private sector leasing arrangements for homeless 
families. Typically local authorities held the lease for private sector properties in the early PSL schemes. Housing 
associations acted as the local authorities' agents, procuring the properties and managing it. The local authority 
nominated homeless families to the property and eventually provided permanent rehousing. 

8 Organisations were vulnerable because they held properties on licenses, until 1989 after which short leases began to be 
used. Local authorities emphasised their ownership of the property and the limited nature of their licenses, as they re- 
assessed the use of the property. The approach characterised the way in which wider public demands were managed at the 
time, with an emphasis on only meeting contractual obligations. Smaller groups were most affected as they had hitherto 
expected that reductions in local authorities' capital funding would enable them to stay put. 

9 Local authorities' disposal strategies varied, with some preferring to auction high value properties first, in order to 
minimise sales (Camden), while others including Hackney and Newham, disposed of properties in order to raise capital 
and diversify tenures and Wandsworth and Westminster concentrated on disposals to boost owner occupation. 

10 Although it had few housing resources, it licensed short life property, acquired for school extensions. The GLC's equal 
opportunities initiatives, revenue support for new black and minority ethnic and refugee/migrant groups and hostels for 

vulnerable people were also important. Its Some of the GLC's grant funded work was maintained through the London 
Boroughs Grants Scheme (LBGS). The major sources of funding for property repairs then became Housing Corporation 

mini-HAG grants and funding from local authorities. Access to these resources involved further formalisation for 

organisations in order for them to meet regulatory requirements. While many groups complied in order to maximise the 
opportunities for growth, some decided to remain small, accessing funding indirectly, via larger organisations, including 

secondary housing co-ops. Many small groups were eventually to disappear, once the secondary housing co-op support 
structure disappeared. 

11 Only the poor condition of most properties, the high cost of repairs and the legal implications of council tenancies of 
'sub standard' property prevented this conversion programme taking oft Although the threat to short life housing 

eventually disappeared it served to highlight residents' vulnerability. They were 'non priority', if homeless and as 
licensees had little legal protection. The possibility of hard-to-let tenancies was resisted, as it would have dispersed 

people who wanted to stay in the same neighbourhood and who often preferred to live communally. 

12 Based on my knowledge of the situation in local authorities - precise figures not available 

13 Short life housing was founded on the use of licenses to occupy property. This provided few rights for residents and 
flexibility for owners, so they could recover their properties quickly. The arrangements relating to licenses are based on 
case law, rather than statute. The lack of a direct relationship between tenant (resident) and owner (usually local authority) 
and the need to recall properties were believed to preclude the use of tenancies. 

The 1980 Housing Act specifically protected short life property required for redevelopment from the implications of 
security of tenure. However the introduction of a new framework in the 1988 Housing Act ensured that from 1989 most 
local authorities began to issue non-secure leases to associations/short life organisations for new property. Organisations in 
turn, provided new residents with assured shorthold tenancies, but on legal advice did not change the arrangements for 

existing licensees. Leases and ASTs for new properties underpinned the growing work with the private sector, which 
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expanded when the housing market fell in the early 1990s. This opened up greater access to private property for both PSL 
and single persons' use and to property owned by government departments, such as the Department of Transport. 

14 Smith Bowers (2000). The Bruton v London and Quadrant Housing Trust judgement in 1999 found that Mr Bruton 
was a secure tenant, though whether of London and Quadrant Housing Trust (his landlord) or of the local authority (the 
owner of the property) was not established. Mr Bruton lived in a short life property owned by Lambeth Council. In 
2002 Mr Bruton was still pursuing the matter through the courts, in order to establish whose tenant he was. 

15 Acme was interested in commercial buildings to convert into non-residential studios and WHHA, unusually amongst 
short life organisations, specialised in private sector leasing from the early 1990s. 

16 Many councillors' perceptions about short life tenants were based on articulate, middle class residents they met, whom 
they compared unfavourably with 'deserving poor' homeless families. Councillors were also anxious about the political 
risks of providing move-on housing, when they were unable to meet similar requests from sons and daughters of council 
tenants. Short life housing was perceived as a back-door form of entry by-passing council waiting lists, anticipating later 
arguments about homelessness being a quick route to council homes. However this did not prevent the development of 
some one-offer only schemes (Livingstone 1987). 

17 In order to consult on mini-HAG procedures, the National Housing Federation established a national Short Term 
Occupation Group, whose remit was largely technical and promotional (Bowman 1986; Brown and Randall 1993). Most 
small co-ops accessed mini-HAG through secondary housing co-ops and relied on meetings with them for information on 
changes. The Federation of Black Housing Organisations (FBHO) had a keen interest in mini-HAG funding, as part of the 
Black and Minority Ethnic housing strategy. 

1e By 1990 this work was largely complete. It also successfully lobbied for the opening up of the Land Registry. Its 
mission was to increase the amount of empty property brought back into use, providing basic protocols for local authorities 
and user groups, such as model leases. Its education work included the short life 'Bible', Filling the Empties (Fraser, 1986; 
Williams 1990). The EPU closed in the early 1990s, with some of its work with property owners and local authorities 
continued by the newly formed Empty Homes Agency, which had a wider, campaigning role. 

"The smallest group rarely directly engaged with local authorities except at times of threat to their homes. However as 
licensees of local authority-owned property, they had a direct relationship, often mediated through local federations, 
which co-ordinated negotiations with local authorities on charges, repair grants and property handbacks. 

20 Events, training, social activities and fundraising to support communities in their countries of origin were important. 
ARHAG is typical of refugee community organisations, but not of other short-life based organisations in maintaining and 
expanding support services, such as employment and training, while developing its housing role. Some of this activity was 
carried out on a voluntary basis, or through other linked organisations, because it was outside mainstream housing funding 
parameters. This breadth of work enabled ARHAG to help build new experiences of community and opportunities for 

refugees from many African countries, as well as networking with other refugee and migrant groups. 

21 Phillips and Phillips (1998) Phillips (2000) 

22 Author's interview with Ross Fraser, a former co-ordinator of ICH, 1999 

23 LSHHA and the small co-ops 

24 Bowman (1984) 
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25 Residents living communally, or who had lived in their homes for a long time and carried out extensive DIY work, 
which created a de facto sense of ownership had the greatest attachment to their homes. They responded to threats to leave 
with defensive, yet creative campaigns. 

26 Author's interview with Ronnie Moodley, Chief Executive, ARHAG 1999 

27 Small refers to organisations with less than 250 homes in management; medium to those with 250 - 500 homes/units and 
large to over 500 units in management. All the organisations in our study are small, in comparison to established, 
developing housing associations. There were also similar patterns of diverse short life property uses within each borough 

28 This statement is based on my own meetings and conversations with short life housing residents over many years 

29 Continuing to depend on short life housing, organisations began to find ways of developing permanent housing and 
also to extend short life leases. They also lobbied for funds to improve short life housing conditions to turn it in to a more 
secure form of interim accommodation. 

30 One of the BME organisations' strategies was to try and seek Housing Corporation 'catch up' funding through enhanced 
BME allocations and to negotiate stock transfers. These enabled the largest, such as Ujima, to quickly expand their asset 
base to enable them to compete with larger, older associations 

31 Author's interview with Abraham Krespin, LSHHA co-ordinator, 1999 

32 'Stay put' is used by Williams to describe co-ops' desire to maintain their homes (Williams 1990). 

33 Kings College hospital, which had vacant units on its East Camberwell estate, provided additional properties for 
LSHHA, which were available for five years. 

34 In 1990 it managed 262 studios in 148,000 square feet of former industrial space in London and a former net loft in 
Cornwall as well as 251 short life live/work homes in properties leased from the Department of Transport and six local 
authorities. Acme Report 1990 

35 Acme dealt with this slightly differently, by encouraging its short life housing tenants to negotiate directly with owners 
in the hope of securing tenancies or the Right-to-Buy. In this they were remarkably successful, although in some cases 
residents had to find other accommodation themselves. At the same time Acme also moved into the ownership of non- 
residential studio buildings, which reflected their knowledge that this was contributing a necessary infrastructure for the 

arts community in London. 

361bid 

37 Acme report 2001 

38 Total national mini-HAG allocation for England was £7 million in 1990 with 25% reserved for BME groups. From 
1985/6 Housing Corporation regulations enabled organisations to use mini HAG to repair existing properties, when leases 
were extended, which helped improve the condition of long-term short life property. This gave short life groups greater 
stability and reflected funders' recognition that properties were in use for extended periods. 

39 The Housing Corporation promoted short life housing as gateway for new minority ethnic housing associations. 
BME Mini HAG grant funding was initially channelled through larger organisations, which passed on the properties to 
new groups to manage. 
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4° The strategy was a central plank of The Corporation's policies to support black and other minority communities, which 
Commission of Racial Equality and National Federation of Housing Association reports showed, still faced discrimination 
and difficult access to housing. The BME strategy prioritised registration of new minority associations and ring' fenced 
funding for them, including a quarter of the mini HAG funding programme for short life repairs in 1990 (Williams, 1990). 

41 Shared housing categorised as hostel bed spaces for vulnerable people 

42 Shared houses were often owned by large associations and managed by small associations and specialist agencies. 
These management arrangements were to form the basis of later discussions about stock transfers to BME associations. 

43 Interview with Peter O'Callaghan, former Chief Executive of Patchwork Community Housing 

44 The Housing Corporation required changes to its allocations system and management of Group homes Author's 
interview with Peter O'Callaghan, former Chief Executive of Patchwork, 1999. Management challenges he encountered 
were a strong staff collective, weak committee and tenants in Group houses resistant to any reduction in their management 
autonomy. 

45 Ujima's funding was temporarily suspended while changes were made and not restored until the beginning of the 1990s. 
Funding was then increased through the BME programme, to enable it to make up for lost ground. 

46 WHHA, for instance experienced splits in its Board and staff in 1981 due to disagreements about the organisation's 
support for West Hampstead Housing co-op and other small groups. Then in 2000 financial problems caused by over- 
exposure to the temporary accommodation market resulted in merger with the Genesis Group. 

47 This was Ujima's description of what was happening in the early 1990s. 

48 Large associations already provided emergency housing support for local authorities, but the number of associations 
involved and properties managed were low in 1986 (Bowman 1986). Following Paddington Churches Housing 
Association's pioneering work to access privately owned property, other large associations began to acquire and manage 
ready-to-let homes as temporary accommodation for homeless families. This alternative form of 'instant' housing rarely 
involved long- term empty property as this tended to be in poor, condition, but carved out a niche in the private rented 
market. Private sector rents were cheaper than bed and breakfast costs and largely reimbursed to local authorities by 
government. Favourable subsidy rules underpinned the scheme, though these were gradually phased out they were 
replaced by new Housing Association Leasing (HAL) schemes (Smith Bowers 2000). By 1989 all but four London 
authorities had Private Sector Leasing (PSL) schemes (Williams 1990). Expansion was rapid. London Research Centre 
figures show there were 400 homeless families in PSL leased homes in London in 1986. By 1990 there were 10,000. 

Some empty council short life housing was also repaired and furnished for homeless families. Bowman (1986) states that 
between 800 - 1,000 families were housed by large associations in short life property, in the mid 1980s. This was around 
20% of the estimated 15,000 people living in local authority short life housing. The increase in PSL temporary 

accommodation in the early 1990's further marginalised short life housing. The larger organisations in our study, including 
Ujima and WHHA began to develop some temporary (WHHA) and permanent housing (Ujima and WHHA) for homeless 
families, to meet council needs, as well as developing housing for single people, then their primary client group. 

49 LB Lewisham had a managed exit strategy, which involved a one-off disposal whereas it took time for LB Camden's 

gradualist approach to be explicit 

so Abraham Krespin, interview with the author referred to Berger's use of the phrase (Berger 1975) 
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s' For former squatters, however, a license of one or two years felt secure, in contrast with their previous situation, whereas 
for a short life tenant who had made several moves, it was depressingly short. The more established groups' development 
strategies involved ways of maximising permanent housing, which was rarely attached to particular properties, whereas 
location was everything for the small co-ops, which wanted to stay where they were (Brown and Randall 1993). 

52 A national group of mini-HAG users 

53 It is not a complete picture, as it did not analyse families housed by most of the groups. Its findings were based on a 
sample survey of 505 groups in England and Wales. 64% were co-ops, 22% housing associations, 12% registered 
charities and 2% other. 86% of the properties were managed by 21% of the groups. 

"4 New sources of property from private sector owners and government quangos tended to be at market rent levels, while 
local authority property had also become more expensive. Funding for repairs had expanded, increasing from £3 million in 
1988/9 to £11 million in 1992/3. 

55 Launched at a high profile event, with the Minister of Housing as keynote speaker, the report emphasised the need to 
plan for the future, beyond short life housing. 
While there were no immediate policy responses to the report, it was used by organisations to lobby for change locally. 

Brown and Randall's report recommended that local authorities consider disposing of property to the groups managing 
them, at a discounted price in lieu of future nominations. It also suggested stock transfers to black and minority ethnic 
associations, in order to increase their asset base and support the BME strategy. As a result of other similar 
recommendations, including a National Housing Federation on Stock Transfers, the Housing Corporation encouraged 
large associations to develop stock transfer policies to support small BME associations. 

56 Some high value residential property was in short life use and subsequently sold at auction. Even selective disposals 
were destabilising for long term residents, who regarded it as a precursor of more comprehensive disposals. 

57 Under a management arrangement 

sg Financial pressures on Camden and Lambeth and the high value of properties precluded the Lewisham approach, as 
disposals formed part of their budget targets in the early 1990s. Hackney also needed to raise money from disposals. In 
Brent and Islington, estate regeneration schemes were priorities and exit strategies from short life housing were low on the 
councils' agendas. Most of Haringey's short life housing had been absorbed by WHHA and other organisations in the late 
1980s. 

s9 WHHA's purchase of thirty short life houses from Camden and Haringey in 1993 was breakthrough for the organisation, 
resulting in sustained Housing Corporation finding through the rest of the decade. 

60 The government announced an inquiry into empty property in 2001, because of concerns about the growing problem, 
especially in 'low demand' areas. 

61 Bowman (2001) Brent Community Housing found new opportunities to manage temporarily empty flats in large 

regeneration schemes at the end of the 1990s.. Stonebridge Housing Action Trust was relatively unusual in leasing 
temporarily empty homes to Brent Community Housing and Notting Hill Housing Trust, pending demolition. However 
it found that there were considerable economic and social advantages in keeping the flats occupied. Their tenants 
directly benefited as a result of reduced service charges. (Bowman 2001, Briefing for People for Action). 
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PART 3 

THE WIDER POLICY IMPACT 
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CHAPTER 7 

LOCAL FOCUS: HOUSING CO-OPS 
IN CAMDEN AND LAMBETH 

Vibrant, resourceful, experimental, sometimes disorganised and chaotic, housing co-ops 

characterised short life housing. They were the most numerous organisations using short life 

property in the 1980s and 1990s and formed a lively, informal part of the local political landscape 

in inner London. Their members were active in many local and national campaigns, including the 

Women's, Gay, environmental and anti fascist movements and campaigns against 'sus' arrests' 
(Doolittle 1989). Most early short life housing co-ops emerged from squatting, often linked to 

neighbourhood opposition to grandiose and unpopular council redevelopment plans, which 

'Cover of songsheet, Villa Road Can=mival, Summer 1976 
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involved the demolition of large houses in areas like Brixton (Jackson 1975). 2 They continued to 

retain links with squatting groups through local short life housing federations and involvement in 

the campaign against Criminal Trespass legislation. 3 

The majority of squatting groups which became formalised registered as co-ops, as the 

organisational structure of fully-mutual co-ops best reflected their ideals. Although they housed 

fewer people than the largest short life housing organisations (Williams 1990; Brown and Randall 

1993) their politicised struggles to retain housing resulted in local visibility. They were generally 

small groups, based in streets, squatted after redevelopment was delayed and their pragmatic, self 
help and defensive approach forged a sense of community through local struggles. Although there 

are examples of expansionist short life co-ops, the majority were characterised by a desire for 

settlement in the homes they occupied. 4 Council support to regularise squatting groups peaked in 

the mid 1980s, but relatively few groups were able to gain support to acquire permanent homes by 

then. As a result by the late" 1990s there were still some co-ops in London, which had occupied 

short life property for between twenty to thirty years. Their eventual hopes for success in obtaining 

rehousing or acquiring their homes had more to do with decisions about residents' legal status and 

local authorities' need for capital receipts, than support for housing co-operatives as a form of 

management. 

This chapter considers why the co-op model was attractive for short life groups and why it 

continued to have currency for residents and local authorities, despite the Conservative government 
downgrading the 1974 - 77 Labour government's co-ops' strategy. 5 It also examines why short life 

co-ops' influence remained local and considers the differences in approach between two local 

authorities. Finally it asks why it was so difficult for co-ops to acquire permanent homes. 

Support for co-operative housing 

In 1974, Housing Minister Reg Freeson, established a Working Party, to report on the potential of 

co-operative housing. 6 Concern about failures in council housing management had raised interest in 
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alternative tenure arrangements, a common thread through twentieth century social housing policy 

which Malpass (2000) has identified. In Canada, Germany and Scandinavia housing co-operatives, 

were important sources of affordable housing. John Hands, founder of Student Co-operative 

Dwellings (SCD) was one of the working party members. He hoped to create a network of housing 

co-ops, providing purpose built, self-managed, communal homes, to meet the growing and largely 

unmet need for independent housing for an estimated 5 million young people. 7 

As a result of the working party's recommendations, the Co-operative Housing Agency was 

established, reporting to the Housing Corporation. 8 The announcement that Hands would be its first 

Chief Executive suggested a rosy future for co-ops. However, as Ospina (1987) points out, the 

administrative and fmancial arrangements did not support the growth of an independent sector. Co- 

operatives were perceived as an alternative form of management and were expected to use Housing 

Corporation development funding procedures, intended for volume building by large associations, 

with some earmarkedl funding for training programmes .9 The table below sets out the model, in 

which development was largely carried out by secondary housing co-ops or large associations on 
behalf of primary co-ops. '° 

Table 7.1 HOUSING CO-OPS - FUNDING MODEL 1977 - 80 
Organisation Role 
Co-operative Housing Agency (CHA) Registration of co-ops 
Government agency, part of Housing Corporation Allocation of HAG finding 
Secondary Housing Co-ops Professional support for primary co-ops 
e. g. SCD Intermediary role, applying for grant, developing homes 

and providing training services for primary housing co-OPs 
Primary co-ops 

" 'shell co-ops' created to manage new build Managed and maintained homes 
schemes 

" existing co-ops, usually based on former Some larger primary co-ops also directly obtained grant, 
squatting groups acquired and developed property 

In 1980 the Co-operative Housing Agency was abolished by the Conservative government and its 

work absorbed within the Housing Corporation's mainstream programmes. The housing co-op 

sector continued to grow, with three main areas of activity in London in the 1980s. Short life and 
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permanent co-ops required Housing Corporation funding and it became increasingly difficult to 

compete for funds for permanent schemes. 11 Tenant management co-ops on council estates, on the 

other hand, remained part of a borough's housing service, with delegated management and with 
budgets for repairs. 12 The three types of co-ops developed differently because of separate funding 

and tenure arrangements. Short life housing co-ops were the most numerous and the most vocal, 

perhaps because of their insecurity, although they housed relatively few people, in comparison to 

tenant management co-ops. Despite a common council landlord, there was little shared experience 

although secondary housing co-ops provided training services for both tenant management and 

short life co-ops.. 

Few short life co-ops saw any benefit in Housing Corporation registration, as they were able to 

access development services and funding through secondary housing co-ops. There were tensions 

inherent in the relationship. 13 Secondary co-ops were insecure organisations, with no asset base and 

dependent on annual development and training grants. SCD, the first secondary co-op, experienced 

financial instability, after rapid expansion and internal problems, exacerbated by problems 

establishing new 'shell' co-ops from scratch. 14 Ospina attributes this to SCD's utopian view of the 

way in which young people would live in purpose-built homes, which some experienced as a form 

of social engineering. 15 From my own brief involvement on the management committee of Solon 

CHS in the late 1970s, it was apparent that using squatting groups' ready-made communities, 

developed through struggle, was usually an easier way of developing primary co-ops. In 

consequence, secondary co-ops promoted their services to squatting groups and short life co-ops, 

with the ultimate aim the acquisition of the homes although in practice mini HAG short life repairs 

predominated. An advantage with these schemes was that in the 1980s regulation of short life 

schemes was lighter and the division of development allowances was less contentious. 16 There was 

also little competition for short, life funding, in contrast to grant for permanent schemes. '7 This 

suited most co-ops, which were interested in improving their existing property, a situation over 

which they felt they had some control. Those committed to flexible living arrangements were also 

reluctant to develop traditional permanent homes (Doolittle 1989). 
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Why was it then that the co-operative model was so attractive to short life co-ops and maintained its 

currency with local authorities and residents for over twenty five years, despite the difficulty of 

transforming it into permanent housing? My interviews suggest that the co-op model was the 

nearest organisational structure to the informal, 'alternative society', privileging self help and 

mutuality which typified squatting culture. ' 8 Faced with a choice of registering as a housing body 

most groups preferred the co-op model, which was also promoted in by secondary housing co-ops 
in the 1980s. Squatting groups gained practical benefits from formalising when local authority 

redevelopment programmes were delayed as mini-HAG grant funding enabled them to improve 

their homes. Local authorities benefited as they avoided bad publicity from premature mass 

evictions or the risk of claims by squatters for adverse possession. 19 As we shall see later, in 

discussing the different approaches in Camden and Lambeth, councils' options were eviction, 

encouraging existing large groups to absorb squatters, or to give licences to those established 

squatting groups, which registered as co-ops. Most local authorities faced with these choices, 

recognised new co-ops as a way of controlling squatting. 

Short life co-ops built on their squatting history, to manage successful shared housing with low-key 

support for more vulnerable residents. Their preference for a collective lifestyle drew on earlier 

traditions including seventeenth and nineteenth century British communitarian and utopian 

experiments (Coates 2001). Abrams and McCulloch (1976) and Moss Kanter (1973) explore ways 
in which communes in the 1960s differed from nineteenth century communitarian communities, 
founded by charismatic characters. Most co-op members distrusted the overt exercise of personal 
leadership, emphasising the sharing of roles and responsibilities, in a similar way to commune 

members. The belief that the personal was political meant great attention was given to domestic 

relationships and household management and individual houses developed distinct identities. In her 

account of the Villa Road co-op Doolittle (1989) described the varied households in the street, 

including a primal screaming commune, an International Marxist Group house; one which was 

primarily Lesbian and other communal households, made up of families with children and single 

people. The focus on the household helps explain why when there was no external threat to respond 

to, the household, rather than the co-op, was the focus of people's lives. 
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Doolittle explained that the co-op's ethos, in which notions of equality were important, attempted to 

gloss over differences in education and experience, although nuances emerged between longer term 

and more recent members. On the other hand, the culture encouraged everyone and women in 

particular to gain building repair skills, as it assumed all had an innate capacity to repair their 

homes? ° She stressed the rich mix between the necessary inward-looking work involved in being a 

member of a communal house and many residents' active engagement in local and national or 

international campaigns. 21 This extra- local perspective, as Hamel (2000) calls the intermeshing of 

the local and global, is an important feature of metropolitan living. However Doolittle also found 

that despite the image of the politically active street, a high percentage of residents passed through 

or were not very involved, 'passively living through their own lives, most of the time. ' 22 

A sense of community within a co-op and between squatting groups was usually forged through 

struggle. Thake (1995) identified four circumstances, which lead to the development of community 

organisations. These are: 

" Invasion (e. g. the threat of a road) 

" Violence (disturbance or crime) 

" Withdrawal (e. g. closure of a hospital or school) 

" Intervention (external body coming in, such as a Task Force) 

Using this typology, the withdrawal of support from short life and squatting groups in 1974 and 

threats to demolish homes in Lambeth between 1976-8 represented invasion and withdrawal, which 

created a culture of solidarity and resistance. It bound together households in squatted streets, 

reinforcing co-ops' identities and linked the small, separate groups in defensive campaigns to 

oppose the council. Support from local tenants and residents groups opposed to comprehensive 

redevelopment and demolition strengthened the campaign's base, especially in Brixton where the 

town centre renewal plans would have destroyed the neighbourhood. Doolittle (op. cit) highlights 

the importance of members of the International Marxist Group (IMG) in Villa Road in setting the 
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tone of the agenda. Defining the council as the enemy, their objective was to extract concessions. 

The main consequence of co-ops' local focus was that while numerous and visible, they had little 

influence nationally and there was surprisingly little contact across London. The groups' history 

since the mid 1980s is typified by local struggles, both overt and by implication to 'stay put'. Only a 

small minority were able to capitalise on the initial support for co-ops and move from obtaining 
licences to acquiring and renovating their homes in the 1980s or early 1990s. Their own lack of 

planning, local authority insistence that redevelopment programmes were still feasible, although 

delayed; lack of priority given to single people's housing, especially as family homelessness rose 

and competition for grant funding combined to maroon them in short life housing. Their continued 

formation and survival, supported in the 1980s and early 1990s by secondary housing co-ops did a 

great deal to maintain the housing co-operative vision locally, as an alternative form of 

management although they continued to be marooned in short life housing. Nevertheless, there 

were sufficient examples of those which succeeded in acquiring their homes and managing 

permanent rented housing, such as Abeona, Carol St, Belpark 1 and 11 and West Hampstead 

Housing Co-op in Camden and Black Roof Co-op 23 in Lambeth to maintain hope. Finally, in the 

late 1990s when it was obvious short life housing would be phased out and councils began to 

dispose of property, groups considered alliances with larger housing associations, explored other 

options and lobbied and negotiated with the local authority. 

Local differences 

One of the features of the development of short life housing co-ops identified earlier was the 

relative lack of contact between small co-ops across London, although secondary housing co-ops 

networked during funding discussions with Housing Corporation Regional offices. 4A historical 

summary of key events in Camden and Lambeth highlights the importance of local authority 

administrative and financial policies in the co-ops' development. The review emphasises the 

importance of local negotiations and personalities in creating a dynamic short life housing co-op 

sector. It also highlights the significance of attachment to place and territory for co-op members 
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whose over-riding objective was to remain where they were. 

The majority of co-op groups emerged in South London, reflecting the extent of comprehensive 

redevelopment planned in Lambeth, Lewisham and Southwark in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Controversial redevelopment proposals, led to extensive blight in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

when government capital allocations were reduced. Squatters moved in to fill the vacant homes 

(Cockburn 1977). Many were students, studying locally at Goldsmiths and Camberwell . 
25 Their 

action was linked to protests against council demolition plans and also fired by experience of 

homelessness (Jackson 1975). The Family Squatting movement, the campaign body which 

negotiated the first license arrangements with LB Lewisham and Lambeth, thereby providing a 

mechanism for regularising squatting was based in South East London (Bailey 1973). 

In the early 1970s, Family Squatting Advisory Service (FSAS) became -a national lobby 

organisation supported by Shelter, which provided a participative model for the early groups 

emphasising member involvement and self help. As we saw in Chapter 6, FSAS's overriding 

concerns to demonstrate ways of 'solving' family homelessness meant it developed two models: 

work with large associations, which had more capacity for volume solutions and they also 

encouraged small self help groups to become established. 26 Soon single people, rather than 

homeless families began to predominate in self help groups. This fragmented an already small 

sector and complicated -collective negotiations about rehousing, leading to the steady 

marginalisation of co-ops in the late 1980s and 1990s, when local authorities prioritised support for 

homeless families. 

The picture was more complex than a simple binary model, as several of the largest associations, 
including London and Quadrant, Hyde and Family Housing Association managed homeless 

families' schemes and also sub-licensed properties for co-ops to manage. This included their own 

pre-redevelopment property, which gave them a dual role as property providers as well as 

managers. 27 Although the stereotype that short life groups only housed single people gradually 

became established, Brown and Randall (1993) found 20% of short life residents were families with 
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children. Nevertheless, usually shared, communal housing generally precluded the provision of 

temporary accommodation for local authority homeless nominees. There were some exceptions and 
Lambeth Self Help Housing (LSHHA) offered to take nominees from the early 1990s, which 

reflected its origins as a family squatting group. 28 

Local circumstances reinforced the pattern of uneven development: councils' political views; the 

extent of municipalisation and preferred administrative arrangements; levels of empty property and 

squatting; informal and formal relationships with the local authority; the presence of secondary 
housing co-ops and short life groups' desire to expand were significant. Some, like Brent 

Community Housing Co-op or Islington Community Housing received most of the housing in those 

boroughs. In Lewisham, Lambeth, Haringey and Hackney a pattern of smaller groups was 

established, whereas in Camden two large short life groups dominated, with some small groups 

gaining licences in the early 1980s. 

In most cases, once they had licences, co-ops' informal strategy was to keep a low profile, 

interspersed with targeted public campaigns and passive resistance, when threatened by local 

authority decisions. The transfer of housing to a large housing association in Lewisham in the early 

1990s, discussed in chapter 6, which enabled the co-ops to continue managing their property, was 

unusual. Although acquiring their homes was an ideal, very few co-ops in other boroughs achieved 

this. Occasionally the more politically well-connected co-ops developed proactive strategies while 

others disappeared, as a result of local authority sales programmes or absorption into larger 

organisations. On the other hand, in boroughs where there were active local federations, able to co- 

ordinate negotiations with local authorities, many of the smallest groups were able to survive for 

long enough to benefit from a landmark legal judgment Bruton v London and Quadrant in 1999, 

which is discussed later. 

The local picture - Camden and Lambeth compared 

Both LB Camden and Lambeth had active housing programmes, which extended slum clearance 
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programmes into municipalisation in the 1970s, in response to deteriorating private sector stock, 
increased homelessness and gentrification. Municipalisation plans for poor quality private rented 
housing disproportionately affected many black and minority groups, who were most overcrowded, 

although it offered some the chance of rehousing. 29 The boroughs had different approaches to short 
life housing and there was more support for it in Camden. 

Between 1968 and 71 Lambeth was under Conservative control and quadrupled its building 

programme, yet the number of vacant council-owned homes increased. 30 In order to reduce 

widespread squatting, the Labour Council, elected in 1971, initially welcomed Lambeth Self Help 

Housing Association (LSHHA) and licensed it property. However, it withdrew support after a 

change in council leadership in 1973 because of the strong links between anti demolition and 

squatting campaigns. The Council introduced the practice of 'prior demolition' from 1973, 

sometimes demolishing homes ten years in advance, which strengthened oppositional squatting 

campaigns and attracted national press coverage. 
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Lambeth's first plan to redevelop Brixton was produced in the 1950s 
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Doolittle (1989) and Jackson (1975) describe squatters' action in neighbourhood campaigns against 

plans for Brixton, which included a new 6-lane highway, several 30 and 54 storey tower blocks, a 

transport interchange, parks and a leisure centre. In order to obtain the land for redevelopment, the 

council relied on a 1967 survey of housing conditions, which estimated that 10% of the borough's 

stock had a life of less than seven years and a further 18% containing 26,331 households had a life 

of less than 15 years. ' Tenants and residents' groups across the borough fought proposed 

compulsory purchase orders, arguing for retention of the existing housing. Protests and lack of 

capital funding resulted in increased squatting and vandalism and by 1974 there were 2,500 empty 

homes in Lambeth32. Radical Labour members opposed 'prior demolition' and supported squatters' 

protests against house-wrecking, but were unable to overturn Labour Group policies. Cockburn 

(1977) and Livingstone (1987) have described how squatting and conflict over the plans grew, 

created a culture of confrontation, strengthening distrust and led to splits within the Labour Group 

and militant squatting 33 

In her study of Villa Road co-op, Doolittle described the campaign to save their homes from 

demolition, led by members of the International Marxist Group. Based in a street off Brixton Road, 

which was to be demolished for a new park, co-op members barricaded themselves into their homes 

to prevent evictions between 1976 and 78. They demanded the houses should be saved and 

renovated for working class families. Their slogan, Decent housing for all, focused in practice on 

the need of families. The co-op argued that if the houses were retained, they should be used for 

family housing and single people, the majority of squatters, should be offered alternative short life 

housing. This position mirrored distinctions between priority and non priority homeless in the 

Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977.34 Eventually, in a compromise with the council, Villa 

Road co-op vacated half the street, allowing the South side to be demolished for a park, with the 

remaining houses continuing in short life management until the early 2000s. 5 
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The issues about who should benefit from short life and permanent housing were contested in both 

Lambeth and Camden. On one level short life groups and squatters were concerned with promoting 

radical approaches to housing - in relation to management (through self management), building 

(through self help and ad hoc improvements) and decisions about who would be housed, often in 

communal households. The debate usually centred on definitions of housing need. Franklin (1984) 

highlighted the importance of the ideological debate, which was a criticism of the way the local 

state operated and was defended by the local state through concessions, largely the granting and 

extension of licences. Both parties focus on housing need, which in the case of short life groups 

often masked wider criticisms of the nature of property ownership and council housing 

management. 36 These were, as Franklin suggests, national, not purely local issues and were one of 

the reasons so much council time was spent on short life issues. 37 However, in my experience the 

disorganisation of many groups meant the radical messages were often compromised and distorted 

through the media. by complaints about squatters or short life residents' behaviour, successfully 
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diverting attention away from the larger issues. What is clear is that short life housing and squatting 

overwhelmingly involved young people in London who could not find the kind of accommodation 

they wanted in the private sector as a result of the changes identified in chapter 3. In discussing this, 

Ken Livingstone described how public housing policy lagged behind: 

'In the late 1970s London had become a cosmopolitan city with a million black citizens, a place 

with over 160 mother tongue languages. Many skilled manual jobs had been dispersed to new 

towns, taking the workforce with them; in their place came the unskilled, the poor and the 

unemployed Lesbians and gay men had found in London a home of relative safety. But most 
important of all, London was the city where women had become a major economic factor. ' 38 

For Livingstone, short life groups reflected London's growing population of single, young migrants. 
Doolittle also highlighted the high number of migrants amongst those she interviewed in her study 

of Villa Road co-op. 'Such people had a great deal to contribute, because their own social support 

systems might be absent, bringing both a need to create new networks of friends and fiamily' and a 

freedom from social restraints imposed by family and a British cultural background' 39 Faith 

Moore, co-ordinator of the Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops emphasises true diversity took 

time to develop in the 1970s, as squatting and short life groups were initially largely white and 

male-dominated, with growing numbers of gay and lesbian members. 40 After co-op members 

established the Women's Building Co-op and the Lambeth Women's Workshop, women gained 

skills and became more active. 41 Black people were also under-represented, until black-led groups 

emerged as a major force after the 1981 Brixton riots 42 

In 1978, a left wing administration took control of Lambeth. Matthew Warburton, the new Chair of 

Housing renewed relationships with short life groups and recognised informal squatting groups 

with licences. 43 The Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops (LFHC) was offered a place as a co- 

opted member of the Housing Committee, which provided it with information about the council's 

plans. In 1981 Lambeth also agreed that families living in short life housing would be offered the 

chance to stay in their homes as secure tenancies, if the property was in a good state of repair. 
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Groups were then largely ignored by the council until the early 1990s, when property disposals 

threatened their continued occupation. This suited those groups with an almost anarchic attitude to 

authority, which did not want any interference in their tenant selection criteria; wanted to retain 
their identity and to remain where they were. 

Camden's active support for short life expansion contrasts with the position in Lambeth. Camden's 

policies benefited the two large, established short life housing organisations, one of which 

(WHHA) had strong informal links with Labour members. Livingstone, as Chair of Housing (1978 

- 80) encouraged greater formality and incorporation. However, this was followed by a period of 

insecurity in the mid 1980s when the number of families in bed and breakfast increased rapidly and 

short life housing was considered as a possible source of temporary accommodation. 

Short life housing in Camden was well established in the mid 1970s, with two main groups, Short 

Life Community Housing (SCH) and West Hampstead Housing Association, each operating in half 

of the borough. 44 Neither was a co-op, although both had elements of co-operative management 45 

Ken Livingstone became Chair of Housing in Camden in 1978, following his selection as 

prospective parliamentary candidate for Hampstead. He oversaw the rapid expansion of shört life 

housing, passing most properties to SCH and WHHA and recognising some new groups46 As well 

as expanding the repairs grants scheme, Livingstone ensured families in short life housing were 

made offers of permanent council homes and encouraged groups to concentrate on housing single 

people, who were being priced out of rented housing as a result of gentrification. 47 His active and 

interventionist Housing Committee, packed with press and observers, encouraged private tenants, 

threatened with eviction to set up housing co-ops and referred squatters, facing eviction from 

Health Authority flats in Fitzroy Square and Huntley Street to the large short life groups for 

rehousing. 8 
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There were 17 separate redevelopment areas in the Kingsgate area of the 
borough of Camden in 1976. Only the housing in area I was due to be retained49 

There were strong informal links between WHHA and council members, particularly between 1978 

and 1986 when I was a local councillor. This increased support for short life housing and the 

groups' knowledge of council systems. Several councillors spent short periods in short life housing, 

including Livingstone himself. 50 a Chair of Social Services and another Chair of Housing in the late 

1980s. 5 1 Nevertheless short life housing issues remained contested. Many Old Labour members 

supported large redevelopments. as a way of producing more family housing and some resented the 

fact young single people could obtain short life tenancies, whereas their own children had to move 

out of the borough. 52 In key wards, including Kings Cross and St Martins short life residents joined 

the Labour part), en masse to support their campaigns. Kings Cross ward councillors subsequently 

modified their opposition to residents' campaign to save the Hillview Estate from demolition. Carol 

Street co-op members also acknowledged the value of reinvigorating the moribund local Labour 

party branch in order to gain support for their campaign to acquire their homes. " 

Political and friendship links were reinforced by regular meetings with the local authority to discuss 
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short life issues and the management of the repair grant scheme. An informal short life federation 

was established, to support the smallest groups. This institutionalised relationships with council 

officers, to a far greater degree than in Lambeth. During the early 1980s the two main short life 

housing groups in Camden expanded and growth also provided some opportunities for established 

squatting groups to obtain licences, either directly or in partnership with WHHA. 54 By 1984 there 

were seven co-ops among the thirteen recognised short life user groups in the borough. 55 

By the early 1980s Camden groups faced increased competition for short life property and 

recognised that the supply would eventually decline. However, this took a decade to occur and 

opportunities to absorb squatted properties, extend licences and obtain mini-HAG funding 

favoured larger groups and provided some stability. 56 Camden Federation of Short Life Groups 

and Solon CHS supported squatting groups57 but periodic evictions occurred to enable 

redevelopment to proceed. 58 The composition of short life residents also changed, as a result of 

pressure from Ujima. In response, Camden required all short life housing organisations to 

introduce targeted lettings policies and house more minority groups. 59 

When a family was killed in a fire in a bed and breakfast hotel in 1984, Camden began to use 

squatted and void properties as temporary accommodation for homeless families. After the better 

homes were reclaimed, it began to review short life housing as an additional supply of temporary 

homes. One councillor stated that 'short life housing is a luxury the council can't afford' 60 In 1989, 

with numbers in bed and breakfast increasing, the Chair of Housing recommended a negotiated 

handback of short life properties. However the cost of refurbishment was prohibitive and Private 

Sector Leasing provided better temporary accommodation for families. The overwhelming council 

priority for family housing militated against short life organisations' efforts to acquire their homes. 

Disposals of property to co-ops were rare and depended on special circumstances, including 

availability of funds for rehabilitation and exceptional local support. 61 The more common strategy 

for small co-ops in Camden, as in Lambeth was to lie low, in the hope that the environment would 

eventually turn in their favour, while larger groups began to make plans for acquiring permanent 

homes. 
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Permanent housing - from the politics of confrontation to the legal arena 

Short life residents' lack of priority for rehousing was a barrier to the development of successful 

permanent housing co-ops. Few were registered with the Housing Corporation and as only those 

registered could apply, needed a large association to bid on their behalf for development funding. 

Most groups wanted to stay in their own homes, which they regarded as the embodiment - of 

community and fundamental to their identity. This raised issues about preserving independence 

and control, which a large association might not support. 62 How to create sufficient new lettings for 

local authority nominees63 and the feasibility of maintaining members' generous space standards 

were other issues. Although Doolittle (op. cit) has described how communal households shrank in 

size in the late 1980s, they were still an important feature of co-op living. Most dealt with changes 

in household membership by expanding or contracting the space they occupied, knocking through 

walls between houses, or bricking up openings in Villa Road. This informal version of adaptable 

'lifetime homes' could incorporate every house in a terrace in a fluid series of spaces. TM Despite the 

importance of a high degree of flexibility for co-op members, it did not fit well with formal systems 

of design and funding. 

Larger co-ops, especially black and minority ethnic, whose tenants met other priority needs, had 

more success in gaining permanent development funds. Non-grant funded schemes were rarely 

viable, but were explored by Lambeth Self Help Housing Association. 65 As local authorities began 

to dispose of their unimproved housing stock from the early 1990s, short life residents across 

London experienced renewed insecurity. They lobbied councils to try and stay put and to prevent 

their homes being sold at auction. The timing and extent of programmes varied and protests were 

local. 66 Subsequently residents' legal challenges and the involvement of larger associations, 

looking for new development opportunities, rather than ad hoc residents' protests were to 

fundamentally change the nature of the debate and open up some opportunities for residents to 

retain their homes. 
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In the mid 1990s Lambeth had 776 homes managed as short life housing and a further 357 council- 

owned homes were managed as temporary accommodation for homeless families. A council 

committee report estimated the vacant possession value of the street property as £38 million and 

recognised there would be 'overwhelming opposition to a mass disposal of short life stock from 

individual licensees. ' 67Legal challenges would be complex, lengthy and potentially damaging for 

the council. As a result, it agreed to provide the safety net of one-offer of a council home for all 

short life residents in 1994 68 - 

The following year, officers proposed three different approaches, to deal with short life housing. 

This involved the absorption of the small number of short life tenants living in flats on estates into 

council management; the disposal of some short life property to associations; and separate 

arrangements to be identified for housing co-ops. In 1996 some properties were sold to a large 

association at nil value, on the understanding that this would not set a precedent and a similar 

proposal from the co-ops was not agreed 69 The perception that some co-op tenants did not 'need' or 

'deserve' permanent housing was a background problem (Taylor and Smith Bowers 2000), which 

can be traced back to the differential rights of single people and families. Lambeth refused to 

consider any short life co-op disposals until 1998, when raising capital receipts and 'sorting out' 

short life housing became a priority. 70 

Before the 1998 local elections residents had campaigned intensively, lobbying prospective 

councillors and highlighting their long-term residence. 7' LFHC has stressed its figurehead role and 

the importance of individual groups' lobbying. 72 LSHHA had a high profile, as one of the largest 

groups and made effective use of email and personal contacts. It was determined to acquire its 

homes and retain its identity by acquiring its homes with private finance, thereby avoiding the need 
for grant. 73 Ash Shahada, a Muslim group and Black Roof ran strong campaigns. Rectory Gardens 

housing co- op, which included a number of non licensed, squatted properties in an expensive part 

of Clapham felt under particular threat. 74 Their Secretary, an active Labour party member, led the 

group's lobbying and involved a large association in helping draw up proposals to present to the 

council. 
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When Labour was returned, the prospects for the twenty small co-ops seemed to improve as the 

new Chair of Housing had pledged support. On the other hand, many groups' passive resistance 

and lack of engagement slowed down collective negotiations by the Lambeth Federation of 
Housing Co-ops. A moral panic about squatters gaining 'squatters' rights' of £400,000 homes 

suggested the council would force through a rapid short life withdrawal. 75 Cllr Franklin, the 

Housing Chair, demanded short life housing be phased out within two years. 76 He also publicly 
disassociated the council from earlier administrative failures, which had meant there was no 
definitive record of the council's property holdings and inadequate documentation of short life 

arrangements. 7 

There were two aspects to legal claims. Individual claims of squatters' rights had gained extensive, 
hostile media coverage but successful cases were relatively rare. Test case legal challenges to 

residents' licence agreements, on the other hand, had wider consequences. The most significant test 

case involved Mr Bruton, a London and Quadrant short life tenant, living in a property owned by 

LB Lambeth. He initially challenged the status of his licence, in an effort to get the association to 

repair his home, but the consequence of the Appeal hearing was to redefine pre 1989 licences as 

secure tenancies, benefiting all other long-term residents. 

The Law Lords' appeal judgment (Bruton v London and Quadrant 1999, which is summarised in 

Appendix 7), determined that Mr Bruton was a secure tenant, despite the insecurity of his 

accommodation. Remarkably, the judgment did not determine whose tenant he was. The decision 

fundamentally strengthened the position of all short life tenants. At the very least it required 

negotiated arrangements for rehousing residents with pre-1989 licenses (Smith Bowers and Taylor 

2000). Most local authorities had already recognised the weakness of the legal arrangements by 

providing residents with 'no homelessness' commitments. These generally involved one offer of 

council accommodation either for all residents (Lambeth), or those who had lived in short life 

housing for five years (Camden), with alternative short life for the others. Although welcome, these 

arrangements were regarded as inadequate by residents, who did not want to be rehoused in hard-to- 

let council blocks. One of the consequences of the Bruton ruling was that it made 'stay put' schemes 
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more realistic. because of the requirement for suitable alternative housing. which security of tenure 

involved. In 2001 Mr Bruton was pursuing the next stage of his claim. to establish whose tenant he 

was and members of his co-op in Rushcroft Road announced they would consider rehousing offers 

from both LB Lambeth and London and Quadrant Housing Trust. Rushcrofl Action Group tenants 

took their case to the Central London County Court case to determine their status towards the end 

of 2003.78 
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The Bruton case attracted publicity in 1999, following Mr Bruton's 
Successful Appeal to the Law Lords79 

Lambeth co-op residents did not rely on the Bruton ruling and continued to try to acquire their 

homes, through a partnership with a housing association. Property prices had risen rapidly in the 

1990s, especially in Brixton and Camberwell, where most short life housing was located. This 

introduced questions about the viability of social housing schemes without cross subsidy 

generated from disposals. x° Many short life residents feared that the council's need for funds 

would result in it acting as a property speculator and there was evidence of council owned 
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property sold at auction being rapidly gentrified. 81 Co-op members were ambivalent about 

change. recognising that it was inevitable. but concerned about disruption. increased rents and loss 

of space. which renovation involved. However the combination of the uncertain legal status of co- 

op tenants, the poor condition of most of the properties and need to resolve the situation meant 

compromise was required. 82 By 2001. with Cllr Franklin as Leader of the council, Lambeth was 

committed to dispose of its squatted property and end short life housing. 83 Faith Moore, LFHC's 

co-ordinator recognised that an era was coming to an end. 84 She was unsure which of the alternative 

strategies used by groups would turn out to be more successful - some had negotiated with the 

council, while others chose to ignore it and be 'navigated around'. She wondered whether in the end 
it made much diflerence. 

20-34 
Boundary Road 

MUM 

Boundary Road co-op's successful efforts to gain licences in 1982 focused on their creation of a community, of 
families and single people, with workshops units below the flats. The council eventually rehoused most of the 

residents, then sold the high-value houses by auction in 1993 

The phasing out of short life housing occurred more rapidly in Camden, benefiting from the smaller 

number of organisations involved and their access to development funding. 85 The council 

prioritised estates and terraces of property. in short life management as part of a rolling programme 

of disposals. Some high value properties. such as houses managed by Boundary Road co-op. were 
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sold at auction. 86 

The opportunity to dispose of almost half the borough's short life stock, which was concentrated on 
the Hillview Estate in Kings Cross, occurred after SCH merged with Community Housing 

Association (CHA) in the early 1990s. 87 Counsel's opinion about residents' licence agreements 

assisted successful negotiations about rehousing for longer-term residents. Residents' plans for 

renovating the Hillview estate in Kings Cross were modified, to incorporate some housing for 

council nominees. This enabled CHA to acquire the blocks and obtain Estate Action funding, with 
long term residents remaining. 88 

By 2000 the council had halved its short life stock to less than 300 homes and was engaged in 

disposing of the largest remaining blocks of flats and terraces to CHA and WHHA, to reduce this 

still further. The remaining seven short life housing co-ops in the borough were still managing their 

homes, unclear about the future, though long term residents were likely to benefit from the Bruton v 

London and Quadrant ruling, with some former WHHA residents forming a new co-op in the hope 

of acquiring their homes. 9 

Summary 

The creation of a Co-operative Housing Agency (CHA) in the late 1970s at first seemed to herald 

the development of a strong British co-operative housing sector, to rival those in Canada and 

Scandinavia. Support for short life co-ops was a way for local authorities and the Housing 

Corporation to demonstrate the success of a prominent government housing strategy, with limited 

investment and minimal risk. The CHA's absorption into the Housing Corporation's mainstream 

business in 1980 led to a loss of momentum, although tenant management co-ops within council 

housing were to provide a new source of vitality. Short life co-op members' involvement with 

wider political campaigns, described by Doolittle and Ospina suggests that short life co-ops' 

significance was social and value-based, as much as material. Although small, their local 

campaigns and visibility kept them in the public eye and co-operative principles created a 
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framework for resistance and a structure for negotiations with local authorities. It also helped to 

maintain co-operative housing as a viable model of management. 

Their policy significance, as the fastest growing co-ops in London in the 1980s, is based on their 

role in maintaining and institutionalising values, as well as in formalising squatting. Their values 
drew on older traditions; contemporary efforts to create 'alternative communities'; and 
international experience 90 Many groups, especially those in Lambeth, continued to exhibit an 

environmental, anarchist approach, which was a feature of their squatting origins, particularly 

when relationships with the local authority were contested. Their struggle to stay put enabled 

them to gain licenses and limited security in the 1980s, thereby meeting local authorities' need to 

limit the risks of squatting. As a result of their self help work, properties once thought to be 

beyond repair, were occupied and maintained for up to thirty years, without any major injection 

of public funding. 91 

The pattern of short life co-op activity varied across London, as the comparison of Camden and 

Lambeth shows and was affected by local circumstances, personalities, the history of struggle 

and negotiations. The focus on individual homes and streets was a feature of neighbourhood 

campaigns and was supported by local federations. The local focus and dependence on volunteers 

prevented short life co-ops from becoming active in pan London or national campaigns and the 

promotion of co operative tenure was largely carried out by secondary housing co ops. For a 

period of time in the 1980s the utopian ideal of young single people living communally in new 

build shared housing, expressed by the Co-operative Housing Agency gained its nearest 

approximation in the hundreds of small short life co-ops, using unconverted property in London.. 

Some were eventually able to acquire and develop their property on a permanent basis. The 

majority, continued to live very cheaply in spacious, but generally cold and draughty short life 

homes until they were middle aged. By then the strain of prolonged insecurity, an ageing 

membership, changes in the economy and the gentrification of the area meant that most co-op 

tenants felt vulnerable. They risked being stranded or dispersed into hard to let council housing, 

hence their fierce campaigns to 'stay put. ' 
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The combination of a membership dominated by single people, poor quality, but often high value 

and insecure homes in local authority owned property acted as barriers to transforming them into 

permanent housing in the 1990s. Difficulties in developing partnerships with large associations, 

which would maintain co-ops' identity and competing for grant were major issues. The increase in 

the number of homeless families coupled with reductions in social housing construction and lack of 

political support were other factors. It was the test-case challenges to their legal status, rather than 

support for co-ops per se, that was to be the most significant lever to open up negotiations at the 

end of the 1990s. It held out hope for the tenants of the remaining short life co-ops, that they might 

after all, be able to remain in their homes, although this was not certain. 

NOTES 

' The arrest of someone on suspicion of being prepared to commit a crime, in which police targeted areas with high 
levels of young, black people 

2 In other parts of London, where redevelopment plans were less comprehensive, the defensive tactics had similarities to 
private tenants' struggles against gentrification. 

Squatting groups which hoped to obtain council licences often attended short life housing federations to gain 
information and support and friendship networks were another important source of mutual support.. From my 
experience I know that many members of short life housing groups were active in the Campaign against Criminal 
Trespass Legislation (CACTL) 

Brent Community Housing, Islington Community Housing, Black Roof Housing Co-op (later becoming Black 
Roof HA) and West Hampstead Housing co-op are examples of co-ops which sought to grow. 

s Morag McDermont (CATCH secondary housing co-op development officer in the early 1990s) stressed that on the 
other hand, the Conservative government supported housing co-ops for council tenants and made revenue funding 
available for training through the Housing Corporation (notes to the author, April 2003) 

6 Campbell Working Party on Housing Co-ops (1974) 

7 Hands' vision was for a large building programme, in order to provide homes for some of the estimated 5 million 
young people between the ages of 18 and 25, many unable to afford adequate, independent rented housing. In order to 
achieve this, Hands envisaged a network of 'primary co-operatives', which would manage the clustered homes, 
supported by technical 'professional service bodies' or 'secondary co-operatives. ' SCD developed its first co-op, which 
opened in Lewisham in 1974. SCD registered with the Housing Corporation in 1975 and during the next five years 
developed schemes and provided services to over 40 co-ops (Ospina 1987: 123). Around half of these were co-ops, 
which registered with the Housing Corporation, while the remainder were unregistered, short life groups. 
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8 The 1974 Housing Act had granted more powers to the Housing Corporation, including a registration and monitoring 
system for housing associations. It also introduced the Housing Association Grant (HAG) system and although this 
initially did not include housing co-operatives, they were included a year later, through an amendment to the 1975 
Housing Rent and Subsidies Act (Ospina 1987: 122). The funding framework was in place then for an expansion of co- 
operatives. 

9 Development allowances were intended to cover the administrative costs involved in building new homes. They 
were not intended to cover the costs involved for two organisations, which was the position with the primary/secondary 
housing co-op split. This was a particular issue for expanding primary co-ops, which employed staff and wanted to 
engage in decision-making about the detail of new developments. 

10 There were some co-ops which carried out their own development work, such as West Hampstead Housing Co-op, 
but this was unusual 

1I The GLC pioneered tenant and continued to support independent co-ops until its abolition in 1986. Some local 
authorities, including Camden and Islington encouraged council tenants to form Tenant Management co-ops, in order to 
create a sense of collective ownership, to counter government preoccupations with owner-occupation. Other co-ops 
were formed from private tenant campaigns, to avoid landlord speculation, notably Fairhazel Housing co-op in West 
Hampstead, Tally Ho co-op in Finchley and TANC in Kentish Town. 

A number of secondary housing co-ops were established at this time, employing architects and community development 
workers, whose role was to support small co-ops. At first they received Housing Corporation revenue funding enabling 
them to support and advise new co-ops, train members and develop properties on their behalf, though gradually this 
funding was reduced. 

12 In Camden in the 1980s Chris Holmes, Director of Housing promoted housing management co-ops as an 
alternative form of management for large estates 

13 Interview with Faith Moore, LFHC 2002 and comments from Morag McDermont 2003 (ex- CATCH/Solon CHS) 

IC Shell' co-ops were co-ops developed to manage new buildings. Often the new residents did not know each other. 
The problems experienced by SCD were so great that by 1985, the Housing Corporation produced a report, criticising 
SCD's 'inadequacies'. Following a meeting with stakeholders, including representatives of primary and other secondary 
co-ops, the National Housing Federation and newly formed National Federation of Housing Co-operatives, SCD was 
split into three. The new organisations, AXEL, CHISEL and Co-operative Home'4 were smaller and locally based. The 
expectation was that there would be more local, political support for the new arrangements. The new organisations were 
registered with the Housing Corporation in 1986. They joined other small secondary co-ops, which between them 
provided services for the growing number of short life and permanent co-ops in London, but all continued to be under- 
resourced. 

15 Ospina (1987) Page129 

16 Interview with Faith Moore (2000) and also this was my experience with West Hampstead Housing co-op and 
Solon CHS in the 1980s. Morag McDermont also notes that the Housing Corporation regulation system was 
generally criticised by smaller groups, for not providing them with advice and support to comply with requirements. 

1' Comment from Morag McDermont, former development officer at Solon CHS/CATCH 
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le Wates and Wolmar (1976) describe the squatting culture 

19 Adverse possession claims against the owner could be made by the occupier after 12 years' continuous occupation 

20 Many women were encouraged to acquire DIY building proficiency. Meetings were chaired by rotation, for instance 
and involvement in protest campaigns enhanced a sense personal power. Members were also involved outside the co-op 
in street theatre, building workshops and women's centres, which they established in other short life property as well as 
in wider social movements. 

21 These commitments enabled short life co-ops in Lambeth to gain valuable support from the broader community, when 
their homes were under threat. It is possible to trace distinct phases of involvement in protests as the economy and 
government policies imposed new issues. At an early stage protests were against council redevelopment plans, followed 
by involvement in liberation movements, which emphasized the importance of civil rights and personal transformation. 
After the 1981 riots, anti racist initiatives, such as the anti fascist movement and campaign against the 'sus' laws were 
dominant issues for many co-op members. 

22 Doolittle (1989) Page 4. 

23 Later, Black Roof Housing Co-op was restructured as a charitable housing association (Black Roof Housing 
Association) 

24 These were organised into several London and home counties regions until the late 1990s, reinforcing different 
practices in North and South London 

u Interview with Faith Mooor (2000) highlighted the number of art students and ex students in Lambeth co-ops 

26 FSAS assisted London and Quadrant and Family Housing Association and Family Housing Association to establish 
specialist units to use empty property for homeless families in order to meet growing needs. 

27 Sarsfield (1989) This meant that large associations were suppliers of property to co-ops as well as users (usually 
for homeless families) 

28 Interview with Abraham Krespin 

29 Doolittle (1989) quotes a resident in Villa Road, Brixton in the 1960s who shared her house with five other families, 

which was overcrowded because of discrimination against black families. There was only one bathroom and kitchen in 

the house and each family was allocated one evening a week for bathing. Much of the overcrowding was due to 
discrimination against black families, which resulted in a high degree of sharing in houses where they lived. Residents 

were often unsure about their tenancy rights when the council purchased their homes. Some people were rehoused, 
while others, uncertain of their status, moved of their own accord. Properties were then left empty until the whole site 
was available. 

30 McKenzie (1999)Page 106 

31 Jackson 1975 Page 12 

32 Cockburn (1977) 
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33 The old Labour leadership favoured wholesale reconstruction of the borough's built environment and younger, more 
radical members, including Ken Livingstone (Vice Chair of Housing 1971 -3), wanted more pragmatic, interim 
solutions. In his autobiography Livingstone recognised that not only was funding restricted but that many of the 
redevelopment plans were deeply unpopular and were never likely to be realised. 

In 1971 Livingstone, the newly elected Vice Chair of Housing, called a meeting of squatting groups and suggested they 
register as a housing association. This provided recognition for Lambeth Self Help Housing Association (LSHHA). 
Later that year Lambeth began to pass houses to the Lambeth Family Squatting Association (LSHHA's previous name), 
which was the largest group. However the Chair of Housing terminated the arrangement two years later and isolated 
Livingstone from decision-making. Squatting and short life housing were the source of sectional conflict within the 
Labour Group, because of their links with resistance to unpopular council redevelopment schemes. From 1973 the 
Council systematically wrecked empty houses, instead of letting them be used, in order to avoid any delays to their 
programmes, which were already threatened by lack of funding. It carried out 'prior demolition' at St Agnes Place, 
several years in advance of this being necessary. There were highly charged protests at Villa Road (Wates and Wolmar 
1980; Doolittle 1989), which attracted national press coverage and support from local organisations. Squatters 
physically prevented the council from demolishing their homes in Villa Road by their year- long protests, by barricading 
themselves inside. They eventually agreed to the demolition of houses on the south side of the street, to create a park, in 
return for licenses for the other side of the street and rehousing for those displaced., 

34 This position framed local authority negotiations about rehousing short life residents, until residents introduced legal 
arguments about tenure in the 1990s. 

35 Some houses on the North side were also demolished and the site sold to Family Housing Association to develop 
permanent homes 

36 Many of the public stereotypes about short life housing being middle class drop-outs was based on sensational 
press stories about groups of squatters. Studies, which were carried out by groups campaigning to stay or to gain 
licenses highlighted their relative ordinariness. David White, in an article for the New Statesman 14 December 1972 
referred to a survey of squatters in Kentish Town, Camden. Most of the 121 squatters surveyed were young (in their 
early 20s), 63% were self employed and the largest single group (over 22%) were artists. Much of the resentment of 
squatters was due to the fact that they moved into houses long term residents had been forced to move from, perhaps 
prematurely. Squatters could easily become scapegoats 

"Franklin (1984) P 37 and P 40 

38 Livingstone (1987) Page 114 

39 Doolittle(1989) Page 16. Many of these migrants may have been white Europeans and Australians and New 
Zealanders (conversation with Faith Moore 2001) 

40 Interview 2001 

41 The author's interview with Faith Moore, co-ordinator Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops, 2001. 

42 Whatever their ethnic makeup, co-ops were skilled at presenting themselves in line with council equal opportunities 
policies, which were introduced in the 1980s. Several largely white groups encouraged minority members to play a 
leading role as spokespersons. 

43 After years of campaigning for recognition, LFHC was able to work with the groups to organise 400 people to lobby a 
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Housing Committee, whenever that was needed. Cllr Warburton, Chair of Housing until 1984, also renewed 
negotiations on a Minimum Structural repair scheme (MSR). The intention was to enable residents in groups, which had 
improved the condition of the properties to agreed standards to obtain permanent tenancies. The potential pilot schemes 
were in wards where there was strong local councillor support and where co-ops contained influential left wing activists, 
who were not Labour party members. Negotiation over this form of homesteading began with Villa Road, St Agnes 
Place and Kenbury Mansions, with only Kenbury Mansions proceeding to make the scheme work. (interview with Faith 
Moore) 

" SCH was structured as a non profit charitable company, with some similar ideals to a co-op. It was in practice a 
workers' co-op, managed by a staff collective, with an expansionist focus and a strong culture of tenant involvement. As 
the first short life housing organization to operate in Camden it was not tied to any particular area of the borough. As its 
name suggests, SCH's founders were university students and although not exclusively providing student housing, most 
of its members were young single peopld. Part of the attraction for Camden was that SCH members, being young and 
single would not have any claims for rehousing. 

WHHA was registered as a charitable housing association and operated in a non-hierarchical manner, with tenant 
representation on its management committee. It also was attracted to co-operative ideals, forming the separate 
organisation, West Hampstead Housing Co-operative in 1976, in order to provide permanent homes for short life 
residents. WHHA obtained its first properties from the GLC in 1973, supplementing them with Camden properties in 
1975. Camden had an active council rehabilitation programme, but by the time Livingstone became Chair, reductions in 

central government funding were slowing this down. Although there was some squatting, the council generally turned a 
blind eye to it, except when there were tenants' complaints. The two short life housing groups each managed a few 
hundred properties, broadly concentrated in the South (SCH) and North (WHHA) of the borough. Camden had some 
similarities to Brent and Islington where one organisation managed most of the short life property. 

43 SCH had a non profit company structure and was managed by a staff collective, reporting to a general meeting of 
residents. WH HA was a housing association and established a separate housing co-op, West Hampstead Housing 
Co-op in 1976 to acquire permanent homes for its members 

06 Livingstone became a Camden councillor, Chair of Housing and prospective parliamentary candidate for Hampstead 
in 1978. His experience of the effectiveness of the GLC's inclusive and pragmatic approach in relation to short life 
housing supplemented his knowledge of the wasted opportunities in Lambeth. 

. Fresh from conflict around the use of 
empty property in Lambeth, Livingstone was a radical, full time Chair of Housing, with an office in the Housing 
Department. He decided to use a combination of short life housing and hard-to-let schemes to tackle poor voids control. 
He recognised that there was a short window of opportunity to widen the council's mainstream allocation policies to 
include single people, as the last major redevelopment projects became available for letting. Author's interview with 
Ken Livingstone 1990 

47 Livingstone ensured families were automatically rehoused, when properties needed to be returned, developing similar 
policies to those he promoted in Lambeth. Sometimes this could be arranged earlier, freeing up space for more single 
people. 

48 The council passed over half-empty blocks of flats in Kings Cross to SCH and WHHA, to enable them to rehouse the 
squatters. This arrangement enabled the council to be seen to be solving problems, without letting squatters 'jump the 
housing queue, ' and fitted into the accepted notion that permanent council rehousing was for families. This culture of 
partnership and co-operation, which these developments engendered, was supported by political friendships. It also 
provided opportunities for several small squatting groups to become formalised and obtain licenses for their properties. 

49 LB Camden Kingsgate Area renewal plans (July 1976) 
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50 His partner was a WHHA tenant 

sl Steve Bevington, from Georgiana Housing Co-op 

52 Conversations with Labour members in the mid 1970s 

53 Conversation with Tony Bloor, Secretary Carol St co-op and co-ordinator of Camden Federation Short Life co- 
ops, c. 1986 

s` WHHA passed over some of its properties to three very small co-ops, as part of its Small Groups strategy One of 
these, Abeona Housing Co-operative, which housed people living with HIV and AIDS was later able to acquire its 
former GLC properties. 

55 Most of these were very small Bowman (1984) 

56 The national mini-HAG allocation increased from £lmillion in 1987 to £3 million in 1988 

57 Carol Street co-op's Secretary, who later worked for Solon CHS (by then re-named CATCH) acted as voluntary co- 
ordinator of the Camden Federation of Short Life User Groups (CamFed), encouraging smaller groups with the story of 
his own co-op's success. 

38 The contrasting position of squatters in Carol Street and Castlehaven Road is instructive. Those in Carol Street joined 
the moribund local branch of the Labour Party and lobbied successfully to obtain licenses as a co-op. Later, with the 
support of Solon CHS and an active local campaign, they were able to acquire and renovate their properties, with a 
thirty-year lease from the council. Those in Castlehaven Road were evicted, and the properties demolished for a new 
build low-rise council housing scheme. Those residents displaced were advised to approach the two largest short life 
housing organisations for rehousing and the council continued to pass over properties to make this possible. Where the 
council had committed funds for redevelopment and a viable scheme, it went ahead and evicted squatters. Where the 
scheme was not viable or not advanced, as in Carol Street, the credibility of the co-ops and their level of political 
support were important factors. 

59Camden also agreed to pass 50% of any new void short life housing to black and minority led associations. 
However, as most of the increase in short life housing was from the institutionalisation of squatting, this did not lead 
to a dramatic increase in BME associations in Camden 

60 Author's diary entry from 1988 

61 Abeona, Carol Street or Belpark 2's acquired their houses and obtained Housing Corporation funds for conversion. 

62 Most secondary housing co-ops were absorbed into large associations by the early 1990s 

63 50% local authority nominees was the norm 

64 Lifetime homes is a term used to describe construction which allows for adaptation, especially for age and 
disability 

65 BME co-ops had the greatest success in obtaining funding. Because of the difficulty most co-ops experienced in 
obtaining grant, Bob Williams, an independent consultant and former member of staff at the Housing Emergency 
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Office, developed a self-funded model, to enable co-ops to acquire their homes. This was included in Brown and 
Randall's report, Short Life Housing Long Term Homes (NHF 1993). Williams believed that co-op could us their 
reserves to acquire property and obtain joint mortgage tax relief in order to reduce the payments. Few co-ops were 
sufficiently robust to attempt this and most preferred to 'lie low' and continue to benefit from exceptionally low rents, 
which in some cases were less than £10 per week in 2000. In any case, it was doubtful that councils would sell properties 
at a significant discount and the rising property market in the latter part of the 1990s made this option unworkable for 
private sector purchases. 

Co-ops which obtained Housing Corporation development funding included the Lambeth-based Black Roof, a black 
and minority ethnic co-op (later restructured as a housing association) and in Camden, Abeona, which housed a number 
of people who were HIV positive, or had AIDS. 

66 From experience, I know it was easier to get neighbourhood support, than to get groups working in other parts of 
the borough to lobby against plans which did not affect them directly. 

67 LB Lambeth Housing Committee 27/11/95 

68 The council had an earlier 'one offer only' policy but had suspended this for at least four years (interview with Faith 
Moore, LFHC 2000). LB Lambeth Housing committee reports 27/11/95 and 16/9/97. The value of the properties was 
estimated at 50% market value, to reflect tenanted value. 

69 LB Lambeth Housing Committee 13/11/96 confirmed the nil value disposal to SLFHA, which was agreed on the 
basis it did not set a precedent, as it was linked to Estate Action funding. 

70 Before the 1998 local elections, the co-ops were galvanized into action by the potential threat of disposals. They used 
e mails, letter writing campaigns, demonstrations and individual and group lobbies in order to raise the profile of short 
life issues with all three political parties. 

71 The previous (1994 - 98) administration had no overall control 

72 Interview with Faith Moore 2000 

73 
. 
It had full time staff and reasonable relationships with local authority officers and councillors, derived in part from 

accepting 100% local authority nominees to any vacancies, from 1992. Its strategy was to treat its properties as though 
they were permanent, thereby enhancing tenants' sense of security. Repairs were carried out to a high standard, although 
there was no change to the insecure license arrangements. Interview with Abraham Krespin, co-ordinator, LSHHA, 
January 1999 

74 In 2001 a headline in the Evening Standard said 'You can get a jumbo for the price of a house in Clapham ' Parts 
of Lambeth, including Clapham and Streatham became sought-after places to live. Councils tend to dispose of 
miscellaneous, unimproved property at vacant market value, with some discounts to housing associations, in lieu of 
nominations. Organisations used arguments about tenure to press councils to dispose at tenanted market value, which 
is considerably lower. The 1999 Bruton judgement helped make this a norm, rather than an exception, although 
house price inflation meant short life to permanent schemes were expensive. 

75 Cllr Franklin informed the press about squatters' claims for high-value properties (conversation with Cllr Franklin) 

76 In a discussion with Cllr Franklin in 1999, he asked for short life co-ops' property to be sold to a larger association 
by 2001 
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7' The council recognised that there was a risk that 'squatters rights' could also occur with notionally licensed 

property, because of inadequate documentation. The transfer of responsibilities and licenses, which had occurred when 
secondary co-ops were absorbed by large associations, further complicated matters. 

78 Property People 18 September 2003. The case began to be heard on 30 September 2003 and at the time of writing 
had not concluded. 

79 Housing Today, June 1999 

80 A framework for negotiations was agreed by Lambeth officers in 2000, with the local authority accepting that 
properties would be sold at 25% of open market value, to account for the fact that they were occupied. They also 
accepted the principle of mixed tenure, in which market disposals would cross-subsidise rented housing, thereby 
reducing the need for grant. 

$' Interview with Faith Moore, LFHHC co-ordinator, 2001 
'Anna Key', Selling Central Brixton to Yuppies (URBAN 75) 23 February 2003, http. www. Urban75. com describes 
the council's disposal policies as part of 'the social cleansing of Brixton : She describes the consequences of the 
auction of Elmwood House, Rushcroft road, a block of eight flats, sold for £830,000, then resold for over £1 million 
to a property developer. The flats were renovated and sold for £225,000 each. 
The property speculation of the former CoolTan arts centre is also described in Urban 75 (18/9/03). Since the 
squatters were evicted in 1995, it has remained empty, while various plans to convert it have been explored. 

82 LFHC represented over 20 co-ops, 19 of which wanted to work together with a large association on plans for their 
homes and their preferred housing association partner changed in 2000. Some residents hoped it would be possible to 
structure a scheme including a homesteading scheme, and rented homes. In 2002 when a Lib. Dem. /Tory 
administration took control, after the local elections, short life housing was still an issue, with only ad hoc disposals 

completed. Larger associations, including Family Housing Association, which held some licenses, on behalf of small 
co-ops described the process as 'unbelievably slow. ' 

83 The council also relied on capital receipts to meet budget gaps 

84 Author's interview with Faith Moore, LFHC's co-ordinator, November 2001. 

8S Property prices were high in Camden and council-owned short life property attracted Housing Corporation funding 
to develop it into permanent homes for council nominees. The two largest short life managers, West Hampstead and 
Community Housing Association were able to access development funding for these schemes, as a result of annual 
bids to the Corporation. 

86 Small co-ops lacked the resources or credibility to try and acquire their homes, with some exceptions, which we have 

already discussed. Boundary Road co-op fought a fierce campaign to stop their homes being demolished for a council 

new build scheme. Successful in preventing demolition, they failed to obtain funds to purchase the terrace. The houses 

were sold at auction, with the residents offered council housing. Boundary Road leaflet 1986 

$7 The disposals were phased over several years, as funding for renovation became available 

88 Hillview comprised several large nineteenth century tenement blocks in Kings Cross, which councillors regarded as 

slum buildings unsuitable for families. The residents' community plan, developed over six years with the support of 

architects Hunt Thompson Partners, involved renovating the blocks and providing some family flats. Fortunately 
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attitudes towards high-density inner city estates were already changing by the early 1990s. Hillview, with its gated 
courtyards, represented a useful residential buffer to the commercial activity, heavy traffic and mainline stations on the 
Euston Road. Its bulky blocks marked a transition to the newer estates in the residential hinterland behind. Although it 
later was to become the key to short life tenants' efforts to 'stay put', the challenge to the terms of the license, was 
regarded as unique to SCH at the time, because of its non-profit company structure. Residents benefited when SCH 
merged with Community Housing Association (CHA), an established local association in the early 1990s, as a solution 
to its financial difficulties. CHA had a strong development focus and immediately started to negotiate to acquire the 
SCH short life properties from Camden. 

89 In 2002, when WHHA was part of Genesis Housing Group, remaining WHHA short life tenants established a new 
housing co-op, in order to obtain Housing Corporation funding for the scattered residual stock of 30 short life homes. 
Camden's Deputy Leader, Cllr Charlie Hedges, who had been instrumental in the formation of a tenants' 
management co-op suggested this approach to the residents. In September 2003 the council's Executive agreed in 
principle to sell most of the remaining short life homes to Co-operative Development Services (CDS), a secondary 
co-op which was workingwith Camden Residents in Short Life Houing (CRISH), a group set up to form a co-op to 
manage the remaining short life homes (Camden Council Executive, 24 September 2003, HO/2003/17) 

90 'It is surely the quality of drive that motivates certain people to be willing to leave their home 
country/arealclass/gender or sexuality stereotype etc in search of some 'better' life which also allows them to promote 
or enforce ideas... whether in a different continent or simply a different lifestyle or sphere, such that these are adopted 
by whatever group they find themselves in. Migrancy comes closer to foreignness as the mystery ingredient because 
d(erence and the desire to do something positive with it is not necessarily a geographic phenomenon. ' Email from 
Faith Moore, LFHC's co-ordinator, following up an interview, January 2002 

Jose Ospina, co-ordinator of CHISEL, the secondary housing co-op, emphasised the rich international experience of co- 
operative, participative housing (Ospina 1987). As he points out, pre-industrial housing practices were primarily 
participatory, in Britain as in Colombia and barn raising is still common in rural communities. 

91 This was emphasised in the Price Waterhouse study of social housing (1995), commissioned by the then Department 
of the Environment, which found that housing co-operatives 'delivered wider non-quantifiable social housing 
benefits'Source - SEL (2001) Introducing Social Enterprise, London, SEL 
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CHAPTER 8 

BLACK AND MINORITY ETHNIC (BME) ASSOCIATIONS 

Short life housing provided a gateway into housing management which combined with Housing 

Corporation funding enabled minority-led associations to develop critical mass and become the 

largest group of black-led businesses in Europe in 2001. Within fifteen years of the launch of the 

Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) strategy in 1986 they collectively owned over £1 

billion of property. ' Short life housing is strongly linked to the early stages of the development of 

the strategy, because its resources provided a low-cost, relatively risk free training ground for new 

groups, as it had previously done for small co-ops. 

The Housing Corporation responded to demands from black-led groups and more general concerns 
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about the need to promote racial equality, following the publication of the Scarman report (1982). 

In 1985 a Commission for Racial Equality report also highlighted the fact that ethnic minorities 

were offered the worst social housing in England, emphasising the need for reform. 2 The National 

Housing Federation also published a number of Race and Housing reports, with the first in 1983. 

The Corporation launched a five-year BME strategy in 1986, which promoted the registration and 
development of minority-led associations, with dedicated funding to assist them to reach a viable 

size. As we saw in chapter 6, Ujima played a key role in lobbying for the BME programme, which 

was also to provide resources for its own fast-track development. 3 The Housing Corporation 

revised and extended the strategy twice in 1991 and 1998, gradually mainstreaming it and moving 

away from ring-fenced ADP funding. In this new context relationships with large associations able 

to offer development services and potential stock transfers became the focus of BME associations, 

while short life housing provided some residual benefits. 

This chapter summarises the reasons for the growth of a new wave of BME associations in the late 

1970s and early 1980s and considers the role of short life housing in promoting their initial growth. 
It reviews the extent to which Housing Corporation more stringent regulatory requirements from 

the late 1980s required BME organisations to reduce their non-housing activities, in order to obtain 
funding. It also assesses the impact of the decline of short life housing in London on the new 

groups, which had used short life housing as their primary resource in the 1980s and early 1990s. 

There were particular issues for refugee housing organisations, as a result of changes to Asylum and 

Immigration policy. It is beyond the scope of this study to go into that in detail, but some discussion 

is included as it was an important part of the context within which the organisations operated. 

The origins of black-led housing associations 

The black housing association sector did not begin in the 1970s with short life housing, but 

originated almost twenty years earlier, in response to housing discrimination black people faced in 

inner city areas. The 1965 Milner Holland report found that black people faced 'overcrowding, the 

Bishop Wilfred Wood with ARHAG tenants, opening the first permanent home 
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unsatisfactory use of large house for ill-managed multiple occupation and high rent levels' as many 

council waiting lists were extremely long or even closed. 4 Bishop Wilfred Wood described the first 

black-led associations as 'part of the black self-help movement',, closely connected to other 

community support networks, 5 including Community Relations Councils. Formed to counter the 

impact of gentrification, almost all merged with mainstream community-based housing associations 

in the 1970s, 6 with only Presentation housing association maintaining its independence. 7 Short life 

housing organisations filled a new gap in provision, a decade later. 

As we saw earlier, Ujima, was the first black-led association to cater specifically for second 

generation young, single Afro-Caribbeans. Initially it depended on GLC and housing association 

property, which was vacant pending redevelopment. The new group of black-led short life housing 

organisations following its lead from the late 1970s, benefited from the plentiful supply of local 

authority-owned empty property in London. Like the first BME associations, they were self help 

organisations, catering for 'black problems for which the welfare system provided no answers. '8 

Outside the capital short life housing was less important, as with less competition, it was easier for 

new black-led groups to negotiate management agreements with large associations and start 

managing permanent property. 9 

Race and housing 

Before examining the development of the BME strategy and growth of BME associations, I want to 

review the way in which race issues were contextualised in the UK, in order to explore the 

underlying reasons for the need for a new wave of minority-led associations in the 1980s and 

1990s. 

Britain often looks to the USA for a dystopian view of the future and relationships between black 

and white people. The Race Riots in the USA in the 1960s seemed to represent a worst-case 

scenario of what might occur in the UK, if steps to reduce discrimination were not taken. Riots in 

Brixton and Bristol in 1981 suggested worsening relationships and risk of serious urban disorder. 
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However, as Miles (1993) has shown, although immigrants were often racialised as black in the 

post 1950 period, the history of migration to the UK reveals a more complex and fragmented 

picture. Certain 'others' have also been historically racialised, including Irish people, Jews fleeing 

Nazi persecution and Poles, who came in sometimes overlapping, but separate waves. Each of these 

waves of new immigrants represented a significant challenge 'to the then prevailing imagined 

cultural and 'racial' homogeneity of the nation. ' 10 

Large-scale migration of black people from former British colonies occurred after World War 11, in 

response to a shortfall of up to a million workers, needed to deal with post war reconstruction. Most 

people believed that this was a short-term labour problem, although some correctly believed that it 

was structural and endemic. " The idea of using what was generally regarded as 'surplus colonial 

manpower' to fill labour shortages first arose in 1948, although there were fears about potential 
discrimination and initially the Labour government preferred to target European 'aliens' rather than 

black people from the Commonwealth. 

In the immediate post World War 2 period, former troop ships brought a small number of migrant- 

workers to the UK (Wambu 1998). The hostility many black people experienced and the strategies 

they brought with them from island traditions is told vividly in fiction (Selvon 1956; Lamming 

1954; Maclnnes 1957; Phillips 1985) and autobiography (Gilroy 1976). The British government's 

anxiety about 'race' was completely disproportionate to the numbers of Caribbean migrants initially 

involved. As Phillips and Phillips have shown, there were not more than a thousand people a year 

coming to the UK from the Caribbean between 1946 and 1950, which was insignificant in terms of 

the total of 300,000 displaced and stateless persons who were given permits to stay during that 

period. 12 However Caribbean migration grew rapidly after the 1952 McCarran Walter Act limited 

opportunities for work in the USA. Circular, seasonal migration, an economic necessity for many 

Caribbean households extended its boundaries, when Britain became the only industrial country 

with easy access for Commonwealth citizens. 

In 1961 the government announcement of a new voucher system and immigration controls led to 
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increased migration before this took effect, with West Indian arrivals increasing from 16,000 (1959) 

to 66,000 (1961). Indian and Pakistani migrants increased from 3,000 (1959) to 48,000 in 1961 

while Cypriot immigration quadrupled. 13 After the 1962 Immigration Act came into effect, most 

migrants from former colonies were family members, joining those already in the UK. With the 

exception of special arrangements for Kenyan Asians in the late 1960s, post war migration to the 

UK was slowed to a trickle. The Labour government withdrew the right of the remaining Kenyan 

Asians with British passports to come to Britain, with the Commonwealth Immigration Act 1968.14 

Tackling discrimination became a government priority following Enoch Powell MP's notorious 
'rivers of blood' speech, which focused on the perceived dangers of Britain being 'swamped' by 

migrants. Parliamentary and public discussion about race relations in support of the 1968 Race 

Relations Act, identified fears of potential civil disorder in inner city areas (Madge 1998). The 

first Civil rights legislation legislation was introduced in the 1960s, as it had been in the USA. 

Strikes by Asian workers, including the high profile Grunwick strike in London in the 1970s and 

the 'growing rebellion of black youth' (McDonald 1977) led to further civil rights legislation. 

The Race Relations Act 1976 established the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE), which had 

powers to deal with indirect discrimination and victimisation. 

Localised Race Riots in 1981 led to a further examination of the state of race relations in the UK, 

notably in Lord Scarman's Inquiry into the Brixton Riots (1982). The findings highlighted the 

importance of 'whole system' issues, including high levels of unemployment. Scarman found that 

black people represented 30% of the population of Lambeth while over 50% of young unemployed 

people were black. It appeared little had changed since the publication of the influential PEP studies 

(Smith 1976) 13 The Scarman report prompted London local authorities to review their equalities 

policies and consider affirmative action. The GLC extended its pioneering work around positive 

action and the promotion of equal opportunities, through its Ethnic Minorities Unit. It required 

those groups it funded to comply with best practice and more importantly, as Paul Boateng MP 

pointed out it 'gave London a voice. It celebrated and didn't see as a problem the fact that we were 

a multi-racial community..... we are a multi-racial London, yes we want to celebrate that but also 
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there are areas of disadvantage and discrimination which we have to address. And also to put the 

black struggle for civil rights and for liberty and justice within a global context. ' 16 

The policy environment in the mid 1980s offered more active support for black-led organisations, 

which had previously had limited access to government funding. '7 For the first time they were a 

small, but central part of local authorities' community development strategies and sought-after as 

partners, although this was eventually to affect their independence. As Phillips and Phillips stated 
'To outsiders, the projects might have seemed shabby and unsuccessful, but within each locality 

they provided an enclave controlled by black activists, which was a hotbed of black militancy, 

particularly among black people. Taken together they were a national network which provided 

resources and support for the developing notions of a British Black Power, the idea that black 

people could own and control the services they needed. ' However, later in the 1970s local 

authorities'repossessed these roles so that 'By the start of the eighties the 'Self Help' movement had 

its day, but, within the space of a few years, it had helped to refine and alter local authority 

practices in regard to the black communities. ' 18 

The growth of the Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) housing sector 

The largest three Black and Minority Ethnic associations in 2000 were all based in London. 

Presentation, founded in as part of an earlier wave of BMEs in 1968 registered with the Housing 

Corporation in 1976. Asra started as a GLC funded community project to help Asian elders in 

Lambeth, using properties converted by Solon and was registered in 1984. Ujima was the only one 

to depend on short life property, which its focus on providing housing for young single people 

made possible. Like Asra, it found Housing Corporation registration slow and difficult to achieve, 

finally obtaining it in 1980 three years after it was founded. 19 Other BME associations, also catering 

for young, single people were formed, in the early 1980s and most started with short life property. 

My focus in this chapter is on the role of organisations using short life property, notably Ujima and 

ARHAG in influencing and benefiting from the Housing Corporation's BME strategies and to 
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highlight the issues that arose for the organisations formed after 1986. Whether organisations 

catered for needs that attracted other funding - such as hostels for young people and whether they 

registered with the Housing Corporation affected their opportunities for growth. The first BME 

groups using short life housing included Ujima, Ekaya, Westway, Odu Dua and Black Roof 

Housing Co-op, 20 all formed to house homeless, indigenous black young people. Innisfree, on the 

other hand was primarily focused on housing single Irish migrant workers, although it was some 

years before it was included in the BME strategy. 21 These successful organisations inspired 

ARHAG, Tamil Refugees (now called Tamil Housing Association) and Pan African Housing Co- 

op which catered for the small but growing number of asylum seekers and refugees. The typology 

and their relationship to larger associations, is shown in the table below. 

Table 8.1 Mainstream and BME associations, a typology of provision 
Mainstream Associations Black and Minority Ethnic Housing Black and Minority Ethnic Housing 

(BME) Associations Associations 
Formed in late 1970s and 1980s Formed in 1980s 

Registered with Housing Registered with Housing Non-registered refugee and/or 
Corporation Corporation community based housing 

associations 
" General needs associations " BME general needs RSLs " Refugee community 

organisations (RCOs) 
" Community-focused general " Refugee specific RSLs 

needs associations 
" Able to bid for Housing " Able to bid for Housing " Needed larger registered 

Corporation funding Corporation funding associations to bid for 
" Some acted as development " Some used large funding and develop 

agents for BME associations associations to carry out property on their behalf 
development work on their " Able to provide management 
behalf services 

" Usually housing was only 
one aspect of their work 

Adapted from Zetter and Pearl (1999) 

Before and after the Housing Corporation's BME strategy was launched in 1986, short life housing 

was often the main entry point for new organisations with no track record in housing, because it 

was the easiest resource to access in London. It provided a relatively risk-free environment in which 

they could hone their management skills and demonstrate they were meeting specific needs, in 
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order to gain local authority and Housing Corporation support for registration. This was often easier 

than negotiating management arrangements with large associations for shared or hostel schemes 

and short life housing was regarded by most of the practitioners I interviewed as more flexible. 

Low-cost, albeit in poor condition, it involved minimal financial outlay before it produced a rental 

stream. It enabled organisations to house people quickly, employ staff and, and for committees to 

engage with the practicalities of management. In the 1980s there was enough council and housing 

association pre-conversion stock for new organisations to become established, before competition 

for homeless families schemes developed. The increase in mini-HAG funding from £3 million 

(88/9) to £11 million (1992/3) nationally u enabled the organisations to expand and to reduce their 

dependence on self help. 

The GLC encouraged BME groups to manage short life housing, in line with its affirmative action 

agenda, especially after the Brixton Riots in 1981. It also urged larger short life housing 

organisations to repair properties on behalf of the emerging new wave of refugee housing groups, 
including ARHAG and the Tamil Refugees Housing Association (TRAG) 23 Ujima lobbied local 

authorities to review their short life housing arrangements as the majority of short life groups were 

white. In 1984 it attacked Camden Council's complacency and asked that 50% of new short life 

property be passed to ethnic minority groups. This pressure resulted in policy changes, including the 

requirement for short life organisations to monitor the ethnic origin of applicants and tenants and to 

provide reports to the local authority. 

New associations relied on larger organisations and secondary co-ops to access mini-HAG grants 

on their behalf until they were registered with the Housing Corporation. The GLC and local 

authorities encouraged these arrangements and the partnerships benefited the larger organisations' 

policies. 24 The relationships helped to transform many of the largely white-led short life groups, 

extending access through referral arrangements, which replaced open waiting lists, which were 

potentially discriminatory. 25 A report published by the National Housing Federation (Brown and 

Randall 1993) showed that 40% of all tenants in short life housing in London in the early 1990s 

were from ethnic minorities compared with less in the mid 1970s. 26 
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The GLC's property was transferred to local authorities well before abolition in 1986 with short 
life housing arrangements largely unaffected. Responsibility for revenue grants for non profit 

organisations was transferred to the London Boroughs Grants Scheme and in most cases existing 

commitments continued in the short term. This was important for BME associations managing 

shared housing, which benefited from GLC revenue grants to support hostels and fund 

resettlement work. 27 

The Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic Housing Strategies 

The Housing Corporation's Black and Minority Ethnic Housing Strategy, launched in 1986 

provided dedicated resources which were to transform the small black-led housing associations 
into a vital part of the social housing sector. It was also important in maintaining the diversity of 

the social housing movement at a time when resources were being concentrated on the largest 

associations. 8 There were three strategies, the first in 1986 designed to expand the number of 

BME associations; the second in 1991 to assist BME associations become financially viable in 

order to compete for funding against older associations with a stronger asset base and the third in 

1998, which focused on support for BME communities, rather than associations. 

Gerard Lemos, Asra's first Director says that without Asra, Presentation and Ujima, the three 

pioneers 'it is fair to say that the Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) movement would not have 

happened. '29 Tony Soares, Ujima's founder believes Ujima played a pivotal role in persuading the 

Housing Corporation there was a need for dedicated funding. The Housing Corporation's BME 

strategies played an important role as a change agent in shaping mainstream associations' policies 

as well as supporting black-led organisations to develop. National Housing Federation reports 

(1983 and 1986) and Housing Corporation statistics showed that black people were under- 

represented as employees, especially in senior posts in associations, although there were high levels 

of ethnic minority tenants in social housing, The Housing Corporation, like local authorities had a 

statutory duty to eliminate unlawful racial discrimination and promote racial equality, under Section 
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71 of the Race Relations Act 1976. The BME strategies were, in part, a form of affirmative action, 

which provided additional funds to support black associations, providing new opportunities for 

leadership for BME staff and Board members and required mainstream associations to develop new 

partnerships. The strategies complemented the Housing Corporation equal opportunities policies, 

which required associations to monitor the ethnic composition of staff, committee and tenants and 

to tackle indirect discrimination. Within this wider equalities agenda and within black and minority 

communities, BME associations' beacon role was significant. Lemos regards the creation of new 

role models and leadership positions as major contributions. 'Even now, 15 years later, there is no 

other area of social policy or public service in British life where BME communities have such 

control and influence. ' 30 

In 1986 there were 18 black-led housing associations registered with the Housing Corporation, the 

majority based in London and a significant number of them in short life housing 31 The first Black 

and Minority Ethnic (BME) strategy committed the Housing Corporation to registering twenty-five 

new associations within five years, supporting them to reach 150 units in management, which was 

then regarded as a viable size. 2 According to Tony Soares, Ujima's founder, the strategy was not 

needs based or cohesive, but it did make a difference both to new organisations and to those already 

established. 33 

A number of different agencies were involved in developing and implementing the strategies, as the 

following table shows. 

Table 8.2 Actors involved in the BME strategies 

Organisations 
Role Impact on strategy 

Ujima, Asra and Presentation Promoted need for strategy and lobbied for Lobbied for extra funding to 
support for new BME associations support for BME associations 

Federation of Black Housing National representative and lobby body, funded Support/lobbying 
Associations (FBHO) by CRE Representation 

Policy development 
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Commission of Racial Equality National body responsible for promoting racial Promoting good race relations 
(CRE) equality 

Funded FBHO 
Investigations - eg Tower 
Hamlets housing policies 

National Housing Federation National representative body for housing Promoted good practice 
(N}-IF) associations Race and Housing 

Equal opportunities policies 
Stock transfer guide 

Housing Corporation Funding and regulation body for associations Launched strategy 
Regular meetings with 
BME associations at regional 
and national level 

PATH Training agency Leadership and specialist 
Training 
Work experience 

CHART Grant making body, established by London Small grants and revenue 
housing associations, to support BME funding 
associations 

HACT Grant-making body, focusing on the social Start-up support and 
housing sector revenue funding 

The strategies provided a framework for dialogue between BME associations and the Housing 

Corporation and for partnerships with larger associations, as a result of regular review meetings to 

assess the strategy. The Corporation's responsibilities to improve race relations and the 

commitment of other agencies and ensured that the strategies maintained a high profile. Funded by 

the Commission of Racial Equality (CRE), the FBHO provided a support and lobby network, 

training, an annual conference and briefings for new black-led housing associations. The National 

Housing Federation strongly supported the growth of the black-led housing sector and in the 1990s 

produced influential reports on stock transfers as a mechanism for increasing the size and financial 

viability of BME associations. The Corporation consulted BME associations on the implementation 

of the BME programme and such matters as the target percentages of their annual development 

programme (ADP). 

Two other initiatives assisted the growth of the sector. The first was the Positive Action Training 

schemes (PATH), which provided training and leadership opportunities for black people wanting to 

work in the social housing sector. It increased the pool of black senior managers and while most 
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obtained posts in mainstream associations, some trainees went on to lead BME associations. The 

second was the work of charitable trusts: The Housing Associations Charitable Trust (HACT) 

provided small grants and loans, enabling new black led organisations to register their rules and 

employ staff. Marsh and Sangster (1999) found that HACTs decision to co-ordinate its funding 

strategies with the Housing Corporation from the early 1990s enabled it to concentrate funding on 

organisations with the best chance of reaching viability. CHART (Capital Housing Association 
Resource Trust) in London and a similar organisation in West Yorkshire provided additional 

support, raising money from mainstream associations for grants and loans to small BME 

associations. 

From self help to the mainstream 

The larger BME organisations were able to successfully exploit the opportunities the BME strategy 

presented, although Ujima was the only one of those in short life housing which achieved its 

objective of becoming 'one of the big boys' of the housing association movement. 34 However this 

did involve some costs to the organisation in the mid 1980s, notably shedding most of its non- 
housing activities, which for a community-based organisation represented a major change in 

culture 35 The organisational transformation was necessary, in order to meet industry-standard and 

regulatory requirements. Soares' successor restructured the organisation and assisted non-housing 

projects to become independent. The changes preoccupied Ujima until the early 1990s when Aman 

Dalvi, its new Chief Executive, moved from the Housing Corporation. He was able to take Uj ima's 

vision forward to build it into one of London's major associations. Ujima used partnerships with 

large associations to expand its housing throughout London and extend its range of work. By the 

early 1990s it had no short life property left and new build and regeneration schemes were 

priorities. 

Stronger Housing Corporation regulation and increased funding post-1988 resulted in BME 

associations' dedicated focus on housing, rather than community support programmes. The benefit 

was that they received more than the notional target of 9% of the total Housing Corporation annual 
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development programme for rented housing, including £46.04 million nationally in 1998/9, which 

represented 9.95% of the total 36 Most of this went to the three largest associations, which by then 

were competing on an equal basis with other mainstream associations. Sustained growth and a 

variety of housing options reduced residents' attachment to short life housing as better homes were 

available Few of the smaller BME associations had their own development departments and often 
large associations to develop property on their behalf, sometimes in new-build consortia schemes. 
A system of stock transfers developed to strengthen BME associations, which managed property on 
behalf of large associations. They became an important way of growing BME associations' assets 
during the 1990s and the NHF and FBHO published several studies and lobbied to promote this 

approach. 37 

Regular funding brought pressures for conformity as well as growth. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) 

have shown how 'institutional isomorphism' acts to create mainstream pathways for development. 

BME associations were no exception to these pressures, restructuring committees and staff to meet 

the new requirements. Those organisations that wished to expand non-housing work usually did so 

through separate, linked companies. 38 Other BME associations' commitment to support tenants in 

terms of employment, training and social services did not disappear. In some cases it was 

temporarily submerged until new strategies to tackle social exclusion emerged, including Housing 

Plus in the mid 1990s39 and Neighbourhood Renewal at the beginning of the twenty-first century 40 

Two studies highlighted their 'housing plus' role. In 1996 the London Housing Federation 

published Flair in the Community, a historic study of the importance of BME associations, 

emphasising their wider roles' role. The national organisation, People for Action produced a similar 

study, Roots Regained (1998). Both reports identified the value of a diverse housing sector, at a 

time when pressures on associations were perceived to lead to a degree of standardisation and more 

mergers. Their recommendations were used to feed into the debate about a new Housing 

Corporation BME strategy. 
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Job 

Artist's sketch of Ujima's Millennium village regeneration new 
development on the Greenwich peninsula (2000)4' 

As we saw in chapter 6, short life housing may have been an excellent training ground but its value 
diminished if it did not lead to permanent housing. The relationship between short life housing and 

the BME strategy remained strongest with the smallest groups, especially those formed after 1988 

when the climate for small housing associations became more difficult. The relationship with short 

life housing was characterised by ambivalence, as the organisations recognised its benefits and were 

also frustrated that it involved poor quality accommodation. ARHAG's Chief Executive described 

it as 'the fuel that keeps the carburettor and car going' 42 I estimate that around half the registered 

BME associations in London in 1998 had emerged from short life housing. Zetter and Pearl (1999) 

consider that in addition to the registered BME associations, there were at least twenty small non- 

registered housing organisations, many of them working with refugees or migrant workers, such as 

the Philippine or Latin American groups. Few expected to register with the Housing Corporation, 
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because of their wider community remit. Most depended on short life property and many were 
43 networked through the Refugee/Migrant housing forum, established by ARHAG. 

The larger BME associations had become professional organisations in the 1990s. Support for 

refugee communities was under-resourced by both Conservative and Labour governments (Zetter 

and Pearl 1999) and was a low priority for most funders. The absence of mainstream support 
increased the necessity for grass roots organisations' self help approach. ARHAG's Chief Executive, 

Ronnie Moodley regarded it as central to its values and operations in 2000, with earlier settlers 
' giving something back' to the new generation who needed help establishing themselves in the 

UK. 44 Much of ARHAG's training and employment creation work was carried out on a voluntary 
basis by its staff and committee members and support for new ethnic minority organisations was 

managed through its network, Refugee and Migrant Training Forum (RMTF). The RMTF had no 

paid staff. It used ARHAG's offices for meeting space and used a small loan fund to assist start-up 
businesses, created by people in work in the network donating £50 per month to the scheme. This 

support helped establish a garage in Hackney which employed twelve people, half of them trainees. 

Other businesses started by refugees included catering and cleaning companies. New businesses 

were encouraged to donate some of their profits back to fund the next generation of entrepreneurs. 
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The third BME strategy 

The first two BME strategies were successful in terms of fast-tracking the growth of the three 

largest BME associations and registering new organisations. The National Housing Federation's 

policy statement Promoting Diversity, Choice and Involvement, a new vision for BMEs (1998) 

identified 56 BME landlords nationally which together owned 11,861 self contained flats and bed 

spaces and 5,682 managed on behalf of other associations. However the average size was 214 bed 

spaces or homes, with the largest three London-based associations owning 42% of the stock. These 

associations disproportionately benefited from the BME strategies and reflected the concentration 

of development on a limited number of associations, which Malpass (2000) identified as a feature 

of Housing Corporation allocations in 1998/9 46 

At 31st March 1998 the 28 Housing Corporation registered London BME associations owned 9,666 

permanent properties and had a further 1,937 homes in management, with almost two thirds of the 

homes owned by the three largest BMEs 47 The changing social housing environment with its 

focus on competition and low cost made it difficult for many new organisations to register or 

expand. The second BME strategy launched in 1991 had succeeded in enabling the strongest 

associations to become viable. Others were unable to compete. An Viet48 joined the Ujima group 

and others including White Nile housing association disappeared after its short life tenants were 

permanently rehoused in the early 1990s 49 

The Housing Corporation assessed the effectiveness of its strategies, before launching a new BME 

policy in 1998, which represented a change of direction towards supporting black and minority 

ethnic communities rather than associations. This was in line with policy developments following 

the 1996 Housing Act, in which The Housing Corporation's role was redefined as support for 

consumers, rather than specific providers. Its policy stressed the importance of BME associations' 

role in providing culturally specific services and included mechanisms for strengthening the black 

housing association sector. 
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The profile of Black and minority ethnic associations was different from larger, mainstream 

associations. Not only did they have relatively few assets, but they also tended to house the poorest 

and most vulnerable households. CORE statistics for 1996/7 showed that 90% of new BME tenants 

received Housing Benefit, compared to 79% of mainstream associations and 36% of the lettings to 

the largest BMEs were to homeless households compared to 23% in mainstream associations. 50 

Heavy dependence on Housing Benefit increased the smallest BME associations' financial 

vulnerability, when Housing Benefit administration deteriorated in many London boroughs in the 
late 1990s. In 1998 a Cambridge Property Research Group study found that the Housing 

Corporation regarded just over half BME associations as 'revenue viable' (JRF 1998). 51 

The Cambridge research explored concerns that BME associations had higher rent levels than 

mainstream associations. The new Labour government's concerns were to reduce expenditure on 
Housing Benefit, restrict rent increases in the social housing sector and encourage tenants to find 

work. Given this policy context, it did not want to grow part of the sector with rents 10 - 20% above 

the norm, which people could only afford if receiving benefits. From a grassroots perspective, these 

concerns overlooked some of the essential additional costs for small associations, in providing 

culturally specific services. 

The study distinguished two main groups of BME associations, with markedly different prospects: 

" Large BME associations, which provided similar property and services to medium sized and 

large mainstream general needs associations. These are able to compete and work in 

partnership with other large associations on complex schemes. 

" Smaller, younger, culturally specific associations. These had an uncertain future. 

The Cambridge research reviewed the position of BME associations within the wider context of 
future financial sustainability of registered social landlords in general. It confirmed that BME 

associations, being younger organisations were more vulnerable to external financial pressures, 
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because of their small asset base. Those providing additional services, such as immigration advice 

and translations bore higher costs, reflected in rent levels. The studies placed concerns about rents 
in context, fording rents for new properties were similar to the average in the social housing sector 

and that most of the high rents related to charges for the largest homes and to small, culturally 

specific associations. 52 

The study found that the introduction of government rent policies, with capped annual rent 
increases, would put some of the BME associations under financial pressure, because of their 

limited ability to cross subsidise or pool rents. In terms of their future, it also found that the smallest 

associations would continue to need additional support if they were to maintain their role. Although 

the Corporation's strategy implied a separate BME sector, the authors wondered whether the 

demand for many specialist requirements would disappear, as a result of greater standardisation, 

partnership and integration. It found that BME associations made lettings 59.38% to BME 

households (1996/7), compared to 86.88% in 1992/3. This. compared to 10.74% of mainstream 

association lettings to BME communities (1996/7) down from 15.12% in 1992/3 S3 More 

significantly, it foresaw that financial and regulatory pressures were likely to lead larger white-led 

organisations to 'swallow them up', as had happened to an earlier generation of BME associations 

in the 1970s. 

The research emphasised the growing gulf between the three largest BME associations, able to 

compete with mainstream associations and the small BMEs. The solvency position of almost 50% 

of BMEs was worsening. Most were cautious about undertaking new developments, as they found 

their financial position deteriorated with expansion, at least in the short term. Rent capping and 

increases in rent arrears, due to Housing Benefit were particular problems. Although the reasons 

were not explored by the Cambridge research, changes to Housing Benefit regulation and 

administration had a disproportionate impact on BME associations because of the high percentage 

of tenants claiming benefits. 54 
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Refugee community housing associations 

Behind the largest BME associations and the smaller specialist ones was an even larger group of 

very small, non-registered associations, many of them working with refugee communities. A 

HACT survey (1994) of 52 London refugee community organisations (RCOs) found only three 

were associations in receipt of Housing Corporation funding. Means and Sangster's (1999) 

evaluation of refugee housing advice and development workers found refugees and asylum seekers 

needed housing advice and refugee community organisations were overstretched. Extending this 

analysis research for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation found Housing Corporation policies bore 

most heavily on small BME associations 55 and Zetter and Pearl (1999) concluded refugee 

organisations faced overwhelming difficulties in expanding into credible housing agencies. 

One of the greatest barriers for the small refugee community organisations in the late 1990s was 

that they could no longer access property in London and short life housing was no longer available 

as a training ground. The supply of local authority short life housing, which once provided an'entry 

point into housing management for new organisations, had virtually disappeared. 56 Private sector 

empty property though available, was often too expensive for single person housing schemes, 

where rents needed to be affordable for working tenants 57 Occasionally associations were able to 

identify new sources of property, including former local authority old people's homes, for hostel 

schemes, which ARHAG identified. 58 Temporary Social Housing Grant, as mini HAG was 

renamed continued to be an important source of funding when property was available. 59 

Although one scenario might have been for the BME strategy to continue to support the 

establishment and growth of new organisations, for the reasons discussed above this was not 

realistic. Zetter and Pearl (1999) recommended greater support for RCOs, perhaps through a 

standing conference and better links with associations. However subsequent changes to asylum 

arrangements removed the locus of policy making in relation to refugees from local authority 

Housing and Social Services departments to the Home Office with dispersal to areas of the country 

with a supply of suitable accommodation administered by the National Asylum Support Service. 
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The arrangements were the source of considerable debate as experience showed both asylum 

seekers who obtained leave to stay and those threatened with deportation were likely to drift back to 
London and the South East where jobs were available. 60 

Art by refugee artists. from ARHAG annual report 1999 

A detailed discussion of this policy is beyond the scope of this study. However the highly 

politicised nature of asylum arrangements and concerns about increased numbers of applicants had 

an impact on the potential development of the BME sector. The rapidly changing arrangements 

meant that small refugee community organisations needed to spend increasing amounts of time 

assisting individuals with their problems. As a result they had almost no time to network with larger 

organisations. 61 The dispersal arrangements also removed most opportunities for refugee 

organisations to obtain contracts for managing hostel accommodation. The largest BME and 

mainstream associations. which had been potential partners for refugee groups, were concentrating 

on developing local authority partnerships and delivering regeneration and neighbourhood renewal 

schemes by 2000. An example of this is Ujima's leading role in community development in the 

Angell Town redevelopment partnership in Brixton. 62 

Summary 
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Short life housing was an important resource, which enabled new generations of BME associations 

to become established. It provided them with cheap property to house people who could not find 

affordable homes and were not priority homeless. Most people housed by these organisations were 

young and single. The majority of BME associations emerged from other self-help projects, such as 
Saturday schools (Odu Dua), housing advice projects (Ujima) and other support groups (ARHAG). 

Their self help culture was essential when they began, as they had few staff and limited financial 

resources. Several of the organisations expanded their community development work in the 1980s, 

encouraged by local authorities. They reduced this work in the late 1980s in order to concentrate on 
housing, to meet Housing Corporation regulatory requirements. The opportunity for additional 
funding for permanent schemes, available through the BME strategy was a strong incentive for this 

narrower focus. 

The first Housing Corporation strategy emerged in response to BME associations' demands for 

additional resources. It was also prompted by the Housing Corporation's duty to reduce racial 

disadvantage, through the Race Relations Act 1976, which was reinforced by the Scarman Inquiry 

in 1982. Once the BME strategy was launched in 1986 the Housing Corporation and local 

authorities used short life housing as a gateway for new groups seeking registration. Those 

organisations, which were already established, were able to benefit from the strategies and expand 

their permanent homes. Working in partnership with large mainstream associations, they were able 

to join development consortia and in many cases acquire homes. Growth usually involved 

restructuring, which could be painful, sometimes involving the loss of founder staff and Board 

members. 

BME associations in this study always regarded short life housing as a starting point, rather than a 

form of housing, which was valuable in itself. Their purpose was to build and provide the best 

possible housing for their tenants and the insecurity and poor condition of short life housing acted 

as an incentive for permanent development. The BME strategy provided the financial wherewithal 

to achieve this, but at the cost of reducing or outsourcing other community projects in the 1980s 

and early 1990s. However, as we have seen, community development did not disappear and the 
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larger BME associations were able to benefit from this focus when delivering the Labour 

government's neighbourhood renewal agenda in the late 1990s. The position for emerging 

organisations, especially refugee community associations was more difficult, due to reduced short 
life stock; competition for other resources and the shift of responsibility for refugees and asylum 

seekers' accommodation to the National Asylum Support Service (NASS) on behalf of the Home 

Office. 

NOTES 

' Baroness Brenda Dean stated that black-led housing associations are the most successful black businesses in 
Europe, worth over £1 billion and with 21,000 homes - Housing Corporation News Issue 76, January 2000 

2 Cited in Ujima 25 Year Anniversary report (2002) 

3 According to Tony Soares the Housing Corporation's Chief Executive's visit to a well-attended Ujima AGM 
highlighted the scale of the need (interview with Tony Soares) 

4 Cited in Presentation Housing Association website (www. pha. org. uk), describing the reasons Presentation was 
formed in 1968 

s Bishop Wilfred Wood spoke about the history of black and minority associations at the launch of the report Roots 
Regained for People for Action in 1998. Many of the self help organisations were rooted in local traditions, such as 
'pardner' schemes and faith groups (Kerridge 95), which were little known beyond the communities they served. 

6 Many fu nished private sector tenants risked losing their homes through local authority redevelopment schemes and the 
beginnings of gentrification, especially in inner London. The first black-led housing associations were formed to house 
families, Ile the other larger, neighbourhood based associations founded in the late 1960s. 

7 The first association founded and run by black people was Presentation (registered in 1968), which is now one of the 
largest. Other smaller black-led associations were established at that time, such as Camden Community Relations 
Housing Association, founded by Camden Community Relations Council to promote friendship and good relationships 
between black and white households. Later the organisation became part of Community Housing Association. 

$ Phillips and Phillips (1998) Page 291 

9 The main areas of short life growth outside London were Bath, Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol, Portsmouth, where 
short life groups were often formed by students. Separate black-led associations were concentrated in London and 
those outside London usually started with permanent homes, leased using management agreements rather than by 
using short life property. 

10 Between 1946 and 1950 over 300,000 Ministry of Labour permits were given to immigrants (Page 79 Philips and 
Philips 1998) 100 - 150,000 Irish citizens came to the UK and during the same period 27 - 30,000 Eastern European 
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domestics entered each year on work permits. Polish ex-servicemen and around 25,000 prisoners of war were used to 
work on farms. Contract workers came from prison camps in West Germany and Austria. 

" Miles (1993) Page 158 

'2 Phillips and Phillips (1998) Page 96 

13 Porter, R (1996) Page 354, quoted in Phillips and Phillips (ibid) page 120 

" The two Immigration Acts broke the connection between citizenship (British passport holders) and free access by 
introducing the concept ofpatriality (Chatwin 1999) 

is Smith (1976) had expressed concern about 'the first signs of a more profound disillusionment' among the high 
proportion of West Indian teenagers who are unemployed and homeless. 'If present injustices are allowed to continue, 
political organisation by the minorities, when it comes, is likely to be extremist and destructive. ' Smith (1976), The Facts 
of Racial Disadvantage, quoted in Butterworths (1977) Preface by Ian A McDonald p iv. 

16 Phillips and Philips (1998) Pages 373/4 

" The National Housing Federation, the housing association movement's trade body, published a survey and first of its 
best practice reports, with Race and Housing (1983). It encouraged associations to use ethnic monitoring to ensure they 
were not indirectly discriminating against black people. The Housing Corporation, the government quango charged with 
funding and regulating associations reinforced this approach. 

18 Phillips and Phillips (bid) Page 292 

19 Ujima (2002) 25th Anniversary report; Asra, 15 Years of Achievement (1999) 

20 Black Roof was later re-organised with a charitable housing association structure 

21 Innisfree and other Irish housing associations had to lobby the Housing Corporation before Irish-led associations 
were recognised as part of the BME programme. 

22 Housing Corporation report on short life housing (1993) 

23 TRAG was established by Tamils living in London, to help the increased number of young single men who had fled 

persecution in Sri Lanka, as a result of the guerrilla war in the North. Its founders were inspired by ARHAG, the first of 
the refugee-focused new minority-led associations. 

24 Development agency arrangements mirrored those used by large associations, working with supported housing 
agencies on permanent schemes. Large short life housing associations (such as WHHA) and secondary housing co- 
ops played an important role in helping new short life associations develop. Mainstream large associations generally 
neither had the expertise or inclination to become involved with short life housing development. 

25 Initially short life groups and associations typically ran their own waiting lists, responding to people who contacted 
them. Largely word-of-mouth, these systems tended to favour people already in contact with the organisations. 
Frequently waiting lists were opened and closed, in response to the prevailing level of supply and only the most 
persistent or well informed callers were likely to maintain contact, resulting in indirect discrimination against other 
potential applicants. 
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26 Figures for the ethnic mix of short life groups in the 1970s were not collected. However interviewees and my own 
recollection of the position is that groups initially largely housed young white people, with some people fleeing 
persecution (for instance, Nigerians after coups in the 1970s). The stereotype of 'white middle class' British 
students was not accurate. Short life residents were noticeably international, including people from Ireland, Europe, 
South America, Australia and North America. 

27 The GLC provided revenue support grants for small hostel or shared housing schemes, which it encouraged as 
alternatives to the large, institutional hostels and night shelters. It also provided funding for networking, with grants 
for ARHAG's Migrant and Refugee Fonun and for WHHA's single homeless campaign, for instance. 

28 Most National Housing Federation and Federation of Black Housing Organisations' reports from 1988 stressed the 
importance of maintaining a diverse social housing movement 

29 Asra, Fifteen Years ofAchievement (1999) 

30 Asra (ibid) 

31 JRF (May 1998) Policy options - Black and minority ethnic housing associations: do they have a separate future? 

32 This was regarded as a viable size at the time, enabling an association to employ a member of staff Notions of 
viability have increased exponentially, as the average size of a developing association has grown. By 2000 an 
association would have needed a couple of thousand homes in management to be secure, although those not planning 
to grow could be much smaller. 

33 Author's interview with Tony Snares 

34 Ujima achieved the largest ADP allocation of all associations in 2002 

35 It ran training schemes for young unemployed people through the Community Enterprise Programme (CEP) from 
1979. By 1982/3 it had seven schemes, employing 200 trainees in Haringey, Hackney, Brixton, Islington and Lewisham. 
It had a housing advice centre, first funded in 1978/9 and a number of social services funded projects. These included 

single parents' projects, drop in centres, women's projects and a centre for unemployed people in Finsbury Park Ujima 
annual reports and interview with Tony Soares, former Chief Executive, 1999. 

36 NHF (1998) Promoting diversity, choice and involvement 

Rented programme 1996/7 1997/8 1998/9 
Units 1545 1024 1057 
£m £52.32 m £32.93 m £46.04 m 
% total 9.26% 9.32% 9.95% 

37 NHF Stock Transfer guide (1990) 

38 Presentation's Founder established the linked training company, Preset, when he retired from running Presentation 
Housing association in the late 1990s. 

39 'Housing Plus' was used to describe 'added value' services provided by housing associations, in order to tackle 

social exclusion. Some revenue grant funding was available to support the initiatives. 
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40 Ujima described its current work as returning to its roots in its 25`h anniversary report (2002) 

" Ujima annual report (2000) 

42 ibid 

43 Interview with Ronnie Moodley 

44 The author's interview with Ronnie Moodley, ibid 

45 ARHAG annual report (2000) 

46 Malpass ( 2000) P 236 The bulk of development was carried out by 100 associations nationally and the top 25 
associations received 43% of the allocations in 1998/9 

47 62% of the total BME stock was owned by the three largest associations in London. Housing Corporation BME 
Strategy for London (1999) 

48 Later known as Lien Viet 

49 White Nile HA catered for Sudanese refugees. It was one of three small BME groups WHHA worked with, 
which were unable to register or to expand 

S0 CORE information from NHF (1998) Promoting diversity, choice and involvement: a new vision for black and 
minority ethnic housing policy. Homeless people were also disproportionately likely to be from ethnic minorities. 
47% of the households accepted as homeless in 1995 were BME compared to 20% of the population in London in 
1995. Social Housing and the Fight Against Racism (1997), National Housing Federation. Also London Housing 
Research update January 1998. 

51 Source: Marshall, Royce, Saw and Whitehead (1998) A level playing field? Rents, viability and value in BME 
housing associations 

52 A feature of some BME associations is homes for large extended family households, which tends to distort the 
average rent figures. On average rents were between 10 - 20% higher than those charged by associations as a whole, but 
this generalisation included comparison with older RSL properties, where rents would normally be lower. 

53 The lettings profile reflected the importance of local authority nominations in lettings policies. in London. Malpass 
(2000) states that between 1990/91 and 1995/6 housing associations were expected to allocate 50% of new homes to 
homeless households. In London local authority nominations are disproportionately likely to be from minority 
groups and from my own experience most inner London local authorities expected more than 50% nominations 
throughout the 1990s. 

m The Department of Social Security's fraud inspection regime, strengthened at the end of the 1990's and the 1996 
decision to pay benefit four weeks in arrears, increased financial pressure on all associations (Smith Bowers 2000) and 
the impact was greatest on small BME associations 

55 Black and Minority Ethnic housing associations: do they have a separate future? JRF findings (May 1998) stated 
'The Corporation's general approach, through competition for grant, local rent restriction and other pressures bears 
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most heavily on the ethnic minority associations, making it difficult for them to maintain their special role. ' 

"6 Zetter and Pearl (1999) 

57 Brown and Randall (1993). 
Rent levels were a particular issue for BME associations sub-leasing private property from larger associations, repaired 
with Mini-HAG. Some of the poorest tenants were often faced with paying the highest rents for poor quality property. 
This was one of the reasons why small BME associations preferred to obtain direct mini-HAG allocations, though only 
those registered with the Housing Corporation could do so. Even this could take time. ARHAG did not obtain its first 
direct mini HAG allocation until 1989, although it was registered with the Housing Corporation in 1985 - From the 
author's interview with Ronnie Moodley, Chief Executive, ARHAG 1999 

5' ARHAG's business plan assumed a modest increase in short life housing, using large buildings, including local 
authority-owned old people's homes, rather than single houses (ARHAG 1994/9). One such building in Hammersmith 
and Fulham was used as temporary housing for single person refugees. 

39 In 1998/9 £10 million Temporary Social Housing and Temporary Market Rent housing grants (the replacements for 
mini HAG) were available in London. 

60 Earlier changes to asylum and immigration arrangements included the 1993 Asylum and Immigration Appeals Act, 
which introduced more discretionary rights to housing which began to 'deprive asylum seekers of decent secure housing' 
(HACT 1994b: 4). Further regulations were contained in the two 1996 statutes, the Asylum and Immigration Act and 
Housing Act. These distinguished between applicants appealing for asylum at the point of entry and those who failed to 
do so. 

61 Zetter and Pearl (ibid) 

62 The largest BME associations are heavily involved in regeneration, which is a natural development from their early 
short life to permanent housing programmes. Uj ima, for instance is a partner in several former local authority owned 
estate regeneration schemes in Brent and Hackney. It is also continuing its policy of building new homes, notably as a 
partner in the Millennium Village project in Greenwich. This includes 1400 new homes for rent, shared ownership and 
sale, shops, a health centre and school on a large brown field site. 
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CHAPTER 9 

ARTISTS AND REGENERATION 

When Tate Modern opened in 2000, it changed the image of working class North Southwark 

overnight. Britain's most popular gallery is the highlight of the trail of cultural attractions 

along the South Bank of the Thames. Its success demonstrates the importance of the visual 

arts in the cultural and tourist economies, but as Acme's Jonathan Harvey stresses 'studio 

space is the fundamental ingredient which allows the process to happen'. 1 The product (the 

art in the gallery) is the result of the process of making art. Without cheap studio space, 

largely provided in short life property, he believes it is doubtful that London would have 

developed such a vibrant arts scene. This chapter explores two questions. To what extent did 

studio organisations like Acme and Space provide a spatial infrastructure to underpin the 

popular success of British visual artists' in the 1990s? Did studio organisations have an 

' Martin Creed (1999) Work No 203, Linscott Road, London E5. Everything's Going to Be Alright 
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impact on public policy in relation to the arts and regeneration or was their development 

largely opportunistic? 

A spatial infrastructure for the arts 

Artists' migration from areas that become fashionable and expensive such as the Strand and 
Leicester Square in the eighteenth century to Hoxton in 2001 has been traced by Wedd, 

(2001). Their need to sell their work involves locations which are cheap and accessible for 

dealers and patrons to visit. Mellor (1993) recounted the beginnings of the shift from 

Kensington and West London in the 1960s to East London, as a result of gentrification. 2 

Mark Boyle described his experience in Shepherds Bush in the 1960s where he and his 

partner supported themselves with catering work and lived in a tiny flat. They produced 

artistic work on bombsites where they experienced 'a kind of alternative London' until the 

sites were boarded up and redeveloped. The constant process of moving house and fording 

new sites to work on was hard. 'It is anguish for anybody who gets kicked out of their house, 

and with their memories and associations it's also anguish for artists. But we didn't just get 
kicked out of houses, we were thrown off the demolition sites and junk heaps we used as 

studios, ' Boyle wrote. 3 

The phenomenon of artists' periodic migration to cheaper areas, as areas they lived in 

became fashionable and expensive has been observed in other global cities, such as Paris 

and New York and is usually regarded as inevitable. 4 In London in the 1970s the 

opportunities to provide very low-cost studio space created a critical mass of artists in 

large buildings in inner London, which increased the political clout of artists' groups. 
Whether this would enable them to resist the pressures of gentrification was not an issue 

at first, as London's population had reduced and with an abundant supply of properties, it 

was expected that other space would be available, when they had to move. However, as 

we shall see later, arts organisations soon began to recognise the need for more stability. 

The total number of subsidised studio units was estimated as 3,000 in 2000, with around half 

managed by the large studio providers .5 There were several drivers for the development of 
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the non-profit studio organisations Acme, SPACE and Association for Cultural 

Advancement from Visual Arts (ACAVA), as we saw in Chapter 4. They included the 

growth of arts school graduates in the 1960s and 1970s, as a result of the expansion of 
higher education and the development of new forms of artistic practice. Short life 

property, both former commercial buildings and houses generally due for demolition, the 

provided the initial temporary resources for arts studios in the 1970s and 1980s. SPACE, 

the first major user of warehouse buildings, uncovered a previously untapped demand for 

studio space, when it opened its St Katharine's Dock studios in 1968 and established a 

waiting list. The warehouse was owned by the GLC, which subsequently let some of its 

empty property to housing associations and charitable bodies. Several years later, Acme 

identified a need for work/live space when it started to use short life housing in East 

London. This provided flexible space, which artists could customise to create studios 

suitable for creating large-scale work, as well as living accommodation. 

Across central London old industrial buildings and warehouses were also used as arts 
labs and temporary exhibition space. These included some projects which were to 

become established, such as the London Film Makers' co-op in Kentish Town and others, 
like the Arts Lab in Robert Street, which were ephemeral. 6 The spatial infrastructure of 

subsidised artists' studios in London was largely based in short life buildings from the 

1970s until the beginning of the 1990s, when efforts were made to acquire freehold 

buildings. The three main studio organisations, Acme and SPACE, in East London and 

ACAVA, which worked in West London, inspired other groups of artists to develop 

similar projects, generally in one large building. 7 

It would be misleading to see studio organisations as the only spatial infrastructure for 

artists, though this was their focus and their importance also lay in their role as promoters of 

artists' space needs. From small beginnings in the 1970s they grew to eventually form the 

strongest links in an informal web of provision supplemented by other organisations. 

Although Acme was the only one of the three major studio organisations to provide housing 

for artists, several short life housing organisations also provided homes and informal studio 
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space for artists as Smith Bowers and Taylor (2000) noted. 8 In the 1990s several short life 

housing organisations arranged exhibitions of residents' work to emphasise their informal 

role in sustaining visual artists .9A minority were able to make a living from their work as 
Platt (2000) found in his interviews with those artists living in WHHA short life property 

along the A40 in Ealing, 10 unlike the artists Acme housed in Leytonstone. ll Artists' 

involvement in creating effective publicity and the dramatic protest campaigns against 

council plans in Lambeth in the mid 1970s and in Leytonstone and Archway Road in the 

early 1990s has been recognised and some examples of their work are included in this 

study. 12 

The need for subsidised studio buildings and new exhibition venues was connected to the 

development of visual arts practice in the 1960s and 70s, which required flexible, large 

spaces for production. The new trends in arts practice were influenced by exposure to 

contemporary US artists, whose work was exhibited in major exhibitions at the ICA and 

Whitechapel galleries in the early 1960s. Abstract art and Pop art were reprised by British 

artists, some of whom had gone on study visits to the USA, where they met artists and 

visited their studios. Hockney and Riley's work, for instance involved enormous 

canvases, which could not be produced in home-based studios. Traditional galleries were 

rarely suitable for showing land art, installations and performance pieces and artists in 

London needed to develop their own exhibition spaces, in a similar way to artists' events 

in New York described by Ashton (1972). Acme, SPACE and ACAVA converted several 

short life buildings into temporary exhibition spaces and the AIR and SPACE galleries in 

Covent Garden became well known. Arts Council grants helped fund the running costs. 

SPACE also developed artists' directories, which promoted the development of a vibrant 

visual arts movement in London. However by the mid 1980s, in the midst of a consumer 

boom, there were so many commercial galleries it was no longer necessary for artists' studio 

organisations to have their own exhibition space. 13 In the early 1990s recession artists found 

cheap or free empty commercial space to show their work, usually in self-created shows. la 

This was an important development when many commercial galleries went out of business. 

Around this time Acme developed five international cultural exchange programmes, to 
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enable foreign artists to spend time in London. Both ACAVA and SPACE also developed 

arts programmes for people interested in learning new skills and working in the arts. These 

wider roles enhanced their credibility with local authorities and enabled them to successfully 
bid for Lottery funding for permanent studio buildings and resource centres in the 1990s. 

Studio organisations also contributed to developing local authorities' cultural policies, 

ensuring that LB Hackney, Lewisham, Newham and Tower Hamlets, for instance, included 

cultural quarters in their Unitary Development Plans. Their wider role as promoters of visual 

artists helped to create a climate, in which the need for a spatial infrastructure began to be 

recognised as a necessary part of a cultural industries strategy. 15 

Annual Open Studios events, established in the mid 1980s were popular, enabling visitors to 

meet the artists and see where they produced their work. There were parallels with 

nineteenth century P1ein Air artists who organised joint exhibitions in Paris and invited 

visitors to events at rural artist colonies. 16 Open Studios helped create a sense of excitement 

about art, viewing work in the studios where it was made. By 1992 the annual East End 

Open Studios event involved over 900 artists in 58 groups in 53 different venues 17 and 

Archer (2001) has emphasised Acme's role in this. 

Acme and SPACE are credited with being behind the major shift of artists to East London 

(Wedd 2001; Archer 2001). This was already occurring informally as the location of 

Camberwell, Goldsmiths and St Martin's art schools encouraged young artists and students 

to settle in South East and East London, where property prices and rents were lower than in 

the West. Arguably Acme and SPACE's work speeded up the process and established 

concentrations of artists in particular streets and buildings and some were eventually able to 

settle. 18 For instance a number of Acme residents were able to acquire their short life 

homes in Beck Road, Hackney from the GLC before its abolition in 1986, when demolition 

plans were permanently shelved. 19 

Studio buildings 
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The studio organisations expanded their use of commercially-owned ex-industrial buildings 

after the abolition of the GLC. They negotiated longer leases where possible, some for 10 - 
15 years and obtained grants to cover conversion costs, enabling them to keep charges to 

artists low. Charitable rate relief, typically with reductions of 80 to 100%, lowered costs 
for studio organisations and property owners. It is doubtful that without this subsidy, 

rents would have been affordable. ° The new sources of property were particularly 

valuable for Acme, as competition for houses, for homeless people meant its short life 

housing stock had reduced to a handful of properties. 

The organisations were vulnerable to the impact of property market cycles and 

gentrification as a result of the new sources of property. When. the market recovered in 

the late 1990s the fashion for 'loft' apartments increased competition for ex-industrial 
buildings and some building owners decided not to extend leases. Studio organisations 

had identified the need to acquire freeholds or long leases in the mid 1970s, so why did it 

take so long to realise? 21 Their low-rent policy and the availability of short life property 

at minimal cost militated against building financial reserves, a requirement for permanent 

development. They also faced a dilemma, which was difficult to resolve: how to continue 

to provide their tenants with cheap studio space and at the same time set aside reserves 

for the future. They recognised that most artists subsist on the margins of viability and even 

the successfid frequently supplement their practice with other work, making low rents a 

fundamental requirement. 22 The challenge of managing a fluctuating supply of property; 

renovating replacement buildings and relocating artists also affected their capacity to 

invest time and resources in planning permanent buildings. 

The first London studio organisation to acquire its own freehold premises was ACAVA, an 

arts and education charity. In the mid 1980s ACAVA obtained GLC support to purchase 

two buildings from LB Hammersmith. This was a rare position for a studio organisation to 

find itself in. The GLC helped a number of community organisations, to acquire property in 

the years before its abolition, but ACAVA was the only studio provider to benefit. Duncan 

Smith, ACAVA's director attributes this to his excellent political contacts, the support of an 
23 MP and former Leader of the council. He needed to respond swiftly to the changed 
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position in LB Hammersmith when a newly elected Conservative council began to dispose 

of surplus property, which threatened ACAVA as a short life property user. Subsequently, 

the organisation lost its remaining short life buildings and was unable to expand until the 

1990s recession presented new opportunities. Smith acknowledges that the recession; the 

availability of new sources of funding and studio organisations' access to charitable rate 

relief were the main drivers for further consolidation and expansion in the 1990s. 4 

Acme has described its commitment to create 'a permanent infrastructure for artists 25, 

which moved beyond short-term arrangements. In doing so they wanted to counter the 

problem that despite the economic importance of the arts, artists 'have not been able to 

put down organised roots which are deep enough to resist the march of market forces' 26 

Its success in obtaining commercially-owned leased property in East London shifted its 

focus to the provision of non-residential studio space where there were opportunities to 

acquire long leases or freeholds cheaply. It was not until the early 1990s recession that 

Acme was able to acquire its first freehold buildings and SPACE developed its resource 

centre, SPACE Place, some years later. 

The early 1990s recession also saw an explosion of newly formed artist groups obtaining 

space for temporary studios and exhibitions. It resulted in a huge outpouring of artistic 

energy, suggesting a degree of pent up demand, as significant as that observed in the 

development of the studio organisations in the 1970s. The movement involved many 

organisations, which were ephemeral. Organised groups of artists negotiated licences for 

studios in empty developments, in Docklands27 and Butlers Wharf, near the Thames, 

which they knew would eventually be redeveloped and sold as luxury housing and 

offices. Their temporary occupation raised the profile of visual artists, because once more 

they were working and living in central London, in substantial numbers. 28 

The 'unprecedented levels of artist-led activity' included exhibition spaces at City Racing, 

Bank and Surrey Quays. 29 City Racing was a squatted former betting shop, owned by 

Lambeth Council and part of a large squat at Oval Mansions. Government-owned buildings 

provided additional resources. CoolTan Arts occupied the former Unemployment Office in 
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Coldharbour Lane, Brixton for more than two years, when its sale was delayed. It was a 
busy, popular venue providing meeting space, studios and galleries, its exhibition space 
booked by leading art schools for end-of-year shows. 0 Alternative Arts, on the other hand 

used empty shops in Marylebone and the West End as temporary galleries. Their Director 

has described the interim galleries as an 'optimistic use of space, ' providing an amenity for 

the community. 31 Student shows, including Damien Hirst's Freeze, in an empty building in 

Docklands and 1995 'The Hanging Picnic' show in Hoxton Square attracted considerable 

publicity. 

When the recession ended in the mid 1990s, few of the organisations were able to 

consolidate their temporary gains, although there were some notable successes. Artists 

displaced from Butlers Wharf, when Terence Conran began to develop his restaurant 

relocated to Chisenhale, a former industrial building owned by Tower Hamlets Council. It 

became a successful arts centre with performance and dance studios. 2 The major studio 

providers had begun the process of consolidation, by acquiring freeholds and long leases, 

but progress was slow. They also were vulnerable as their property portfolios contained 

short leases of commercial property, which some owners wanted to redevelop as residential, 

rather than extending studio use. On the other hand, their importance was beginning to be 

publicly recognised. It was underlined by the fact that nearly half the artists who have won 

the Turner Prize since its inception in 1984 have been Acme studio tenants. Rachel 

Whiteread, who was one of them, said 'Acme is silently one of the most supportive arts 

bodies in operation' and similar comments could be made about other studio providers 33 

Conferences organised by studio organisations and other agencies in the 1990s and early 

2000s emphasised their role 34 In 1995 Sir Nicholas Serota, the Tate Gallery's Director 

acknowledged Acme's contribution in providing some of the essential infrastructure for 

artists in London. 35 
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Turner prize winner, sculptor Rachel Whiteread in her Acme studio (1995) 

The rapid increase in property prices in the late 1990s, outlined in chapter 2 risked 

undermining the largest studio providers' plans for further permanent studio 

developments. In 2001 SPACE estimated that a tenth of the estimated 3,000 creative 

industry workspaces in London had been lost in the previous year. As a high percentage 

of the workspaces were in short life property, it expected the numbers to reduce further. 36 

Organisations managing a single building were most vulnerable to changes in owners' 

plans because of the difficulty of sourcing alternative sites and funding. The loss of 

several studio buildings in 2000 prompted East London studio organisations to organise a 

conference, Finding the Space for Art, to look at options for maintaining and ideally 

expanding the studio infrastructure. This identified a crisis faced by cultural industries' 

workshops. 'Landlords and local authorities are in the privileged position to decide how to 

utilise these properties. Without affordable property, workspace providers, along with their 

resident artists, will be squeezed out of the area, taking away that lively cultural 

environment, which had originally acted as a catalyst for the new gentrification' (VIA 

2000). 37 
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In turning to the question of studio organisations' impact on public policy in relation to 

the arts and regeneration, I will briefly summarise some major changes in arts and 

regeneration policies between 1970 and 2000, which were influenced by North American 

models, yet retained significant differences. Then I will consider the extent to which 

studio organisations were able to help shape, or capitalise on the emerging new agenda of 

the role of arts in regeneration. As we shall see studio organisations recognised the need 

to broaden an understanding of their role, in order to create a climate which would 

support the development of a more secure spatial infrastructure for visual artists in the 

1990s. In considering these issues, I will focus on the strategies which studio 

organisations used to generate interest in their work; to connect into the arts and 

regeneration policy communities and obtain local authority and funders' support. Much 

of this involved a specific project focus, involving local authorities in their statutory 

planning role, or occasionally as property owners; approaching commercial owners of 
individual properties and funding agencies. However, unlike the almost entirely localised 

focus of small co-ops, discussed in chapter 7, arts studio organisations had wider national 

and regional publics. This enabled them to draw on the support of arts professionals, well 

known artists and patrons in order to promote their work and to create and respond to 

opportunities to expand it. 

Cockburn (1977) has described how in the late 1960s local authorities sponsored 

community-run neighbourhood festivals and other events in order to encourage local 

involvement following the publication of the Skeffington report. This marked a shift away 

from investment in constructing large new arts venues, which had been developed by many 

local authorities in the 1950s and 1960s. 8 Established arts organisations largely relied on 

central and local government funding, while emerging organisations often made do with 

short life property, small revenue grants and volunteer staff as we saw in chapter 5, due to 

lack of other resources. Some, including the Notting Hill Carnival, were able to expand and 

became important regionally and internationall y. 39 In the 1980s the GLC continued the 

community approach, using the arts 'as a medium for a political message', organising major 

music events and festivals as a way of celebrating diversity and building a sense of pride for 

Londoners. 40 
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After its election in 1979, the Conservative government reduced public funding and 

promoted business partnerships as a way for arts organisations to obtain additional 

resources. Partnership with public/private investment was central to other government 

policies, including housing and regeneration. The new paradigm was researched and 

promoted by non profit organisations, such as the British American Arts Association, 

Business in the Community, Public Arts Development Trust and the Association for 

Business Sponsorship of the Arts, often drawing on US partnership models. At the same 

time research indicated that the cultural industries were economically important in the UK. 

The Policy Studies Institute's influential survey, The Economic Importance of the Arts in 

Britain (1988) estimated that half a million people were employed in the arts. 41 

In response to the new agenda, arts organisations began to promote themselves as social 

businesses, interested in partnership, becoming involved in regeneration schemes and 

actively seeking sponsorship. As Landry (1996) has explained, sponsorship promised 

additional funding, although partnership models developed in the USA could not be entirely 

transferred, as UK local government has different powers. The Association for Business 

Sponsorship of the Arts (ASBA) played an important role in facilitating new forms of arts 

sponsorship, with business sponsorship increasing from £500,000 in 1976 to £30 million in 

1990.42 

BAAA's seven-year project, Arts and the Changing City, which began in 1988, was 

particularly influential in highlighting the need for a spatial infrastructure for the arts and in 

linking arts and regeneration policies. 43 It was launched by the Minister for the Arts at a 

conference, jointly sponsored by Business in the Community. Its research reports described 

local and international 'World Class' examples of the arts' role in urban regeneration. 

According to Jennifer Williams, BAAA's founder Director the conferences hit a chord and 

also created the opportunities to link people together. In her view BAAA, as an 

independent public policy development team, were able to theorise practice and provide 

some external validation of arts and regeneration work, which is usually experienced by 

practitioners as localised. She also found that the arts are often thought of as 'someplace 
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else, ' outside the public planning processes, and arts policy itself is exclusive. In 

demonstrating the explicit or less obvious roles of the arts in urban regeneration, BAAA's 

reports created a vocabulary to describe some of what was happening. Their examples of 

successful arts involvement in regeneration suggested that development, which include arts 

projects and programmes as integral elements, increase civic pride. 45 During the early 1990s 

fresh inspiration, along the same lines, also came from publicity about the role of the arts in 

regenerating European cities 46 The value of culture in regeneration was underlined by the 
European Union's annual designation of a 'City of Culture', with Glasgow gaining that 

accolade in 1990.47 

Affordable space to create is the fundamental requirement for people committed to making a 
living through their arts practice according to Acme 48 The Artist in the Changing City 49 

(1993) stressed the need for a better spatial infrastructure of 'cultural workshops', so they 

could continue to play their role as the (often invisible) producers of new art. The report 
described some of the studio complexes in Europe and the USA, many of which involved 

interim uses and highlighted Acme and SPACE Studios' role. S° This 'soft push'51 helped 

create a climate, within which studio organisations were able to successfully bid for Lottery 

funding to acquire and develop their first permanent buildings in the late 1990s. This was 

important, as there was no stream of capital funding for studio acquisition and development 

and scheme-specific models of funding needed to be developed. Studio organisations 

needed to link their work to emerging agendas, in order to gain support and they did so by 

emphasising that their work underpinned the continued success' of the wider cultural 

economy. 

Studio providers lobbied local authorities, to ensure that including studio space became 

'part of their strategic planning for cultural and social provision. '52 They stressed the need 

for organisational and individual stability, to prevent the enormous wastage of energy and 

resources, which resulted from artists' position as 'cultural nomads '53. There were two 

elements involved: ensuring local authority Planning departments maintained employment 

uses for buildings, rather than allowing them to be converted into residential and 

encouraging local authorities to include supporting studio providers in their cultural and arts 
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strategies, thereby protecting their position as sources of local employment. 54 Occasionally 

there were also opportunities to acquire local authority owned buildings or extend leases. 

The opportunity to realise these aims by acquiring freehold properties came in the early 

1990s recession, though as we have seen it took several years to implement. Acme's 

feasibility study for the derelict Old Fire Station building in Bow stressed the unprecedented 

opportunities available to acquire some of the 'glut of bargain basement buildings' SS and to 

meet some of the demand for work/live residencies for artists. It also emphasised the 

potential to provide disability access to the building, something which was rarely feasible in 

short-term premises. The focus reflected Acme's commitment to extending accessibility and 

the importance funding agencies gave to compliance with the Disability Discrimination 

legislation. 56 In 1997 Acme obtained £1.2 million of Lottery, funding through the Arts 

Council of England which, with other funds, enabled them to acquire its studio building in 

Copperfield Road and renovate the Old Fire Station later that year. The Lottery funding also 

included funds for a research project, to trace the impact of artists in the East End of 

London. Acme used the opening of the Fire Station project to commission artists' work, 

including a performance by Station House Opera. The events and the research were used to 

promote Acme to the wider arts and regeneration policy communities. 

The Lottery was an important new source of funding, which assisted all three major studio 

providers and the studio projects it funded had distinct identities and programmes. 

Nevertheless its requirements for match funding and innovation meant the process of 

obtaining funds was time consuming. It took seven years for ACAVA to obtain the land and 

resources to build its permanent studio complex, in Latimer Road, West London, which 

opened in 1999.57 ACAVA combined local authority, City Challenge and Lottery funding 

and obtained the site from the local authority. Duncan Smith, ACAVA's founder Director 

has described how he 'learned to speak SRB and to deliver 24 job outputs and 

environmental improvements' and presented ACAVA as a cultural industries business in 

order to emphasise its role in employment generation. He also stressed that their successful 

funding package was only possible because it built on sustained involvement with local 

communities in West London neighbourhoods over twenty five years. 
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European funding was occasionally another resource, though access was limited to a few 

designated areas. Artists/craftspeople living and working informally in short life housing in 

London Fields, Hackney developed an imaginative solution, which included funding from 

Europe in order to retain their studios and homes. 58 LB Hackney had already obtained 

European grants in order to boost local employment and intended to demolish a small area 

of housing to build new starter-business workshops. The London Fields Solution, a non 

profit company established by residents of Ellingfort Road and London Lane, whose homes 

and workshops would have been demolished had the scheme proceeded, persuaded Hackney 

Council to support their proposals. They agreed that the European economic regeneration 
funding which had been obtained for the Mare Street Industrial Improvement area could be 

used to strengthen existing creative uses. As a result of a compromise between the two 

schemes, it was agreed that 10 of the 29 properties would be demolished for new light 

industrial units, with 19 of the houses preserved for mixed workshop/living space. The 

properties were renovated by Solon Co-operative Housing Services (CHS), on behalf of 

London Fields Solution enabling existing residents to retain their homes. 59 

During the campaign to save the houses, London Fields gained visibility through Tom 

Hunter/James McKinnon's piece, London Fields East: The Ghetto (1994), 60 a detailed scale 

model of two streets. Hunter's exquisite photographic series of the squatters in their homes, 

showing some of them engaged in creative work increased the exposure, when he won a 

national prize for Woman Reading a Possession Order (1997). Solon CHS stressed that a 

number of other factors influenced the successful outcome. These were: the council's neglect 

which enabled artists to move in; the group's networking and lobbying with Hackney 

Council; the availability of European funding, which was already earmarked for the area; a 

strong and vocal community of residents, including one member, Peter Snell, later a Labour 

councillor, was active in the local Labour Party and promoted the scheme politically; 

technical advice from Solon and London Borough of Hackney's desire to develop its cultural 

industries, which could be achieved by building on an existing cultural community-61 
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Cultural quarters and artists' role in regeneration 

One of the roles of artists studio organisations was to utilise opportunities to extend the 

concept of cultural quarters and embed it in public policy. This could be achieved by 

encouraging councils to describe areas like that around London Fields a cultural quarter, as 

it already contained several studio buildings, former sites of Acme short life housing and 

was attracting other cultural industries. New developments, such as Freeform Arts' Hot 
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House consolidated the arts emphasis. 62 Opportunities also emerged from exhibitions such 

as the Museum of London's 'Cultural Quarters' exhibition and associated book in 2001, 

which featured the role of Acme and SPACE in developing parts of East London as a new 

cultural quarter. Jonathan Harvey, co-Director of Acme was invited to speak at one of the 

events. Further interest in cultural quarters was stimulated by Tate Modern's exhibition, 

Century City in 2001. The section on London in the 1990s highlighted the importance of 

artist-run exhibition spaces, such as City Racing and Bank. 63 In 2003 the Greater London 

Authority (GLA)'s cultural strategy included support for cultural quarters and as one of its 

objectives and listed a mapping exercise as one of its priorities. This reflected the ideas 

raised by studio organisations and groups of artists during the late 1990s. 

Stockwell Studios, an artist-run space in South London, based in a disused hospital works with local 

schools and community organisations and has attracted regeneration funding 

Zukin (1988) and Deutsche's (1996) studies of gentrification in New York are only partially 

relevant to London, in presenting artists as forerunners of gentrification and then often its 

unintended victims. The picture is more complex in the UK because local authority land 

ownership provided opportunities for arts organisations to become established, as we saw in 

chapter 4 and 6. In a report on new artist-run spaces and exhibitions in the mid 1990s, Gott 

(1995) traced the renaissance of arts activity to the work of studio organisations twenty 

years earlier, 'the almost accidental by-product of well-intentioned bureaucratic socialism 

in the Seventies, which produced cheap studios in short life buildings'. 64 
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The links between artists and commercial developers in the USA were explored by Zukin 

and Deutsche. They identified ways in -which the real estate industry used artists to create 

new histories for space, as part of a strategy to re-valorise private sector redevelopments. 'It 

gives real estate a competitive edge', as one developer said. 65 This happened notably with 

major downtown regeneration schemes, which were needed to tackle decades of 

disinvestment (Teaford 1990; Smith 1996; Deutsche 1996). Heritage buildings and public 

art sculpture were used to signpost a gentrified future for areas as diverse as Tompkins 

Square and Union Square in New York and Society Hill in Philadelphia. Percent for Art 

schemes encouraged developers to commission large art projects, such as sculpture placed in 

plazas in front of buildings. Zukin believes that cultural strategies, which began to theorise 

and promote these forms of development, were originally unplanned, only becoming official 

policy in the 1990s (Zukin 2001). They then became an important part of promoting global 

cities within the symbolic economy. 

The situation in Britain is again rather different, although there are some connections to be 

made with the position in the USA. There were some examples of percent for art schemes, 

although this was not as widely developed as in the USA and art was used to support major 

redevelopment schemes. 6 Freestanding development bodies, such as the London Docklands 

Development Corporation invested in arts programmes to create a sense of interest in the 

area, attract new businesses and to build a sense of community between old and new 

residents. 7 The main difference between Britain and the USA related to the lead role of 

local authorities, even as much of their property and housing stock was gradually transferred 

to a variety of new owners from the 1980s. Local authorities continued to lead most major 

partnership regeneration schemes and their land ownership and role as channels for central 

government regeneration reinforced their strategic enabling role. 

During the 1990s as new management bodies, such as Housing Action Trusts were 

established and housing associations expanded their regeneration of former local authority 

estates, art programmes were often used to signal change of management 68 Some smaller 

associations, such as Look Ahead Housing Association commissioned arts projects in order 
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to connect their large hostels or estates into the wider community. 69 There is some evidence 
that the community arts sector, which emerged in the 1970s, with organisations like Inter- 

action and Freeform arts helped maintain pathways for artists to be included in these kind of 

urban regeneration projects 7° In the late 1990s, ACAVA and SPACE were able to obtain 

regeneration funding in order to run courses and create opportunities for artists and people 
interested in the arts to learn new skills. These programmes also provided work for artists as 

trainers and facilitators. 

The spectacular publicity about Young British Artists in the mid 1990s helped re-brand 
Britain and London in particular, as the centre of the global art world. Zukin and Deutsche's 

analysis is relevant in discussing the connections between advertising, marketing, the visual 

arts and the maintenance of the 'symbolic economy'. 71 On the other hand, in the late 1990s, 

artists in London also had opportunities for other roles, most self-created and some of which 
benefited from government efforts to tackle social exclusion. The role of the arts in 

commemorating and mediating transitions has a long history, going back at least as far as 
Victorian Festival exhibitions. 2 Some of the studio organisations identified a role for 

themselves as enablers and promoters of this work in the 1990s73 building on work carried 

out by community arts organisations, which were founded in the 1970s. 4 

Summary 

Artists' studio organisations produced a spatial infrastructure, which was primarily 

concentrated in East and South East London, reflecting the availability of former industrial 

and warehouse buildings. There was a scattering of projects in other parts of London, with 

ACAVA the main West London studio organisation. There were two periods of growth, 

with different sources of property. The first was based on the use of local authority owned 

former-industrial buildings in the 1970s and in Acme's case, houses; while the 1990s 

growth occurred during the recession and primarily involved commercial property. As we 

saw in chapter 2 property prices rose fast in London in the late 1980s and 1990s and fell 

during the early 1990s recession. That provided low cost opportunities to support a fresh 

outpouring of creative activity, with artists using empty commercial buildings as temporary 
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studios and galleries. Few of the new organisations were able to consolidate their position 

after the recession, although the more established organisations were able to begin the 

process of acquisition. 

The studio organisation had a wider role than their function as property managers. They 

used a variety of strategies to promote visual artists and an understanding of the need for 

affordable studio space. This included lobbying local authorities; commissioning research, 

talking at conferences and organising events. 75 This was necessary to make their often 

largely invisible role evident to wider publics than the artists they accommodated. It helped 

them to begin to consolidate their move from insecure, short term arrangements to a 

permanent studio infrastructure at a time when the impact of gentrification was removing 

traditional sources of property. As I have demonstrated they needed to interact with a range 

of different players, including local authority. planners, commercial property owners, 

housing associations, arts and regeneration grant makers and policy communities in order to 

influence and respond to the new public policy of partnerships. The largest studio 

organisations were presented with opportunities to acquire commercial buildings, during the 

recession, which involved the complex process of packaging funds for acquisition and 

renovation. They were able to benefit from their East London local authorities' efforts to 

expand their employment base into the creative arts. This provided them with the 

opportunity to realise a vision they had developed twenty years before. 

The organisations' policy impact was largely based around realising specific projects. In 

order to facilitate this, they were involved in wider arts promotion work, which helped to 

create a climate, which reinforced the role of the arts in regeneration, without necessarily 

displacing artists. In some cases the studio organisations also developed new opportunities 

for artists to directly engage in regeneration-funded projects. It required the ability to 

theorise the role of their work; to link it to emerging policy agendas; 76 a degree of 

opportunism and a climate which, however briefly, could be used to support it. To a 

considerable extent, they needed to be opportunistic and flexible, as they could not rely on a 

public agenda and culture, which fully recognised their unique and multiple roles. 
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NOTES 

1 Acme (1976) (1994) 

2 David Mellor (1993) recounts the beginnings of artists' shift from West to East in his book The Sixties Art 
Scene in London. Kensington and adjoining areas in West London were popular, because of their proximity 
to the Royal College of Art and Kensington museums, but already becoming too expensive in the 1960s. 

3 Mark Boyle in The Boyle Family in New Zealand (1990) 

4 Wedd (2001) Ashton (1972) 

s SPACE (2001)' 

6 Robert Street was in an old industrial building near Euston, demolished as part of a major office and road 
redevelopment in the mid 1970s. The London Film Makers' co-op moved from its short life premises in 
Kentish Town to a nearby building owned by British Rail, before relocating, as part of the Lux cinema 
complex in Hoxton in the 1990s. 

7 Including Kingsgate (Camden); Chisenhale (Tower Hamlets); Stockwell Studios (Lambeth) 

Faith Moore, Lambeth Federation of Housing Co-ops also commented on the numbers of artists, many of 
whom had been students in Camberwell and Goldsmiths 

9 For example D Wilson's exhibition and those of other artists arranged by WHHA in the late 1980s and 
Islington short life housing co-ops' art exhibition at the Town Hall Assembly Rooms in 1999 

They also lacked the energy to protest when their homes were threatened by demolition. Platt (2000) 

11 Hale, M et al, City Racing (2002) and Miller, GM (2003! MII Linked which names artists such as 
Cornelia Parker, as residents in the Department of Transport-owned short life homes 

12 The Villain (1976); Villa Road housing co-op; Also, Doolittle (1989). In the early 1990s artists in 
Leytonstone were involved in dramatic protests - Miller (2003) 

13 Acme continues to let out space below its Copperfield Road offices to Matt's Gallery, which is run 
independently 

14 Hale, M et al (2002) 

's For instance LB Newham arts strategy (1989) AND GLA Cultural Strategy (2003) 

16 Jacobs, M (1985). 

17 Whitechapel open and Open Studios catalogue (1992) London, Whitechapel Art Gallery 

18 Archer (2001) refers to 'frequent appearances on artists' address lists of Bruce Road, Devons Road, 
Spanby Road and other sites of GLC short life housing' in entries for the Whitechapel Open exhibition 

19 Interview with Jonathan Harvey 1998 
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20 Interviews with Duncan Smith (ACAVA) and Jonathan Harvey (Acme) emphasised the importance of 
charitable rate relief as an indirect subsidy, enabling their organisations to keep rent levels low. 

21 In 1976 Acme wrote that '.... in order to extend what is a viable form of art patronage, at a time when 
there is a shortage of public money and many demands on it. Permanent property must be found and 
acquired as short life property will not always be available. ' (Acme 1976) 

22 Acme (1990) 

23 Interview with Duncan Smith (2002) 

24 As charities studio organisations were able to claim 80 - 100% charitable relief on the buildings they 
occupied when the Poll tax was introduced. Interview with Duncan Smith 2002 

25 Acme (1994) 

26 Acme (1990). 

27 University of East London Principal Lecturer Sara Bowman arranged to use the empty shops at Canary 
Wharf to display students' designs. This complemented the London Dockland Development Corporation's 
funding used to animate the partially let buildings, encouraging visitors to go to Canary Wharf for free 
cultural events, thereby providing customers for the first shops and enlivening the buildings for the first 
corporate tenants. 

28 Richard Gott (1995) 

29 Emma Dexter, writing in Century City (2001) London, Tate Publications 

30 Emma Brooker, Artful Dodgers, in The Guardian, 28 January, 1994. 

31 Alternative Arts' four-week shows enabled artists to display their work in prestige locations. Author's 
interview with Maggie Pinhorn, Director of Alternative Arts, 1994 

32 Arts Place Trust, formed by a group of artists who were forced to leave Butlers Wharf when the recession 
ended, established Chisenhale Studios in the East End. Developers were then able to implement their loft 
conversion plans for Butlers Wharf and build a new Conran restaurant. (Archer 2001) 

33 Acme 1995 
A similar situation applies in relation to the need for spaces where people can learn and practice new 
creative skills, whether this is IT training, gardening and carpentry or carnival costume making. Low rent 
or grant funded premises are needed in order for new organisations to become established. Without a 
spatial community infrastructure to support artists and low-paid cultural producers, it is difficult for them to 
remain in London or any other expensive city. Yet without it they cannot work and they provide much of 
the visual excitement in the capital, which is increasingly drawn on by commercial, non profit and 
regeneration agencies. 

34 Conference organised by Chisenhale and Cable Street studios VIA (2000) 

35 'Acme's success in providing accommodation and working space for artists in London over the past 
twenty years cannot be overestimated I think it is fair to say that without Acme's involvement many 
working artists would not have been able to find adequate living or working space in the capital. Acme has 
played a crucial role as a catalyst in the process of persuading local authorities and private developers 
that artists have much to contribute to the life of the Community. ' Sir Nicholas Serota, Director of the Tate 
(Acme 1995) 
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36 SPACE report for Stockwell Studios (2001). The definition used for creative industries workspace was 
not provided in the report. 

37 Conference organised by Chisenhale, Cable Street and published by VIA 

38 Many local authorities built large libraries, sports centres and theatres in the late 1960s and 1970s. These 
were intended to give a sense of civic pride to reorganised local authorities in London and were often built 
as part of larger regeneration schemes. 

39 The Notting Hill Carnival spawned a hidden, but important industry: the year-round making of carnival 
floats and costumes. Starting life in borrowed halls, Flamingo Arts, Mahogany Arts, Perpetual Beauty and 
Masquerade 2000 are some of the now established arts organisations that produce specialist costumes for 
Carnivals in the UK and internationally. 

40 GLC Former Chair of Arts, Tony Banks MP quoted in Landry et al (1996) 
The GLC's large-scale music events and firework displays in Jubilee Gardens, on the South Bank were revived 
again in the 1990s on a smaller scale by the Thames and Coin Street Festivals, which themselves had origins in 

community action groups. 
Coin Street Community Builders, which is responsible for much of the urban regeneration on London's 
South Bank, began as a protest group, fighting a planned office development near the Thames. They 
eventually obtained several parcels of land at almost nil value from the GLC owners in 1986, enabling 
them to develop new housing, arts and crafts venues and open space for local and wider leisure use. They 
raised some of the funds for arts events, such as community festivals from renting out temporarily empty 
land for car parking. 

41 A number of local authorities commissioned studies to identify the value of the arts in the economy. 
After the publication of Vital and Viable Cities (URBED 1994), many were linked to tourism. Local 

authority studies of the cultural significance of the arts include the London Borough of Newham (Egan 
1989); Tower Hamlets; Nottingham (1995), Liverpool (Booth and White 1995). 

42 Owens (1990) Page 7. In terms of physical regeneration, the new models involved the public and private 
sectors jointly financing new schemes, usually with fairly limited resident involvement. Government funding 

was intended to act as a catalyst, to lever in private finance and non profit organisations were encouraged to 
regard themselves as social businesses in order to reduce grant dependency. 

43 Interview with Jonathan Harvey, Acme 1998 

44 For instance, at the second Artists and the Changing City conference, two government Ministers attended 
and recognised the value of meeting more regularly. Eight or nine cities established arts/regeneration 
groups, including London and Birmingham (Telephone interview with Jennifer Williams 2003) 

45 Most examples cited in Horstman, J and Mayne, D and Schuster's (1988) report for BAAA are landmark 
buildings, such as the Yale Centre for British Art, New Haven, USA, the National Museum of 
Photography, film and Television, Bradford and the Grand Opera House, Belfast. One of the most striking 
examples Schuster's (1988) report for BAAA report was the former industrial mill town, Lowell, 
Massachusetts, which was the largest cotton textile centre in the USA in 1850 and a ghost town by the 
1950s. As a result of a locally initiated cultural plan developed in 1979, Lowell was transformed from a 
city with declining population, high unemployment and redundant mills, into an urban National Historical 
park. Schuster (1988); BAAA (1988). 

46 Mitterand's 'grandprojets' in Paris, such as I. M. Pei's new entrance to the Louvre and the new buildings at 
Defence attracted positive press coverage. Press articles, such as one by design critic Deyan Sudjic and 
journalist Madeline Bunting in The Guardian 23 July 1994 unfavourably compared Britain's lack of 
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architectural imagination with President Mitterand's grand projects in Paris. The authors hoped that the 
situation might improve with new investment from the National Lottery. 

47 Lewis (1990); Landry et al (1996). 

48 Interview with Jonathan Harvey 

49 Williams, et al (1993) 

50 The Artist in the Changing City, British American Arts Association (BAAA) was one of the BAAA 
projects, which helped facilitate the development of American-style business sponsorship and arts-focused 
regeneration. 

s' Williams, telephone interview February 2003 

52 Acme 1994 

53 Acme (1995) 

s' For instance LB Newham included arts studio providers in its arts strategy (Egan 1989). The role of arts 
in encouraging tourism and local visitors was highlighted in Vital and Viable Cities (URBED 1994) 

53 Acme (1999) 

56 Acme also provided a bursary for an artist with a disability. 

57 Interview with Duncan Smith (2002) 

58 Baker, A. (1999) Other Educated Persons - website about artists in Hackney. 

59 Bateman, S., London Fields Solution, in Property People, 22 July 1999, no 197. 

60 Now in the Museum of London 

61 Ellingfort Road and London Lane are close to other arts' sites including the SPACE studios in Martello Street 
and studios and galleries in Richmond Road. Beck Road (former Acme short life houses), home of many artists 
is also nearby. One of the residents, Peter Snell, later a Hackney councillor, is credited with promoting the 
scheme politically, as a result of his detailed study of the council's Urban Development Plan (Bowman 2001) 

62 The Hot House opened in 2003 and opened its doors to the public as part of the Discover Hackney 
festival in 2003 

63 The City Racing collective also published a book about their experiences (2002) 

64 Richard Gott, Where the Art Is, in The Guardian, October 7 1995 

65 A developer quoted in Keens, W et al (1989) Arts and the Changing City, London BAAA 

"' Lewis (1990) 

67 The Director of the Community Arts programme at the LDDC was David Powell, who had spent his 

early career in community arts, at Inter-Action 

68 Bowman (2001) For instance Harlesden City Challenge funded a sculpture project at the gateway to the 
Stonebridge Estate in North London 
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69 Look Ahead Housing Association's East London arts trail attracted wide publicity. It was designed by 
residents at one of their large hostels, working with local artists 

70 Interview with Barbara Wheeler-Early, Freeform Arts and interview with ED Berman, Inter-action 

71 Reich (1991) used the term 'symbolic economy' to describe the financial services sector 

72 Artists' involvement in regeneration in the UK is not new and is most sought after during times of 
change, as we have seen. Exhibitions, festivals and pleasure gardens have a long history in Britain 
(Ackroyd 2000; Worpole 2000) and are often used to reclaim land, with the 1951 Festival of Britain being 
the outstanding example of this approach. The Great British Exhibition of 1851 set in motion regular 
international design and industrial events. Over a century later, garden festivals (Merseyside) and the 
Commonwealth Games (Manchester) were followed by bids for the Olympic Games in London and 
Manchester. At a local level rebranding was important for run-down, historic commercial districts in the 
1980s and 90s. Many surviving heritage buildings were given a prominent makeover and their history 
used to retain existing businesses and to attract new ones in the Lace District (Nottingham) or jewellery 
quarter (London's Hatton Garden). The Arts Council promoted 'percent for art' schemes in the 1980s, 
inspired by the success of similar USA schemes, whereby 1% of the development cost of a new 
building scheme would be used to commission public art to animate it. Selwood (1995). 

73 Notably SPACE and ACAVA 

74 For instance, sculptor Jamie McCullough's work at Meanwhile Gardens in the 1970s (McCullough 
(1978) 

75 For instance, part of Acme's Lottery funding in 1997 was to commission work to celebrate the opening 
of the Old Fire Station 

76 For instance Social Exclusion Unit report (2001) recognised that sustainable urban regeneration could not 
be evaluated purely in terms of improvements to the built environment 
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CHAPTER 10 

FUNDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION 

The paradox of thousands of empty properties co-existing with substantial numbers of homeless 

families and single people has challenged policy makers and practitioners since the 1960s. It was 

one of the reasons why squatting re-emerged as a social force, as we saw in chapter 5. In the late 

1970s and 1980s government encouraged local authorities and housing associations to fill their 

voids and let some empty property to short life groups to reduce squatting. During the early 1990s 

recession the government's focus shifted to private sector empty homes, with new grants to 

stimulate leasing partnerships, to produce temporary accommodation for homeless families. 

The main capital and revenue schemes, designed to bring empty property back into use on a short 

term basis are set out in the table below. ' The first phase concentrated on local authority property 
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Cover of New Lives, New Homes (London Housing Federation 1997) 
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and groups depended on self help and small grants to renovate the homes. Capital grants were 

increased during the 1980s to ensure that council and other public properties in the worst condition 

could be brought back into use. Then in the 1990s when reducing empty private sector property 

was the priority a combination of Housing Corporation capital grants and new revenue grants were 

needed. 

Table 10.1 CAPITAL AND REVENUE FUNDING SOURCES 

FOR LICENSED AND LEASED EMPTY PROPERTY MANAGED BY HOUSING 

ASSOCIATIONS 1976 TO 2000 

Empty property uses Supply of property Main funding sources 

Short life housing - for variety of Local authority short life property Self help 1970 - 76 
needs groups 
Short life housing - for variety of Local authority and other publicly " Housing Corporation mini- 
needs groups owned short life property HAG grants 1976/80s and 

" Youth employment 
schemes (to carry out 
repair work) 

" Local authority repair 
grants 

Temporary lets of furnished Private sector leases of ready-to-let HAMA revenue grants (early 1990s) 
accommodation (homeless families) furnished property, typically 3-5 then Housing Benefit and local 

ear leases authority nomination fees 
Temporary accommodation - Private sector leases of poor quality Temporary Social Housing grant mid 
repaired and let either by housing empty privately owned, or publicly 1990s onwards 
associations either furnished owned buildings - typical lease 6- Housing Benefit to cover rent costs 
(families) or unfurnished (single 10 years and up to 29 years 

_people) Note-Housing association-owned property was not eligible for capital or revenue grants 

In Part 1, we saw how temporary and transitional arrangements formed part of the informal 

underpinning required to cope with some of the consequences of the restructuring of social housing 

which took place after 1989, which reduced the amount of council housing. The use of empty 

property as temporary accommodation for homeless families and non priority single people 

provided some solutions, but also raised problematic issues about management and allocations. 

During the 1990s changes to the Housing Benefits system affected the ability of short life housing 

organisations and temporary accommodation providers to lease private sector property in London. 
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Part 2 revealed that in the 1970s and early 1980s local authority empty property was a flexible and 

cheap resource. Empty pre-conversion property was let to short life housing organisations at a 

nominal charge, reflecting its poor condition, which enabled tenants' rents to be kept low. The 

organisations used small capital grants to maintain the properties, supplemented by residents' self- 
help and in some cases by employment training schemes 3 This workable system changed when 
demands increased and new sources of property were needed, due to the low number of local 

authority voids. During the early 1990s recession family homelessness temporarily increased and 

government introduced funding to stimulate associations to establish Private Sector Leasing 

schemes. The model for this had been developed independently by Paddington Churches Housing 

Association in the mid 1980s. Expanding the scheme involved new revenue and capital grants, to 

bring tenants' rents within Housing Benefit cost ceilings and to cover the additional management 

costs of managing temporary accommodation. 4 When private sector rents rose after the recession, a 

raft of regulations were introduced to reduce the Housing Benefit budget and reduce fraud5 which 

together with rent controls made leasing schemes almost unworkable (Smith Bowers 2001). 

In this chapter I explore some of the reasons for the difficulty in establishing sustainable funding 

arrangements, against the background of fluctuating homelessness and empty properties in London. 

The discussion concentrates on the 1990s and ends before New Labour introduced new 

homelessness legislation and established a national Bed and Breakfast Unit in 2001.6 It suggests a 

degree of policy failure in relation to temporary accommodation despite a political consensus that 

empty homes should be used; despite pro-active lobbying by practitioner organisations and a 

demonstrable need. Attempts to encourage empty home use through changes to grant funding 

arrangements were only partially successful. Wider government fiscal objectives meant that the use 

of Housing Benefit became problematic as an indirect subsidy for temporary accommodation 

schemes. 

Homelessness and empty property use 

Homelessness and the use of empty property are intimately connected and have been since short life 
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housing developed. During the 1980s the Conservative government preferred to leave many urban 

problems for the commercial market to resolve, but found that dependence on market solutions 

produced uneven and politically risky results. It needed to sponsor emergency arrangements to buy 

up or lease empty homes, in order to protect the property market during the early 1990s recession, 

as we saw in Chapter 6,. The special subsidy arrangements (HAMA schemes) and funding (Housing 

Market Package) for housing associations were phased out as the market re-adjusted and initiatives 

to deal with empty flats over shops were introduced to stimulate new niche markets.? Despite these 

efforts, policies failed to substantially reduce the overall number of privately owned empty property 

nationally. In the London and the South East demand exceeded the supply of affordable homes. The 

New Labour government continued to depend on temporary accommodation schemes for homeless 

families, although the rising property market at the end of the 1990s increased their cost. 

The Empty Homes Agency, a national lobby organisation, is widely credited with helping local 

authorities and empty property owners consider alternatives to leaving homes empty. It was still not 

satisfied with progress in 2000, when there were over 750,000 empty homes nationally, with more 

than 100,000 in London, a quarter of which had been empty for more than a year. 8 At the time there 

were over 40,000 families in temporary accommodation and around 6,000 in bed and breakfast 

hotels in the capital. 9 Tackling homelessness is a local authority obligation and although the 

majority of London boroughs developed empty property strategies, there was no statutory 

requirement for them to do so. The focus on re-using empty property, not necessarily for social 

housing encouraged an administrative, rather than strategic approach. 10 The strong property market 

reduced empty property in London to marginally above transactional vacancy levels in 2002, yet the 

Greater London Authority believed there was still potential to use empty homes to provide more 
l temporary accommodation for homeless families. " 

All social use of empty property requires some subsidy and the need is greatest in high cost areas. In 

the early 1990s new grants were required to fund an expansion of private sector leasing schemes 

and short life capital funding procedures were revised. New revenue subsidies were introduced, with 

support gradually reduced as PSL expanded. The changes had most impact on those specialist 
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associations, managing short life property and dependent on short life grant, or providing homeless 

families' schemes, where rents were higher and depended on Housing Benefit.. In the following 

two sections I review two areas where the funding arrangements proved difficult. The two models 

of funding, capital and revenue are set out in the chart below. 

Table 10.2 ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR TEMPORARY 

ACCOMMODATION FOR HOMELESS FAMILIES 1997 ONWARDS 

Type of scheme Funding source Organisations involved 

Temporary accommodation for Housing Corporation Capital grants Specialist associations - often with 
homeless families (TSH and TNIRH) short life history 
Temporary accommodation for Revenue funded Large housing associations with 
homeless families Property leased ready-to-let from the specialist Temporary Accommodation 

private sector departments 

Short life and temporary accommodation capital funding 

Mini-HAG was introduced in 1976 as an experimental, flexible form of funding to assist registered 
housing associations to bring empty property back into use. As it was effective, it was expanded to 

become a stable source of funding12 and as we saw in Part 2 enabled organisations to negotiate 

extended licences from local authorities and improve their property. The Housing Corporation's 

review of mini-HAG procedures in the early 1990s was prompted by their desire to streamline 

procedures, respond to the demand for more housing for homeless families and to enable 

associations to lease private sector empty property for 8 -10 years, or longer. 13 

In 1993 the Housing Corporation reviewed mini-HAG and found that procedures 'now differ 

markedly from the Corporation's mainstream programme and procedures. Guidance on all issues 

affecting Mini HAG now needs to be revised and updated to avoid unnecessary inconsistency 

between the funding arrangements for short life housing and those applying to other scheme types 

under 1988 Act procedures. ' 14 
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The review concluded that most of the current opportunities for short life housing were within the 

private sector, as a result of the recession. 700,000 of the 818,000 empty homes in England were 

privately owned, though information on their owners was difficult to obtain. The report raised the 

possibility of a 'midi-HAG' programme to bring accommodation with a life of 11 - 30 years back 

into use. This would have the benefit of providing more accommodation for homeless families and 

single people. Mini-HAG could be a temporary solution 'to the dual problems of temporarily 

unused properties and homelessness. ' 15Although the research found that associations valued 
flexibility, the authors were not prepared to recommend keeping mini-HAG outside the 

Corporation's annual Total Cost Indicators (TCI) framework. 16 

The need for homeless families' accommodation was a priority, with numbers placed in bed and 

breakfast peaking in April 1992. Mini HAG funding was increased, on the assumption that some of 

the properties would be used for family housing. From 1993 there was a twin track approach to 

funding short term empty property schemes: on the one hand associations could use mini-HAG 

funding, which continued to be available for a variety of needs groups and on the other, the new the 

Housing Associations as Managing Agents (HAMA) revenue grant scheme stimulated local 

authority/housing association partnerships, specifically for homeless families. HAMA grants were 

supplemented by local authority management fees, which became more important when grants were 

phased out. In 1994 the HAMA Plus capital grant scheme was established, specifically to enable 

associations to help private landlords improve property that could be used for homeless families' 

accommodation. '7 This was targeted at properties, which had been empty for six months or more. 

Mini HAG remained a small, but specialist programme. Although new sources of property were 

obtained, local authority and other public sector housing still predominated. Family Housing 

Association renovated over 300 local authority-owned properties in Hackney with Housing 

Corporation grants, private finance and other sources of funding in the 1990s, for instance. 

Homeless families were housed in the empty estate properties until they needed to move for 

major renovation to proceed. 18 However, in many cases, opportunities to use empty properties 

on estates, which were being demolished as part of regeneration programmes, were ignored 
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because they were complex to manage, despite producing a revenue stream. 19 Specialist 

organisations identified other sources of property including former old people's homes, owned by 

Social Services Departments20 and Department of Transport property acquired for future road 

schemes was a major source of temporary homes, although rents for these were high. 21 

In 1996 the Housing Corporation announced that as part of its general 'tidying up' of anomalies, 

mini-HAG would be incorporated into its standard procedures. There was a very short consultation 

period before mini- HAG allocations were increased nationally, with a ring-fenced amount within 

the Approved Development Programme (ADP). Temporary Social Housing grant (as Mini-HAG 

was then re-named) was brought into line with funding for permanent schemes. 22 The problems of 

reduced flexibility were highlighted in the report, New Lives: New Homes, the Temporary Social 

Housing Grant Funding Framework 199718 (LHF 1997) 23 

The main changes to the Housing Corporation capital funding scheme are summarised in the table 

below. 

Table 10.3 CHANGES TO HOUSING CORPORATION CAPITAL FUNDING FOR 

SHORT LIFE/TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SCHEMES 1976 - 97 

Date Grant Changes 

1976 Mini-HAG Absorbed into Temporary Social 
Housing Grant 1997 

1994 HAMA Plus Small capital grant to assist landlords 
upgrade their properties for HAMA 
schemes 

1997 Temporary Social Housing grant New procedures for short life capital 
introduced grant (formerly Mini-HAG) 

1997 Temporary Market Rent Housing New procedures for capital grants for 
grant introduced private-sector owned properties leased 

by housing associations in order to 
house homeless families (an extension 
of HAMA Plus 

The new arrangements for Temporary Accommodation capital grants were introduced as the market 

moved out of recession. Associations surveyed by Taylor (1998) found that negotiations with 

property owners were inevitably lengthy and annual borough-based bidding rounds were too 

inflexible. 4 Government concerns remained focused on cost effectiveness, with a particular 
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emphasis on the cost to the Social Security Housing Benefit budget. This had reached £12 billion 

per annum in the mid 1990s and led to rent control policies in the social housing sector, to contain 

expenditure. As part of this debate, the Housing Corporation expressed concern to associations 

about the relatively high level of rents for Temporary Social Housing grant funded schemes . 
25 Their 

objective was to reduce rents, by putting pressure on associations, rather than reforming the capital 

grant system. 

Practitioners saw contradictions in the different policies impacting on empty property and 
homelessness objectives. For instance Treasury requirements for Government Departments to 

obtain market-related rents for any of their property limited social housing use of Highways Agency 

empty homes, which was a potentially large supply of properties. 26 Taylor's research Bridging the 

Gap (1998) commissioned by WHHA demonstrated the continuing need for these schemes to bring 

property in poor condition back into use. It highlighted the long-term requirement for temporary 

accommodation and emphasised the difficulty for local authorities in making value-for-money 

comparisons between the revenue costs of bed and breakfast accommodation and leasing schemes, 

which required capital grant. 27 

By the late 1990s, the property market in London was booming, a very different position from the 

recession, described in the Housing Corporation's 1993 report. The overall amount of social housing 

had declined, as a result of Right-to-Buy sales and the impact of regeneration schemes (LHF 1999). 

There was a wider recognition of the need for temporary accommodation (LHF/WHHA1998; LHF 

2000), but concerns about high rent levels and costs fed through into reduced levels of grant 

funding. The annual allocation for Temporary Social Housing contracted from £21 million to £17 

million nationally between 1998/9 and 1999/2000 and fewer homes were expected from the grant. 
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Table 10.4 HOUSING CORPORATION AND LOCAL AUTHORITY TEMPORARY 

SOCIAL HOUSING GRANT FUNDING IN LONDON 1997/2000 
Year Investment (Housing Corporation 

and local authority combined) 

Estimated number of homes 

1997/8 £828 million 649 

1998/9 £1059 million 820 

19992000 £9.61 million 580 

2000/01 £7.34 million 376 

Source: The Housing Corporation 

It is difficult to separate out all the factors that led to the reduced programme of Temporary Social 

Housing grant and number of associations involved, between 1999/00 and 2000/01. One factor was 

undoubtedly rents as the rising property market fuelled landlords' expectations. In addition, the new 

system was too rigid for a fast-moving property market, as property needed to be identified and its 

rent levels predicted at bid stage, at lease six months before work could commence. 8 Several large 

and medium-sized organisations continued to innovate and bring derelict empty property back into 

use on an interim basis, but the scattered nature of the stock meant that it was difficult to achieve 

economies of scale. 29 Despite the local importance of this form of urban regeneration it rarely 

provided volume solutions and was not as valued by local authorities or large associations as 

mainstream permanent housing. 30 

A reduction in VAT on the cost of converting empty storage space into residential was announced 

in 2000 and similar reductions in relation renovations for properties empty for more than three years 

were also available. These were designed to encourage owners to convert empty non-residential 

space into homes and to lessen the need for grant for these projects. The timing of the change also 

relates to the growth of the property market in London and the South East, reflecting a belief that 

the private sector could contribute more to regeneration and new social housing. The growing 

importance of tax incentives, rather than public sector grant to support policy objectives parallels 

fiscal and social policy techniques in the USA. This 'off budget' funding relies on tax concessions to 

stimulate market solutions and public and private sector partnerships. In this framework, grant 
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funding was used to encourage pilot projects and to create new models, rather than to maintain 

programmes indefinitely (Bowman 1996)? 1 

Two reports produced by the London Housing Federation reflect the changing priorities for new and 

recycled housing. The Long and the Short of It (2000) concentrated on the need for a sustainable 
funding system for temporary accommodation for homeless families. The report provided many 

examples of successful schemes in London. Closing Doors (1999) emphasised the high cost of 
housing and the need for policies to increase the supply of affordable housing for key workers. The 

Mayor's Housing Inquiry recommended that the planners require that half of all new homes in the 

capital be affordable and emphasised the importance of temporary accommodation schemes for 

homeless families 32 

Funding systems are an expression of policies and opportunities and are adapted to changed 

circumstances. Initially, the capital funding for short life housing/temporary accommodation was 

a flexible funding system, which provided small sums of money to make buildings safe, 

weatherproof and watertight. There were no detailed standards and the funding system was based 

on a mixture of 'common sense' and custom and practice. In the mid 1990s funding was 

integrated into the usual Housing Corporation mainstream procedures and by 2000/01, WHHA 

was the only one of the case study organisations receiving TSH grant. Although Family, Hyde 

and Hexagon housing associations continued to use TSH, efforts to highlight the issues in 

relation to capital grants were compromised by the small number of organisations involved. 

Variations between the property market in different parts of London, multiple client groups and 

sources of property added to the complex picture. The unpredictable impact of property cycles 

also made it difficult to present a single solution for improving the capital funding arrangements 

for temporary accommodation. 
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Vacant huu4ur results, in more than £l4 million 
lust revenue a year from council tax 33 

The largest associations. with the greatest leverage, such as Paddington Churches and Notting Hill 

Housing Trust preferred to concentrate sourcing ready-to-let property for homeless families. 

Although there was co-operation between those involved in using capital funding, the growing 

competition between associations for local authority temporary accommodation contracts had 

damaged an earlier culture of openness and co-operation in the social housing sector. 34 

Nevertheless, with more than 40.000 homes in London empty for more than a year, empty property 

continued to be perceived as a problem in London. 3 

Revenue Funding - relying on Housing Benefit 

The fastest growing form of temporary accommodation for homeless families in London in the 

1990s was ready-to-let private sector leasing in its various forms: Private Sector Leasing (PSL). 

Housing Associations as Managing Agents (HAMA) and Housing Association Leasing (HALs). 

72% of all leasing schemes nationally were in London. They were primarily managed by housing 

associations. on behalf of local authorities, which referred families to the associations. The fiscal 

risk of these schemes was gradually transferred to associations, in a similar wav in which the 

development risk for building mainstream social housing had been transferred earlier. The total 
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number of temporary accommodation homes fluctuated, according to need and supply, peaking at 
37,550 in 1992, falling to 24,850 in 1997 and rising to over 29,000 in 1999 (London Housing 

Federation 2000). 

The provision of temporary accommodation was one of the first housing services to be contracted 

out and transitional revenue funding stimulated interest in the scheme. 6 The new HAL and HAMA 

schemes which emerged as PSL schemes were phased out, depended on Housing Benefit to cover 

costs, supplemented in some cases by a weekly management fee paid by the local authority. The 

arrangements were vulnerable to regulatory changes or deterioration in the - Housing Benefit 

administration performance of any local authority, 

Housing Benefit underwrote the restructuring and partial privatisation of the social housing market. 

Sir George Young MP, former Conservative Housing Minister famously reassured housing 

associations that they had nothing to fear from the higher rents private finance would bring. 

'Housing Benefit will take the strain, ' he told them when the mixed funding regime was introduced 

in 1989. His promise held for many years and in consequence the Benefit budget spiralled. This is 

not the place for a review of the complex debates about the need to reform the Housing Benefit 

system. Instead, I shall look at how depending on Housing Benefit to cover the costs of leasing and 

managing ready-to-let properties created problems for associations. Changes to payment cycles and 

a general tightening up of the Housing Benefit system in the late 1990s produced cash flow 

problems and underlined associations' ability to expand temporary accommodation schemes. 

Three factors increased the fiscal risk for associations beyond that envisaged by the transfer of 

responsibility for leasing as well as managing the property. These were landlord claims for 

dilapidation payments when properties were returned; local authorities' use of competition between 

associations to drive down prices; and changes to the Housing Benefit system. Managed 

competition was introduced as part of the move to compulsory competitive tendering for services 

and because some local authorities also believed that PSL schemes may have been over-subsidised 

(DoE 1997). The ensuing culture of competition succeeded in driving down prices, in an 
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unsustainable manner, resulting in some large associations withdrawing from temporary housing. 37 

By the end of the 1990s, several local authorities returned to negotiated contracts. The rising 

property market reduced the supply of potential temporary homes, although a sub-market of lower 

quality rented housing remained. 38 

Excessive competition reduced the number of associations providing temporary accommodation in 

the mid - late 1990s and the deteriorating position in relation to Housing Benefit undermined the 

viability of temporary accommodation schemes even further. As Smith Bowers pointed out 'The 

debate on housing benefit efficiency, effectiveness, expenditure and reforms has been conducted 

almost entirely from the point of view of the permanent housing landlords and their tenants but has 

not recognised or addressed the case of the landlords with tenants in temporary housing' 39 

In 1996 Housing Benefit regulations changed, so that claims relating to private landlords were paid 
four weeks in arrears, rather than in advance. The rule change was intended to reduce fraud and 

associations were treated as private landlords, in contrast to local authorities. This affected 

associations managing temporary accommodation more seriously than those with a permanent stock 

for two reasons. Rents in temporary accommodation are two or three times as high as those for 

permanent homes. Secondly, the cash flow. drain was exacerbated by the fact that most associations 

paid owners a month in advance, in order to successfully compete for properties. The faster they 

expanded, the more they were affected, if they continued to pay owners in advance, while receiving 

Housing Benefit in arrears. Government also sought to reduce the Benefits bill by tightening 

eligibility, introducing 'local reference rents', ceilings above which benefit was not paid and 

requirements on tenants to inform the Benefits Office about changes in circumstances. The overall 

impact of these changes from the government's perspective was expected 'to improve the incentives 

to local authorities to keep the overall cost to the public sector down' (Giles, Johnson and 

McCrae 1997). 

Hills (2000) and Kemp (2000) identified three basic problems with the Housing Benefit systemao: 
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" Administration difficulties: delays in payment, payment in arrears, complexity of benefit 

regulations, payment cycles, overpayment and claw backs 

" Rent restrictions: 'eligible rent', restrictions linked to property size, rent levels and 

restrictions tied to the 'local reference rent. ' 

" Work disincentives, including the withdrawal taper of housing benefit and other factors 

influencing loss of benefit as income rises, or changes in the circumstances of claimants and 

their dependents. 

Government established the Benefits Fraud Inspectorate in 1998. and introduced incentives for 

councils to sign up to a Verification Framework. This created a 'secure gateway' to the benefits 

system, requiring claimants to provide original documents such as passports and birth certificates, 

so that their identity and that of their children could be validated. Although voluntary, many local 

authorities in London joined, although the administration presented difficulties. Smith Bowers' 

research found that one local authority saw a 30% increase in personal and telephone callers as soon 

as the system was introduced in April 1999. Assessing new claims began to take 8- 12 weeks and 

one local authority had over 50,000 items of correspondence, waiting to be scanned and indexed. 41 

These delays increased workloads for housing association staff and tenants. 

Housing benefit administration in many boroughs was outsourced to private contractors, as part of 

Compulsory Competitive Tendering in the late 1990s. Few new contractors were prepared for the 

task of managing a highly complex system. In some boroughs the Verification Framework was 

introduced shortly afterwards. Associations interviewed by Smith Bowers found that the system was 
failing, producing a serious impact on their cash flow position. In one borough an association said 

'The problems created by VF and the new computer system are still evident, offlcers are constantly 

sending arrears letters, notices of seeking possession and court applications on cases where we are 

still awaiting Housing Benefit assessment. This is causing a great deal of distress to our tenants. 

Many of our tenants are vulnerable, many are asylum seekers, and for some English is not their first 
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language . 42In Lambeth and Hackney the Housing Benefit administration, contracted to private 
sector companies, brought the system to almost complete collapse. 43 

The combination of measures to tackle fraud, regulatory changes and administrative inefficiency 

resulted in a system that was increasingly seen as a failure. It was not designed to cope with a 

mobile population or changes in taxation, such as the Working Families Tax Credit 44 There were at 
least 90 regulatory changes to the Housing Benefit system since the Labour government was elected 
in 1997, with over 74 separate circulars issued in less than a year in 2001/2. S Asa result temporary 

accommodation was not supported by a conformable funding system and in consequence several 

associations had withdrawn from this work by the end of 2000.46 For WHHA, the only one of the 

case study organisations specialising in temporary accommodation for homeless families, financial 

difficulties, largely due to Housing Benefit resulted in merger with a large association in 2001. 

The individual consequences of the unstable arrangements for temporary accommodation were 

severe for tenants, as most relied on Housing Benefit to pay the rent (Giles, Johnson and McCrae 

1997). As the formal recipients of the benefits, tenants were required to complete complex forms, 

produce original documents, inform authorities about any changes in circumstances and update 

claims when rents were increased. Despite the help offered by associations, this was a complex 

administrative task, especially for the majority whose first language was not English. These 

administrative requirements paled into insignificance as associations overwhelmed County Courts 

with potential eviction cases in an effort to force local authorities to deal with a backlog of cases. 7 

Tenants in temporary accommodation already had experienced bureaucracy, in order to establish 

their claim as priority homeless. The Verification Framework required them to resubmit documents 

to another department and to deal with housing associations' bureaucracies. They also faced the 

prospect of long term residence in temporary accommodation, often involving several moves within 

the sector, before they were permanently housed. Those tenants who were in work, or wished to 

work faced other problems. The high cost of temporary accommodation rents meant that working 

tenants needed Housing Benefit to cover some of the cost. A few progressive local authorities 
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introduced specific arrangements for working tenants, whereby reduced rents were charged for 

those tenants in employment, although this was not routine. 8 

Underlying issues 

Why was it so difficult to introduce sustainable funding arrangements for temporary 

accommodation schemes using empty property in the 1990s? Although it is beyond the scope of 

my study to explore this in detail, there were a number of reasons, some of which are to do with 
different and conflicting public policy strands in relation to the use of empty property, Housing 

Benefit, regeneration strategies and homelessness policies. In addition the dependence on private 

sector empty property raised problematic issues about the nature of subsidy. 

The Conservative government's strong centralised approach masked the wide variations in housing 

demand between different regions, limiting the development of region-specific policies relating to 

empty homes and homelessness. These began to feature in public debate at the end of the 1990s. 49 

Diverse ownership patterns; local variations in demand and supply within different areas of London; 

and the impact of unpredictable events, such as the increase in the number of refugees or migration 

out of unpopular areas of the country made it difficult for central government to micro-manage. 
Finally, while the administration of homelessness and empty property strategies were local matters, 

fiscal policies were determined centrally by over-riding government objectives such as the need to 

restrain public expenditure. 

Negative attitudes towards family homelessness, exemplified by the 1995 Housing White Paper and 

Housing Act 1996, which revised homelessness legislation, were factors behind the ad hoc approach 

to funding temporary accommodation schemes. During the consultation period, before the Act was 

introduced, there was a concerted media backlash against undeserving members of society 

(homeless families) who were contrasted with the decent law abiding majority (owner occupiers) 50 

Government preferred to provide personal subsidies rather than invest in bricks and mortar forms, 51 

as buildings are fixed, whereas homelessness were regarded as transitional. Demand for temporary 
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accommodation reduced by 50% between 1992 and 1997, reinforcing a hope that the problem was 

under control. However, the most problematic issue about relying on empty property for temporary 

accommodation was the balance between financial incentives and penalties to encourage its reuse. 

Penalties for leaving homes empty were difficult for a Conservative government as they challenged 

rhetoric about the primacy of home ownership. On the other hand, generous incentives might 

underwrite owners' or developers' mistakes and government preferred to stimulate new housing 

association PSL partnerships rather than to provide funding to sustain the in the long term. Rent 

levels in temporary accommodation became contentious once transitional revenue subsidies were 

reduced. Property owners in London required market-related rents, even for semi-derelict property. 
At the same time, the need for temporary accommodation increased from the mid 1990s, raising 

concerns about costs and value for money of short-term schemes. These issues have been raised and 

settled within the context of over arching government policies around Social Security (Housing 

Benefit) and the wider grant funding regime for social housing. Initially the major concern was to 

find ways of reducing or transferring the cost of homeless family provision to other agencies or 

departments (Giles, Johnson, McRael997), but when controlling Housing Benefit costs became a 

priority, the cost effectiveness of temporary housing became an issue. Consideration of the specific 

impacts of rent control on the temporary accommodation sector did not occur, because was at the 

edge of more important policy objectives and there was a belief that homelessness would reduce. 52 

Grant arrangements to enable empty property to be brought back into use for homeless families and 

single people were criticised by practitioners as inflexible after 1996.53 Reviews appear to have been 

largely stimulated by changes to mainstream funding systems, rather than property market cycles, 

although the latter have had some influence. It was also difficult for associations using empty 

property to respond with one voice because of fragmented sources of stock and a competitive 

approach to their business. Problem solving occurred, with varying degrees of effectiveness, on an 

individual organisation/local authority basis. 4 In any case, by the early 1990s short life housing had 

become a terrain from which organisations sought to escape. Temporary accommodation for 

homeless families, on the other hand, was a distinct, new niche business, which large mainstream 
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associations developed, as part of a repertoire of services to meet local authority requirements. 
Although there were some common sources of funding and crossovers of activity empty property 

use, this could not be typified as meeting one priority need, but at various times it was part of a 

solution towards several. 

Practitioners were unable to construct an over-riding 'meta narrative' from these disparate strands, 

which took account of the different sources of property, variations in supply throughout the country, 

and levels of demand. The Housing Corporation's administrative arrangements, with separate 

regional offices covering London throughout much of the 1990s also discouraged a strategic view. 
As a result, there was a time lag in policy development between the expansion of temporary 

accommodation and the development of specific policies to support it in a sustainable manner, 

which is not an uncommon state of affairs for unpopular issues (Hawes 1996). 

Conclusion 

A number of issues underlie the ad hoc, provisional nature of funding for temporary 

accommodation in the 1990s. The most significant was the initial hope that temporary 

accommodation was not a permanent feature of the public housing system and where used would 

only be for short periods. However longer-term studies would indicate that there has been a 

requirement for temporary accommodation in various guises since WW2 . 
55 Not only has the 

need for temporary accommodation continued, but people living in temporary accommodation 

faced years before they obtained permanent homes, as a result of the contraction of social 

housing in the capital (LHF 2000). A further issue, which was noted in Chapter 3, is an 

underlying attitude to homelessness, which sees it as personal, rather than structural and 

economic problem. The Conservative government's efforts to reduce homeless persons' alleged 

fast track to permanent housing and the Housing Act 1996 encouraged this approach. 

Homelessness systems are designed to discourage and restrict numbers applying and there is 

anecdotal evidence that eligibility criteria have been tightened. This attitude persisted in the late 

1990s, though dissonant with Labour's desire to reduce social exclusion. It is a persistent attitude 
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that can be traced back to the Poor Laws. 

Funding for temporary accommodation for homeless families and reuse of empty property are 

usually regarded as separate issues, despite their obvious links. Empty property strategies are 

regarded as good practice and are a useful way of ensuring that many buildings are brought back 

into use, especially in London, where housing demand is high. In this chapter I found that neither 

small capital grants nor revenue funding from Housing Benefit for private sector leasing schemes 

proved a satisfactory and sustainable form of funding which could adapt to market changes. By 

2000 the number of associations involved in providing leased temporary accommodation for local 

authorities had decreased, despite rising demand and more families were placed in bed and 
breakfast. 

The funding systems, which emerged reflected other priorities: the transfer of risk from local 

authorities to associations using incentive funding; the dependence on competition to drive costs 
down; the reliance on Housing Benefit as an indirect form of subsidy. Arrangements were ad hoc, 

with organisations piecing together systems for funding schemes. Combined with major changes in 

relation to Housing Corporation regulation, Housing Benefit policy and administration, Asylum and 

Irrmigration legislation, major fluctuations in the housing market, growth in demand, pressure on 

local authority budgets and on associations' own finances, the patchwork of arrangements was 

unsustainable. 

Homelessness policies and the re-use of empty property were at best reactive priorities for 

government between 1990 and 2000. Their inter-connection with higher profile policies meant it 

was difficult to track new funding pathways. Assessing the risks, most associations reduced their 

exposure to temporary accommodation schemes. At the back of their minds was often the view 

that investment in permanent affordable housing was the only way to reduce homelessness and 

temporary accommodation schemes, which ameliorated the position for individuals by providing 

better accommodation than bed and breakfast, were not worth the heavy financial risks involved. 
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NOTES 

1 These were all for short term use of empty property and the table does not include funding for permanent 
conversion. 

2 Mini HAG was not available for housing association-owned properties 

3 Ujima made use of construction training schemes 

Management costs are higher for leasing schemes, because properties are scattered; tenants need to be visited 
regularly and accommodation checked to ensure that it is not damaged. If property is damaged the owner can claim 
dilapidation payments from the housing association, in compensation. 

s Fraud was highlighted as a major issue and new secure gateways introduced in 1999/2000 were intended to reduce the 
risk of fraud, by ensuring claimants provided originals of documentation. 

6 The Government established a new Bed and Breakfast Unit in late 2001, in order to reduce the exceptionally high 
number of families placed in bed and breakfast. Numbers rose from the latter part of the 1990s, following the dip in 
the mid 1990s: Reductions in the availability of social housing and competition for private sector homes in London 
were the reasons for this. 

7 These initiatives were introduced to support the property market during the early 1990s' recession and also to 
provide new sources of social housing supply. They enabled local authorities to move families out of bed and 
breakfast and into temporary accommodation or new homes, substantially reducing the numbers in bed and 
breakfast. 

8 The Empty Homes Agency has been behind campaigns to reduce VAT for conversion works to create new homes 
and other incentive schemes. It also encourages local, community campaigns. Finally in 2001, as a vindication of its 

work its former Chief Executive became the new head of the Bed and Breakfast unit, charged with reducing use of 
that form of emergency accommodation for homeless families. The government also established an Inquiry into 
Empty Homes (DTLR 2001). Their work is beyond the scope of this study, but the dilemma of how to pay for 
temporary housing schemes, which use privately-owned empty property, is one they will need to face. In London 
twenty-five of the thirty-two local authorities have Empty Property officers and strategies to bring empty homes 
back into use. 

I was a Board member of the Empty Homes Agency at the end of the 1990s - 2001. The small staff team lobbied 
hard for a requirement on local authorities to have Empty Property Strategies. They felt that exhortation and good 
practice alone were insufficient to ensure that local authorities developed high profile campaigns to return empty 
property to use, both in high costs areas like London and in areas of falling demand in the North East. 

9 Empty Homes Agency 2001 

'o Regeneration; social housing policy, including grant funding to housing associations for interim repairs and the level 

of rents which are charged, which fall within the remit of the Department of Transport, Local Government and the 
Regions (DTLR); Social Security policies in the Department of Social Security, in relation to Housing Benefit costs, 
which are in turn largely determined by the views of the Treasury. They also connect, as we shall see in the Part 4 to 
Home office policies around refugees and asylum seekers. 

It is not simply a question of linking empty property to immediate need. Often empty homes are not available for long 
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enough for any tenancy to be worthwhile, or are too expensive. They may also be the wrong size, at the wrong price and 
in the wrong location. In the cases where the link can be made, there are other issues to consider, particularly how the 
cost of temporary conversion works is to be met and what rent can be guaranteed to the landlord. These issues are ones, 
which intersect with government policies in other areas and cross government departments 

't Even in London, with its high property costs, empty homes continued to be a problem, many left void for speculative 
reasons. In parts of North Eastern English cities, on the other hand, lack of demand out-migration from depressed areas 
left homes empty. The dispersal of asylum seekers and refugees to those areas in the late 1990s was expected to make 
use of some vacant homes, though appears, anecdotally to have created a new sub section of the private rented housing 
market instead. 

12 Initially mini-HAG was only available for properties with a2-5 year life and for those intended for demolition. It 
enabled associations to make properties wind and weatherproof, supplemented with tenants' self help repairs. 

13 8- 10 years became a typical lease period, although properties could be acquired for up to 29 years, under the 
new procedures. 

14 The Housing Corporation (1993), page 4. This study was a follow up to a 1991 report, which reviewed value for 

money in terms of standards and costs (The Housing Corporation 1991), which had recommended a substantial increase 
in cost limits The 1993 report, like the 1991 study, was based on interviews with associations and an examination of the 
average unit costs. It found that the average unit cost was £4,350 in 1991/2 for a2- 10 year life scheme, compared to 
£41,661 for a permanent, 30-year scheme. (The Housing Corporation 1993: 4). The report considered a number of 
issues, including the practice of pooling repair costs between different *properties over a quarter or year, a principle, 
which the DoE no longer supported. The levels of funding, for shared and family housing was also considered. Rent 
levels and the timing of payments to associations were also reviewed. In addition to reviewing procedures to bring them 
more in line with those for permanent housing, the report considered the potential sources of properties. 

15 Housing Corporation (1993) Page 11 

16 This would have involved separate annual negotiations on cost limits. Instead, by bringing Mini HAG within the 
mainstream development arrangements, there would be formal programme agreements between each association and the 
Housing Corporation. These specified the number of units to be produced, linked to the number of years life' for a given 
grant. Once these arrangements were in place, 80% of Mini HAG would be paid once a scheme was approved, with the 
balance available on completion. This avoided the need for overdraft guarantees, the previous mechanism for forward 
funding development costs. 

17 No capital grant funding was available for these schemes, as private landlords were required to lease ready-to-let 
properties. HAMA Plus was later merged into the new short life capital grant, as was mini-HAG 

18 Taylor, Bridging the Gap (1998) 

19 Temporary accommodation schemes on estates needed to fit into timescales for major regeneration schemes and also 
to take account of long-term residents' views. Residents, waiting to move were often reluctant to have newcomers move 
into the vacated flats. Short-term arrangements could introduce additional risks into these plans, which often appeared to 
be too complex to manage and administer. (Bowman 2001). 

20 Several successful joint association/local authority partnerships brought these back into use either as hostels for 

asylum seekers or single homeless people. Hexagon Housing Association converted a building into a hostel for 

asylum seekers and WHHA converted a former old people's home as hostel accommodation for single homeless 

people. 
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21 Acme was a major user of Department of Transport homes in East London and WHHA in the West. 

22 HAMA Plus funding, which could be used to pay for lease premiums, became Temporary Market Rent housing in the 
same year. 

'' While it encouraged the re-use of very long term empties, it required associations to identify properties when they bid 
for ßmding six months before they knew whether or not the schemes would be funded. They also had to compete for 
grant, in the same way as for permanent housing schemes, an arrangement that was intended to drive down costs. 

24 Competition for resources in the annual bidding round encouraged most local authorities to prioritise permanent 
schemes, which were seen as offering better long-term value for money. The length of time that it took to negotiate 
leased property meant that associations needed to know that once they had concluded negotiations, they would have 
access to grant. The annual bidding cycle, in which funding was allocated in response to borough preferences made 
this difficult to achieve and was one of the reasons many larger associations found Temporary Social Housing 
schemes were not viable in the late 1990s, as flexibility was replaced by a standard, competitive system. 

25 These rent levels reflected both the additional costs of managing homeless families schemes and rents for new sources 
of property, for which commercial and private landlords were required a sub-commercial market rent, which was 
considerably higher than rents for local authority short life property. 

26 Each government department was concerned to reduce costs and where appropriate obtain more income. Empty 
property was an asset to market, even for short-term use, rather than a potential way of easing homelessness. Despite the 
rhetoric of 'joined up government' the 1997 Labour government did not alter this position it inherited from the 
Conservatives. 

27 COMPARISON OF ANNUAL SUBSIDY COSTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT FORMS OF FUNDING FOR 
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SCHEMES 

HOUSING OPTION ASSUMPTIONS SUBSIDY COST PER YEAR 
/IMPLICATIONS Source of funding 

Private renting Reference rent £150 per week £7,800 Housing Benefit 
Deposit £600 

Bed and breakfast Weekly charge £245 per week for a £12,775 Housing Benefit plus Local 
triple room authority General Fund 

Temporary Social Housing Rent £75 per week £6,800 
£15,500 grant 

Temporary Market Rent Housing Reference rent of £ 150 per week £9,160 
£15,500 t 

Source Taylor, T. Bridging the Gap, LHF/WHHA 1998 Page 26 

28 Empty space above shops in secondary shopping districts was another new source, which could be converted into 
homes and owners expected sub market, but realistic rents Despite rising costs, other new sources of property emerged, 
including banks, which wanted interim solutions to branches closed outside prime areas (Nat West 1997). Flats over 
Shops funding, the subject of a separate government initiative in the early 1990s was absorbed into mainstream 
programmes, including Temporary Social Housing in the late 1990s. There are many examples of successful flats over 
shops schemes in London (Bridging the Gap 1998). The associations best placed to deal with these complex schemes, 
often involving freehold and leasehold interests, were those with a long track record in short life housing. Smaller 

associations rarely had the contacts or staff resources to invest time in uncertain negotiations with property owners. 
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29 These also included a few large organisations, which had absorbed secondary housing co-ops or had dedicated short 
life development staff. They included Horizon Group (formerly South London Family Housing Association which 
absorbed CHISEL within its group), Family Housing Association, which had absorbed Solon South East and Hyde 
Housing Associations. Hexagon and West Hampstead were medium sized associations with dedicated short life 
development departments. The disadvantage these associations faced was that the work was specialist and time 
consuming, involving one-off projects. 

30 Successful regeneration initiatives grounded by Flats over Shops work include Kilburn, Finsbury Park and 
Deptford. Flats over Shops schemes often formed an important part of a local urban regeneration agenda and contributed 
to the improvement of run down shopping areas and the environment, as well as providing interim (6 - 10 year leases), 
rather than temporary accommodation. 

31 In this respect the growth and subsequent reductions in grant funding to bring private property back into use as tax 
incentives were introduced, fits the model of incentive funding, which underwrote many other regeneration partnership 
arrangements. 

32 Mayor of London, Housing Inquiry (2000) 

33 Cartoon from Property People (1999) 

34 Organisations using Temporary Social Housing Grant met regionally with the Housing Corporation and there was also 
a forum for national consultation. These meetings consulted on changes in procedures and monitored spend, rather than 
trying to develop new funding models. They were not the occasion for wider debates about the nature of temporary 
housing, as the Housing Corporation was exclusively concerned with grant funded schemes. Temporary Social and 
Market rent Housing grants were merged in recognition of the need for temporary accommodation in the capital in 1999. 
However, despite dedicated funding some local authorities continued to give these schemes very low priority, when 
recommending investment to the Housing Corporation. As a result the TSH grant available for the whole of the borough 
of Islington, for example, was only £50,252 in 1999, compared to almost £ 1,000,000 in Camden. 

's Ken Livingstone, Mayor of London established a Housing Commission, following the creation of the Greater London 
Authority in 2000. In its submission to the Commission, the Empty Homes Agency estimated that more than 40,000 
homes in London have been empty for more than a year. If London were to achieve an empty property rate in line with 
the government's national targets of around 2.25%, instead of the current 3.67%, there would be a 43% reduction in the 
total number of empty homes. An additional 40,000 homes could also be created from the conversion of surplus and 
redundant commercial and office premises (EHA 2000; LPAC 1999). 

The Homes Bill 2001 seemed to offer a potential way forward. An amendment suggested by David Kidney MP and 
supported by the Empty Homes Agency, would have required all local authorities to develop a corporate empty property 
strategy. This would include the requirement to include a full range of measures, from providing owners with advice and 
information, to regulation, grant funding and potential Compulsory Purchase Orders, for owners who refused to take 

action. This would confirm the Green Paper (Quality and Choice DETR 2000)'s statements on the importance of empty 
property strategies. According to the EHA (July 2001 briefing) the disadvantage of the current position, based on 
exhortation, was that only half local authorities had a credible empty property strategy. There was no statutory 
requirement for them to do so. As a result the link between empty property and homelessness was not strong enough to 
drive local implementation of best practice. The opportunity to require local authorities to have an empty property 
strategy was not taken up, as government felt the current arrangements were adequate. 

36 With PSL schemes, local authorities held the leases for property and therefore the financial risk for payment and any 
dilapidation claims. They contracted associations in order to procure some of the properties on their behalf and to 
provide a management and maintenance service. The risk of holding leases was formally passed to associations with 
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HAMA schemes, although Housing Corporation revenue grants provided a temporary subsidy to stimulate the expansion 
of the scheme. This was phased out in the mid 1990s, when there were a number of large associations managing 
temporary accommodation and competing for local authority business. 

37 Some large associations, including London and Quadrant Housing Trust and New Islington and Hackney HA won 
contracts, at prices, which they subsequently found they were unviable. As a result they withdrew from providing 
temporary accommodation. 

38 Housing Departments continued to face intense internal pressure to reduce the costs of temporary accommodation. 
Some dealt with this by reducing or replacing management fees, by adding the cost onto the rent. This was only possible 
where 'local reference rents' were sufficiently high to allow this. 

The market was dominated by small professional landlords specialising in buying and renovating homes to let to 
associations, supplemented by non-professional owners with one or two properties. They were attracted to the 
guaranteed rental stream the scheme offered and non-commission management. 

39 Smith Bowers (2000). 

40 Smith Bowers (2000) 

41 Smith Bowers (2000) Page 14. 

42 Smith Bowers (2000) Page 15 

43 The system deteriorated to such an extent in Lambeth, that the borough terminated the contract with Capita and 
brought the administration back into council management in 2001. Several other boroughs did the same. 

44 No special arrangements were made for temporary accommodation tenants, unlike those in hostels. Temporary 
accommodation, by its nature, involves people moving in and out at short notice and some local authorities use it while 
they are assessing eligibility for assistance, rather than putting families in emergency bed and breakfast. All expect 
people to move immediately they are offered permanent homes. 

45 David Walker, writing in The Guardian January 12002 

46 Smith Bowers 2000: Page 10 

All those continuing to run the schemes experienced cash flow strains, but the majority were large and robust 
associations. Notting Hill Housing Trust, one of the largest, reduced its exposure to the temporary accommodation 
market. West Hampstead Housing Association, which specialised in temporary accommodation and had only a small 
permanent stock experienced serious financial difficulties as a result of E3.5 million in overdue Housing Benefit in 2000, 

which represented over 12% of its annual income. In early 2000, the association became part of the Genesis group, one 
of London's largest associations. The new management quickly dispensed with grant funded temporary accommodation, 
as too complex, streamlining the operations to concentrate on the ready-to-let leased accommodation. 

WHHA paid some landlords one month in advance, while waiting for as long as six months for Housing Benefit 
payments to be made. The association's rapid growth to over 3,000 temporary homes made it the largest temporary 
accommodation provider in the Capital. With its small permanent housing stock, it lacked the ability to borrow to 
smooth out the cash flow problems. The financial position was compounded by computer implementation problems. The 
association decided to seek a larger, financially robust association as a partner. The Housing Corporation became 
involved, placing its nominees on the association's Board, in order to steer through the merger. 
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47 Although Housing Benefit was used as a revenue funding system for temporary accommodation, supplemented in 
some cases by management fees paid by local authorities, it is a personal benefit. Each individual household is 
responsible for completing complex forms and making claims. In order to reduce the risk of unrecoverable rent arrears, 
association staff routinely assist tenants complete the forms and obtain their consent for the benefit to be paid direct to 
the association. 

48 LB Camden and LB Haringey had arrangements to support working tenants in temporary accommodation 

49 The issues of'low demand' for social housing in parts of some former industrial cities in the North East of England 
became a serious policy issue, highlighted by the Labour government's Policy Action Teams. The Mayor of London 
established a Housing Commission to identify planning requirements for affordable homes, soon after his election, and 
affordable housing features strongly in subsequent planning guidance, with a requirement that developers provide 
affordable and interim price homes in their developments. Despite its lack of housing powers, the Mayor could 
influence policy through planning decisions. 

so The strong link between property ownership and democracy, almost unique in Britain amongst European countries 
may be directly connected to the historic British requirement that those who voted must own property (Coates 2001). 

One of the arguments used in favour of temporary arrangements, is that many needs are transitional and that 
permanent bricks and mortar investment may not be necessary. In the case of London, this rationale is particularly 
unconvincing as it is apparent that the Capital's population will continue to increase in the early twenty-first century. 

52 The number of homeless families placed in temporary accommodation did reduce in the mid 1990s after the 
success of the Housing Market Package in producing new rented homes. 

53 Taylor (1998) 

' The London Housing Federation has made a number of well argued submissions, including New Lives, New Homes, 
the temporary social housing grant framework 1997-8 (1997); Bridging the Gap: homelessness and temporary 
accommodation in London (1998; ) The Long and the Short of it, positive roles for temporary housing in London (2000) 

ss Temporary accommodation was provided through hostels, run by Social Services Departments under the National 
Assistance Act 1948. Since the Homeless Persons Act 1977 local authorities have used a range of emergency bed and 
breakfast hotels, hostels and temporary accommodation in order to meet their statutory responsibilities. 
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REVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SHORT LIFE HOUSING 

Ambivalence characterises most recollections of the experience of living and working in 

short life housing. Some people remember their sojourn nostalgically, as a 'golden time' 

when they were able to share responsibilities for childcare and other domestic tasks with 

a group of similar people. ' Others accepted the drawbacks, in exchange for low rents and 

later found their own more settled accommodation. Many gained skills, from DIY repairs 

to an understanding of local authority processes, which they were able to use in other 

settings. 2 However those who felt trapped in poor housing resented the unpredictability 

and sometimes, their landlords. 

Acknowledging the limitations of short life housing, this chapter attempts to explore its 

significance in relation to the goals the organisations set for themselves, which were both 

material and idealistic and only some of which were to provide housing. It includes an 

1 10 Birchington Road, NW6 (1974) used as short life housing 1973 -6 until GLC demolition 

t" !t ; lt 
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assessment of the number of people housed during the study period; the growth of new 

organisations; the renewal of self help traditions and the efforts to develop new forms of 

community. The latter is based on subjective information, provided through interviews 

and conversations and explores rather than firmly demonstrates the position. There is a 

risk, which I acknowledge that some interviewees, especially those who worked in short 
life housing, may have recollected the early days of their organisations' history as more 

purposeful and coherent than was the case. Most acknowledged that it was an experiential 

process, expressed in terms of the direction of their journey, rather than knowing the 

precise route which it would take. 

Finally I suggest links between the growth of the new organisations and the flowering of 

alternative communities in England and the USA a hundred years earlier could be the 

subject of further research. An initial comparison reveals that in both periods some new 

organisations responded to pressing, emerging needs and critiqued existing social 

arrangements, while also reflecting elements of them. 

Housing 

A detailed assessment of the organisations' housing role would need to consider the 

number of people benefiting from the organisations' temporary and permanent housing 

over thirty years. Unfortunately lack of monitoring records and the fluid movement in 

and out of short life housing makes this impossible, although a provisional assessment 

can be made. In 1984 one estimate was that there were 25,000 to 30,000 people living in 

short life housing in the capital 4 There were around thirty groups in Lambeth, most of 

them housing co-ops, eighteen in Camden and twelve in Islington, in 1984,5 which was a 

typical situation for inner London local authority areas. Another estimate, two years later 

was that there were over a hundred groups in London, altogether housing over 20,000 

people. ' These included around 15,000 people living in local authority-owned property, 

with a further substantial number in housing association and other homes. Smith-Bowers 

and Taylor (2000) state that there were 40 short life housing organisations registered with 

the Housing Corporation and 7,000 short life homes providing housing for 10,000 or 
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more people in London in 2000, when local authorities were disposing of their remaining 

short life stock.? 

Table 11.1 ESTIMATES OF NUMBER OF SHORT LIFE HOUSING RESIDENTS 

AND GROUPS IN LONDON 1986 - 2000 

-Date Number of groups Number of residents 

1986 Over 100 (number registered 15,000 in local authority 
with the Housing Corporation property. At least 5,000 in 
not known) property owned by other 

landlords 
2000 40 (registered with Housing 10,000 (total estimate) Does not 

Corporation) include organisations not 
registered with the Housing 
Corporation and includes some 
accommodation used for 
families 

Source Bowman (1986); Smith Bowers and Taylor (2000) " 

A conservative estimate of the numbers housed, assuming a turnover of 20% per annum, 9 

indicates at least 60,000 people (the size of a small town) would have made use of short 

life housing at some time between 1975 and 2000 in London. Franklin (1984) estimated 

there were 30,000 people per annum 'choosing to squat' nationally in the early 1980s'° 

and as most squatting occurred in London, my estimates of the numbers making use of 

short life housing (which by then had overtaken squatting in London) are almost certainly 

too low. However, there is no way of confirming any of these figures retrospectively. 

Short life housing became a residual and declining resource from the early 1990s, even 

thought some new property suppliers were identified. " The number of private sector 

leased temporary accommodation homes for families on the other hand, exceeded those 

in short life property use from 1992 onwards. There were 26,400 homeless households 

living in temporary leased accommodation in London in 1999 and around 10,000 people 

(not households) in short life property. 12 

An evaluation of the organisations' housing contribution would also need to explore their 

success in rehousing tenants when short life properties were returned to owners, as most 

needed new homes. 13 Alternative short life housing was often all that was available, 
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although Ujima were successful in nominating tenants to permanent homes, owned by 

large associations. A survey carried out by the Short Term Occupation Group (STOG) in 

1989 found that approximately half of all new short life lettings in London were allocated 

to people rehoused from other short life property. 14 Organisations found that the longer 

people lived in short life housing and the more moves they had within it, the greater their 

dissatisfaction and this was a major driver for developing permanent homes.. One 

resident interviewed for a WHHA study summed it up: 

'I'm 35. It's OK at 22 but I'm tired of living like this. My life's a bit more regular now 

and I'd like it to be reflected in my home. ' Quoted in Stirling (1992) 

Overall, the organisations' record of fording alternative homes was good and very few 

short life housing residents became homeless, when their homes were returned to the 

owners. Mackey (1986) and the STOG report expressed concerns about short life housing 

'silting up' but did not highlight the risk of homelessness. 

Protection for long-term residents was enhanced when local authorities introduced 'no 

homelessness guarantees', or 'one offer only' of permanent council tenancies in the 

1990s, as a result of pressure from short life groups. These arrangements were put in 

place both to deflect protests and to avoid legal complications from pre 1989 licensees as 

councils recalled short life housing. 15 Residents' campaigns were focused on trying to 

persuade councils to let them remain in their homes or to obtain similar sized 

accommodation, with space to work from home. Although some residents suggested that 

homelessness was the issue, in their publicity, they were not usually driven by the fear 

that they would end up with nowhere to live. Arguments were framed in terms of housing 

need, as Franklin (1984) had found earlier with squatting campaigns. In Lambeth, where 

residents feared short life housing would be sold at auction, their campaign was 

expressed in terms of the risks of 'yuppification' and the 'social cleansing' of Brixton. 16 

Residents' successful legal challenges strengthened associations' negotiating position for 

acquisition of short life properties as permanent rented accommodation with 
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arrangements for rehousing tenants, 17 although in 2003 the outcome in relation to the 

remaining short life homes in Camden, Lambeth and Islington was still unclear. 

Coronation Mansions Brixton (2002), one of the short life housing co-ops, 
which lobbied to remain permanently where they were 

The case study organisations' success in moving away from short life property is easier to 

assess and the majority of organisations had successfully met their goal to do so. This did 

not necessarily involve developing permanent rented homes. Acme, had largely 

abandoned its housing role in order to focus on non-residential studios, while WHHA had 

become the largest specialist homeless families' temporary accommodation provider, 

leasing private sector properties as well as owning 350 homes. 

In terms of the production of permanent homes the six organisations owned 4,196 

permanent homes between them and managed 300 permanent homes on behalf of other 

organisations in 2000, as the chart below shows. Ujima owned most homes, whereas 

Acme owned buildings containing 93 permanent studios and had 374 on long leases. 

ARHAG, Ujima and WHHA also had substantial development pipelines. None of this 

would have been possible without short life property as an initial resource and a fast track 

to growth. 
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Table 11.2 THE CASE STUDY ORGANISATIONS IN 1999/2000 

Organisation Structure Date Initial focus Number - Number 
founded Short life permanent 

homes/beds aces properties 
Lambeth Self Housing co- 1971 - as a Housing for 128 None 
Help Housing op squatting homeless 
Association group people in 

SHHA Lambeth 
Acme Housing 1972 Artists' studio 33 short life 3 freehold 

association space/housing homes buildings 
(93 studios) 
9 leasehold 

properties 
(374 studios) 

Patchwork Housing 1972 Housing and 320 bed spaces in 330 
Community association support for shared houses bedspaces 
Housing vulnerable (owned) and 
Association people 300 

bedspacesin 
shared 
housing on 
management 
agreements 

West Housing 1973 Housing for 300 plus 2700 350 
Hampstead association homeless temporary homes 
Housing people - for homeless 
Association initially in families 
(WHRA) Camden 
Ujima housing Housing 1977 Housing for None 3026 
association association young, black 

people 
ARHAG Housing 1979 Housing for 55 490 

association refugees permanent 
homes 

All initial property was short life. Source: Annual reports 

In some ways, as we saw in chapter 7, the largest organisations were atypical and the 

position for many of the smallest short life co-ops was often unchanged. It is possible 

that a preference for an alternative lifestyle, which involved minimal engagement with 

the local authority, was a factor for some co-ops' lack of dynamism. '8 However, other 

residents and leaders, whom I interviewed as part of this study, suggested a more 

complex picture. Members' apathy, the dependence on volunteers and lack of paid staff, 

combined with funding channelled through larger organisations and the nature of 

leadership also determined whether short life housing organisations were able to move 
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away from interim resources to provide more secure rented homes. The views of the local 

authority were also crucial, as the contrast between LB Camden and LB Lambeth 

showed. Camden succeeded in retaining most short life property in social ownership, by 

disposing to housing associations, whereas in 2002 there was a risk properties would be 

sold on the open market in Lambeth. 19 

Finally in assessing the organisations' role in housing, I want to consider the considerable 

practical benefits for local authorities, in having short life caretaker arrangements. By 

making short-term (short life) arrangements in the 1980s, local authorities were able to 

maintain a land bank of property for potential renovation or disposal to registered social 
landlords (RSLs) in the 1990s. Annual 'trickle disposal' programmes provided regular 

capital receipts and avoided the local residential property market being over-saturated, 

thereby enhancing values and reducing the number of properties sold. 20 

The established relationships between associations and local authorities and extended 

short life use resulted in most boroughs disposing of short life properties to housing 

associations. 1. However, the drawback for residents and short life organisations was that 

local authorities had multiple objectives, including maximising capital receipts and 

nominations to the new homes. Conventional stock transfer arrangements, which 

protected tenants' rights, did not apply. 22 The differential treatment led residents to test 

their legal status and enabled associations to use uncertainty about pre-1989 licences as a 

lever to negotiate reduced nomination levels and gain commitments for rehousing. 

It was difficult to meet the diverse needs of local authorities, residents and associations 

satisfactorily. The residual nature of short life housing; the pressure of other priorities, 

such as family homelessness and the squeeze on costs of rehabilitation, made it hard to 

construct agreements which would enable long-term residents to remain in their homes. 

Usually some housing gain was required, which involved reshaping the space with higher 

densities, which was generally unpopular with residents. 23 
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Some Labour local authorities' support for short life schemes between 1975 and 2000 has 

elements of an ad hoc, informal contra-gentrification strategy, which helped to slow 
down or resist the pressures of gentrification, but this was not universal. 24 This is an area 

worthy of further study. The number of short life properties involved in a borough was 

relatively small, but significant within the context of retaining affordable homes. 290 

short life properties in Camden were sold to associations between 1990 and 99, for 

instance, with the remaining 300 largely planned for continued social housing use. 5 

During 2001 Camden council sold 761 homes to tenants through RTB, whereas 

associations developed a total of only 182 new social housing homes. 26 In contrast the 

city of Westminster and LB Wandsworth sold its short life properties in the late 1980s for 

owner occupation. 

Supporting employment 

Working for a short life housing organisation provided unique opportunities for self- 
development, especially in the early day before organisations became professionally 

structured. Ross Fraser, Director of Professional Practice at the Chartered Institute of 
Housing in the 1990s ran Islington Community Housing (ICH) in the early 1980s with 

Steve Platt, later Editor of the New Statesman and a woman called Sue Glover. It 

provided him with unique training: property management, campaigning, how to work a 

tenants' meeting, managing builders and writing. 'It was a huge range and involved 

running the organisation... It was a baptism of fire'27. Nevertheless, managing a large 

co-op through a member-controlled structure was frustrating and he was glad to move on. 

Organisations managing short life housing were labour-intensive because of the high 

turnover of properties and residents. As time went on, short life organisations became 

significant local employers, with more staff than a similar sized mainstream association. 

WHHA, for instance, which managed 3,350 homes in 2000, employed almost a hundred 

staff, whereas a mainstream association would have employed less than half that number. 

The organisations also provided opportunities for skills' development. In the 1980s 

Ujima and SHAPE, in Birmingham, introduced youth training schemes, using empty 
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property repairs as the focus for skills training in carpentry, electrical installation and 

plumbing, for several hundred young people. 28 As we saw in chapter 7, activists in 

Lambeth co-ops developed training schemes. The Women's Building co-op and the 
Lambeth Women's Workshop enabled residents to develop DIY repair skills and assisted 

some women to move into self employment. 

Short life property also provided space for self employment, with Acme, the most 
important provider of non-residential space. Artists' space organisations' role in 

supporting new generations of artists to enable them to work in London has been 

acknowledged . 
29 The organisations recognised that both space and opportunities to sell 

work were essential ingredients in maintaining a vibrant arts scene. 0 This involved 

moving beyond the short-term adaptive re-use of buildings to the promotion of artists and 
development of opportunities for them to exhibit their work and for some to become 

involved in regeneration schemes. 31 

Informal opportunities were also available in most other short life housing organisations. 
The fluid use of space provided an attractive environment for people who were self 

employed or worked from home, often on the cusp of financial viability. Many of them 

found it difficult to move on from short life housing because any similar sized space in 

London was unlikely to be affordable. Fraser refers to short life as an 'incubation 

environment for artists, musicians, market traders, alternative therapists, writers and 

political activists, many operating in the informal economy. '32 

Not everyone was so motivated. A WHHA report No Secure Home (Mackey 1986) found 

only 27% of respondents were in full time employment and 43% were unemployed. 
Living long term in poor conditions with insecurity could lead to depression and apathy. 
The longer people stayed in short life housing, or the more they were required to move, 

the more the disadvantages became apparent. 
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Concepts of community 

One of the objectives of the organisations in this study was to create new opportunities for 

community-formation. The approach was idealistic and experiential and many co-ops 

emerged from the experience of living collectively, or from struggle, rather than any 

coherent philosophy. The meanings given to community were wide and varied and included 

proximity, usually a street or group of houses; communities of interest, such as artists; 

communities of identity, including BME associations and gay and lesbian groups; and 

alternative families, generally communal households. Many organisations and residents 

perceived themselves as forming part of more than one community. 

The Family Squatting groups of the 1970s believed that the practice of self help necessarily 

underpinned the process of community-formation. Mutual support would build community 

among homeless people and empower them as they helped each other repair their homes. 

This approach, attracted homeless people, willing to try anything in order to obtain housing 

and idealistic supporters, interested in challenging and changing relationships, especially 

those between landlords and tenants. Notions of self help appeared to be a response to public 

concerns about the loss of community, associated with large-scale council redevelopment. 

Self help was also attractive to single people, interested in exploring group living and 

challenging sexual stereotypes. Later, as it became less important for short life groups, the 

concept of self help changed and was promoted by the Conservatives, interested in the 

33 
minimal financial support involved. (Marcuse 1992) 

'Alternative communities' were an important part of the 1970's zeitgeist and a variety of 

experiments in group living emerged, based on ideals developed by 'hippy communes' in 

California, or 'urban kibbutzes. 34 Communal living provided emotional intimacy and 

practical benefits from pooling resources and sharing domestic chores and also appeared to 

offer an opportunity to transform relationships35 It proved difficult to sustain, as households 

tended to break up as people aged and their circumstances changed. On the other hand 36 
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tensions between residents were often contained within a co-op, as there were opportunities 
for people to move from one household to another, if their living arrangements proved too 
fraught37 Many members were also involved in regional and local campaigns and as we 

saw in chapter 7 needed the experience of struggle, in order to reinforce a collective identity. 
38 

'Alternative communities' were often stereotyped as hippy communes with no 

mainstream benefits. Self help on the other hand had wider currency and was regarded as 

an enabling process to building a sense of community. It was most successfully 
institutionalised in BME, refugee and therapeutic organisations, which had congruent 

philosophies. Ujima's founders drew on inspiration from community action programmes 

associated with the Civil Rights movement in the USA Several BME associations began as 

volunteer action groups with immigration, legal and housing advice and Saturday schools, 

only becoming interested in managing homes, when opportunities to do so emerged in the 

1970s. Most BME organisations were able to draw on diverse self help traditions and those 

established by refugees remained connected to international networks. Patchwork's concept 

of community, on the other hand, was remedial, providing low-key support for vulnerable 

people in shared housing. It reflected the nineteenth century settlement movement, 39 with 

students living with people, who had troubled backgrounds, as well as engagement with 

contemporary critiques of traditional psychiatric practice. 

For most groups, the existence of any type of cheap, 'free space' they could use and manage 

opened up possibilities. It created what has been described as 'temporary autonomous 

zones'. 40 Unlike many of the 'free spaces' described by Evans and Boyte (1986) in their 

accounts of community organising in North America, 41 it was a physically real location, as 

well as being a virtual, psychic space. Having space provided opportunities for people to 

create a sense of home, a place from which to work and for social events, which they could 

decorate and customise and make their own. This was especially important for those who 

were newcomers to London or for whom discrimination denied these basic opportunities. 

ARHAG's Ronnie Moodley described the importance of obtaining space for his group of 

refugees: until they had a place to meet the London Underground's Circle Line was their 
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first community centre. In contrast, their first run-down houses provided homes, with space 

to meet socially and to provide training, which opened up a great sense of possibility. 42 
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ARHAG celebrated its role in supporting communities43 

It is beyond the scope of this study to explore temporary gardens but they were an important 

part of the emerging trend to animate empty, usually publicly-owned space. ' The physical 

transformation of courtyards, gardens and walls anticipated the new community-led 

approach to regeneration, which emerged at the end of the 1990S. 45 They were characterised 

by the involvement of artists, an emphasis on design and the use of volunteers. 6 In Kings 

Cross, this led to the re-branding of the area, whereas in elsewhere it led to individual artists' 

professional involvement in regeneration work 47 

Many groups moved beyond the internal space to change the surrounding environment. I 

believe this was important in helping short life residents to connect to the wider community 

and to change neighbours' negative and stereotypical attitudes. 48 For example Hillview, a 

nineteenth century estate in Kings Cross, managed by SCH 49 was scheduled for demolition. 

It was regarded as obsolete, 50 with its dark, dingy flats, overlooking tarmac courtyards, 

unsuitable for contemporary families, until residents' hanging balcony gardens transformed 

the appearance of the estate. Several artists developed community gardens within the 

courtyards and on small derelict sites nearby. The gardens included mosaics and features, 

designed in conjunction with local residents. The informal improvement of the environment 
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and local festivals, organised by Hiliview residents gradually changed local attitudes 
towards the residents and strengthened the campaign against council demolition plans. 

Short life housing residents' designed this small garden in Cromer Street, Kings Cross in the 1990s 

The philosophy of self help 

Vernacular self help traditions are periodically updated and the organisations in my study 

formed part of that on-going process in the 1970s and 1980s. In the nineteenth century 

religious, socialist or anarchist groups predominated (Hardy 1979; Pearson 1988; Hardy 

2000; Coates 2001). A century later, Family squatters groups acknowledged the earlier 

traditions and also benefited from their members' direct action experience with the 
s Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. ' International self help experience was important in 

the theoretical explanations of short life housing (Ospina 1987). John Turner's (1965) 

accounts of self help housing in shanty towns in Bolivia and Colin Ward's writing on the 

post war squatters (1980) 52 provided an intellectual rationale for both self help housing and 

squatting. The traditions were further rejuvenated in practice by migrants' 'pardner' 

arrangements and several short life housing leaders drew directly on their personal, 

international experience. 53 

The groups in this study were not 'pure' self help groups, as defined by Knight and 

Hayes (1981) despite the emphasis on the role of collective action, but were what Mathey 
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(1992) characterises as 'state-supported self help'. The basic property resources were 

provided at minimal cost by local authorities and other owners. Knight and Hayes found 

that the literature on self help groups defined them as voluntary organisations, whose 

members have shared problems 54 Members were attracted because of potential mutual 
benefits, combining altruism with self-interest, sharing the helper/helped role. 'Pure' self 
help groups operated without outside funding and were rare. If grant funding was 

obtained, the group, rather than a manager, would make decisions about use of resources. 
Knight and Hayes found that the majority of groups in the two local authority areas they 

studied were in practice a mixture of a service delivery and self help models. The 

founders were often people who would not directly benefit from their work and not all 

members had shared problems. Most groups were organised on a service delivery basis, 

with distinctions between staff and client roles, which enabled the groups to expand. 
Mathey's (1992) international study demonstrates that 'state-supported self help' and 
'state initiated self help' are prerequisites for ensuring that the poorest members of 

society are adequately housed through self help schemes. 55 

Self help was a practical necessity in the formation of short life groups, as it substituted 

for other resources. However, as short life housing developed, it seemed an increasingly 

flawed concept. 56 Everyone did not have equal skills, or the time, health or energy to 

engage in DIY repairs, as we saw in chapter 7. However, whatever its flaws, it also 

encouraged many men and women to gain practical experience and competencies. 57 In 

interviews with former short life residents, many spoke about the confidence they gained 

in learning to carry out household repairs. They often proudly traced their ability to 

source cheap building materials and furniture to the time they lived in short life property, 

when they acquired much of what they needed through searching through builders'- 

skips. ss 

Unless the organisational form reinforced a self help culture, as it did in the case of 

housing co- ops or refugee organisations, most organisations' dependence on it decreased 

as they became mainstream. Nevertheless, it continued to exert a cultural influence, 

particularly with residents. In some cases, the co-existence of self help and service 
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delivery styles created organisational dissonance, as we saw in Part 2.59 New service- 

models enabled organisations to cope with growth and were a consequence of what has 

been described as 'isometric morphism' (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) within the social 
housing sector. 60 As they became mainstream organisations they were encouraged to 

adopt the cultural elements and business-like norms adopted by social housing. 

For most organisations new forms of mutuality emerged, which focused on relationships 
between organisations rather than within them. Networking with other similar groups and 
joint promotions were new forms of organisational self help, which replaced internal 

requirements for self help repairs. Nevertheless, the practice of self help remained 

important for refugee and migrant community organisations. They developed parallel 

training and employment organisations, often with services provided by volunteers. This 

enabled them to continue to provide opportunities for personal support for refugees, 

beyond the formal boundaries of the housing organisations. 

The late Archbishop Abba Yohannes, an ARHAG tenant who served the Ethiopian refugee/migrant 
communities in London and Europe until his death in 1997 61 

International networks were important for arts and refugee groups. Refugee organisations 

were able to provide some practical support for projects in other parts of the world as well as 

continuing to draw strength from vernacular traditions of conununity organising. 62 Their 

community support role was not fully acknowledged, or recognised by mainstream housing 
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organisations until the late 1990s, when 'housing plus' and community capacity building 

emerged as priorities for all associations. 

Lemos and Soares (1996) point out in their account of the growth of the Black and Minority 

Ethnic sector in the capital, the range of their work was a source of rejuvenation and 

strength. Acme and Space, on the other hand, saw themselves as part of an international 

community of visual artists, for whom London was the premier global market place. They 

developed opportunities for cross fertilisation of ideas and images, by arranging open studio 

events, providing gallery space and slide libraries to promote their artists' work. Acme also 

provided several annual residencies and opportunities for international artists to work in 

London, on behalf of European and Australian foundations 63 

Comparison with nineteenth century utopian communities 

The development of new self help organisations in the 1970s and 1980s resonates in 

some ways with the growth of utopian communities. They were formed during a similar 

period of social upheaval and economic restructuring during the nineteenth century. Both 

were small scale challenges and critiques of mainstream social attitudes, which were 

under stress because of wider forces of change-64 The industrial revolution in England 

introduced a turbulent period, just as disruptive and far-reaching as globalisation, 

economic restructuring and increased migration in the late twentieth century (Giddens 

1998; Borja and Castells 1996). Agricultural labourers forced off the land, moved to 

cities to work in new industries, often facing severe overcrowding and poverty. Social 

norms were disrupted, as women and children became primary wage earners in factories 

and male unemployment soared (Pearson 1988). 

Hardy (1979; 2000), Darley (1976), Pearson (1988) and Coates (2001) have explored the 

development of alternative and utopian communities in the nineteenth century. Hardy 

argues that although the mainstream developments were in relation to trade unionism and 

socialism, a variety of alternative community settlements were important expressions of 

communitarian ideals. Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's theory of mutualism and Tolstoy and 
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Kropotkin's concepts of communitarianism underpinned some experiments in new forms 

of community. Enlightenment beliefs in the ability of people to transform themselves also 
influenced socialist and anarchist groups and other communities were established, in 

order to demonstrate ways of living more simply in small settlements. 65 

Hardy (2000) typifies the experiments as communities of utopian socialism; communities 

of agrarian socialism; sectarianism and anarchism. Coates (2001) identifies dissenters; 

socialists; artistic visionaries and New Age communities. Coates also identifies 'Back to 

the Land' as another important focus for many communities, which is similar to Hardy's 

agrarian socialism. Both Hardy and Pearson stress that the utopian settlements arose as 

responses to and potential alternatives to the horrors of early industrialisation. While 

some communities had considerable practical impact for workers, notably Robert Owen's 

industrial community at New Lanark, many others were more backward looking, focused 

on re-establishing craft traditions in small towns, or depending on small-scale agriculture. 

Not surprisingly, many of the ideas for building new communities found their fullest 

expression in the USA, where land was available more cheaply. 

A constant pressure for the groups studied by Hardy, Coates and Pearson was their 

dependence on charismatic and usually wealthy individuals, such as Robert Owen for 

capital investment in new schemes. Business failures, a leader's new interests or a 

group's inability to sustain the interest of their investors could lead them to collapse. 

Twentieth century 'alternative communities' in short life housing, on the other hand, 

avoided that risk, as they had access to cheap property, owned by local authorities, with 

few constraints on the ways in which it was used. This enabled groups as varied as 

refugee community organisations, supported housing hostels, therapeutic communities, 

theatre groups, women's centres and informal communes to be established, the latter 

generally within the envelope of small housing co-ops. Insecurity was an issue but there 

were opportunities for influence, through negotiations with local decision-makers. 

Another contrast with nineteenth century communities is that although the organisations 

in this study were initially dependent on charismatic leaders, their gradual incorporation 
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into the wider social housing sector, provided managerial, business-like models of 

operation, to which they needed to conform. Acme also developed a business approach, 

conforming to arts funding priorities. As we saw in Parts 2 and 3, the organisations using 

short life property were reformist and keen to engage with mainstream political agendas 

and organisations. 66 Most became mainstream, service providers, or merged with large 

associations. The housing co-ops such as LSHHA and Villa Road co-op faced more 
difficult choices, because of their commitment to self help, which did not sit well within 

mainstream funding arrangements. 

Unlike the majority of alternative organisations in the nineteenth century, the wild 

settlements in early twentieth century Vienna (Blau 1999), or squatting/self help groups 
in Amsterdam and Berlin, the organisations in this study are characterised by long 

survival rates. 67 This was due to several factors. Most important to their growth and 

eventual transformation, were organisations' use of local authority resources, at a time 

when the management and organisation of social housing was being restructured. Their 

reformist bent was also significant, as it enabled them to opportunistically influence and 

benefit from new funding programmes. Neither of these factors on their own would have 

enabled them to become mainstream organisations. It was the combination of 

circumstances, which enabled those formed in London in the 1970s and early 1980s to 

use short life property as a base from which to become part of the mainstream service 

sector, when social housing and the role of local authorities was restructured in the 1980s 

and early 1990s. 

The expansion of housing associations, as a result of partial privatisation, stock transfers 

and local authority property disposals formed the engine for the second stage of their 

growth as self help had for the first. 68 The strongest, most resourceful small organisations 

had an unprecedented opportunity to grow and become part of the transition process 

towards new forms of social housing and regeneration delivery, as the roles of housing 

associations and non profit organisations was enhanced. However, as we have seen, they 

had a short window within which to expand and some were too small to benefit. 
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Summary 

Ultimately, the organisations in this study were involved in defining and alleviating 

inequalities, rather than making significant structural changes, as it was beyond their 

capacity to do so. As reformers, they frequently challenged but could not overturn the 

status quo. Their lobbying, demonstration projects and partnership with other agencies 

created material and virtual space for many people. They were also able to protect the 

position of their tenants, by highlighting their needs and by developing into organisations 

owning permanent homes or space to rent. Their success involved varying degrees of 
incorporation into the mainstream housing and regeneration sectors, within which they 

had distinct niches. Those organisations, mainly small housing co-ops, which continued 

to resist incorporation, found themselves in a very insecure position at the end of the 

twentieth century. However uncertainty about the legal position in relation to early 

property licenses gave them and their tenants a greater strength than they anticipated. 

Nevertheless, in one fundamental respect the organisations in this study were relatively 

powerless. This was in relation to growing local authority and government dependence 

on temporary arrangements to accommodate statutorily homeless people and asylum 

seekers. While the groups in the study were transforming themselves into permanent 

housing organisations, aiming to provide a settled future for their tenants, more poor and 

dispossessed people faced extended periods living in temporary accommodation. In this 

respect the organisations in this study were not working at the cutting edge of 

campaigning and change, but with the grain of government social policy in relation to 

social housing and regeneration. In playing a delivery role the organisations inevitably 

moved away from their campaigning roots. They had little influence on wider issues of 

public policy, such as asylum and immigration or homelessness policies, despite 

unsuccessful efforts to do so, as discussed in chapters 8 and 10.69 On the other hand, 

their focus on community building and professional non profit property development and 

management, rather than being marginal as it had seemed in the 1980s, resonated with the 

Labour government's neighbourhood renewal agenda in the later 1990s,. This congruence 
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with government policies enabled organisations like Ujima to return to their roots70 as 

well as providing further opportunities for growth. 

NOTES 

1 Conversation with Viv Schroeder, former WHHA tenant, 1999 

2 Conversation with Mick Perrott, former WHHA tenant 2001 

3 Doolittle (1989) refers to the fluid membership of Villa Road co-op, as people moved in and out, as 
typical of short life co ops and my own experience at WHHA identifies a similar pattern. 

WHHA records 1984 

It is not possible to be precise about numbers, because there were no central records, the majority of 
groups were not registered with the Housing Corporation and most were small and operated informally. 
These figures are conservative estimates. 

The Islington Groups alone housed 2,000 - 2,500 people (Bowman 1984). 

'Bowman (1986) 

7 Smith-Bowers and Taylor (2000) Short Life to Permanent: a partnership approach to the rehousing of 
short-life tenants, London, WHHA. Their figures for short life housing activity in London were obtained 
from the Housing Corporation. They may include some short life housing used let to homeless families 
and do not include information on associations/co-ops, which are not registered with the Housing 
Corporation, unless they obtain services from larger associations. 

Smith-Bowers and Taylor P7 state that there were over forty providers of 'short-life' housing in London 
registered with the Housing Corporation, in 2000, with Co-operative Home Services, South London Family 
Housing Association, Hyde Housing Association and West Hampstead Housing Association, providing 
around a third of all-short life homes between them. About a dozen associations provided more than one 
hundred short life homes and around thirty provided less than fifty homes. 

Despite local authorities' 'exit strategies', which developed in the 1990s, there were still over a hundred 
council-owned short life properties in Southwark in 1999 and around 240 in Camden. Property People 19 
December 1999, for Southwark figures. Camden Special Housing Committee 29 April 1999 report for 
Camden figures 

8 Bowman, A, (1986) Homelessnes: Short life answers, London, National Housing Federation. Smith- 
Bowers, B and Taylor T, (2000), ibid 
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9 20% of residents moved out of short life housing each year (NHF 1989: 5). 

10 Franklin (1984) Page 19 Franklin states his estimates were almost certainly too low 

11 New suppliers included some Housing Action Trust and housing association pre-conversion property. 

12 Homeless families' figures in temporary accommodation are from Memoranda to the Empty Homes 
Enquiry (EMP 20), from the National Housing Federation's submission. Short life housing figures from 
Smith-Bowers (2000) 

13 There was no legal requirement for short life housing organisations to rehouse residents, although both 
residents and organisations seem to have accepted that there was a 'moral responsibility. ' 

14 NHF ibid 1989: 5 

15 Lambeth Council Committee reports, 13'h November 1996 and 16`s September 1997 refer to concerns 
about the legal status of residents. There were 450 short life units outside council redevelopment areas, 64 
on estates and 180 properties in areas where redevelopment was planned in 1997 according to the 16 
September 1997 committee report. 

16 Key, A (23 February 2003) Urban 75, http. www. Urban75. com 

17 Smith-Bowers, B. and Taylor, T. (2000) Short Life to Permanent, a partnership approach to the 
rehousing of short-life tenants, London, WHHA, discusses residents' growing use of legal challenges to old 
licence agreements. 

18 Tony Soares, Ujima's founder, believed that for many people in white groups, an alternative lifestyle was 
more important than better housing The author's interview with Tony Soares, 1998 

"Key, A (23 February 2003). In 2003 at least 20 Lambeth short life co-ops were still attempting to 
negotiate their future 

20 LB Lewisham was unusually in transferring all its short life properties to a large association in the early 
1990s 

21 The use of short life property facilitated the preservation and eventual renovation of property in the social 
housing sector. Almost all of the several hundred short life homes in Lewisham or Camden were renovated 
as affordable rented housing by housing associations. This was the case in most areas, although some 
authorities, including Lambeth and Islington were slow to develop disposal programmes and had extensive 
short life property in 2002. The alternative approach taken by LB Westminster was to board properties up 
and then sell them for owner occupation. 

22 Smith-Bowers, B and Taylor, T (2000) ibid 

23 Smith-Bowers and Taylor (2000) ibid P. 11 refer to the level of under-occupation in short life housing, 
which influenced council requirements for 'housing gain' through redevelopment into standard sizes new 
homes. From residents' perspectives this represented a serious loss of amenity and flexibility. 

24 Camden serves as an example. Since agreeing the short life housing strategy in 1990, Camden reduced 
the numbers in use from approximately 600 to 245 through a variety of mechanisms, with the majority sold 
to housing associations for renovation. 

" discounted sales to housing associations (approximately 290, including the Hillview estate) 
" sales on the open market (30) 
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" sales to occupiers during the capital receipts 'holiday' (4) 
" brought back into permanent use as council accommodation (3) 
" conversion to temporary accommodation for homeless households (approximately 25) 

Source, LB Camden Special Housing Committee, 29 April 1999 

25 Camden Council Executive Committee, Agenda Item 17 HO/2003/17,24 September 2003 

26 Camden Council made strong representations to the Housing Corporation in 2001 when the Genesis 
Group considered disposing of some of WHHA's newly converted homes, to clear debts because of the 
acute shortage of social housing in the borough. 

27 ICH was a co-operative, run by a staff collective. The author's interview with Ross Fraser, December 
1999 

28 Interview with Tony Soares (1998) 

29 BAAA reports (ibid) and Sir Nicholas Serota, Director of Tate, quoted in Acme DATE 

30 Author's interviews with ACAVA, SPACE and Acme Directors 

31 SPACE and ACAVA in particular promoted opportunities for artists to become involved in community 
development and training, funded by regeneration schemes. New work opportunities emerged in 
community arts and education and in more conventional public arts commissions. 

32 Fraser interview ibid 

33 Marcuse in Mathey (1992) Page 21 

34 ED Berman of Inter-Action described community action groups as 'urban kibbutzes'. Author's interview 
with ED Berman, founder of Inter-Action, June 1998 

35 Some households pooled their incomes (interview with Faith Moore, LFHC) 

36 Doolittle (ibid) 

37 Doolittle (ibid) describes the way in which young men lured to the Primal Screaming households' 
communal houses in Villa Road, could retreat back into more conventional houses on the other side of the 
street, when the therapy became too intense. 

38 Doolittle (1989) recounts how members of the International Marxist Group, living in Villa Road Council 
in the mid 1970s, displayed youthful hopefulness, convinced their periodic battles with Lambeth would 
change the world. Instead, they were partially successful in saving one side of the street from demolition 

and the lengthy struggle reinforced the co-op's identity. 

39 Vicinus (1985) describes the settlement movement 

40 Bey, H (1985), The TemporaryAutonomous Zone, Ontological Anarchy and Poetic Terrorism discusses 
Rave culture as a cultural space within which moments of social freedom can be seized. He is quoted in 
Colin Prescod, 1998, Dealing with Difference Beyond Ethnicity in Wambu, O. (1998) Empire Windrush, 
Fifty years of writing about Black Britain P. 412 
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41 Evans and Boyte, H. (1986) state that the term 'free space' was first used to describe the Women's 
Liberation movement. They use it to describes interactive, virtual spaces created by community 
organisations, which provide a'school for its own education in a democratic sensibility' P. 201 

42 Author's interview with Ronnie Moodley, Chief Executive ARHAG, May 1999 

43 ARHAG annual report 1998 

44 In the early 1990s recession privately owned space was also animated 

'S It also has strong links to developments in the 1970s. For instance Meanwhile Gardens, in Notting Hill, 
designed by sculptor, Jamie McCullough in the mid 1970s (McCullough 1978) 

46 In their book The Green in the Grey (1989) Philips and Slade review 29 community gardens in 7 London 
boroughs, created on 'erstwhile wasteland left by the exodus of people and jobs. ' The majority were 
temporary spaces, although some subsequently obtained long leases. 

47 For instance, Freeform Arts' work on regeneration 

48 From my experience at WHHA I know that short term residents often experienced initial neighbour 
hostility when they moved into neglected buildings. 

49 Some flats were managed by WHHA 

50 One of the Kings Cross councillors had brought up her family in the flats and was passionately convinced 
the estate needed to be replaced with low-rise family homes with gardens 

51 Bailey (1973) 

52 Ward, in Wates and Wolmar (1980) 

s' Interviews with ARHAG, LSHHA, Odu Dua and the experience of one of WHHA's co-founders 

54 Knight and Hayes (1982) Page 6 

ss Mathey (1992) Page 47 

56 Interview with Ross Fraser op cit 

57 Author's interview with Faith Moore, Lambeth Federation Housing Co ops, 2000- 

5a Conversations with Mick Perrott and Mairead Robinson ( 2001), former WHHA tenants, who both 
independently referred to the importance of their 'West Hampstead experience. ' 

59 whhashortlife. co. uk website 

60 DiMaggio, P and Powell WW (1983) The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and Collective 
Rationality in Organisational Fields, in American Sociological Review (48) pp 147 - 160. 

61 ARHAG annual report (1998) 

62 ARHAG residents and staff supported international projects (interview with Ronnie Moodley) 

63 Acme for instance manages six residency programmes on behalf of two arts organisations in Switzerland 
and other organisations in Australia, Austria, Germany and Sweden (Acme, bulletin, Summer 2000) 
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64 Harms in Mathey (1992 page 47 

65 Rosabeth Moss Kanter's study (1972) of communes and utopias in the USA is another useful source of 
information. 

66 The exceptions, discussed in Chapter 7 were small co-ops 

67 The exception is Christiana, near Copenhagen, still in existence 30 years after it was first squatted 

68 Mullins, D and Riseborough, M (1997) ibi4 P4 state that the numbers of homes transferred from local 
authorities as part of the stock transfer process surpassed the number of new social housing built in the 
1990s 

69 In order to serve the needs of the communities they were established to support, they needed to be both 
effective service delivery organisations and at the same time challenge some of the norms and assumptions 
of public policy, which was an almost impossible task. 

70 Ujima, Twenty Feh Anniversary Report 
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CHAPTER 12 

TEMPORARY AND THE ART OF TRANSITION 

Bennis and Slater (1968) predicted the rise of the temporary society in The Temporary Society. This 

would comprise 'temporary systems, nonpermanent relationships, turbulence, uprooledness, 

unconnectedness, mobility, and above all unexampled social change. ' The authors welcomed the 

future, describing it in positive terms, believing it would be underpinned by democracy and that an 

enhanced role for family life would enable people to cope with the speed of change. Their 1998 

edition recognised that their forecast over-emphasised the benefits, with little reflection on their 

potential adverse impact on more vulnerable members of society, including children. 

Radical architects in the 1960s were also concerned to create new environments, which dissolved 

boundaries and to build flexible buildings, including some which were ephemeral. Peter 

Cook wrote about the Living City exhibition in 1963 ' ... the happenings within spaces in cities, the 
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transient throw-away objects, the passing presence of cars and people are as important, possibly 

more important than the built demarcation of space. ' 1 Alvin Toffler's Future Shock (1970) 

announced the end of permanence and popularised the expected benefits of a speeded up society, in 

which more goods and services would be used and then be discarded. Less utopian perspectives 

emerged in Berman's (1982) writing about the destruction of the Bronx in the 1960s, in Harvey's 

(1990) analysis of capitalism's dependence on disposability to create new markets and Davis' 

(1999) account of the growing ecology of fear in Los Angeles. Wilson (1987), Faludi (1999) and 

Sennett (1998) examined the damaging social consequences for US rustbelt cities, as industries 

were relocated offshore. Moss Kanter (1995), writing for a business audience explored ways of 

providing support for managers within a more turbulent environment, which was not expected to 

become more stable. She emphasised the importance of developing networks, in order to respond 

flexibly to new circumstances. By the 1990s speeded up change was evident everywhere in 

advanced capitalist societies and accepted as a given. Giddens (1998), for instance, regarded it as 

part of the environment, when he presented Third Way alternatives. 

Within twenty years, Toffler and Bennis and Slater's predictions appeared to have been fulfilled. 

Increased migration, travel, job mobility and shorter-term relationships suggest that the contraction 

of time/space had become reflected in everyday experience by the end of the 1980s (Harvey 1990). 

The traditional boundaries between temporary and permanent were blurred, with provisional and 

interim arrangements becoming the norm. How were these changes expressed in public policy, in 

relation to the built environment in London? A detailed examination is beyond the scope of this 

study. Nevertheless my account of short life housing organisations would not be complete without 

some exploration of ideas about the advantages of temporary arrangements and two ways in which 

they were realised: first in short life housing experiments and later, in the contracted use of 

temporary accommodation for homeless households. This may point to areas for further research. 

In this chapter I consider ways in which oppositional notions of temporary and permanent became 

blurred in the late twentieth century. Then I highlight the influence of radical architectural and 

Similar devastation to this World War 11 bomb damage in 
5 
London (1942) creates refugees in other countries 
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planning notions of morphosis, flexibility and transition which emerged in the 1960s. Ideas, 

promoting the flexible use of space, as an alternative to dominant large scale redevelopment, spread 

through architecture schools and conferences, but initially had limited influence on mainstream 

practice. However some of these notions were used to explain the value of short life housing as a 

resource in the 1970s and 1980s and in some cases they were also explored practically, usually in 

an ad hoc manner. 

Some activists stressed the links between short life housing and conservation while others explored 

the transgressive and informal use of derelict land before it was developed. Neither idea presents a 

convincing theoretical framework for short life housing, which as we have seen was a declining 

resource by the 1990s. However the contradictions they reveal reflect ways in which space was 

contested, defined (and redefined). The views also highlight the gaps between ideals, technological 

possibilities and the everyday tension between individual needs for flexibility and stability. Finally 

in order to put short life housing within the context of a growing dependence on temporary 

measures, I consider the position of temporary accommodation for homeless families. To what 

extent were housing associations' contracts with local authorities for homeless families' temporary 

accommodation in the early 1990s, an expression of a more temporary society? Was the dispersal 

of asylum seekers at the end of the decade a further significant development of this trend, in which 

the state sought to deal with some of the unplanned consequences of a more global society? These 

issues need further research. 

Notions of temporary 

Notions of temporary and permanent are ideals, usually understood as opposites and when one is in 

the ascendant the other is frequently under-valued. However, due to the blurring of boundaries in 

relation to housing for homeless people in the late twentieth century, seeing them as points on a 

continuum may be more illuminating. Many supposedly temporary arrangements last for a 

generation and permanent arrangements are abandoned when they cease to work. We know from 

science and art theory that everything which develops experiences entropy and therefore is always 
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in a state of transition. 3 Nevertheless, especially during the period of post war reconstruction in 

Britain, government policies implied that the Welfare State would solve long term problems 

permanently. The great housing and hospital building programmes of the welfare state may have 

been the biggest war memorial, 4 yet concentration on them also masked the continued importance 

of temporary, provisional and ad hoc arrangements in daily life. 5 Until the late twentieth century 

temporary arrangements were not the subject of much research. 

In the 1970s and 1980s critics of large scale redevelopment stressed the need for conservation and a 

more gradualist approach with a focus on managing the process of transition, Rowe (1984) and 

Anson (1981) recommended a patchwork, bricollage approach to limit the damaging impact of 

large scale rebuilding. Similar ideas emerged in the USA, with Alexander's (1975 and 1977) 

influential work on participation and patterns of building language. Brand (1994) celebrated the 

importance of adapting existing buildings for new uses, an approach which Gratz and Mintz 

((1998) described as 'urban husbandry. These ideas extended Jacobs' (1961) analysis of the way 

cities work, highlighting the need to protect the urban fabric, by inserting new buildings into them 

carefully. 

Premature demolition of good houses, helped to discredit clearance schemes 
The remaining side of Villa Road, Brixton in the 1970s is shown here in the snow 
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In the 1980s emphasised personal freedom, consumerism and individual responsibility and limited 

government capital investment in social housing. One of the consequences of the restructuring of 

the 'nanny state'6 was the need for temporary and transitional measures to assist people during 

periods of particular stress, such as unemployment or homelessness, with the hope that they would 

not become dependent on long term state aid.. Sir George Young Bt MP, Minister of Housing 

described the boundaries between temporary and permanent as blurred in a speech at the LSE in 

1993. Families might remain in temporary accommodation for five years, almost as long as the 

average family spends in their home, he suggested. He believed that a temporary private sector 
home might be more attractive than a permanent flat in a tower block.? When New Labour came to 

power in 1997, it made some adjustments to homelessness legislation, while in practice local 

authorities in London and the South East continued to depend on temporary accommodation for 

homeless families. The government also introduced dispersal arrangements for asylum seekers. 8 

Metamorphosis and the built environment 

Radical architects' ideas about the potential of flexible buildings and temporary structures to cope 

with new needs surfaced in the 1960s reflecting dissatisfaction with cumbersome, large scale 

redevelopments .9 Some were inspired to create new leisure environments, while others explored 

self build projects in third world contexts. 1° These investigations, which first appeared to be 

idiosyncratic and marginal, entered the mainstream through teaching in architecture schools, 

developments in the visual arts and youth culture. " They were also, to some extent, mediated 

through architectural students' practical experience of squatting and short life housing. 12 

Architects, working as teacher/practitioners disseminated their ideas through universities, 

exhibitions, seminars and international networks. Yona Friedman who established the Study Group 

on Mobile Architecture in Paris in 1958, for instance developed the concept of a 'Spatial City '13 

which was to influence the UK group, Archigram. Peter Cook, one of Archigram's founders 

promoted these ideas as Director of the ICA and later, the Architectural Association. He wrote 'the 

idea of 'metamorphosis; the continually changing but always existing environment, is at the core of 
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Archigram's thinking.... this is consistent with our attitude towards change, and our mistrust of 

'definitive' architecture'. 14 Ideas about enhancing resident participation were also important, 

leading to community planning and community architecture. John F. Turner, whose theories about 

self help and resident participation were gained through experience of incremental development in 

Third World squatter settlements, was particularly influential. 15 Gibson (1979) developed 

'Planning for Real' events, which became a popular technique for involving residents in estate 

modernisation in the 1990s. 

Some of the most revolutionary building concepts existed as ideas in articles, or as models and 

drawings. Joan Littlewood's 'Fun Palace' attracted great interest, though it was never built and 

Cedric Price's temporary theatre made for her, using inflatable components, inspired the technique 

of 'pneumatics'. 16 Following his head, brilliantly coloured, inflatable environments began to appear 

in festivals and clubs in the 1960s, creating instant, temporary environments. 17 Many of the 

squatting and short life groups, which included artists were characterised by playful, sometimes 

anarchic temporary environments and back yard festivals. ' 8 Traditional demarcations between 

houses were often dissolved19 and interior and exterior merged in 'oasis streets' such as Villa Road 

or St Agnes Place in Lambeth. 20 Short life houses provided unparalleled opportunities for 

individual customisation as flexible homes and workspaces, which resonated with ideas of 

mutability and flux. 21 

Short life residents with an interest in design used the opportunity of living in buildings due for 

demolition to experiment, initially without reference to planning or building codes. They had far 

more scope to shape their environment than a typical owner occupier, because they were not 

concerned about long term maintenance. I knew one short life resident who removed all the floors 

in his house, to create a cathedral effect 22 As the organisations became formalised, building, 

planning and fire regulations were applied and there was less scope for ad hoc construction. 

However, until funding for mini HAG expanded in the mid 1980s repairs were basic, budgets were 

small and residents' improvements relied on a creative bricollage of found objects. Once funding 

increased new equipment was purchased and groups phased out the recycling of sinks, cookers and 
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water pipes on which they had depended and which required storage. Nevertheless the nature of 

short life housing, with its basic repairs and undecorated rooms continued to provide scope for 
23 individual customisation. 

In my research I found no evidence of any new construction proto-types being developed in short 
life property and most innovations were individual. However there were attempts to transfer short 
life self help skills to the rehabilitation of permanent homes and occasionally this was successful. 24 

CHISEL secondary co-op in South London also promoted interim self-build schemes on vacant 

sites and Temporary Social Housing Grant procedures eventually enabled such schemes to be 

funded. 25 

Temporary and transition in short life housing 

While various theories gained currency during the development of short life housing there was no 

over-arching theoretical framework as it was a resource, used by a variety of groups, for very 

different purposes, rather than a sector as we saw in Part 3. The inherent practical implications of 

low cost, local authority-owned space made available for short periods were demanding. Short life 

housing was a contradictory concept. It aspired to provide transitional housing, but extensions 

meant it could feel semi-permanent, with an undertone of insecurity. The experience was 

problematic if it did not provide a gateway to permanent housing or workspace. Groups needed to 

make links with mainstream policy priorities and contemporary theoretical work to promote short 

life property use as part of the development process; to argue for extended use; or to demonstrate 

residents' needs and the requirement for pathways to permanent housing 

In the 1970s squatting and short life housing were theorised in terms of their practical use in 

relieving homelessness26 The literature on squatting and short life housing emphasised the 

importance of dweller control and practical self help27 As the experience began to be theorised, 28 

Turner's (1968; 1972) work on self build communities in South America and Ward's writing on 

the importance of dweller control (1980; 1983) were used to explain and legitimise squatting and 
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by extension short life housing. It was not 'property theft' but 'self help', with the potential to 

transform the way in which rented housing was produced and managed. Turner's contention that 

'housing is a verb , 29 not a noun, was a powerful concept as people did not need to passively wait 

to 'be housed' but could use the blighted empty property in inner city areas to house themselves. 
30 It was a compelling idea, used by many of the student-led squats, such as those in Elgin 

Avenue, Bristol Gardens and Tolmers Square to promote alternative. modes of production and 

management. 31 However interviews with other activists, carried out as part of this research, 

suggest a gap between the rhetoric and everyday experience, with concerns about the number of 
free riders in any group. 

The conservation and environmental movements stressed the importance of maintaining and 

adapting old buildings, shifting urban policy away from redevelopment, which dominated post 

war planning (Larkham 1996; Rowe 1984). Groups sometimes used these ideas to support their 

extended occupation, arguing that squatting or short life housing provided space to develop 

alternative approaches to large-scale new redevelopments. 32 As we saw in chapter 6, several 

short life housing groups also resisted the production of modern, purpose built spaces in the 

1970s because they believed in saving the buildings, regardless of whether they would remain in 

occupation. 33 However in the late 1980s and 1990s residents who had moved several times were 

less altruistic. 

When short life housing began to be phased out in the mid to late 1990s, it was difficult for 

residents to remain where they were, because councils prioritised accommodation for homeless 

families. Short life residents made use of art, press campaigns and publicity to ensure that they are 

heard. Symbolic events included candle-lit vigils and Christmas mailings and art exhibitions and 

residents highlighted both their individual needs and their long term connections in the 

community 34 Websites provided another opportunity to publicise their stories and lobby 

campaigns, deputations to councils and local publicity were used to build and maintain public 

support. 35 
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In chapter 11, I emphasised the contra-gentrification value of short life schemes, which avoided 

unmodernised council property from being privatised. However by 2000 increased gentrification of 

Islington, Brixton and Clapham, rising house values and competition for social housing made 'stay 

put' schemes unviable unless the council was willing to sell to associations and co-ops at less than 

market value. Some Lambeth short life co-ops regarded the council as a potential property 

speculator, which sought to benefit from residents' improvements. They emphasised the need to 

build on (rather than destroy) their informal improvements, using similar arguments to those 

made by theorists concerned with third world squatter settlements (Mathey 1992). 6 Rushcroft 

Road residents used arguments about economic diversity, reflecting concerns that low paid 

workers were being priced out of the borough. Their historic research demonstrated cultural links 

between current artist-residents and the people working in Victorian Brixton's theatre district, 

who had been the first occupants. They protested against the sale of unconverted council housing, 

which included former short life homes, as it would 'yupp5' the area. 37 

In chapter 2, I reviewed some of the literature on globalisation, which sought to explain the growth 

of gentrification (Smith 1996). Castells (1996) and Soja (1989) highlighted the instability of global 

concentrations of production and command and control, which meant there were elements of the 

third world in the global cities of the developed world. 38 Poor people were drawn to global cities, 

in search of work and a better way of life, making demands on local services, at the same time as 

the developed world extended its global reach in search of the cheapest forms of production 

(Harding 2000). On the other hand, Jacobs (1998) has shown how issues of race, class and 

nationality affect decisions about the use of space when it is redeveloped. 3' Lipietz (1998) 

highlighted the need for new thinking in public policy to protect the poorest 40 In his view large 

scale 'Fordist' new social housing was impractical and the neo Liberal use of prefabricated and 

cheap housing on the periphery, unsatisfactory. He pointed to the need for social action and the risk 

Abbe Pierre identified that 'by refusing to house the poor at lower norms, we end up not housing 

them at all., 41 

Other studies which explore spaces which seem neutral or abandoned are also relevant in 
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explaining why marginal spaces, of the type used by short life groups, are difficult to categorise. 

Although Auge (1995)'s work about 'non spaces' is useful in describing the anonymous spaces of 

airports, stations and motorways, it does not help define undeveloped space. 2 Doron (2000) on the 

other hand, has explored 'transgressive places'. 43 These include brownfield sites such as old docks, 

warehouses, markets, barracks and derelict land around stations 44 These places are not empty, 

although categorised as void or terrain vague. They have temporary residents and users who adapt 

and change the environment, adding to the legacy of architectural and social history. Doron 

distinguishes between 'transgression', which occupies the space at the same time as other plans 

continue to be made for it and resistance, which seeks to challenge and change those plans. In my 

view there is a continuum between transgression and resistance, in relation to short life occupancy. 

Temporary possession, when the term was repeatedly extended, reinforced the risk of conflict 45 

Zukin (1988; 1995) and Deutsche's (1996) analyses, which deconstruct dominant narratives, in 

which homeless people are invisible are useful reminders of the need to look beyond formal 

accounts of change. 46 Watson (1999) has stressed the importance of narratives, based on homeless 

people's own experiences, to challenge taken-for- granted views. 47 Some residents' accounts are 

contained in oral history and ephemera, but there are also sophisticated visual critiques. The 

photographer, Tom Hunter, once a squatter in Hackney used dramatic photographs and installations 

to show the vibrant community at London Fields. This became a tool in the group's successful 

campaign to 'stay put', challenging stereotypes and showing everyday people, affected by 

circumstances, not 'victims' or 'outlaws'. 8 His installation, London Ghetto49, and series of portraits 

of squatters, lit like seventeenth century Dutch paintings sympathetically record a vibrant 

community. 50 These representations of homeless people, made with their active participation, 

helped challenge misperceptions and to create a more sympathetic local policy climate and to obtain 

permanent housing. 

Temporary accommodation and market transition 

Turning to local authority dependence on temporary solutions for homeless families and until the 
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late 1990s for asylum seekers and refugees, the increased use of transitional arrangements to 

support the restructuring of the Welfare State was evident in London, as we saw in chapter 3. 

Business needs for flexibility required state support: to encourage low taxation, low inflation, a 
flexible workforce and job mobility. 51 Traditional forms of government planning and service 
delivery were too inflexible to respond to this agenda. Some needs may be short term or, in the case 

of homelessness, policy makers chose to treat them as if they were. Forrest has stressed the 
importance of the 'new landscape of precariousness; when describing economic changes, which 

sometimes led to homelessness. 52 Along with Giddens (1998) he emphasised the partial nature of 

the globalisation project and the fact that it is the poorest people, who experience its consequences 

most severely in the West. 53 From the early 1990s temporary arrangements became a way of 
bridging the gap between a sudden increase in demand from homeless families due to recession and 
limited supply of new homes in London. Later in the decade as the impact of reduced public 
investment was felt, temporary accommodation requirements increased, as we saw in chapter 6. 

This suggests that temporary arrangements were, in practice, integral to the process of restructuring 

the Welfare State and may have helped to limit demands, especially within London. 

Since the 1980s debate shifted away from a preoccupation with the failures of the Welfare State 

towards exploring ways of developing flexible, immediate and often transitional solutions to urgent 

problems. Policy makers encouraged individuals to take responsibility for fording solutions, where 

possible. The changed focus of public policy has been theorised in relation to the economy 

(Forrester 2000; Hutton 1995; Lipietz 1998) and the impact of these pressures on housing 

associations has been explored by Malpass (2000) and Malpass and Murie (1999) and by various 

writers in studies of homelessness S' Within this context Vale (1995) and Hawes and Perez (1996)'s 

insight is useful: labelling politically sensitive or unpopular issues as 'temporary' may be a device 

for lowering expectations and managing demand with a long tradition, going back at least to Poor 

Law days. " 

The government's use of 'temporary' arrangements included those designed to manage a process of 

transition (transfer of properties), to deter (asylum seekers) as well as those to lower expectations 
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and contain revenue costs (homelessness). The transfer of local authority assets, risk and 

management from the public sector to the non profit or private sectors complemented Right to Buy 

for individual owners and the privatisation of services. The transfer of local authority estates to non 

profit organisations was phased over a period of over twenty years, with a number of different 

models used to finance the improvement and management of run down estates, including Housing 

Action Trusts, Estate Management Boards; Tenant Management co-ops; New Deal for 

Communities and Housing Corporation funding. 56 The majority of transitional arrangements were 

organisational and concentrated on supporting existing residents through the change process, a 

complex task as some needed to move out of their homes. However some local authorities and 
housing associations introduced short life housing arrangements, to reduce squatting and to 

generate additional income before the properties were renovated. Short life housing had a small role 

then in managing the transition involved in estate transfer, although it was not fully exploited. 57 

The growing dependence on interim arrangements for statutorily homeless households in London 

and the South East, on the other hand reflected population growth; increased international 

migration; high property costs and inadequate levels of new building as well as a political 

preference to treat homelessness as a temporary state, requiring transitional support. It reflected 

the government's view that homelessness arrangements were a safety net, rather than an automatic 

route into permanent housing, as evidenced by the Housing Act (1996). Temporary accommodation 

was preferred to capital investment in new homes and because of the cyclical nature of demand. 

Anecdotally, it was also believed to reduce demand. 58 It also formed part of the larger government 

project of contracting specialist services to profit and non profit suppliers. 59 

Private sector leasing emerged in the mid 1980s and though it focused on private sector rather than 

local authority properties came from the same roots as short life housing, which had been 

institutionalised through empty property strategies. 60 Far from being a short-term phenomenon, 

related to a period when there was a temporary supply of unused council owned property, as 

activists might have expected, the use of empty properties became part of the mainstream response 

to homelessness. 61 As we saw in chapter 6 in the 1970s several large London housing associations 
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developed a service-delivery model of temporary accommodation taking homeless families' 

nominations from local authorities and using their empty stock. In the late 1980s Paddington 

Churches Housing Association developed a private sector leasing model and this was expanded 
during the 1990s recession, when the Housing Corporation introduced revenue grants to stimulate 

the scheme. In the late 1990s when statutory homelessness increased again, associations' 

contractual provision of a temporary accommodation service became more difficult, because 

associations had competing priorities, private sector rents were buoyant, and Housing Benefit 

payments were capped. 62 The number of associations involved reduced, but nevertheless the 

schemes continued to assist local authorities in carrying out their statutory requirements for 

thousands of households and helped to meet the gap between demand and supply for permanent 

lettings. 

The changing policies in relation to homelessness and local authority dependence on temporary 

arrangements can also be seen as a pragmatic attempt by politicians and operational managers to 

cope with unpredictable levels of demand. This occurred during a period when choices were 

severely constrained despite a dominant language of consumer choice. 63 In 2002 the DTLR was 

funding twenty-seven Choice Based lettings pilot schemes, three of which were in London. The 

opportunity of mobility away from the South was stated as 'giving housing choice to people 

living in areas, such as London and the South East, who would otherwise have none. ' 64 

It is beyond the scope of this research to explore the links between migration and homelessness in 

London, but it is important to highlight potential connections, which is one of the reasons I have 

included a brief discussion in this chapter. An additional reason is that short life housing 

organisations often accommodated migrants and refugees, as we saw earlier and one of the case 

studies is a refugee organisation. The links between migration, homelessness and asylum policies is 

an area for further detailed research, especially in relation to globalisation and the development of a 

more speeded up and temporary society. 

Temporary arrangements which involved dispersal were intended to deter asylum seekers, whose 
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numbers increased in the 1990s. The Asylum and Immigration Act 1996 introduced new 

arrangements for asylum seekers, who did not apply for asylum at the port of entry. It 

distinguished between the rights of citizens and 'the uninvited', 65 in relation to emergency 

accommodation provided by local authority Housing Departments. The peeling-off of asylum 

seekers who became the responsibility of the Home Office was designed to reduce the burden on 

local authorities and in practice to restrict the services on offer to non-citizens so that Britain did 

not remain the 'destination of choice. ' 66 Partly as a result of this strategy, headline homelessness 

in London was temporarily reduced when responsibility for accommodating destitute asylum 

seekers passed to from Housing to Social Services Departments. 67 

In practice, until the 1999 Asylum and Immigration legislation introduced dispersal, the overall 

numbers in temporary accommodation in London, including those asylum seekers placed by 

Social Services Departments showed an increase 68 The LRC found that there were a total of 

52,932 households in temporary accommodation at the end of September 1998, which included 

18,740 asylum-seeking households who were the responsibility of Social Services Departments. 

The previous peak in temporary accommodation, before separate arrangements were made for 

asylum seekers in 1996, was 1992, when a total of 43,000 households were in various forms of 

temporary accommodation. 69 

Government policies for fairer, faster reviews of cases sought to respond to public fears about 

increased immigration. 70 The 1999 Asylum and Immigration legislation transferred responsibility 

for asylum seekers and refugees to the Home Office and the National Asylum Support Service 

(NASS) enforced dispersal out of London and the South East. 7' A congruence of factors was 

behind government's approach. They include the large number of single homeless asylum 

seekers; the belief many of them were economic migrants, rather than refugees; the high cost of 

land and property in London and the inability of local authorities in London and the South East to 

cope with existing levels of homelessness and asylum applicants. 72 Temporary accommodation 

costs in the capital were prohibitive, whereas a few hundred miles to the North, private sector 

and local authority property was empty. 73 Later, as a further development of dispersal, the Home 
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Office considered purpose-built camps, the European model of accommodating asylum seekers. 74 

In practice, many asylum seekers disappeared in large cities, finding casual work, staying with 

relatives and not making any claims on public funds. 75 

Eurotower, a former South Bank University student hostel was centre for asylum seekers to stay, prior to 
dispersal in 2002. A drop-in centre for refugees from Vietnam is in a temporary building to the left. 76 

Was the increased use of temporary accommodation and housing for asylum seekers an expression 

of a more temporary society, a predictable outcome of globalisation or is it best described as a 

pragmatic response to need? In theorising a temporary society in the late 1960s Bennis and Slater 

and Toffler viewed the future from the position of white Americans, for whom a prosperous, 

consumer society was opening up more possibilities for individual choice and change. They did not 

anticipate the way in which globalisation, the economic driver for this speeded up way of life, 

would impact on migration, much of it informal. The ambiguous relationship between business, 

which often welcomes a supply of cheap migrant labour and middle income households who fear a 

downward drift in wages has been theorised by Davis (2000), Rieff (1992) and Ross (1997) who 

looked at the position of Latinos in Southern California and New York. Many are illegal 

immigrants, who are essential to the prosperity of those regions and whose remittances home 
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support families in towns and villages with little opportunities for work. 77 

John Berger's (1975) study of migrant workers in Europe identified them as one in seven of the 

workforce and those carrying out the hardest, most dangerous work. Daly (1996) suggested that 

potential demands for services from new migrants have coincided with reductions in the welfare 

state. On the other hand Sassen (1999) and Piere (1979) remind us that migration patterns are 

complex and circular, mirroring earlier patterns of seasonal agricultural or industrial work. 

Restrictive immigration and asylum arrangements often make it difficult for migrant workers to 

move to and fro and encourage a pattern of settlement in the host country. Indeed Davis (1999); 

Kushner and Knox (1999) and Hall (1998) are some of the commentators who regard migration as 

the defining pattern of the late twentieth century. 78 Many asylum seekers are forced to flee abroad, 

as the result of war, famine and natural disaster (Salgado 2001). Fearful views about 'the other' 

influence British policy thinking and as Daly (1996) showed tap back into much older patterns, 

such as the nineteenth century punitive vagrancy laws and the Poor Law arrangements for 

strangers. 79 

Steve Bell's cartoon, which I have placed at the beginning of Part 4, highlights the negative 

political attitudes towards asylum seekers at the beginning of the twenty first century. Welcome to 

Eldorado (2000) 80 with its stern faced Minister and Shadow Minister excluding a mother and 

child, is a reflection of the famous nineteenth century Ford Madox Brown painting 'The Last of Old 

England' (1864 -6) painted to commemorate sculptor Thomas Woolmar and his family setting off 

to find his fortune in Gold Rush Australia, at a time when a middle income family in England 

struggled to survive. 8' The mirroring reminds us that Britain used to be a country of emigrants. 

Conclusion 

Temporary and transitional arrangements became privileged in the later part of the twentieth 

century, as the public sector was reshaped. Assets, risks and management began to be transferred to 

the private and non profit sectors and new organisational forms emerged to support this process. In 
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an uncertain policy environment, with reduced levels of government investment, temporary 

measures made sense. They were also used by government to manage, limit and structure demands, 

especially in relation to homelessness and asylum seekers, as we have seen. 

Operating within a rapidly changing environment, the history of short life housing organisations is 

complex and disjointed. It was at different times both an expression of a more temporary society 

and a resistance to that trend, with the contradictions sometimes experienced within the same 

organisation. In the 1970s, short life housing represented an ad hoc, informal transfer of 

management and maintenance responsibilities from the public to the non profit sector. The 

arrangements were formalised in the 1980s, as an expedient way of managing empty buildings, due 

for redevelopment. Much of the conflict and struggle, which typified relationships with some local 

authorities, arose as a result of the almost indefinite extension of licences. Residents' challenges to 

the legal structure of their licences were an attempt to gain the upper hand in negotiations and force 

through better arrangements in terms of rehousing. There are elements that are reminiscent of land 

rights and gentrification struggles, as short life tenants struggled to 'stay put' (Wates 1976; Wates 

and Wolmar 1980). 

Temporary Accommodation schemes, a further development of empty property use in the 1980s, 

relied on contractual arrangements. Tenants were guaranteed eventual rehousing, minimising the 

likelihood of group protests about their housing, despite its insecurity. Managed by large 

associations, their history is one of improving management practice, rather than struggle (Smith 

Bowers 2000; Manzi and Smith-Bowers 1998). Short life housing and Temporary Accommodation 

schemes can best be theorised as transitional arrangements, reflecting the shift of responsibilities 

from the local state to the non profit and private sectors, with short life housing and squatting, its 

precursors. Arrangements for asylum seekers, on the other hand were regarded as aspects of 

immigration policy from the late 1990s and characterised by dispersal to areas of low demand. 82 

Neo Liberal predictions of the benefits of temporary arrangements, by authors like Bennis and 

Slater neglect the difficulties they present for people who feel at the mercy, rather than in control 
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of economic and social trends. In this respect the story of short life housing and temporary 

accommodation is a powerful antidote to plaudits of the benefits of the temporary. Residents and 

organisations struggled to obtain a greater degree of security and settlement, within an 

environment in which this was becoming increasingly more difficult. There is an inherent 

tension, which is difficult and maybe impossible to resolve, between the desire to make use of 

temporary resources and many residents' need for settlement, which temporary occupation may 

preclude. This may result in conflict and criticism of specific temporary solutions; unless they are 
integrated into pathways to mainstream provision. The study raises questions about the extent to 

which it is possible to promote the temporary adaptation of existing buildings if residents' 

concerns about insecurity are not addressed. 83 Flexible temporary structures, alliances or 

organisational arrangements can be delivered, yet there is an equally powerful human desire for 

stability, manifested in the struggle for settlement. On the other hand, technological advances, 

which have made the provision of good quality temporary buildings easier, means we are likely 

to see more of them used in a variety of settings, from housing to health and community 

buildings. 

NOTES 

1 The 'Living City' exhibition at the Institute for Contemporary Arts (ICA) in 1963 presented dematerialised 

architecture, with a strong emphasis on movement and mobility. Peter Cook from Living City in Living Arts No 2, 

quoted in Mellor, D. (1996) The Sixties Art scene in London, P 59 

2 Moss Kanter (1992; 1995) 

3 Smithson, R. (1966), Entropy and the New Monuments for Artform, in Flam, J (1996), Robert Smithson: The 
Collected Writings, Berkeley, LA and London, University of California 

4 Kerr, J. (2000), The Nation Remembers, Tate, Issue 20 
The emphasis on permanent solutions meant temporary ones were seen as a necessary shortcut to meet demand quickly. 
There was an assumption that temporary school buildings or prefab houses would be replaced by purpose built new 
buildings. However, Lindblom's (1965) concepts of making do reflects much of what actually happened, as policy 

attempted to catch up with new demands and shortages of labour and materials slowed down plans. 

5 McKenzie (1999) 
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6A phrase used by Thatcher to distance her policies from welfare state universalism. 

7 Sir George Young Bt. MP, Minister for Housing and Planning said in a speech to the LSE, March 1993 ' Now that 
local authorities are more easily able to renew private sector leases, it would be possible to accommodate some 
homeless families in the same 'temporary' accommodation for five years. Since this is nearly the length of time an 
average family spends in any one home, it shows that the distinction between temporary and permanent 
accommodation has become blurred I do not believe my experience is unique, as a London MP, in finding some 
people reluctant to leave their comfortable 'temporary' homes for the permanence of alat high in the sky in a 
tower block' 

8 At the end of the 1990s Conservative local authorities, notably the City of Westminster lobbied for dispersal 
arrangements to be extended to homeless families. Although this did not become part of government policy, the ad 
hoc dispersal of homeless families did occur due to the lack of affordable temporary accommodation in London. 

9 Temporary structures in the 1950s and 1960s were not entirely new. Francis and Glanville (2001) describe Florence 
Nightingale's ideas for mobile and temporary battlefield hospitals, which resulted in the portable Chumborazo Hospital, 
produced from a flat pack. Temporary isolation hospitals, made of wood, weatherboard and corrugated iron were also 
used in the twentieth century. 

10 Friedman was a pioneer of self building techniques, involving users in the design of their homes in his projects in 
France, South America and India in the 1960's and 1970s. David Georges Emmerich also carried out self building 
schemes in France, Morocco, Israel, the USA and the UK in the 1960s and developed new low tech forms of building in 
the 1970s. (RIBA 1998) 

" RIBA (1998) 

12 Tolmers Square squatters were led by students at the Architectural Association (Wates 1976). Anson (1981) 

stressed the importance of Architectural Association students in the campaign to save Covent Garden 

13 RIBA (1998) The Displaced Grid FRAC centre collection, ibid 

14 Peter Cook quoted in RIBA (1998) The Displaced Grid, FRAC centre collection, ibid 

is Turner (1968) and Turner and Fitcher (1972) 

16 Author's interview with Cedric Price, February 1998 - Price taught at the Architectural Association and East London 
University. Graham Stevens, one of the pioneers of 'pneumatics' saw it as 'a tool for decreasing social barriers and 
increasing social contact and bodily awareness.... not exclusive of race, class, age group' Graham Stevens in Blow Up, 
Art andArtists March 1972 pp 42 - 45 quoted in Mellor, D. (1996) ibid P. 193 

17 Mellor, D (1993) ibid P. 195 quotes Jones and Agis (Statement 1965) as describing the purpose of the Space Place 

as 'to liberate the senses... a place for people to be participants, spectators, performers at the same time. ' Space Place, a 
total coloured environment in a basement in Fulham, prefigured the more sophisticated coloured inflatable environment 

of Archipelago in the 1980s and 1990s. Some playful and practical temporary structures showed how materials, such as 

plastic, could be used to create 'instant' and portable buildings and influenced concert and festival designers. 

'a Miller (2003)'s sound piece and catalogue highlights the way the artist-residents used their gardens as communal 

spaces. Later, protest groups hoping to save houses in the Archway Road in Haringey and those threatened by the 
MI I link road in Wanstead and Leytonstone used dramatic street theatre, featuring half buried cars and outdoor 
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picnics in the early 1990s.. 

" Wates and Wohnar (1980) illustration of interior of a house in Villa Road and illustrations throughout the book 
showing how space had been customised 

20 Doolittle (1989) 

21 Wates and Wolmar (1980). Doolittle (1989) and also from interviews with Faith Moore (LFHC), Jonathan Harvey 
(Acme) and my own experience at WHHA, I know that residents customised dwellings, including removing floors, 
making doorways through to adjacent properties and informally subdividing properties. 

u The work was completed before the property (in West End Lane) was demolished in 1975 

' Interview with Faith Moore (LFHC) 

24 Bonnington Square, Lambeth is one successful example. Shepherdess Walk, in Hackney is another - some of the 
squatters were architecture students. WHHA short life residents in Kingsgate Road explored the potential of partial 
self-renovation when WHHA was negotiating with LB Camden to acquire the homes. One of the members of the 
Kingsgate co-op had trained as an architect and worked on a self build garden project in Kings Cross. However, the 
properties were renovated in a traditional way. 

2' Jose Ospina promoted the need for self build construction when he was at CHISEL, the secondary co-op in South 
London in the late 1980s/early 1990s 

26 Bailey (1973) 

27. This knowledge and experience was transferring into large housing associations, which absorbed secondary housing 

co-ops a decade later Tenant management initiatives also developed in local authorities, through their consultation 
arrangements with tenants associations and their support for tenant management co-ops in their own housing stock. This 

was regarded as an alternative to the Right to Buy by some local authorities, such as Camden and Islington which were 
concerned to offer council tenants more choice and greater opportunities for involvement. The emphasis was on self- 
management rather than building skills, which was an important, additional feature of short life co-ops' self help 

approach. 

The link between self help, squatting and housing policy is strong. In the 1960s public concern about the temporary 
housing conditions of homeless people was aroused with the showing of the television film, Cathy Come Home in 1966. 
The founding of the housing charity, Shelter in the same year, the growth of squatting and the passing of the Housing 
(Homeless Persons) Act 1977 represented different facets of the campaign to improve these conditions. In the late 1960s 
the Family Squatting campaign used symbolic squatting to highlight the conditions in which many homeless people 
experienced in hostels, the most notorious of which separated families by sex (Bailey 1973). By squatting empty 
property the London squatting campaign highlighted the option of transforming them into serviceable, if temporary, 
homes. The cost of doing so would not be an issue, if volunteer and self help labour was used. 

28 Wates and Wolmar (1980) 

2' Turner (1968) 

3o Self help building skills workshops were established by several housing co-ops, which encouraged the formation of a 
number of builders' co-ops and played an important role in encouraging women to gain new practical skills. - 
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31 Bowman (1984) suggests that the failure of those high profile groups to stay put did not mean the ideals were 
diluted. On the contrary, their success in negotiating rehousing, often in alternative short life property encouraged 
other groups' campaigns. 

32 For instance squatters in Castlehaven Road, Camden in the early 1980s, argued unsuccessfully against demolition 
or short life groups in Carol St and Fleet Road (Abeona Housing Co-op) in support of their continued occupation. 
A parallel move from a rational planning model to one that was more fragmented and negotiated and linked with 
conservation also occurred in the US (Jacobs 1961; Gratz and Mintz 1998; Fainstein 1994; Sandercock 1999). 

33 Doolittle (1989). Wates (1976) and Wates and Wolmar (1980). My own experience of trying to save Birchington 
Road in Kilburn was that we were motivated as much by altruism as by a desire to stay. 

34 WHHA tenants held a candle-lit vigil in 2000 as part of a protest, in their campaign to obtain the right to return to 
their renovated homes. Short life housing co ops in Islington organized an art exhibition at the Town Hall in 1999, in 
order to highlight the importance of low cost housing for artists and those working in the creative industries. Several 
installations focused on the history of the houses they occupied. 

35 For instance www. whhashortlife. com, the website of WHHA Tenants Association (in exile) 

36 Studies in Mathey's comprehensive, international account of the growth of squatter settlements includes an analysis of 
those elements which enable formalisation and improvement of living conditions to occur. The role of the local state in 
supplying services or funds for improvements and of skills training has been identified. These are crucial ingredients in 
enabling squatter settlements to become more settled and healthier places in which to live. 

37 Key, A (2003) 

38 or as Castells calls it the fourth world 

39 Jane M Jacobs (1998) considered the different meanings that planners brought to a view of St Paul's cathedral in 
London, when considering an adjacent redevelopment proposal. There are inevitable tensions between the ideals of 
exclusive and shared space, within the city and the region. 
There were many migrants in short life housing as we saw in Part 11. 

40 Lipietz, A. (1998) Rethinking Housing in an Hour Glass Society in Madanipour, Cars and Allen (eds. ) (1998) Social 
Exclusion in European Cities: Processes, Experiences and Responses, London, Regional Studies Association. 

41 One concern about the new policies of regeneration is that their focus is on improving existing areas, making it is 
difficult to see where homeless people and new migrants will live. A number of commentators (LGA 1999) have 
highlighted the potential conflict in terms of resources between regeneration and homelessness strategies, with an 
increased preference for regeneration strategies at the beginning of the twenty first century. 

42 Auge (1995) Gratz and Mintz (1998) and Engwich (2000) have provided effective critiques of the environmental and 
social damage caused by building these anonymous spaces. 

43 Doron reviewed similar definitions in twenty cities in different European, Asian and American countries. Doron, G. 
(2000) The Dead Zone and the Architecture of Transgression in City 4/Number 2,2000 

44 They have been called 'wastelands', 'derelict areas', 'No Man's Land', 'urban voids', 'Terrain vague', which planners 
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regard as an intrinsic part of the planning process Space Left Over After Planning ( SLOAP) (Pope 1996). They are 
often unclear how much potentially re-usable space there is, in any city. Doran cites the Urban Task Force report 
Towards an Urban Renaissance (1999), which found that two different bodies came up with very different assessments 
of the amount of derelict land within British cities. Because it is hard to define what is derelict, it is impossible to 
quantify how much brown field land there is. 

45 Although boundaries may change, 'the paradox of geographical space is as intense as ever, its annihilation by 
time only partial, its division as much part of life as sharing. ' (Smith 1990)Chisholm and Smith, (1990 Page20 

' Zukin (1998) and Deutsche (1996) have unpicked ways in which the symbolic economy in New York is embedded 
in everyday life in relation to the use of space.. 

47 Watson, S. (1999) in Kennett, T. and Marsh, A. Homelessness, exploring the new terrain, Bristol, Policy Press 

48 In interviews, Hunter has explained that he chose to work in colour and to reflect Dutch masterpieces to challenge 
conventional views of squatters, who are usually filmed in black and white reportage style, which emphasises disrepair 
and squalor. See for instance Dominic Wylie's portraits of New Age travellers in the exhibition This Turning World, 
Magnum Photographers, Barbican, 2000 or Wilson, R and Wylie, D. (1992) The Dispossessed London, Picador. 

49 Now in the Museum of London 

so We4 K (2001) Creative Quarter:, the art world in London 1700 to 2000, London, Museum of London. Hunter's 
portrait, Woman Reading a Possession Order (1997), won the John Kobal portrait award in 1998. 

s' In Loft Living (1988) and The Culture of Cities (1995) Zukin explored the way in which areas are marketed by 
property developers to make them seem special. In the case of So Ho and surrounding areas in New York, artists who 
moved into redundant factories began the trend for loft living. Deutsche (1996) describes how developers use public art 
to create a positive new context for their schemes, concealing the displacement of former residents. These analyses 
underline ways in which narratives are created and reinforced by architecture, writing, art and events and render 
homelessness and poverty, the by-products of redevelopment, invisible. 

52 Forrest, R. (1999) in Kennett. T. and Marsh, A. (eds. ) Homelessness, exploring the new terrain, Bristol, Policy Press 

53 On the other hand, as he pointed out, those economic insecurities are relative and bear no relation to severe poverty 
and homelessness experienced in developing countries. 

S' Kennett and Marsh (1999) Manzi and Smith Bowers (1998) 

55 Workhouses used to provide emergency housing for the poor in the nineteenth century and the vagrancy laws of 
1824 and 1835 were used to try to stem the migration of workless poor around the country (Daly 1996; Hudson 
1997) Alastair Hudson reminds us the National Assistance Act 1948 was the first time legislation accepted 
homelessness as a housing rather than a criminal problem. Vale (1995) and Hawes and Perez (1996) explored the ways 
in which policy makers have used the notion of temporary arrangements to justify action on politically sensitive and 
unpopular issues: new forms of prefabricated construction in the post World War 2 period or to quell public anxieties 
about the provision of gypsy sites in the 1970s. 

56 In promoting and managing these programmes, notions of empowerment and community involvement were used to 
emphasise independence and self reliance and the limited responsibilities of the state Gibson (1979) was an early 
adherent of community involvement to support change, a concept which was updated as 'capacity building' in the late 
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1990s. 

57 However this type of transitional use was sometimes resisted by established tenants, who didn't want problem 
families on their estate. Organisations also sometimes feared that letting property on a short term basis might 
renovation, although this was not a well-founded fear. 

se This is anecdotal. However it may have encouraged some homeless families to register as homeless but remain 
with friends ('Homeless at home') rather than moving to temporary accommodation, while they waited for a 
permanent home. 

"Non profit organisations were also expected to provide services more cheaply than local authorities, in some cases 
because they used volunteers, in other cases because they had lower overheads. 

60 The Empty Homes Agency, backed by the Department of the Environment promoted the need for local authorities 
to develop empty property strategies 

61 In 2002 53,000 homeless households were in various forms of temporary accommodation in London (source Empty 
Homes Agency) 

62 Associations were primarily involved in new build and estate regeneration schemes. Private sector leasing was 
regarded as risky because of Housing Benefit problems (see chapter 10) 

63 Local authorities developed a twin track approach, marketing dispersal options for existing tenants and providing 
homeless people with the 'option' of being 'homeless at home' or moving into temporary accommodation. 
Increasingly one choice was to move out of London.. For instance LB Lambeth marketed rehousing options in other 
parts of the country in 20012. 

64 House of Commons, Transport, Local Government and the Regions Committee, Empty Homes, Sixth report of 
session 2001 -02 Volume 1 33 Para 80. A number of schemes have been developed to offer people the opportunity 
to move to areas of the country where large numbers of homes are standing empty. The Empty Homes inquiry's 

report found that the numbers assisted through such schemes was in the hundreds, though studies indicated that the 
majority who moved were satisfied with their decision 

65 Harding, J (2000) The Uninvited Refugees at the Rich Man's Gate, London, Profile Books and the London 
Review of Books 

66 John Major MP quoted from a speech to the European Community Summit in 1991 in Daly (1996), Chapter 4. 

Despite this Caryl Phillips' interviews with refugees trying to reach Britain via the Channel tunnel indicate that the UK is 

still regarded by many as a better location than France. Phillips, C., The Guardian, 17 November 2001 interviewed 

asylum seekers in Sangatte, the French asylum centre, near Calais 

The LRC Bulletin 1998/9 ibid found that London local authorities did not place all destitute asylum seekers in 
temporary accommodation. Overall, by January 1999 local authorities were assisting an estimated 25,300 destitute 

asylum seeker households including 15,500 adults, 8,200 families with children and 1,600 young people and 
unaccompanied children. 

67 Applicants needed to establish eligibility for assistance, before their homelessness application could be 

considered and those subject to immigration control were not eligible as a result of the Housing Act 1996 and 
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Asylum and Immigration Act 1996. (Hudson 1997). As a result of challenges by refugee organisations, it was 
established that destitute asylum seekers had some rights under the National Assistance Act 1948 and Children Act 
1989. 

" London Research Centre Homelessness in London Bulletin 14, winter 1998/9 reported on asylum seekers. This 
showed that although the overall number of homeless acceptances in London remained relatively stable, the numbers 
living in temporary accommodation had risen since 1996. There had been a 21 % increase in the number of statutorily 
homeless households since September 1997. 

The LRC report of its survey of local authorities also assessed the impact of local authorities' obligations to asylum- 
seeking households, under the Housing Acts 1985 and 1996 as well as the National Assistance Act 1948 and 
Children Act 1989. Many asylum-seeking households were placed in bed and breakfast by Social Services 
Departments, using the latter legislation, but around 25% of statutorily homeless households in temporary 
accommodation were asylum-seeking households, eligible for benefit. 

69 London Research Centre Homelessness in London Bulletin 14, winter 1998/9 

70 Piore (1979) Sassen (1999) have shown how post war British governments described migrant workers as a temporary 
workforce required to deal with the short term requirements reconstruction, in order to reduce anxiety about 
immigration. 

71 The increased number of 'economic migrants' believed to be claiming asylum, as the numbers applying increased in 
the late 1990's led to policies designed to make the UK 'less attractive: These were included in the Asylum and 
Immigration Act 1999, which introduced the dispersal policy and provided asylum seekers with vouchers, rather than 
cash. 

n Government policies were also response to a media- inspired moral panic about the high numbers of asylum 
seekers in the South East. 

73 The Minister of Housing, Hilary Armstrong told the House of Commons in June 1999 that' there is... although it 

was never admitted before the general election ... a highly variable pattern of housing across the United Kingdom' 

and wished work on low demand had been tackled earlier. Housing Today 24/6/99 

74 Martin Bright and Paul Harris, The Observer, 10 February 2002 

's Daly (1996) page 104 believes that the barriers to entry into Europe have created a marginal class of aliens, 
working within a shadow economy. 

76 The Centre for Refugees from Vietnam was established in the 1980s and continues to serve its community twenty 

years later 

r Also in Biker's film La Ciudad (The City) (1998) 

78 Some of the most striking challenges to stereotypes are from the USA, which is not surprising given prevailing 
negative social attitudes towards homelessness, the high levels of poverty and minimal social protection. Balmori and 
Morton's Transitory Gardens, Uprooted Lives, received high-profile reviews in the UK press when it was published in 
1993. It reveals the fragile beauty homeless people have been able to create in temporary gardens in New York. They 
highlight people's need to create a sense of place and an oasis of tranquillity, in difficult and unpromising sites, however 

ephemeral. Some have achieved greater permanence with community garden status and are likely to remain for many 
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years. Others created from flotsam and jetsam found in the streets, served as boundaries around temporary homes. 
Photographs also include gardens created by squatters in Tompkins Square Park, before they were evicted in 1991. 

Honigmann's film The Underground Orchestra (2000) also questions hostile stereotypes about talented musicians 
playing in and around the Paris metro. Most of them were asylum seekers and migrant workers, performing to earn 
money to live. 

79 Vagrancy Laws of 1824 and 1835 were used to try and stem the migration of workless poor around Britain (Daly 
1996; Hudson 1997) 

80 Steve Bell cartoon about asylum seekers appeared in The Guardian 21 March 2000 

81 The Gold Rush in the 1860s attracted many migrants to seek their fortune in the Gold Fields of Victoria. Many, 
like Woolmer, stayed a few years in Australia, before returning home. The note next to the picture in the 
Birmingham Art Gallery refers to Woolmer's situation as a middle class man who could not maintain a middle class 
lifestyle as a sculptor in England. 

82 Local authorities, such as Glasgow City Council were also major contractors,. providing NASS with 2,500 homes 
over a five year period (Memorandum to the Empty Homes Inquiry). Located in medium demand areas throughout 
the city, the scheme was welcomed as reducing the risk of increased voids. Empty Homes: Volume 3 Page 167, EMP 
189 

83 In terms of the built environment, temporary structures are increasingly familiar, but mainly used for specific 
purposes, on building sites, or at one-off events, such as festivals. However this boundary is also blurring, with the 
growth of modular buildings systems in the late twentieth century. Modules can be fully fitted in factories, delivered to 
sites and erected within days. Companies providing this service, such as Terrapin Construction or Yorkon offer 
customised options, including leasing for temporary use, or purchasing. The structures are robust enough to last for sixty 
years. In some case, such as emergency housing in refugee camps, the intention, if not the reality, is that the 
arrangements will be time-limited. Temporary structures are able to be re-located and re-used, should needs change 

Donald Shepherd, a former construction industry Project Manager, created the first 'instant site office' in 1961. 
portakabins are now used for such varied purposes as serviced accommodation on barges on the river Niger for oil 
exploration and construction camps in Siberia or interim health centres in the UK. (Source: Yorkon website and reports. ) 
Portakabins were used as the basis of Cedric Price's Inter-Action building in Kentish Town and influenced the 
Pompidou Centre design in the early 1970s. See Appleyard, B. (1986) Richard Rogers, a biography. 
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CONCLUSION 

THE MEANS OF TRANSITION 

In terms of the research questions, my findings are that short life housing was more 

than the institutionalisation of squatting. It demonstrated that the systematic use of 

empty property was possible. Its self help community approach, essential at first for 

new groups with no other resources, was later replaced by mainstream service 

delivery models to manage temporary accommodation for homeless families. As the 

organisations in this study gained funding to develop permanent schemes, they also 

adopted the norms of the mainstream association and regeneration cultures. 

The idealism of the early short life organisations in the 1970s led to an experimental 

approach, which was diverse and vibrant, but failed to have a lasting impact in most 

cases. The exceptions were the larger organisations which developed new models, 

notably the arts and BME organisations and a cluster of smaller organisations 

developed following the lead of the pioneers. BME associations benefited from the 

Housing Corporation's strategies from the mid 1980s. Arts organisations also 

obtained additional resources, as a result of public acknowledgement of the value of 

arts led regeneration in the 1990s, although without a dedicated source of funding. ' In 
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general I found that where the organisations were able to help meet government 

priorities, there was a greater chance of continued organisational influence. BME 

associations met the Housing Corporation regularly to discuss the strategies for over 
fifteen years, for instance. 

My study found that short life housing organisations were concentrated in London and 

within inner London boroughs with large holdings of municipalized property. After 

pioneering the use of empty local authority owned properties, some of the case-study 

organisations began to use privately owned empty homes and buildings, from the late 

1980s. This was later to become the dominant source of new leased, interim property, 
but WHHA and Acme were the only case study organisations to exploit that market 2 

Costs were higher than for local authority owned property and were therefore 

unsuitable for accommodation for single people, where affordability was a factor. 

Large associations, on the other hand, found private sector leasing created a reliable 

supply of property to provide temporary accommodation for homeless families, 

nominated by local authorities, with rents covered by Housing Benefit. 

Finally, I considered the way in which the use of temporary accommodation expanded 
in the 1990s, as a result of growing homelessness and increased competition for social 
housing. Stays in temporary accommodation gradually became longer as the wait for 

permanent housing was extended. To some extent this reflected the earlier experience 

of short life residents' prolonged 'short life' accommodation. However, there was 
little resistance from those living in temporary accommodation, because they 

eventually expected to be moved into permanent homes. Lobby agencies, like Shelter, 

prioritised reducing bed and breakfast use, recognising that temporary 

accommodation was more satisfactory? 

The growing local authority dependence on temporary measures to accommodate 

homeless people normalised these arrangements and the dispersal of asylum seekers 

took this a stage further. They reflected wider social trends, such as just-in-time 

manufacturing, retail ordering and delivery. The terms temporary and permanent were 
increasingly blurred in relation to the built environment and short term assistance was 

preferred to the production of large numbers of new family homes in London. Further 

research would be needed to establish the extent to which this was affected by the 
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growing numbers of migrants and ethnic minority households in acute housing need. 

Daly (1996) and Body-Gendrot's (2000) international comparative work would 

suggest there were links between government objectives of low taxation, welfare state 

restructuring, reduced levels of services and ways in which demands from migrant 

workers and refugees were met. There is a case for saying that temporary 

accommodation was both an expression of and a means of managing and facilitating 

welfare state restructuring, in relation to housing for some. of the poorest people in 

London. 

Short life housing performed a number of practical functions simultaneously: 

institutionalising but not eliminating squatting; facilitating the renovation of empty 

property and the growth of new organisations; and enabling a number of new needs to 

be met cheaply. It was a resource, which also provided the means of transition for 

organisations, enabling the strongest to expand and move away from interim property 

arrangements. However, by the 1990s short life housing was problematic. Long-term 

residents were preoccupied with trying to obtain security. Local authorities under 

pressure to meet statutory needs wanted to use unconverted property for homeless 

families or to sell, to realise capital receipts. By 2000, short life property was residual, 

although LB Brent, Islington, Hackney, Camden and Lambeth each had several 

hundred short life homes and negotiations in relation to their future were slow. 4 

Continued squatting in Finsbury Park and Stoke Newington and the short term use of 

empty homes in some regeneration schemes, suggested interim uses would never 

completely disappear. 5 There were even suggestions that the future might include new 

forms of short life housing: 'owner-occupied disposable, short-life houses, which 

would be 'like recycled shipping containers, livid in and then taken down in 15 

years. ' as a cost-effective alternative to traditional buildings 6 

As I demonstrated in Part 3, short life property arrangements had a number of 

impacts, evident even after local authority resources began to decline. Most important 

was the evidence that empty properties could be cheaply used for a variety of needs 

groups. The Empty Homes Agency (EHA), established in 1992, was to build on this 

work, in its efforts to ensure that England's 729,770 empty homes, the vast majority 

privately owned, were used. 7 In 2003 the EHA, concerned about the persistently high 

levels of empty property, especially in low demand areas, in the North of England 
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consulted widely on the potential of introducing compulsory leasing for properties left 

empty for more than six months. 8 

In Part 2, I explored the fuzzy boundaries between community and housing 

organisations, which influenced the organisations' origins and early development. 

Most were formed from community action groups, which distinguished them from 

mainstream associations with a single, housing focus. I also identified their 

ambiguous position, operating in the space between the local authority and housing 

association sectors. They worked within an environment in which changes to local 

authority housing management and fiscal policies affected them as much as Housing 

Corporation regulation and investment decisions .9 

Part 2 also highlighted the Family Squatting Campaign's role in developing two 

models of provision: self help short life groups and emergency housing departments 

within mainstream large housing associations. Private sector leasing quickly overtook 

short life housing as the primary form of temporary housing for homeless families. 

The community and self help focus which new short life groups needed, grew to be 

dissonant with the professionalism and growth of the housing association sector after 

1989, leaving organisations with choices: to become mainstream associations; to 

remain marginal but within the housing sector ( the position of many small co-ops), or 

to move away from housing altogether, as Acme did. 

Short life housing was difficult to manage because of its poor condition and 

uncertainty about its length of use. However, it was a resource which enabled a 

number of organisations to become established and to meet emerging needs. It 

provided an informal training ground for co-ops and later for BME associations. For a 

short period of time the explosion in the number of small new groups added to the 

diversity of the housing association/co-op sector. However diversity was also a 

weakness, in that groups did not have a common agenda and dependence on local 

authorities enhanced fragmentation. 

Most of the larger short life housing associations, on the other hand, aspired to 

become mainstream players. The removal of local authority zoning restrictions in 

1989 provided a window of opportunity for growth. This enabled Ujima, Patchwork, 
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ARHAG and WHHA to transform into organisations which developed and managed 

permanent, rented property and in WHHA's case temporary accommodation for 

homeless families. Acme, on the other hand, focused on the provision of studio 

accommodation for artists. 

Good links with local authorities enabled some short life associations to acquire the 

properties they managed and to obtain grants for new development. The role of black 

and minority ethnic groups in creating new forms of service delivery and leadership 

was recognised in a number of reports. 10 Much of the subsequent policy reference to 

diversity was focused on protecting BME associations. 11 However the direction of 

government policies meant large mainstream associations were generally favoured as 

local authority partners. 

In the 1990s access to temporary accommodation became essential for those local 

authorities, which were unable to meet their statutory obligations to house homeless 

families. Within this context short life housing was marginalised unless it met other 

priority needs and organisations which provided both temporary accommodation for 

families and short life housing experienced tensions when meeting residents' different 

expectations. Residents without children needed to develop vocal campaigns to 

challenge their invisibility. 12 

Malpass (2000) has pointed out that the government's agenda shaped the growth of 

the non profit social housing sector in the 1990s and small organisations were 

increasingly irrelevant. Once Large Scale Voluntary Transfer associations (LSVTs) 

were created, associations with over 10,000 properties in management dominated the 

sector and were best placed to compete for grant. Associations' stock holdings grew 

faster than Pacific Rim economies between the mid 1980s and early 1990s according 

to one Housing Corporation senior official. 13 Social housing restructuring opened up 

new roles for non profit housing associations and community organisations, including 

bespoke agency services and mainstream service delivery. However small, financially 

vulnerable organisations found it difficult to compete and Ujima was the only one of 

the case study organisations to be solidly based for further substantial growth in 

2000.14 WHHA had merged; LSHHA was trying to acquire its homes from LB 

Lambeth; Patchwork and ARHAG remained small, specialist independent 
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associations still with some residual short life stock; Acme was a successful non 

residential studio organisation, competing for property with commercial developers. 15 

The organisations' material achievements in providing new homes and rehousing their 

tenants were summarised in chapter 11. 

The organisations' role during the implementation of new public policies was 

explored in Part 3. However, as I demonstrated the mutual benefits for policy makers 

and organisations tended to be confined to the early stages of implementation, unless 

the policy was a major commitment, as in the case of the Housing Corporation's BME 

strategy. In the case of arts- led regeneration where there was no single overarching 

government body directing the majority of investment, there was more flexibility for 

specialist organisations like Acme to build up local support and influence. 

The limitations of the organisations' ability to influence government policy were 

explored in chapter 10, in relation to capital funding schemes for empty property 

renovation and Housing Benefit. Small organisations had no influence in relation to 

the implementation of Housing Benefit regulations, which were designed to deliver 

Treasury objectives. However most organisations found that dynamic nature of 

public policy presented new opportunities, even for previously marginalised groups. 

By 2000 some co-ops were able to re-present themselves as organisations housing key 

workers, which had emerged as a major issue in London. 16 Their long term residents 

were also protected by the Law Lords' landmark Bruton v London and Quadrant 

decision (1999), which confirmed that short life licensees' status was that of secure 

tenants. 

I explored notions of self help and community in Parts 2 and 4. These values 

originated with the practice of community action, rather than the requirements of 

running professional housing businesses and reflected the organisations' origins. 17 

Mike Phillips describes black self help projects as 'carving out a public life from the 

fragments we could salvage'. " It was inevitably an ad hoc, opportunistic process. The 

founders' values were difficult to maintain as the organisations grew, obtained 

funding, were monitored and became more bureaucratic. However, it would be wrong 

to see them as ceasing to be relevant. The challenge was how to express and update 

them within larger and more complex organisations, which sought to meet local 
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authority and Housing Corporation requirements, as well as tenants' expectations. For 

many tenants, as ARHAG, LSHHA, Patchwork and WHHA found, the original values 

remained important. For Acme they remained central and were behind their 

development into a non-residential studio organisation, whereas Ujima referred to 

returning to its roots in 2002, as its community renewal work expanded. 19 

In Part 4, I suggested that the idealism of the case study organisations and the wider 

short life housing sector had some similarities with the growth of utopian 

communities in the nineteenth century. Both movements were reactions to prevailing 

social and economic trends and at the same time also reflected the contemporary 

environment. As Hardy (2000) showed nineteenth century communities were more 

varied and more complex than the term alternative communities may at first suggest. 

Although they rarely changed the direction of mainstream trends, their resistance and 

their exploration of alternatives were important in signposting possible directions. In 

the twentieth century the organisations in this study were dealing with some of the 

pressures in London for housing, arising from migration and increased numbers of 

refugees; the growth of single person households and the return of people who had 

been institutionalised into the community. Although the state eventually developed 

mechanisms to deal with these issues, the organisations in this study provided some of 

the early responses, at a time when few other resources were available. Like their 

nineteenth century forerunners, the organisations were unable to resist the impact of 

wider social and economic trends, which were outlined in chapter 2. They were only 

able to attempt to ameliorate some of their worst effects. 

Chapter 12 also reflected on the way in which temporary or transitional arrangements 

were privileged during welfare state restructuring. This was not an isolated 

development, but reflected some of the many ways in government and organisations 

coped with a more speeded-up society and unanticipated population growth. Two 

early popular projections of future ways of living discussed in chapter 12 were 

Bennis' The Temporary Society (1968) and Toffler's Future Shock (1970), which 

declared the end of permanence. Tom er imagined the super-industrial revolution 

erasing hunger, disease, ignorance and brutality. 'It will radiate new opportunities for 

personal growth, adventure and delight' he wrote20 His new world promised 

freedom, rather than risks. Neither writer speculated on the impact of these trends on 
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poor people, or migrant workers, for whom short-term working, insecurity and a sense 

of precariousness were all too familiar experiences. I took the opposite approach and 

looking at the position of people and organisations making do with the physical 

detritus of advanced capitalism. 

Looking back and looking ahead 

The interim use of space, given a fillip by the 1990s recession, was still relevant in the 

early 2000s, as London continued to be restructured. Ackroyd (2001) has described 

London as a city in a constant state of renewal and the changing uses of buildings as 

new needs emerge, forms one part of that process. This is most vividly documented in 

the way former Huguenot churches in Spitalfields were converted into synagogues 

and then into mosques? ' Harvey (1989) Smith (1996) and Zukin (1995; 2001) suggest 

that contemporary capitalism requires new sites for development and selects those 

which have become devalued in order to maximise returns. Gentrification is not static, 

but moves around the city in search of cheaper locations. We would therefore expect 

that interim uses would continue to occur despite the gentrification of the centre of 

London and that there would be more diverse sources of property and new forms of 

partnership. I would expect to see further evidence of artists' and short life uses in 

those areas, preceding their redevelopment. I would also expect new sources of forms 

of partnership, as lead responsibility for large developments has shifted from local 

authorities to independent partnership organisations. 

Lester Salamon (1992) has theorised the important role of non profit organisations in 

the 'mixed economy' of welfare, in which public and private, nonprofit and for 

profit, action are mixed in often complex and confusing ways. i22 He found in his 

comparative studies that they played a mediating role, by identifying problems and 

mobilising government to respond; created discrete niches in terms of service 

delivery, as well as extending the range of services and operated in partnership, or 

parallel to private service providers. 23 Notwithstanding the differences between the 

role of the state in the USA and UK, I would expect to find for-profit and non profit 

organisations providing niche interim space management services, as part of their 

growing role as service providers. 
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I found that there was evidence of dispersed interim uses; most further from the 

centre; the use of niche organisations, including for-profit companies and a wider 

variety of owners when I updated this study. There was less evidence of interim uses 

in inner London24, whereas most new initiatives were in East London, the focus of 

government investment plans. London Fields, an area in Hackney which I first 

explored in 1992,25 was still in transition in May 2003, but the main impression was 

of a building site. The community arts organisation, Freeform Arts had opened its Hot 

House arts Project in several beautifully decorated railway arches. The SPACE artists' 

studios in Martello Street were still there, but looked vulnerable, surrounded by 

cleared sites and new private and social housing in the process of construction. 

SPACE and other studio organisations were engaged in representing their work in 

relation to the government's Communities plans. 26 

The last of the squatted houses presented a defiant face to the world, with their 

primary coloured paintwork and artists' signs and murals. A terrace of houses had 

been renovated by the London Fields Solution as artists' studios/homes and the area 

was recognised by Hackney Council as an important cultural quarter. Clustered 

around the London Fields area were several East End galleries and other artist studio 

spaces. Squatting too had moved on. The latest squat was the former London Fields 

Lido, closed, as Hackney council could not afford to repair it. In the centre of the 

park, a walled complex of buildings and pools created temporary homes for a group 

of squatters, while just outside it some children turned a fenced off, empty blue 

concrete paddling pool into an informal playground. 

Trinity Buoy Wharf; further to the East in Docklands highlights the role of 

commercial interim space managers in the early 2000s. Urban Space Management 

(USM), which reclaimed Camden Lock in the 1970s, manages this once derelict area 

opposite the Millennium Dome. 7 The London Docklands Development Corporation 

leased Trinity Buoy Wharf to USM in the early 1990s for interim arts uses. It has 

created a strong identity, with renovated heritage buildings and Container City, a 

tower of old metal shipping containers stacked on top of each other, forming a 

complex of arts studios. 
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Similar directions can be identified in relation to temporary accommodation for 

homeless families and the dispersal of asylum seekers in the early 2000s. The primary 

opportunities to lease cheaper housing were on the outskirts of London, in areas not 

yet gentrified or more plentifully, elsewhere in the country. The risks of managing 

temporary accommodation, described in chapter 10, led to a reduction in housing 

association activity in that niche market in the early 2000s. In 2003 some local 

authorities began to contract temporary accommodation services direct from the 

private sector in an effort to meet government Bed and Breakfast Unit targets to 

reduce bed and breakfast usage by March 2004.28 This indicated that there were likely 

to be a variety of suppliers of this service in future, similarly to arrangements for 

asylum seekers. 29 

The focus of agencies like the Empty Homes Agency had also widened, in its mission 

to create a framework to ensure empty property was returned to use. The number of 

empty homes in England had reduced slightly between 2001/2, from 753,188 to 

729,770, while a serious North/South divide was evident, with increases in empty 

property in the North West, Yorkshire and Humberside. Government wanted to 

ensure its target of reducing empty homes to 3% was met and even within London the 

GLA believed there were empty properties which could house homeless families and 

key workers. The Empty Homes Agency (EHA) used research, conferences and 

consultation road-shows to promote the idea of compulsory leasing. 
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In its submission to the select Environment committee Empty Homes Inquiry in 2001 

the Local Government Association recommended that government test the potential 
for a compulsory leasing scheme for properties empty for more than six months 30 

This idea was not new, but re-presented compulsory requisitioning, introduced in the 

immediate post World War II period, to manage abandoned property. 31 

The Empty Homes Agency commissioned research to assess public attitudes. 

Research carried out with the Halifax plc which found that 91% of people surveyed 

wanted government to take active steps to tackle empty homes. 2 Shelter, Crisis and 

other homelessness charities came out in support of compulsory leasing. 3 Interim 

uses are likely to increase if compulsory leasing were established, although whether 

this would provide a gateway for new non profit organisations to be established is 

doubtful. The policy paradigm of partnership favours robust organisations and service 

contracts. It may be that diversity would take the form of more private sector 

providers: estate agents and private landlords negotiating contracts directly with local 

authorities, as they have done with NASS, rather than associations acting as 

managers. 

However, new non profit organisations will continue to emerge. They often provide 

the wherewithal for signposting and meeting new needs, especially those which are 

unpopular. My prediction is that interim resources, of different kinds, will continue to 

be available for the most marginal groups such as refugees34 whether the resources are 

owned by local authorities, housing associations or regeneration agencies 35 New 

niches will continue to be created in the interstices of contemporary cities, if those are 

the only resources available. 

NOTES 

' The recognition was partly as a result of the lobbying work of arts-led organisations, as we saw in 

chapter 9 

2 ARHAG used some privately owned property, including a warehouse owned by P and 0 Property 
Holdings in Kings Cross, which was its headquarters for a while. 

3 Good quality temporary accommodation was compared favourably with bed and breakfast 

accommodation, even though households often faced moving outside their home borough and over 
several years, a series of moves. 
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4 Including property owned by other owners Smith Bowers and Taylor (2000) estimated there were 
7,000 short life homes in management. This includes some short life housing occupied by families and 
also shared bed spaces. It is therefore difficult to estimate the number of properties (rather than homes) 
involved. The estimate of numbers was obtained from the Housing Corporation 

s In 2003 Finsbury Park was acknowledged as a good place to squat. - the author's discussion with 
Prindy Ferreol, a young squatter. Many of the squatters were Spanish and Polish 

Brent Community Housing continued to find new sources of short life property, as a result of leasing 
properties on transferred estates due for rehabilitation/demolition. Bowman (2002) 

6 Bennett, 0, Disposable assets in The Daily Telegraph, Saturday August 16 2003 

7 There were a total of in England and 99,792 in London in 2002, Empty Homes Agency website 
http//www. emptyhomes. com 

8 ibid May 2003 press release, on the launch of the consultation, at an Empty Homes meeting 
introduced by Tony McNulty MP, Minister of Housing also spoke 

9 Local authorities' ownership of short life properties they managed meant short life associations were 
more heavily influenced by local authority policies than a mainstream housing association, which 
owned its own housing stock would have been. Many of the larger associations' strategies to diversify 
their portfolios were in response to this perceived weakness. 

10 A number of NHF reports produced in the 1980s and early 1990s referred to diversity and it was 
used to promote the importance of the BME sector 

" For instance Lemos and Soares (1998) 

'Z The Rushcroft residents' tost case was the successful Bruton v London and Quadrant in 1 99. 

13 Mullins, D. and Riseborough, M. (1997) Changing with the Times, critical interpretations of the 
repositioning of housing associations, Occasional Paper 12, School of Public Policy, University of 
Birmingham P4 quotes a former Housing Corporation Deputy Chief Executive as saying that 
associations stock holdings grew 'by 8% a year, faster than Japan, Hong Kong and the Pacific Rim 
economies' between 1988 and 1994. 

14 Ujima had the largest ADP allocation of all associations in 2003 (Ujima website) 

15 Acme had good relationships with many developers, which resulted in some mixed use schemes 

16 This was an effective strategy for Lambeth co-ops. WHHA short life residents also used the same 
argument. Even though a high percentage of residents were unemployed, those in work included 

childcare staff; nurses; part time lecturers and teachers who were regarded as key workers. 

'7 It was difficult to tell these associations to stick to the knitting (paraphrasing Malpass 2000) as their 
origins were more complex than most mainstream associations, leading to some strengths, but also 
some difficulties as they entered the mainstream 

'$ Phillips (2001) page 57 

19 Ujima's website 2003 refers to 'the organisation returning to its roots' 

20 Toffler(1970) page 187 

21 Lichenstein, R and Sinclair (1999), Rodinsky's Room. 
An exhibition at the Museum of Immigration, the old synagogue's latest incarnation in 2003 was filled 
with battered leather suitcases, which became the starting point for poems, images and stories told by 
local schoolchildren of the successive journeys of exile of Hugenots, Jewish refugees from Eastern 
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Europe, Irish and Bangladeshi migrants and refugees from Somalia, Iraq and the Balkans who made the 
East End their home, helping to transform it in the process. 

22 Salamon, L. (1992) America's Nonprofit Sector, a primer, New York, The Foundation Center P. 33. 

73 Ibid He goes on to distinguish the non profit sector in the USA from that in Europe. Despite the 
USA's larger non profit sector than that in any European country, its overall level of social welfare 
support is lower than in other developed countries (p 36). 

24 Taylor (1998) provided a number of examples. My informal interviews with Brent Community 
Housing residents demonstrated that co-op is continuing to source properties on large redevelopment 
schemes. Bowman (2001) 

Z5 The author - unpublished research 

26 When I visited the area in May 2003, Freeform was leading the Discover Hackney week-long 
festival. SPACE and East End development agency Cultural Industries Development Agency (CIDA) 
the arts development organisation were organising a series of national conferences, Making Places, in 
which the role of artists' studio organisations and the arts in regeneration were to be explored, within 
the context of the government's Communities' plans. 

27 Another Urban Space Management initiative was the interim use of the old Spitalfields Market 
buildings for ten years in the 1990s, where uses included an indoor sports pitch. In 2003 part of the site 
is being redeveloped as offices and accommodation, leaving part of the market in use for restaurants, a 
farmers' market and craft stalls. 

28 Housing Today 30 May 2003 describes LB Hillingdon's decision to contract local estate agent, 
Orchard and Shipman for additional temporary accommodation. The Assistant Director of Housing, 
Jeff Maslen, is quoted as saying he received 4 offers from private sector estate agents and only two 
from housing associations, which already provide services for the borough. 

29 Asylum seekers' accommodation is sourced from a number of commercial providers and includes 
leased accommodation, adapted army camps and purpose built detention centres camps. Since the 
transfer of responsibility for asylum seekers from local authorities to the National Asylum Support 
Network in 2000 NASS has contracted with a range of partner agencies in order to accommodate the 
increased number of asylum seekers entering Britain. The policy of dispersing asylum seekers to 
cheaper areas of the country, where there was 'low demand' for housing provided opportunities for 
commercial companies to provide new specialist niche services, including housing, transport and 
security. For instance a small landlord owns the 400 bed Eurotower, a former South Bank University 
hostel, in Stockwell, where asylum seekers are housed for a couple of weeks, before being dispersed to 
other parts of the country. The Wackenhut Corporation, a US company provide transport services. 

30 According to the Empty Homes Agency (press release May 2003) the original idea of compulsory 
leasing came from LB Hammersmith and Fulham 

" Bailey (1973) 

32 Empty Homes Agency website www. emptyhomes. com 

33 Another EHA campaign was to persuade government to harmonise VAT on build and conversions. It 
argued that preferential VAT for new build discouraged the conversion of existing buildings, in favour 
of more wasteful building on green field sites. 

34 In September 2003, Lord Richard Best wrote in Housing Today, encouraging more associations to 
engage with refugee community organisations. The Housing Association Charitable Trust also 
advertised seminars for refugee community organisations on accessing empty property. 

35 Lambeth Council, for instance lets community organisations use empty flats on its estates without 
charging rent. As a result community flats have been able to do some excellent, subsidised work to 
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support communities, including many newly arrived refugees and migrants. In 2003 the no-charge 
policy arrangement was under review but had already operated for over 10 years. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS I 

THE USE OF INTERIM BUILDINGS 

Interim buildings were used in the aftermath of World War 11 to provide 
emergency accommodation for bombed-out families. Temporary prefabs 

constructed by American engineers in were built for Loughborough (gardens, 
Lambeth in 1946 (above). More makeshift solutions, using old railway carriages 

(Lambeth, late 1940s) are shown below 
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Experimental new forms of temporary accommodation were developed. 
A temporary building for building workers in the Congo (1958) featured at an ideal 

Home Exhibition (above). Prefabs were still in use in many parts of Lambeth, 
including Stockwell in the early 1970s (below). 
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Inter-action's centre, designed as a temporary building in the mid 1970s by 
architect Cedric Price used found and modular components. It became such an 

architectural icon, there were attempts to list it in 2001. Self-build timber models 
proved adaptable. Mill Lane Gardening Project, West Hampstead (below) in 1999 

or, ry 
f4. 
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Timber Walter Segal cabin designs used as interim accommodation for homeless 
families in the 1990s in Camden (shown here in 2002) proved popular. Cabins also 

were used routinely for such community uses as Health and UK-online centres 
(Springfield Estate Stockwell, 2003 below) 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 2 

THE CHANGING REPRESENTATION OF SHORT LIFE HOUSING 

Villa Road magazine, Villain, pilloried local politicians (1980) whereas the cartoon 
from the Villa Road song sheet, The English Squatter's Lore from the mid 1970s 

(below), referred back to earlier squatting campaigns 
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Villa Trek, a cartoon guide to establishing a co-op (mid 1970s) referred to the popular TV show Star 
Trek. The hand painted sign on a fence in St Agnes Place Lambeth (2003) signals that part of the street is 

an established base for the Rasta community 
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Will-IA mural, produced by an artist-resident 1983 promoted WHHA's urban regeneration role. It was 
designed for the blank side wall of the exterior of the offices. The association's campaigns for single 

person housing was supported by theGLC. Cllr Ken Livingston, leader of the GLC, is shown (below) 
with Jo Moyse (left) and Paula Fraser (right) in 1985 
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Short life buildings also provided space for small business, such as this shop in Kilburn, 1990s (above). 
Haringey Councillor Nicky Gavron and Acme residents living in 57 houses in Archway Road protest 
against Department of Transport plans to sell short life homes to a property developer (1993) below 
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Short life residents and squatters' 1993 campaign to save houses in Leytonstone from demolition for 
the M11 Link Road used humour as well as barricades (above and below) 



Artists at oval Mansions, Lambeth also used humour in their ultimately unsuccessful campaign to 
remain in the mansion block. The building also contained the innovative gallery City Racing, which 
was based in a former betting shop. Oval Mansions pictured below in 200, was still boarded up 3 

years after the last residents were evicted. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 3 

'SHORT LIFE TO PERMANENT' SCHEMES 

Renovations in Haringey (1994) - short life housing organisations employed small 
builders, many minority-owned (above). Consortium new-build scheme on the site of 

short life homes (below), Lithos Road, Hampstead (1998) 
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7 

Residents' improvements to the courtyards on the Hillvie-t estate, Kings ('rosy, 
during the 1980s and 1990s, (above) helped with their campaign to save the buildings. 

Gardens were incorporated into the renovated buildings (below) 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 4 

TRANSITIONAL ZONES, EAST LONDON 

Zone of transition in Bow. Canary Wharf in the background and near Acme's Fire 
Station project (below) 2003 
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Images from London Fields. hackney. The long term squatters in houses around 
the park look increasingly vulnerable and the Lido (below) is squatted (2003) 
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Images from Trinity Buoy Wharf, East London (2003) 
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Container City, interim artists' studios made from shipping containers at Trinity 
Buoy Wharf opposite the Millennium Dome in East London (below) in 2003 
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APPENDIX 1 

LIST OF INTERVIEWS 

Name Organisation Date of interview (year) 
Jonathan Harvey Co Director Acme November 1993 

Housing 1998 
Association/studios 

David Panton Co Director, Acme 1998 
Fiona Furness Associate Director SPACE 1998 
Eva Woloshyn, Director, SPACE 1993 

Michael Colbey Deputy Director SPACE 2002 
Studios 

ED Berman MBE Founder and Chief 1998 
Executive, Inter-Action 

Tony Soares Founder and former Chief 1998 
Executive, Ujima 

John Oke Founder and former Chief March 1999 
Executive, Odu Dua 

Abraham Krespin Co-ordinator Lambeth Self January 1999 
Help Housing Association 
(LSHHA) 

Peter O'Callaghan Former Chief Executive, October 1999 
Patchwork Community 
Housing Association 

Ross Fraser Director of Professional December 1999 
Practice, Chartered 
Institute of Housing and 
former co-ordinator 
Islington Community 
Housing (ICH) 1981 -83 
and policy officer at 
Emergency Housing 
Office 

Faith Moore Co-ordinator Lambeth Conversations and 
Federation of Housing Co interviews 2000/01 
ops and member Villa 
Road Housing Co op 

Ronnie Moodley Chief Executive African May 1999 
Refugees Housing Action 
Group (ARHAG) housing 
association 
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In most all cases, interviews were followed up with telephone conversations in 2000/01 
and some additional contacts were made. For instance, I had a long telephone 
conversation with Charlotte Robinson, Director of SPACE Studios in 2002 about 
Stockwell Studios and studio space in London generally and with Jennifer Williams 
Director of Creative Communities (formerly called British American Arts Association) in 
2002, to clarify BAA's role in developing the arts led regeneration agenda.. I also 
interviewed Duncan Smith, Director of Association for Cultural Advancement through 
Visual Arts (ACAVA) the West London studio organisation, in September 2002 and used 
that interview to strengthen Chapter 9 on Arts and Regeneration. 

Private Sector 
Organisation Year 

Cedric Price Architect and theoretician 1998 
Eric Reynolds Founder and Chief 1993 

Executive Urban Space 
Management - 
commercial organisation 
which began managing 
short term space such as 
Camden Lock (founded 
1974) Spitalfields Market 
and Trinity Buoy Wharf, 
amongst others 

For a political perspective from two people very important in the development of 
short life housing at LB Camden, LB Lambeth and the GLC, I drew on earlier 
interviews, which I conducted in the mid 1980s with Ken Livingstone, former Vice 
Chair of Housing LB Lambeth (1972 -3), Vice Chair Housing GLC (DATES) and 
Chair Housing, LB Camden 1982 -4 ( interview held in 1987) and Cllr John Mills, 
former Chair Housing, LB Camden 1970s (interview held in 1985) 

Interviews used during the early scoping of the project included those with the 
following arts organisations and open space projects: 

Arts/craft focused organisations 

Barbara Wheeler-Early Freeform Arts Trust 1994 

Maggie Pinhorn Founder and Chief 1994 
Executive Alternative 
Arts - community arts 
organisation 

Julie Lowe and John Founders, Battlebridge 1994 
Jo lin ' Project Kings Cross 
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Open Space and community organisations 

Chris Shirley-Smith Growth Unlimited 1992 
Steve Place Co-ordinator, Calthorpe 1993 

Project 
Andy Littlewood Camley Street Nature 1994 

Park, Kings Cross 
Jason Barnes, volunteer Streatley Road 1993 
co-ordinator and creator community garden, 
of neighbourhood garden Kilburn 
The co-ordinator West Hampstead 1993 

Gardening Centre 
The co-ordinator Meanwhile Gardens, 1993 

Notting Hill 
Michael Parkes Kings Cross Railway 1993 

Lands Development 
Group 
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APPENDIX 2 

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ILLUSTRATIVE CREDITS 

Cover 

Woman Reading a Possession Order (1997) by Tom Hunter (courtesy the artist and 
White Cube Gallery) Also used in Part 3 

Introduction 

House (1993/4) by Rachel Whiteread (courtesy the artist and Artangel) 

Chapter 1 

'WHHA Transforming House' c 1996 by HAG - also used in Part 2 
Portrait of Squatters at London Fields (1997/9) by Tom Hunter (courtesy of the artist 

and White Cube Gallery) 

Chapter 2 

Poster for The City (1998) from the ICA, London 

Chapter 3 

A Bombed out family in wartime London (c 1942) u MSO 

Chapter 4 

Acme gallery (1976) courtesy Acme 
ARHAG report (1995/6) courtesy ARHAG 

Chapter 5 

Brixton demolition from Villa Road archives 

Chapter 7 

Lambeth Plans for Brixton (1950s) courtesy Lambeth Archives and Minct Road 
Library 

Villa Road Carnival leaflet and 'Housing for All' (1976), courtesy Villa Road 
Housing Co-op 

Kingsgate Area redevelopment (1976) from LB Camden 
Boundary Road leaflet (1982), photographs by Michel Molincre 
Gary Bruton, from Rushcroft Road residents' newsletter (1999) 
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Chapter 8 

Bishop Wilfred Wood, refugee art and ARHAG AGM from ARHAG annual reports 
(1997/9) 

Ujima development at Greenwich (2000) Ujima Housing Group 

Chapter 9 

Everything's Going to BeAlright (1999) by Martin Creed, from Acme report 
Rachel Whiteread in her studio, from Acme report (1995) 

Chapter 10 

Vacant Housing Image (1999) from Property People 
London Housing Federation report on short life housing (1997) 

Part 4 

Welcome to Eldorado (2000) by Steve Bell 

Chapter 11 

Refugee art and portrait of Archbishop Abba Yohannes, from ARIIAG annual 
reports (1998) 

Chapter 12 

Villa Road, courtesy Villa Road Housing Co-op (c 1978) 

Conclusion 

Mr and MrsAndrews without their heads (1998) by Yinka Shonibare, courtesy, the 
artist and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London. Collection National Gallery Canada, 

Ottawa, Canada) 

Illustrations 1 

American engineers erecting temporary cabins at Loughborough Gardens (January 
1946) courtesy Lambeth Borough History Archives, Minet Library. Also railway 

-carriages used as -temporary accommodation in Lambeth 

Prefab for workers in the Congo (1959) from The Guardian 

Inter-Action cabins, from RIBA Journal 
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Illustrations 11 

Cartoons courtesy Villa Road Co-op 
WHHA mural, photographed by Maurice McElroy 

All other photographs by Anna Bowman 

Assistance with producing charts and graphics courtesy David and Mark Napier 
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APPENDIX 3 

SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE 

Interview details 

Name of organisation 
Interview held with 
Date 

Organisational details 

When was organisation founded and 
why? 
Where based? 
Who owned its first property? 
Negotiations 
How many properties now? Short life 

and permanent 
Structure (association/co-op) 

Vision - historic and current 

Ethos and vision (historic) 

Client group 
Reason for establishing organisation 
Key people - inside and outside the 
organisation and links to other groups 
historically. And currently? 
Initial inspiration - from where? 
Current vision - what is it? 

Short life housing 

Why did organisation use short life 
property? 
How important was short life housing to 
development? Why? 
Is it important now? 
Advantages 
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Disadvantages 

Self help 

How important was it at the beginning? 

Why? 

Is it important now? 
If not, why did it become less important? 

Service delivery model? 
How do residents feel about it? 

Organisational development - key dates and issues 

Main phases of development 
When? 
What were the triggers? Internal and 
external 

Growth 

How important is it? Current rate of 
growth 
What have been key issues in managing 
it? What changes has it involved? 
Future plans for growth 

Leadership 

Key issues for organisation and its 
current vision 
Your own personal vision for the future 
The Board/management committee 

_ 
About yourself 

How did you get involved : and why? 

What was your motivation? 
What do you feel you have achieved? 
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APPENDIX 4 

HOMELESS FAMILIES ROUTES TO REHOUSING 

Local authorities rely on different forms of emergency. and temporary accommodation in 
order to meet their statutory requirements. From the early 1990s bed and breakfast was 
generally used for emergency accommodation and leased temporary accommodation for 
medium term stays, pending permanent local authority or RSL rehousing. Theoretically 
families would only spend a few weeks, if any time at all, in bed and breakfast. During 
period when homelessness increased rapidly, both in the 1990/2 and 2000/2 bed and 
breakfast was used more extensively, a position acknowledged as unsatisfactory 

Local Authority Temporary Accommodation arrangements 
Homeless person accepted as unintentionally -homeless and eligible for assistance 

Emergency accommodation 
Bed and breakfast 

1 
Interim housing 

Temporary Accommodation 
1 

Permanent rehousing 
Local authority or RSL tenancy 

The route to rehousing is in practice considerably more complex and has been charted in 
several publications. The following chart is adapted from Bridging the Gap, 
homelessness and temporary housing in London (1998) London Housing Federation and 
WH TA 

HOMELESS ROUTE 

HOMELESS APPLICANT 

I 

ASSESSMENT 
" Homeless 
" Priority need 
" Intentional 
" Local connection 
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PRIORITY HOMELESS* 

HOMELESS 
AT HOME 

TEMPORARY 
SOCIAL OUSING 

- 

ýS4 

PSL 
FSHORT 

LIFE 

HA 

PERMANENT 
HOUSING 

* Note: Non priority homeless receive advice only 

DISCHARGE INTO 
PRIVATE RENTED 

EMERGENCY 
ACCOMMODATION 

REFUGES III HOSTELS 

BANDB 
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APPENDIX 5 

TABLES OF DATA REFERENCED TO THE CHARTS 1- 8 IN 
CHAPTER 

.3 

Chart 3.1, Sources of Housing Investment in London 1971- 2001 
(New Completions) 

Year Public 
sector 

RSL Private Total Year Public 
sector 

RSL Private Total 

1970 28667 8769 37436 1985 2773 1112 6475 10370 
1971 25515 8342 33857 1986 2337 769 8534 11640 
1972 20972 7452 28424 1987 1258 1320 10944 13522 
1973 17000 7718 24718 1988 1403 1459 12952 15814 
1974 21650 6991 28641 1989 1372 1860 14117 17349 
1975 21678 8513 30191 1990 1961 2137 13795 17893 
1976 22690 2825 6063 31578 1991 723 2716 12834 16273 
1977 22835 2347 5590 30722 1992 249 3946 11361 15556 
1978 19656 1491 5291 26438 1993 96 5213 8870 14179 
1979 15877 1584 3773 21234 1994 280 5764 9222 15266 
1980 16316 2402 4426 23144 1995 60 5174 11114 16348 
1981 13437 1979 4021 19437 1996 35 5793 8152 13980 
1982 76254 1612 5807 14673 1997 48 3992 -90-34--- F13074 
1983 5151 1563 7289 14003 1998 39 3453 9046 12898 
1984 3494 1560J 

, 
7185 12239 1999 0 2885 9467 22352 

Source GLA (2002) Planning for London's Growth 

Chart 3.2 Primary Sources of Employment in London 1970 -1999 
YEAR MANUF. CONSTRUCTION HOTELS AND 

RESTAURANTS 
BUSINESS FINANCE TOTAL* 

1971 1070500 275800 18500 523300 195200 4673100 
1975 833800 262300 191300 532300 205600 4431900 
1980 728700 . 259300 196900 564400 213500 4321100 
1985 546200 24400 204800 662000 227300 4122100 
1990 434200 282500 227000 818000 278500 4255200 
1995 306400 . 207700 249100 924300 257700 3960100 
1999 327300 , 194600 278500 1083500 251200 4337400 

Source GLA (2002) Planning for London's Growth Page 41 
*Note: Primary and Utilities, 'Wholesale, Retail, Transport and Communication, Public 
Administration, Health and Education and Other services are not included in this chart. The total 
employment figure produced by the GLA includes all employment (including those not presented in 
the chart) 
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Chart 3.3 London Population Statistics 1961 - 2000 

Year Population Year Population Year Population 
1961 7,977,000 1975 7,179,000 1989 6,799,000 
1962 7,970,000 1976 7,089,000 1990 6,853 000 
1963 7,926,000 1977 7,012,000 1991 6,890,000 
1964 7,894,000 1978 6,947,000 1992 6,905 000 
1965 7,857,000 1979 6,888,000 1993 6,933,000 
1966 7,810,000 1980 6,851,000 1994 6,967,000 
1967 7,761,000 1981 6,806,000 1995 7,007 000 
1968 7,693 000 1982 6,771,000 1996 7,074 000 
1969 7,619,000 1983 6,765,000 1997 7,122,000 
1970 7,530,000 1984 6,772,000 1998 7187,000 
1971 7,529,000 1985 6790,000 1999 7,285,000 
1972 7,443,000 1986 6,804,000 2000 7,375,000 
1973 7,362,000 1987 6,801,000 
1974 7,264,000 1988 6,770,000 

Source GLA (2002) Planning for London's Growth 

Chart 3.4 Comparison of House prices in London with UK 

Year London UK Year London UK 

1970 6300 4900 1986 59200 39800 
1971 4200 5500 1987 73900 46400 
1972 10300 7300 1988 91000 58200 
1973 13300 9900 1989 98700 70400 
1974 13700 10800 1990 96900 69500 
1975 14000 11400 1991 93100 68600 
1976 15000 12400 1992 83600 66000 
1977 16100 12400 1993 82200 64300 
1978 19100 15500 1994 88300 66200 
1979 25600 20000 1995 89100 66600 
1980 31200 24300 1996 91600 69000 
1981 32100 25600 1997 105300 75500 
1982 32600 26200 -1998 120800 83700 
1983 36800 29400 1999 -149100 93300 
1984 -42700 32000 2000 '175900 106700 
1985 48600 34900 2001 194500 115700 

Source: CML statistics Mix adjusted house prices at mortgage completion stage, 
all UK regions 19/09/02 (CML website www. cmLorg. uk) 
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Chart 3.5 Homeless acceptances and numbers in temporary 
accommodation 1990 - 2001 

Year Homeless 
acceptances 

Numbers 
in Temporary Accommodation 

Numbers 
in bed and breakfast 

1990 38,127 33,260 7554 
1991 38,325 40,252 7,431 
1992 36,587 43,166 4,406 
1993 30,959 37,764 2,711 
1994 28,490 31,239 2,224 
1995 26,626 28,039 3,167 
1996 25,900 27,796 2,869 
1997 24,475 26,531 2,587 
1998 26,729 34,192 4,245 
1999 28,589 42,037 5,883 
2000 29,630 48,887 6,079 
2001 31,130 -49,006 6,289 

Source London Research Centre and GLA Homelessness in London bulletins 

Chart 3.6 - Homeless acceptances and total numbers in temporary 
accommodation and in bed and breakfast compared to number of 

permanent lettings 1990 - 2000 

Year Homeless 
acceptances 

Numbers in Temporary 
Accommodation 

Numbers in bed 
and breakfast 

permanent 
lettings 

1990 38,127 33,260 7554 33,100 LA 
only 

1991 38,325 40,252 7,431 37,600 
1992 36,587 43,166 4,406 33,500 
1993 30,959 37,764 2,711 28,600 
1994 28,490 31,239 2,224 24,900 
1995 26,626 28,039 3,167 23,900 
1996 25,900 27,796 2,869 26,805 RSL 

and 
LA 

1997 24,475 26,531 2,587 21,749 
1998 26,729 "34,192 4,245 19,858 
1999 28,589 42,037 5,883 19,779 
2000 29,630 48,887 6,079 19,576 
2001 31,130 49,006 6,289 1 

-j 
Sources: London Research Centre,, GLA Homelessness in London bulletins and DETR Tables 602 

. and 603. 
*Note LA figure for 2001 not available, so combined RSL and LA lettings for 2001/2 not included 
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Chart. 3.7 Comparison of empty properties in London and England 
1991-2001 

Year England vacancy 
rate 

London vacancy 
rate 

1991 725,700 3.80% 134,800 4.60% 
1992 810,700 4.10% 145,100 4.90% 
1993 868,600 4.30% 160,500 5.40% 
1994 845,500 4.20% 155,500 5.20% 
1995 802,600 3.90% 137,800 4.60% 
1996 790,600 3.90% 131,500 4.30% 
1997 767,000 3.70% 121,600 4.00% 
1998 753,200 3.60% 112,200 3.70% 
1999 772,300 3.70% 114,100 3.70% 
2000 762,700 3.70% 105,200 3.40% 
2001 104,400 3.30% 

Source GLA Homelessness in London bulletin 30 (September 2001) 
*Note - Figures for England not available for 2001 

Chart 3.8 Number of Asylum Seekers in Temporary Accommodation in 
London (compared to 1998) 

Responsibility for 1998 2001 2002 

accommodating Asylum 
seekers 
Local authority - Housing 8,548 8,017 5,448 
Act - residual arrangements 
- numbers placed in 
temporary accommodation 

_ Social Services Departments 18,740 33,652 26,184 

- transitional arrangements - 
numbers placed in temporary 
accommodation 

TOTAL LOCAL 27,288 41,669 31,632 
AUTHORITY 
NASS IN LONDON 
Subsistence and N/A 10,000 3,200 

accommodation 
TOTAL TEMPORARY N/A 51,699 34,832 
ACCOMMODATION (LA 
AND NASS) 
NASS Subsistence only N/A 10,522 24,652 

Sources: LRC BULLETIN 14 (1999) and GLA Homelessness in London bulletin 36 (2002) 
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Asylum Seekers' Consortium figures, from LB Westminster show fluctuations on a month by month 
basis, with increases, for instance from April to October 2000, before a subsequent reduction. There 
are also variations between categories of asylum seekers, including the 2002/3 increase in the number 
of unaccompanied children claiming asylum 

Chart 3.9 Owner Occupation in England 

Owner occupation Social Renting Private renting 
Early 1980s 57.7% 30.9% 11.4% 
Early 1990s 67.1% 23.2 % 9.7% 
2002 68% 20.9% 11.1% 

Source Social Market or Safety Net? www. policvyress. or2. uk 
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APPENDIX 6 

PRIVATE SECTOR LEASING (PSL) 

Private Sector Leasing (PSL) was developed by housing associations, in partnership with 
local authorities in the mid 1980s to house homeless families. By 1989 twenty-eight of the 
thirty-two London boroughs had PSL schemes and by 1990 there were 10,000 families in 
PSL temporary accommodation. l 

Inspired by the effective use of empty property, which short life housing demonstrated, PSL 
schemes were formal contracts, underpinned by government revenue subsidies and Housing 
Benefit. To some extent this new business compensated for the introduction of a more 
competitive permanent housing environment2 

By 1990 PSL began to dwarf short life housing in London, which by 1986 was estimated to 
house 15,000 people (Bowman 1986). The growth of PSL and the other temporary 
accommodation schemes were to have a complex -impact on short life housing schemes, 
expanding the overall use of empty property and masking the disadvantages, because 
homeless families were guaranteed eventual permanent homes. PSL dispersed homeless 
families throughout London, so that any resident-led lobby for improvements would be 
difficult to organise and reduced public interest in the issue. 
3 It also further marginalised short life organisations, without a local authority agency role. 

Paradoxically short life housing organisations sought to become ownership organisations 
while mainstream housing associations were expanding their PSL work. Both moves were 
driven by the scarcity of affordable housing and competition for grant for permanent homes. 
The different housing outcomes for homeless families and single people precluded a 
common view about the implications of such heavy dependence on -temporary homes. 
Government presented increased family homelessness as a temporary 'blip' rather than a 
structural problem, the result of reduced investment. The different sources of property and 
foci of the organisations made it difficult to see the whole picture and practitioners 
concentrated on the job of making the schemes work. ' Interim housing was preferable to 
emergency bed and breakfast accommodation and therefore not a matter for political debate. 
The impact was felt by the individuals affected and by housing professionals struggling to 
deal with increased demands. 

PSL temporary housing became a necessary gateway to permanent homes for homeless 
families. It privileged the role of large associations as local authority partners and 
emphasised the importance of revenue subsidy and Housing Benefit. Like all empty 
property uses, PSL gained government support, by meeting wider objectives. 5 It was an 
exceptional example of emerging public/private partnerships, involving private landlords, 
local authorities, with housing associations acting as managers and met political 
requirements to reduce capital investment. 6 

Government responses to increased homelessness in included the growth of temporary 
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arrangements through PSL and an opportunistic Housing Market Package, a special funding 
initiative for associations, which was partly designed to lift the failing property market in 
1993. These measures were combined with exhortations to social landlords to accept more 
homeless family nominations. Then to underline the view that this was a cyclical, temporary 
phenomenon, the emphasis quickly shifted, as soon as the economy showed signs of 
improving. Government renewed its efforts to reduce the state's housing responsibilities, 
with the 1995 White Paper on homelessness. The 1996 Housing Act was a further attempt to 
lower homeless families' demands on local authorities for permanent housing, within the 
context of limited public investment in housing. 

The schemes began to take off in the mid 1980s, as an extension of large housing 
associations' emergency housing work for families (Bowman 1986). 7 

1 London Research Centre (LRC) bulletins 1992/3 -1998 

2 Initially this was a welcome, risk-free form of agency work for the large associations 
involved, providing strong revenue streams, which became less generous as the risks of the 
scheme were transferred to associations. The benefit of the arrangement was that all 
residents in PSL, as local authority nominees, were guaranteed permanent housing. 

'Homeless families were often housed 'out of borough' in areas of London where 
housing was cheaper. 

4 Local authorities' dependence on temporary arrangements to meet emergency was a 
managerial response to the lack of other options. PSL's role as a superior form of short-term 
accommodation to bed and breakfast hotels and its position as a gateway to permanent 
housing were regarded as such benefits, that there was little debate about any disadvantages. 
In providing 'solutions' for homelessness as local authority agents, large associations 
complied with and delivered the government's objectives, in their new role as providers. 
They promoted PSL as the best, quickly available alternative to bed and breakfast 
accommodation, rather than emphasising any drawbacks. At the same time organisations 
like the National Housing Federation downplayed associations' new role in housing 
thousands of homeless families in interim housing, because this was a London phenomenon. 
In any case their focus was to emphasise associations as housing developers and argue for 
substantially more funds for new building. 

' As a result PSL masked some of the impact of the property market collapse in the early 
1990s by acquiring leases on unsold property, for instance. Later it developed its own 
discrete niche in the lower rent end of the housing market, with private developers acquiring 
property specifically, for Temporary Accommodation use. 

6 The advantages of ready-to-let private sector homes for government-were that they 
provided adequate accommodation, showed private sector partnerships worked, reduced the 
role of local authorities to enablers and did not require capital subsidies. Reduced capital 
expenditure was an overriding political objective. 
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7 Private Sector Leasing (PSL) was eventually to become the most important form of 
temporary housing for homeless families. However, this was not anticipated in the mid 
1980s when several councils thought short life housing -might provide the cheapest, most 
accessible resource. 
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APPENDIX 7 

BRUTON V LONDON AND QUADRANT 

Nic Madge in the Housing Law Casebook (1998), London, Legal Action Group (page 12) 
summarises the early decisions on this case. 

Licensees cannot have security under the Rent Act 1977 and do not have a tenancy under 
the Housing Act 1988 unless the following apply: 

" Exclusive possession 
" Obligation to pay rent 

A term 

The Street v" Mountford test case (1985) A. C, 809 determined that Mrs Mountford had 
exclusive possession of two rooms and according the House of Lords decision had a 
tenancy, not a licence. 

Mr Bruton began his action against London and Quadrant Housing Trust in 1998. London 
and Quadrant had a licence on a mansion block, in Brixton, which LB Lambeth had 
purchased in 1975. Mr Bruton was a licensee of London and Quadrant Housing Trust (L 
and Q) and brought proceedings against L and Q for a breach of repairing obligations 
under Section 11 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985. 

The judge hearing the case determined he was a licensee. His appeal was dismissed by a 
majority when it went to Appeal (The Court of Appeal (1998)) Q. B. 834 Kennedy and 
Millet L. JJ, Sir Brian Neill dissenting. Millet felt the two doctrines were mutually 
exclusive: 

" Fixed term and rent = tenancy 
" Grantor of an interest in the land is estopped from disputing the validity or effect 

of his grant 

'There is nothing in law to prevent. a party in possession of land but lacking any legal 
estate or interest in the land from granting a. license to permit another to occupy the land. 
Provided that the grantor makes it clear that it is a license only and not a tenancy, the 
grant will not take effect as a tenancy by estoppel. ' 

However when Mr Bruton appealed to the House of Lords -Bruton (A. P. ) v. London and 
Quadrant 'Housing Trust, 24 June "1999 the Lords allowed Mr Bruton's appeal, without 
determining whose tenant he was. 
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Lord Hoffman said that Mr Bruton did have a tenancy although London and Quadrant 
Housing Trust may have agreed with Mr Bruton to say that it was not a tenancy. 'But the 
parties cannot contract out of the Rent Acts or other landlord and tenant statutes by such 
devices. Nor in my view can they be used by a landlord to avoid being estoppedfrom 
denying that he entered into the agreement he actually made. 

'F. For these reasons I would allow the appeal and declare that Mr Bruton was a tenant. I 
should add that I express no view on whether he was a secure tenant or on the rights of 
the council to recover possession of the. flat. ' 

Lord Hobhouse of Woodborough said 
'The case of Mr Bruton depends upon his establishing that his agreement with the 
Housing trust has the legal effect of creating a relationship of tenant and landlord 
between them. That is all. It does not depend upon his establishing a proprietary title 

. good against all the world or against the Council. It is not necessary for him to show that 
the Council had conveyed a legal estate to the Housing Trust. '1 

On 30 September 2003 12 residents of Rushcroft Residents' Action Group (RAG) began 
the next stage of their legal challenge, to try to prove their landlörd was Lambeth 
Council, not London and Quadrant Housing Trust. The case was heard at the property 
division, Central London County. Court (Property People, 18/9/03). 

Until the case I settled around 70 residents of Rushcroft Road continue to be in limbo, as 
the council terminated its licence with London and Quadrant in 2000. 

' Judgements - Bruton (A. P. ) v. London and Quadrant Housing Trust, House of Lords 
Lord Slynn of Hadley, Lord Jauncey of Tullicettle, Lord Hoffman, Lord Hope of Craighead, Lord 
Hobhouse of Woodborough - Opinions of the Lords of Appeal for Judgement in the Cause, Bruton (AP) v 
London and Quadrant Housing Trust (Respondents) 24 June 1999 
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